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Preface

Enhancement of digital images and video sequences is the process of increasing
the quality of the visual information by improving its visibility and perceptibil-
ity. Enhancement is a necessary step in image/video processing applications when
the conditions under which a scene is captured result in quality degradation, e.g.,
increased/decreased brightness and/or contrast, distortion of colors, and introduc-
tion of noise and other artifacts such as blotches and streaks. Unfortunately, most of
the traditional enhancement methods are designed for monochromatic image/video
data. The multivariate nature of color image/video data presents considerable chal-
lenges for researchers and practitioners as the numerous methods developed for
single channel data are often not directly applicable to multichannel data.

The goal of this volume is to summarize the state-of-the-art in color image and
video enhancement. The intended audience includes researchers and practitioners,
who are increasingly using color images and videos.

The volume opens with two chapters related to image acquisition. In “Colori-
metric Characterisation,” Westland focuses on the problem of color reproduction in
devices such as cameras, monitors, and printers. The author describes color spaces
mainly used for representing colors by consumer technologies currently available,
analyzes the device accuracy on the reproduction of real-world colors, and illustrates
various color correction methods for matching the color gamuts of different devices.
In “Image Demosaicing,” Zhen and Stevenson present an overview of demosaicking
methods. The authors introduce the fundamentals of interpolation and analyze the
structure of various state-of-the-art approaches. In addition, they elaborate on the
advantages and disadvantages of the examined techniques and evaluate their per-
formance using popular image quality metrics. Finally, they discuss demosaicing
combined with deblurring and super-resolution.

The volume continues with two chapters on noise removal. In “DCT-Based Color
Image Denoising: Efficiency Analysis and Prediction,” Lukin et al. discuss image
denoising techniques based on the discrete cosine transform (DCT). The authors
analyze noise models, discuss various image quality measures, describe various
types of filters, and introduce the concept of image enhancement utilizing the DCT.
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vi Preface

In “Impulsive Noise Filters for Colour Images,” Morillas et al. give an overview
of the impulsive noise reduction methods for color images. They analyze various
models of impulsive noise contamination, introduce quality metrics used for the
evaluation of filtering effectiveness, discuss various methods of vector ordering, and
analyze the main types of noise reduction algorithms. The authors not only describe
various approaches to impulsive noise reduction, but also evaluate their effectiveness
and summarize their main properties.

The volume continues with seven chapters on color/contrast enhancement. In
“Spatial and Frequency-Based Variational Methods for Perceptually Inspired Color
and Contrast Enhancement of Digital Images,” Provenzi considers perceptually
inspired color correction algorithms that aim to reproduce the color sensation pro-
duced by the human vision system. These algorithms are based on the well-known
Retinex model, introduced by Land and McCann about 45 years ago. The author
shows that Retinex-like approaches can be embedded in a general variational frame-
work, where these methods can be interpreted as a local, nonlinear modification
of histogram equalization. In “The Color Logarithmic Image Processing (CoLIP)
Antagonist Space,” Gavet et al. present a survey of Color Logarithmic Image
Processing, a perceptually-oriented mathematical framework for representing and
processing color images. The authors also present various applications of this frame-
work ranging from contrast enhancement to segmentation. In “Color Management
and Virtual Restoration of Artworks,” Maino and Monti present a survey of the use
of color and contrast enhancement techniques in the virtual restoration of artworks
such as paintings, mosaics, ancient archival documents, and manuscripts. Histogram
equalization approaches, Retinex-like methods, and multi-spectral image process-
ing algorithms are essential tools to analyse an artwork, to discover its history, to
measure its conservation/degradation status, and to plan future physical restora-
tion. The authors provide examples of applications of such digital techniques on
several well-known Italian artworks. In “A GPU-Accelerated Adaptive Simulta-
neous Dynamic Range Compression and Local Contrast Enhancement Algorithm
for Real-Time Color Image Enhancement,” Tsai and Huang propose an adaptive
dynamic range compression algorithm for color image enhancement. The authors
demonstrate that a CUDA implementation of the proposed algorithm achieves up
to 700% speed up when executed on an NVIDIA NVS 5200M GPU compared to
a LUT-accelerated implementation executed on an Intel Core i7-3520M CPU. In
“Color Equalization and Retinex,” Wang et al. give an overview of several percep-
tually inspired color correction algorithms that attempt to simulate the human color
constancy capability. The authors first describe two histogram equalization meth-
ods that modify the image colors by manipulating respectively the global and local
color distributions. They then illustrate an automatic color equalization approach
that enhances the color and contrast of an image by combining the Gray-World and
White-Patch models. Finally, they describe the Retinex model and various imple-
mentations of it. In “Color Correction for Stereo and Multi-View Coding,” Fezza
and Larabi first present a survey of color correction methods for multi-view video.
They then compare the quantitative/qualitative performance of some of the popular
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Preface vii

methods with respect to color consistency, coding performance, and rendering qual-
ity. Finally, in “Enhancement of Image Content for Observers with Colour Vision
Deficiencies,” Milić et al. present a survey of daltonization methods designed for
enhancing the perceptual quality of color images for the benefit of observers with
color vision deficiencies.

In “Computationally Efficient Data and Application Driven Color Transforms
for the Compression and Enhancement of Images and Video,” Minervini et al. deal
with the problem of efficient coding and transmission of color images and videos.
The RGB data recorded by camera sensors are typically redundant due to high
correlation of the color channels. The authors describe two frameworks to obtain
linear maps of the RGB data that minimize the loss of information due to com-
pression. The first adapts to the image data and aims at reconstruction accuracy,
representing an efficient approximation of the classic Karhunen-Loève transform.
The second adapts to the application in which the images are used, for instance,
an image classification task. A chapter entitled “Overview of Grayscale Image Col-
orization Techniques,” by Popowicz and Smolka completes the volume. The authors
first present a survey of semi-automatic grayscale image colorization methods. They
then compare the performance of three semi-automatic and one fully-automatic
method on a variety of images. Finally, they propose a methodology for evaluating
colorization methods based on several well-known quality assessment measures.

As editors, we hope that this volume focused on color image and video enhance-
ment will demonstrate the significant progress that has occurred in this field in recent
years. We also hope that the developments reported in this volume will motivate fur-
ther research in this exciting field.

M. Emre Celebi
Michela Lecca

Bogdan Smolka
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Chapter 1
Colorimetric Characterization

Stephen Westland

1.1 Introduction

Human color vision is trichromatic. That is to say that most people’s color vision
is based upon the responses of three classes of light-sensitive receptors in the retina
of the eye, each of which has broadband sensitivity but maximum sensitivity at
different wavelengths. Consequently, the use of three color primaries, together in
mixture, allows a wide range of colors to be reproduced. When colored lights are
mixed together, a phenomenon known as additive color mixing and exemplified by
digital display systems, the gamut of reproducible colors for a trichromatic system is
limited and is always smaller than the gamut of all the colors possible in the world.
However, the gamut is smaller or larger depending upon the choice of primaries.
Pragmatically, the largest gamut is achieved when the additive primaries are red,
green and blue (RGB).

Unfortunately there is no single set of RGB primaries that has achieved univer-
sal acceptance as RGB primaries have evolved over time in response to consumer
demand and technological advancement. Color images are captured and displayed
using a wide variety of devices and technologies. Although at each pixel, color
is represented by the intensities of the red (R), green (G) and blue (B) primaries,
different display technologies use different RGB primaries so that, unless adjust-
ment is made to the RGB values to compensate for these differences, the same
image displayed on different display devices is likely to have a very different color
appearance. For image-capture devices such as cameras, color is represented by
RGB values that represent the responses of three broadband color filters. However,
different manufacturers use different filters and, again, the settings of the camera
(exposure time, white balance etc.) will affect the RGB values that are captured for
a particular scene. It is clear that, without some process for compensating for these
differences in device primaries and states, significant color differences are likely to
result between images of the same scene that are captured by various cameras and
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2 S. Westland

displayed on various devices in various states. Color management can be thought of
as a process of adjustment of color information to compensate for properties of each
imaging device to ensure color fidelity in the image workflow.

This chapter explores issues around how the variability in RGB primaries
between different displays (and, indeed, other imaging devices such as cameras)
can be overcome to enable color fidelity.

1.2 CIE XYZ

Colorimetry is a branch of color science concerned with numerically specifying the
color of physically defined stimuli such that two stimuli that look the same (under
certain criteria) have identical specifications [37]. The Commission Internationale
de lÉclairage (CIE) developed a system for the specification of color stimuli that
was recommended for widespread use in 1931 [11]. The CIE system allows any
color stimulus (usually expressed in terms of radiance at fixed wavelength inter-
vals in the visible spectrum) to be represented by three so-called tristimulus values
(XYZ); the XYZ values denote the amounts of the three CIE primaries that, on aver-
age, an observer would use in additive mixture to match the visual appearance of the
stimulus. Of course, if two stimuli have the same XYZ values then they will match
each other and this allows for a system for predicting stimulus equivalence, whereby
two spectrally dissimilar stimuli are a visual match. The XYZ values can be calcu-
lated because of the amounts of the three primaries needed to match one unit of
light at wavelength in the visible spectrum were experimentally determined and are
known as the color-matching functions. A number of good texts exist that describe
the development, principles and practical uses of the CIE system [4, 13, 22, 24].

The proportional amounts of the CIE tristimulus values are often used to create a
chromaticity diagram. The x and y chromaticity coordinates are calculated as shown
in Eqs. 1.1, 1.2, thus

x = X/(X + Y + Z) (1.1)

y = Y/(X + Y + Z) (1.2)

where XYZ are the CIE tristimulus values. Figure 1.1 shows the chromaticity dia-
gram where the colors that are shown are illustrative only. The colors of individual
wavelengths are on the horseshoe-shaped locus. The gamut of a typical RGB display
is shown by the triangle. Of course, the chromaticity diagram is a 2-D projection of
3-D color space so that colors of identical chrominance but different luminance (e.g.,
white, black and grey) are all collapsed onto a single point in this diagram [25].
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Fig. 1.1 The CIE chromaticity diagram. The gamut of reproducible colors for a typical RGB dis-
play is shown by the solid line where the vertices of the triangle are the chromaticity coordinates
of each of the RGB primaries. The chromaticities of the single-wavelength stimuli at 400, 500, 600
and 700 nm are shown as open circles on the spectral locus

Table 1.1 The CIE xy chromaticities of the SMPTE-C, Rec. 601 and Rec. 709 primaries

SMPTE-C ITU-R BT.601 ITU-R BT.709–3

R G B R G B R G B

x 0.630 0.310 0.155 0.640 0.290 0.155 0.640 0.300 0.155

y 0.340 0.595 0.070 0.330 0.600 0.060 0.330 0.600 0.060

1.3 sRGB

No single RGB color space has achieved universal acceptance. Rather, many RGB
standards and sets of RGB primaries have evolved over time in response to consumer
demand, professional interests and technological advances. Table 1.1 shows the CIE
chromaticity coordinates of three important RGB standards [35].

The SMPTE-C primaries have traditionally been used in the US, whereas the
ITU-R BT.601 primaries have been used in Europe, Canada and Japan. In 1990, a
new set of primaries was agreed upon for high-definition television (HDTV) known
as ITU-R BT.709-3 or simply Rec. 709. It is currently possible to find displays that
correspond to each of these standards and, indeed, to several others.
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The use of more saturated primaries would in principle allow a greater gamut of
reproducible colors; however, consideration must be given to the fact that in digital
RGB systems it is normal to allocate 8 bits per color channel (resulting in 256 values
for each of R, G and B). Using a wider RGB gamut would mean that digital steps
would be more widely spaced (increasing quantization error) and this may not be
desirable.

In 1996, Hewlett-Packard and Microsoft proposed a standard color space, sRGB,
intended for widespread use but particularly within the Microsoft operating systems,
HP products and the Internet [1, 27]. sRGB was designed to be compatible with the
Rec. 709 standard and therefore the chromaticities of the primaries are the same as
those in Table 1.1 for Rec. 709. The full specification—which includes a transfer
function (gamma curve) that was typical of most cathode ray tubes (CRTs)—allows
images encoded as sRGB to be directly displayed on typical CRT monitors and
this greatly aided its acceptance. The widespread use of sRGB has allowed some
degree of convergence in digital imaging workflows. Many modern displays are
based on the Rec. 709 (sRGB) primaries and this assists color fidelity to some extent.
The color gamut of sRGB is too small for some purposes, however, and a wide-
gamut RGB space known as Adobe RGB, designed to encompass most of the colors
achievable on CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow, key) color printers, has been in use
since 1998 [30]. Most digital camera systems now allow captured images to be
encoded in either sRGB or Adobe RGB color space.

1.4 Color Correction

Without color correction, it is unlikely that digital imaging systems would have
been as successful as they have been for the past couple of decades. Although true
color fidelity is still not achievable, color correction, ubiquitous but invisible to most
casual users, enables a degree of color accuracy that is more than adequate for many
purposes. Color correction, or color management, can be thought of as a process
of adjustment of color information to compensate for properties of each imaging
device to ensure color fidelity in the image workflow [36].

The role of the International Color Consortium (ICC) has been critical in terms
increasing color fidelity across a wide range of imaging devices. The ICC is an
industry consortium of more than 70 imaging and software vendors that was estab-
lished in 1993 with the goal to “create, promote and encourage evolution of an open,
vendor-neutral, cross-platform color management system architecture and compo-
nents.” The ICC process converts source-device color values to destination-device
color values via a transform that must account for the color characteristics of both
source and destination devices as illustrated in Fig. 1.2 [17].

For this system to be effective, each device should be associated with a device
profile that describes the relationship between the device’s color space and a device-
independent color space (PCS). The ICC [23] develops and promotes standard color
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Fig. 1.2 The ICC color management workflow transforms color from a source device (such as a
camera) to a destination-device (such as a printer) via a profile connection space (PCS) using ICC
device profiles

profiles (ICC profile) whose specification is based on an earlier system called Col-
orSync (that was delivered on Apple computers). The system is efficient; for n
devices only n transforms (or profiles) are required and adding a new device requires
only one new color transform.

Consider for example, the workflow where a digital image is captured using a
camera and transferred to a computer where it is displayed. The camera may spec-
ify the image in sRGB color space but the digital display color space may be, for
example, based on Rec. 601 color space (see Table 1.1). If no adjustment (color
management) is made then color fidelity will be lost since, for example, the RGB
specification RGB= [255 0 0] refers to a different color in the camera and display
color spaces. However, using the ICC system, the RGB values from the camera will
be converted to the device-independent space XYZ and these will then be converted
into RGB values for the display. The device profiles in this case are likely to be
simply linear transforms that are computationally efficient. The device profile for
the camera will be stored in the image-file header (for example, in the TIFF file)
and the display profile will be stored on the host computer. The color management
system in the computer’s operating system software will perform the transforms.

Many image files do not have a profile associated with them; this most commonly
occurs with image files that have been uploaded to the Internet. Most color manage-
ment systems now assume that the default color space is sRGB if confronted with a
digital color image that does not have a profile. For this reason, sRGB is often the
color space of choice if creating images for display over the Internet on a variety of
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platforms. Note also that, in the example workflow just cited, if the camera and the
display color spaces are both sRGB then no correction is needed.

Most imaging devices come with a default profile which is often installed as part
of the device driver. However, methods (instruments and software tools) exist that
allow users to develop their own profiles for a device which can take into account
the settings of the device.

Although sRGB specification is used widely, the limited color gamut of the sRGB
space means that wide-gamut displays consistent with, for example, the Adobe RGB
color space, are preferred in many professional situations and color correction is
then needed. Color correction is also essential for CMYK-based printers [2].

When the source and destination color gamuts do not match, part of the color
correction must include a computational process known as gamut mapping. Gamut
mapping is complex and is outside the scope of this chapter but readers are referred
to the literature [25]. However, it should be noted that when the destination gamut
is smaller than the source gamut, for example, then there is a choice between clip-
ping the source gamut (in this case, colors outside the destination gamut would be
desaturated but retain their hue) or compressing it (in this case, all of the colors in
the source gamut are desaturated) so that it fits the destination gamut.

The following two sections consider the relationship between device RGB color
and CIE XYZ color.

1.5 Theoretical Relationship between RGB and XYZ

If the luminance of the RGB channel values is linearly related to the channel input
values, RGB, then there is a simple linear relationship between the display RGB
values and the CIE XYZ values, thus

t = Md (1.3)

where t is a 3 × 1 column vector containing the XYZ values, d is a 3 × 1 column
vector containing the RGB values, and M is a 3 × 3 matrix. If the values of d are
in the range 0–1, then M is constructed as shown in Eq. 1.4,

M =
XR XG XB

YR YG YB

ZR ZG ZB

(1.4)

where XR , for example, is the CIE X value of the display when the R primary is
at maximum intensity (R= 1) and the G and B primaries are at zero intensity (with
similar definitions for the other terms). Therefore, if the CIE XYZ values of the
primaries at maximum intensity are known for a display, then it is trivial to use Eq.
1.3 to predict the CIE color coordinates of any arbitrary 24-bit RGB stimulus on
that display. It is therefore possible to take an image on one display and convert it to
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a second display without loss of color fidelity by using Eq. 1.3 (where M is derived
for the first display) to convert the first display RGB values to XYZ values and then
using the inverse of Eq. 1.3 (where M is derived for the second display) to convert
the XYZ values into RGB values. Eq. 1.5 shows that it is possible to convert the RGB
values for the first display, d1, into RGB values for the second display, d2, directly
by calculating the scalar dot product of the inverse of M2 and M1 thus:

d2 = (M−1
2 M1)d1 (1.5)

However, the color correction illustrated by Eq. 1.5 is only valid if the RGB values
of d1 and d2 are linearly related to the luminances of the displays. Normally, an
additional computation stage is required to linearize the RGB values and this is often
achieved using a gamma function [5]. The gamma model was effective for older
CRT displays; for more modern LCD displays it is not clear whether the gamma
model should be replaced by a more sigmoidal model [12].

For most trichromatic camera devices, Eq. 1.3 is usually not valid [19]. A camera
is said to be colorimetric if it satisfies the Luther condition (also called the Maxwell-
Ives criterion); that is, if the product of the spectral sensitivity of the three channels
is a linear combination of the CIE color-matching functions. If this is the case, then
there will be a linear transform between the camera RGB values and the CIE XYZ
values assuming that any nonlinearity in the response is first accounted for. Spectral
sensitivity here means the product of the spectral responsivity of the photoreceptor
and the spectral transmittance of any filter or lens. Note, however, that it is normal
that the RGB values recorded by a digital camera are subject to a nonlinear process
which needs to be inverted before the linear transform to the CIE XYZ values can
take place [7]. Various methods for estimating the nonlinearity in a camera system
are described in the literature [3, 31].

When a camera does satisfy the Luther condition, Eq. 1.3 can be used to convert
the camera RGB values to CIE XYZ values. However, determination of the matrix
M requires knowledge of the camera’s spectral sensitivities. Unfortunately, it can
be difficult to determine or to estimate the camera spectral sensitivities of the chan-
nels [31]. More seriously, it is often the case that digital cameras do not satisfy the
Luther condition and are therefore not colorimetric [20]. In these situations, more
empirical data-driven methods are often employed to convert camera RGB values
into CIE XYZ values (and hence to enable color management) and these methods
are discussed in the next section.

1.6 Data-Based Color-Correction Methods

Many digital cameras do not satisfy the Luther condition because of the practical
production of filters, sensors and optical lenses and in such circumstances it is nec-
essary to estimate the transform M in some optimal sense. Data-based correction
methods use sets of imaged samples with known CIE values and corresponding
captured RGB values to optimize the transform.
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Fig. 1.3 Typical process for data-based camera color characterization. A chart containing a number
of color patches is imaged to obtain the camera RGB values for each patch. The CIE XYZ values
for each patch are obtained by direct colorimetric measurement. Computational models are derived
to predict XYZ from RGB

Figure 1.3 shows a typical process for modeling the relationship between cam-
era RGB and CIE XYZ. Standard test charts are available that contain a range of
colored samples. These will be imaged using the camera system and also measured
using a color-measurement device (such as a tristimulus colorimeter or a reflectance
spectrophotometer) that is capable of reporting CIE XYZ values [4]. Computational
models can then be constructed to predict XYZ from RGB. Two well-known meth-
ods for determining the transformation are the simple least-squares fit procedure
and Vrhel’s principal component method [14, 33]. However, various other methods
have been used including pattern search optimization [6] and methods that exploit
information about the illuminant estimation process [7, 8]. Some researchers have
also considered whether it is better to minimize errors in a space that is more per-
ceptually relevant than CIE XYZ space. It has been demonstrated that, for digital
scanners, it is more accurate to minimize errors in CIE (1976) L*a*b space than in
the tristimulus XYZ space [28].

Even when a camera does not satisfy the Luther condition, simple linear trans-
forms are often preferred to more complex models because they can be computed
quickly and can be easily inverted. However, higher order polynomials have also
been used [15, 20] as well as artificial neural networks [10, 34, 38]. For more com-
plex models, care must be taken to ensure that the model does not overfit the data.
It is thus common to develop the model based on a training set of data and then to
evaluate the model based on a test set of data. For example, in one study, [10] two
different calibration charts were used (one for training containing 166 color patches
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and one for testing containing 50 color patches) and it was shown that good general-
ization of a third-order polynomial transform was possible with at least 100 training
samples. It has also been demonstrated that minimizing the errors in CIE (1976)
L*a*b color space is normally superior to XYZ space when using polynomials to
predict RGB from CMYK space [29].

Simple linear transforms are preferred for ICC profiles but more complex mod-
els can give better performance and are often used in research laboratories where
exceptional color fidelity is required. For printers, polynomial transforms, neural
networks and look-up tables are commonly used [21, 26, 36].

Sometimes exceptional color fidelity is required, but only in a subspace of the full
color space. In this case, the training and test data used for developing the models
may consist of samples that are in that color subspace. Methods for optimizing the
selection of color samples in a chart have been developed [9, 16,18,32] and may be
useful for the design of such charts.

Several reviews of computational methods for determining the transformation
between an imaging device and CIE colorimetric space are available in the literature
[2, 18, 24].

1.7 Applications and Limitations

ICC color management is ubiquitous. Whenever, a consumer watches television,
looks at their smart phone display, or goes to the cinema, for example, ICC color
management is operating to provide good color fidelity. However, color fidelity is
imperfect for a number of reasons but most noticeably:

(1) ICC profiles tend to use relatively simple transforms (linear transforms are com-
mon) which may not adequately describe the relationship between the device
color space and CIE color space.

(2) ICC profiles are only valid under the conditions under which they were deter-
mined. If the device settings (e.g., brightness or contrast for a display, or
exposure time for a camera) are changed then the profile needs to be reset.
Many users rely upon default profiles which will likely be inaccurate. Profes-
sional users can build profiles that are consistent with a device’s actual settings
and this may improve performance.

(3) The mismatch in gamuts between the destination and source devices can mean
that colorimetric image reproduction is not possible. Most color management
systems provide so-called rendering-intent options to allow the user to choose
between difficult options (e.g., gamut clipping and gamut compression).

The overwhelming majority of consumers probably find ICC color profiling to be
acceptable. That is, they are reasonably content with the degree of color fidelity
available in contemporary consumer imaging devices. However, there are many situ-
ations where color fidelity is critical. One such application is medical imaging where
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the correct reproduction of colors in a display is needed so that medical practition-
ers can make appropriate clinical assessments. Other applications include internet
shopping and representation and conservation of artwork. For some products, very
accurate representation on a consumer’s display is essential if the shopping experi-
ence is to be practical. In such cases, state-of-the-art ICC color management is often
inadequate.

1.8 Conclusions

Low-cost color-imaging devices for capture and display are ubiquitous and the accu-
rate representation of color is important in the fields of entertainment, social media
and medical imaging amongst others. Different image capture and display tech-
nologies use different RGB primaries so that, unless adjustment is made to the RGB
values to compensate for these differences, the same image displayed on different
display devices is likely to have a very different color appearance. Fortunately sev-
eral open-source and cross-vendor standard procedures, such as the standard RGB
color space known as sRGB and the color-management protocols known collec-
tively as ICC, enable a level of color fidelity that is adequate for many purposes.
This chapter introduced the theoretical framework for trichromatic color specifica-
tion and the basis for the color management of images. In some fields, however, such
as internet shopping, contemporary color fidelity is inadequate and further techno-
logical developments may be required. In addition, the public demand ever greater
quality in the images that they consume which is likely to drive innovations in the
next decade that will put greater strain on color-management systems of the future.
The most likely of these will be more saturated color primaries and the introduc-
tion of systems with more than three primaries. Post-trichromatic color imaging, in
particular, may generate more colorful images but poses significant challenges for
color fidelity and for cross-media color reproduction.
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Chapter 2
Image Demosaicing

Ruiwen Zhen and Robert L. Stevenson

2.1 Introduction

Digital cameras are extremely popular and have replaced traditional film-based cam-
eras in most applications. To produce a color image in a digital camera, there should
be at least three color components at each pixel location. This can be achieved
by three CCD (Charge-Coupled Devices) or CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide
Semiconductor) sensors, each of which receives a specific primary color. However,
the associated cost and space is prohibited in many situations. As a result, most dig-
ital cameras on the market use a single sensor covered by a color filter array (CFA)
to reduce the cost and size.

The CFA consists of a set of spectrally selective filters that are arranged in an
interleaving pattern so that each sensor pixel samples one of the three primary color
components (Fig. 2.1a). These sparsely sampled color values are termed mosaic
images or CFA images. To render a full-color image from the CFA samples, an
image reconstruction process, commonly known as CFA demosaicing, is required
to estimate the other two missing color values for each pixel. Among many pos-
sible CFA patterns, we focus on the widely used Bayer CFA pattern [8] shown in
Fig. 2.1b. The Bayer pattern samples the green band using a quincunx grid, while
red and blue are obtained by a rectangular grid. The green pixels are sampled at a
higher rate since the green color approximates the brightness perceived by human
eyes.

Before fully exploring the various demosaicing algorithms, we will introduce the
basic knowledge about demosaicing in this section. We start from the formalism for
demosaicing process and the simplest demosaicing method, bilinear interpolation,
which allows us to introduce the demosaicing color artifacts, and major princi-
ples adopted by most demosaicing algorithms. After that, we show how to evaluate
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Fig. 2.1 a Single CCD sensor covered by a CFA [35], b Bayer CFA

demosaicing algorithms, including the test image database, objective measure, and
subjective measure of quality.

2.1.1 Demosaicing

Let ICFA:Z2 → Z denote a M × N Bayer CFA image. Each pixel ICFA(i, j ) with
coordinates i = 1, 2...M, j = 1, 2...N in the image ICFA corresponds to a single
color component. Assuming the sampling pattern is as Fig. 2.1b, then

ICFA(i, j ) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Ri,j for i odd and j even

Bi,j for i even and j odd

Gi,j otherwise

(2.1)

where Ri,j , Bi,j ,Gi,j values range from 0 to 255 if the image is quantized with 8-
bit for each color channel. The demosaicing process is to estimate the missing two
color values at each pixel location (i, j ) for rendering a full color image Î :Z2 → Z

3:

Î (i, j ) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(Ri,j , Ĝi,j , B̂i,j ) for i odd and j even

(R̂i,j , Ĝi,j , Bi,j ) for i even and j odd

(R̂i,j ,Gi,j , B̂i,j ) otherwise

(2.2)

Each triplet in Eq. (2.2) represents a color vector, in which Ri,j , Bi,j ,Gi,j are
color components available in the CFA image ICFA and R̂i,j , B̂i,j , Ĝi,j are esti-
mated missing color components [35]. For use in later discussion, we also define
the original full-color image as:

I (i, j ) = (Ri,j ,Gi,j , Bi,j ) for ∀i and ∀j (2.3)

Many algorithms have been proposed for CFA image demosaicing. The simplest
demosaicing methods apply well-known interpolation techniques, such as nearest-
neighbor replication, bilinear interpolation, and cubic spline interpolation, to each
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color plane separately. The remaining part of this subsection will introduce the bilin-
ear interpolation demosaicing method. The bilinear approach is useful to understand
since many advanced algorithms still adopt bilinear interpolation as an initial step;
additionally, these algorithms usually use the results of bilinear interpolation for
performance comparison.

The bilinear interpolation method fills the missing color values with weighted
averages of their neighboring pixel values. Considering the CFA pattern in Fig. 2.1b,
the missing blue and green values at pixel R3,4 are estimated thanks to the following
equations:

B̂3,4 = 1

4
(B2,3 + B2,5 + B4,3 + B4,5) (2.4)

Ĝ3,4 = 1

4
(G3,3 +G2,4 +G3,5 +G4,4) (2.5)

Similarly, the red and green components can be estimated at blue pixel locations. As
for the green pixel location, for example G3,3, the blue and red values are calculated
as:

R̂3,3 = 1

2
(R3,2 + R3,4) (2.6)

B̂3,3 = 1

2
(B2,3 + B4,3) (2.7)

These interpolation operations can be easily implemented by convolution [6]. If we
decompose the CFA image into three color planes, ICFA

R , ICFA
G , and ICFA

B , as
shown in Fig. 2.2, the convolution kernels for bilinear interpolating of each color
plane are:

KB = KR = 1

4

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1 2 1

2 4 2

1 2 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ (2.8)

KG = 1

4

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

0 1 0

1 4 1

0 1 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ (2.9)

Figure 2.3 shows an example of bilinear interpolating of the image lighthouse with
the above convolution kernels. Though the bilinear interpolation method is com-
putationally efficient and easy to implement, we see that the demosaiced image in
Fig. 2.3b suffers from severe visible artifacts, especially the image regions with
high-frequency content.
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Fig. 2.2 CFA color plane decomposition

Fig. 2.3 a Original image, b Demosaiced image by bilinear interpolation

2.1.2 Demosaicing Artifacts

To analyze the demosaicing artifacts introduced by bilinear interpolation, Chang et
al. [11] synthesized an image with a vertical edge (Fig. 2.4a) and obtained the cor-
responding bilinear interpolated result (Fig. 2.4c). The synthesized image has two
homogeneous areas with different gray levels L and H (L < H ), and the three color
components in each gray area are equal. Figure 2.4b shows the Bayer CFA image
yielded by sampling the synthesized image. The results of bilinear interpolating of
each color plane are displayed in Figs. 2.4d–2.4f.
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Fig. 2.4 a Synthesized gray image, b CFA samples of a, c Bilinear interpolation result, d Bilinear
interpolated red plane, e Bilinear interpolated green plane, f Bilinear interpolated blue plane

We can see that the three interpolated color planes suffer from different errors
due to their different sampling patterns. The green plane gives rise to the obvi-
ous grid error pattern while the red and blue planes produce an intermediate level
between low and high intensity levels. Visually, two types of artifacts are generated
in the demosaiced image: one is the pattern of alternating colors along the edge,
called zipper effect, and the other is the noticeable color errors (the bluish tint in
this example), called false color.

The zipper effect refers to the abrupt or unnatural changes of intensities over a
number of neighboring pixels, manifesting as an “on–off” pattern in regions around
edges [11]. Figure 2.5b shows that the fence bars in the bilinear interpolated light-
house are corrupted by the zipper effects. They are primarily caused by improper
averaging of neighboring color values across edges. Interpolation along an object
boundary is always preferable to interpolation across it because the discontinuity of
the signal at the boundary contains high-frequency components that are difficult to
estimate. If an image is interpolated in the direction orthogonal to the orientation
of the object boundary, the color that appears at the pixel of interest is unrelated to
the physical objects represented in the image [27]. For this reason, many proposed
demosaicing algorithms are edge-sensitive. Another reason that could influence
zipper effects is the quincunx structure of the CFA green samples. According to
Chang’s experimental results, the zipper effects are more likely to occur around
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Fig. 2.5 Zipper effect. a Fence bars in the original image, b Fence bars in the bilinear interpolated
image

Fig. 2.6 False color. a Numbers in the original image, b Numbers in the bilinear interpolated image

edges not aligned in the diagonal direction along which the green values are fully
sampled.

The false colors are spurious colors which are not present in the original image,
as in Figs. 2.5b and 2.6b. They appear as sudden hue changes due to inconsistency
among the three color planes. Such inconsistency usually results in the large inten-
sity changes in the color difference planes [11]. Based on this observation, many
algorithms attempt to utilize the spectral correlation between different planes and
ensure that the hue or color difference plane is slowly varying.

Both the zipper effect and the false color are referred to as misguidance color arti-
facts, which are mainly caused by erroneous interpolation direction. These artifacts
affect the regions with high-frequency content most. However, even with correct
interpolation direction, the reconstructed image may still contain several errors
called interpolation artifacts, and it is associated with limitations in the interpola-
tion [27]. Normally, interpolation artifacts are far less noticeable than misguidance
color artifacts.
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2.1.3 Demosaicing Principles

The drawbacks brought by simple interpolation in separate planes motivated the
appearance of more advanced algorithms specifically designed for the reconstruc-
tion of CFA images to improve the overall demosaicing performance. An excellent
review of the demosaicing algorithms proposed in the past several decades can be
found in [31,35,47]. In order to reduce the misguidance color artifacts, most of them
are developed based on three principles: spectral correlation, spatial correlation, and
green-plane-first rule.

The most popular principle in the demosiacing literature appears to be the green-
plane-first rule, that is to interpolate the green plane first. The key motivation behind
this principle is that the green component is less aliased than the other two. Thus,
having a full-resolution green plane could facilitate the recovery of blue and red
planes. In addition, human eyes are more sensitive to the change of the luminance
component (green) than that of the chrominance components. The interpolation
accuracy of the green plane is critical to the quality of the demosaiced image.

The spectral correlation of a color image dictates that there is a strong depen-
dency among the pixel values of different color planes, especially in areas with high
spatial frequencies [11]. This correlation is usually exploited by using the assump-
tion that the differences (or ratios) between the pixel values in two color planes
are likely to be constant within a local image region. In 1987, Cok [15] first pro-
posed interpolation based on color hue constancy. Hue is understood as the ratio
between chrominance and luminance, i.e., R/G and B/G. Following his work, sev-
eral schemes [2, 29] were devised to estimate the missing color values with the aid
of other color planes. The formal statement of the hue constancy is given below:

• The color ratios between green and red/blue channels satisfy:

Ri,j

Gi,j

= C
rg
i,j and

Bi,j

Gi,j

= C
bg
i,j

(2.10)

where C
rg
i,j and C

bg
i,j are piecewise constant within the boundary of a given object.

However, later work asserted that the differences instead of the ratios between green
and red/blue planes are slowly varying [3, 21, 22, 49, 59], i.e.,

• The color differences between green and red/blue channels satisfy:

Ri,j = Gi,j + A
rg
i,j and

Bi,j = Gi,j + A
bg
i,j

(2.11)

where A
rg
i,j and A

bg
i,j are piecewise constant within the boundary of a given object.
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Fig. 2.7 Compare ratio image and difference image. a Original image, b Green plane, c R/G ratio
image, d R −G difference image

This is because the inter-spectral correlation lies in the high-frequency spectrum
and consequently, the difference image of two color planes contains low-frequency
components only. Generally, the color difference presents some benefits in com-
parison to the color ratio. The latter is indeed error-prone when its denominator
takes a low value. This happens, for instance, when saturated red/blue components
lead to comparatively low values of green, making the ratio very sensitive to the
small variations in the red/blue plane. Figure 2.7a shows a natural image which is
highly saturated in red. The corresponding green plane G, ratio image R/G and
difference image R −G are given in Figs. 2.7b–2.7d respectively. It can be noticed
that the ratio and difference images carry out less high-frequency information than
the green plane. Moreover, in areas where red is saturated, the ratio image con-
tains more high-frequency information than the difference image, which makes the
interpolation result more artifact-prone [35].

The spatial correlation reflects the fact that within a homogeneous image region,
neighboring pixels share similar color values [10]. One could use this principle to
estimate the missing color components at any pixel location except the pixels near
the edge since these pixels have neighbors which do not belong to the same homoge-
neous region. Therefore, the following assumption is proposed based on the spatial
correlation [59]:
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• The rate of change of neighboring pixel values along an edge direction is a
constant. For example, the pixels along horizontal edges satisfy:

Ri,j − Ri,j+1 = Ri,j+1 − Ri,j+2 = dR

Gi,j −Gi,j+1 = Gi,j+1 −Gi,j+2 = dG

Bi,j − Bi,j+1 = Bi,j+1 − Bi,j+2 = dB

(2.12)

where dR, dG and dB are constants.

Following this assumption, many demosaicing methods first analyze the spatial
structure of a local image neighborhood and then select a suitable direction for
interpolation.

Depending on how the two correlations are exploited, existing demosaicing
methods can be grouped into four classes [11]. The methods in the first class exploit
neither correlation, applying the same interpolation scheme in each individual color
plane, such as bilinear interpolation, nearest-neighbor replication, and cubic spline
interpolation. The methods in the second class mainly exploit spatial correlation
but little or no spectral correlation; they usually apply some adaptive interpolation
scheme in each color plane separately. Examples of this class include Cok’s pat-
tern recognition interpolation (PRI) [14] and Adam’s edge-sensing (ES) method [2].
Since this class does not fully utilize the spectral correlation, the methods in this
class often result in excessive false colors. The methods in the third class mainly
exploit image spectral correlation, including Cok’s constant-hue interpolation [15],
Freeman’s median interpolation [20], Pei’s effective color interpolation (ECI) [54],
and Gunturk’s alternating projections method (AP) [24]. Although capable of alle-
viating false color artifacts, these methods normally produce visible zipper effects
around edges and details due to less usage of spatial correlation. The methods
of the last class exploit both spatial and spectral correlations. Examples are Li’s
new edge-directed interpolation [32], Hamilton’s adaptive color plane interpolation
(ACPI) [5], Wu’s primary-consistent soft-decision method (PCSD) [61], Hirakawa’s
adaptive homogeneity-directed demosaicing algorithm (AHD) [27], and so on.

In addition to the above classification, the demosaicing methods could also be
divided into frequency-domain and spatial-domain [31], heuristic and nonheuristic
[13], iterative and noniterative [57]. These classifications represent most demo-
saicing algorithms, but they are too general to capture each algorithm’s main
characteristics. Therefore, in the next section we will learn from Menon [47]
and describe five representative methods to give readers a more comprehensive
introduction of the existing demosaicing algorithms.

2.1.4 Evaluation Criteria

The common process for evaluating demosaicing algorithms consists of choosing
color images that are captured using highly professional three-sensor cameras or
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Fig. 2.8 Kodak image database. (These images are referred as Image 1 to Image 24 from left to
right and top to bottom.)

color scanners, sampling them according to the Bayer CFA pattern to obtain mosaic
images, interpolating the mosaic images back to full color images, and comparing
the results with the original images [47]. This subsection will discuss the first and
last step of the evaluation process.

Most work in the literature uses the Kodak image database [33] shown in Fig. 2.8
as a benchmark for performance comparison. The 24 images in this database are
film captured and then digitized at the resolution of 512 × 768 with 8-bit depth
per color component. The popularity of the Kodak image database is mainly due to
the fact that the database contains natural real-life scenes and varies in complexity
and color appearances. To increase the test difficulty, Li et al. [31] included a set
of IMAX images with varying-hue and high-saturation edges and Lian et al. [34]
added several classical images which are often used in other image processing fields.
In addition to the real images, some synthetic images, such as starburst [36] and
circular zone plate [39] shown in Figs. 2.9a and 2.9b respectively, were used as
well to test the ability of the demosaicing algorithms in handling edges of various
orientations and spatial resolutions.

In order to evaluate the demosaiced image, the Mean Square Error (MSE) is
widely considered [35, 47, 57]. This criterion measures the mean quadratic error
between the original image and the demosaiced image in each color plane. It is
defined as:

MSE(k) = 1

MN

M∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

(Îk(i, j )− Ik(i, j ))2 (2.13)

where Ik(i, j ) is a color component in the original image and Îk(i, j ) is the cor-
responding color component in the demosaiced image, k = R,G,B. The MSE
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Fig. 2.9 Synthetic test images. a Starburst [36], b Circular zone plate [39]

criterion can also be used to measure the estimation error for the full color image,

CMSE(I, Î ) = 1

3MN

∑

k=R,G,B

M∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

(Îk(i, j )− Ik(i, j ))2 (2.14)

Alternatively, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and the color peak signal-
to-noise ratio (CPSNR) are often adopted to quantify the demosaicing performance.
The PSNR is expressed in decibels as:

PSNR(k) = 10 log10

(
2552

MSE(k)

)

(2.15)

The definition of CPSNR is similar to PSNR but replaces MSE with CMSE.
Contrary to the MSE criterion, the higher the PSNR value is, the better is the
demosaicing quality.

Though the preceding criteria could estimate the fidelity of the demosaiced image
compared with the original image, they are not consistent with quality estimation
provided by the Human Visual System (HVS). Therefore, the criteria operating in
perceptual uniform color spaces CIELab and S-CIELab have been used [13, 31, 47,

57]. Let the color space conversion map from RGB to CIELab be π :
[

L, a, b

]
=

π (
[

R, G, B

]
) where

[

L, a, b

]
is a CIELab value. I (i, j ) and Î (i, j ) represent

the color vectors of the same pixel in the original image and the demosaiced image
respectively. The distance between I (i, j ) and Î (i, j ) in CIELab color space is given
below [43]:

Di,j = ‖π (I (i, j ))− π (Î (i, j ))‖ (2.16)

where ‖ · ‖ indicates the �2 norm. The CIELab criterion is defined as the mean error
processed with all image pixels [35]:

ΔE∗Lab(I, Î ) = 1

MN

M∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

Di,j (2.17)
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The lower ΔE∗Lab is, the lower is the perceptual difference between the original
image and the demosaiced image, and the higher is the demosaicing quality. The S-
CIELab criterion is an extension of the CIELab color difference formula ΔE∗Lab by
using S-CIELab color space instead of CIELab color space. Compared with CIELab
color space, S-CIELab adds a spatial pre-processing step which incorporates the
pattern-color sensitivity measurements proposed by [63] in order to simulate the
spatial blurring generated by the HVS.

2.2 Demosaicing Approaches

In this section, the main demosaicing approaches proposed in the literature are
described. Similar to [47], we divide them into five categories, namely edge-
sensitive methods, directional interpolation and decision methods, frequency-
domain approaches, wavelet-based methods, and statistical reconstruction tech-
niques. In each category, the related works are reviewed and some representative
methods are analyzed in details. To show the advantages and drawbacks of the exam-
ined methods, we perform a comparison between different methods whose source
codes are made available directly from the original authors.

2.2.1 Edge-Sensitive Methods

As mentioned in Sect. 2.1.3, the green plane is usually estimated before red and
blue planes due to the double amount of green samples in a CFA image. After a
reconstruction of the green plane, the red and blue planes are populated based on
the spectral correlation, either color ratio constancy or color difference constancy.
In this case, the green component estimation quality becomes critical in the over-
all demosaicing performance, since any error in the green plane estimation will
be propagated in the following red and blue estimation steps. As a consequence,
significant effort has been devoted to improve the accuracy of green plane interpo-
lation. A general solution is to use the spatial correlation, i.e., interpolation along
edges rather than across them, to reduce color artifacts, where to determine the edge
direction from CFA samples becomes a key issue.

Hibbard [26] used the available green components in a local 3× 3 window cen-
tered at a non-green pixel location to calculate horizontal and vertical gradients
from which the edge direction is derived. If the horizontal gradient is greater than
the vertical one, the missing green component is estimated using the green compo-
nents along the vertical edge and vice versa. Laroche and Prescott [30] suggested to
approximate the partial derivatives with the help of surrounding chrominance com-
ponents in a 5×5 neighborhood. Adams et al. [5] took both approaches into account
and proposed the adaptive color plane interpolation algorithm (ACPI) which uses
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Fig. 2.10 A 9× 9 CFA pattern centered at a red pixel

the mixed Laplacian operator to decide the edge direction. Without losing the gen-
erality, we consider the case in Fig. 2.10 to describe the green plane interpolation
method in ACPI.

The horizontal gradient ΔHi,j and the vertical gradient ΔVi,j at position (i, j )
are first estimated with the mixed Laplacian operator:

ΔHi,j = |Gi,j−1 −Gi,j+1| + |2Ri,j − Ri,j−2 − Ri,j+2| (2.18)

ΔVi,j = |Gi−1,j −Gi+1,j | + |2Ri,j − Ri−2,j − Ri+2,j | (2.19)

where Gm,n and Rm,n denote the available red and green samples at position (m, n)
in the CFA image. Based on the values of ΔHi,j and ΔVi,j , the missing green
component Ĝi,j is interpolated as follows:

Ĝi,j =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(Gi,j−1 +Gi,j+1)

2
+ (2Ri,j − Ri,j−2 − Ri,j+2)

4
ΔHi,j < ΔVi,j (2.20a)

(Gi−1,j +Gi+1,j )

2
+ (2Ri,j − Ri−2,j − Ri+2,j )

4
ΔHi,j > ΔVi,j (2.20b)

(Gi,j−1 +Gi,j+1 +Gi−1,j +Gi+1,j )

4

+ (4Ri,j − Ri,j−2 − Ri,j+2 − Ri−2,j − Ri+2,j )

8
ΔHi,j = ΔVi,j

(2.20c)

In Eq. (2.20), the direction with a smaller gradient is preferred for interpolation
because a smaller gradient always implies smaller variations among the pixels on
that direction. Obviously, the estimation using these highly correlated pixels will be
more accurate. With regard to the interpolation equations, Eqs. (2.20a) and (2.20b),
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two different derivations have been proposed : one is to combine the spectral cor-
relation and the spatial correlation [36], and the other is to utilize filter techniques
in the frequency domain [4,44]. Considering these interpolation equations are often
used in the literature, we will discuss each derivation in detail.

1. The horizontal interpolation equation Eq. (2.20a) may be split into one left Ĝl
i,j

and one right Ĝr
i,j side parts:

Ĝi,j =
(Ĝl

i,j + Ĝr
i,j )

2

Ĝl
i,j = Gi,j−1 + (Ri,j − Ri,j−2)

2

Ĝr
i,j = Gi,j+1 + (Ri,j − Ri,j+2)

2

(2.21)

The Ĝl
i,j and Ĝr

i,j are usually called color-adjusted green values [36]. We derive

the left side part Ĝl
i,j , for example, and Ĝr

i,j is similar. The spectral correlation
assumption suggests the following relationship:

Ri,j − Ĝi,j = R̂i,j−1 −Gi,j−1 = Ri,j−2 − Ĝi,j−2 (2.22)

Since R̂i,j−1 is not available from the CFA samples, we can only use Ri,j and
Ri,j−2 to assist the estimation of Ĝi,j . As a result, the above relationship is
reorganized as:

Ĝi,j − Ĝi,j−2 = Ri,j − Ri,j−2 (2.23)

The spatial correlation assumption gives another relationship along the left
interpolation direction:

Ĝi,j −Gi,j−1 = Gi,j−1 − Ĝi,j−2 (2.24)

Combining Eqs.(2.23) and (2.24), we have

Ri,j − Ri,j−2 = Ĝi,j − Ĝi,j−2

= (Ĝi,j −Gi,j−1)+ (Gi,j−1 − Ĝi,j−2)

= 2(Ĝi,j −Gi,j−1)

(2.25)

which states that Ĝi,j = Gi,j−1 + (Ri,j − Ri,j−2)/2. Therefore, Ĝl
i,j is in fact

the estimate of Ĝi,j from the left interpolation direction.
2. A five-coefficient FIR filter designed by [4, 44] can also explain the above inter-

polation equations, for example, Eq. (2.20a). The green components in a CFA
image is sampled with a factor of 2. In the frequency domain, this gives

Gs(ω) = 1

2
G(ω)+ 1

2
G(ω − π ) (2.26)
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Fig. 2.11 Frequency response of the filters h0 and h1 [44]

where G(ω) and Gs(ω) denote the Fourier transform of the original green
plane and of the subsampled green plane respectively. The low-pass filter h0 =[

0.5, 1.0, 0.5
]

used in bilinear interpolation is attempted to remove the aliasing

component 1/2G(ω − π ), but as shown in Fig. 2.11 this filter is nonideal, so it
cannot totally remove the aliasing. In fact, the result after filtering is:

Gs(ω)H0(ω) = 1

2
G(ω)H0(ω)+ 1

2
G(ω − π )H0(ω) (2.27)

where H0(ω) is the frequency response of h0 and the second term denotes
the aliasing component. To decrease the aliasing effect and improve the mid-
frequency response, the information coming from the high-frequency bands of
the red samples 1 is considered. In a green–red row, the red component is sam-
pled with an offset of one sample with respect to the green component. Therefore,
its Fourier transform is:

Rs(ω) = 1

2
R(ω)− 1

2
R(ω − π ) (2.28)

where R(ω) and Rs(ω) are similarly defined as G(ω) and Gs(ω). If we interpolate
the subsampled red plane with a filter h1 and add the filtered result to Eq. (2.27),

1 The information coming from the high-frequency bands of the blue samples can also be used to
facilitate the recovery of the green plane. We use red samples just for illustrating the interpolation
equation Eq. (2.20a).
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the estimated green plane is:

Ĝ(ω) = Gs(ω)H0(ω)+ Rs(ω)H1(ω)

= 1

2
G(ω)H0(ω)+ 1

2
G(ω − π )H0(ω)

+ 1

2
R(ω)H1(ω)− 1

2
R(ω − π )H1(ω)

(2.29)

Considering the spectral correlation assumption that R(ω)−G(ω) is slowly vary-
ing, if h1 is designed such that H1(ω) ≈ 0 at low frequencies and H0(ω) ≈ H1(ω)
at high frequencies, we have,

R(ω)H1(ω) ≈ G(ω)H1(ω)

G(ω − π )H0(ω) ≈ R(ω − π )H1(ω)
(2.30)

and Eq. (2.29) could be approximated by

Ĝ(ω) ≈ 1

2
G(ω)H0(ω)+ 1

2
R(ω)H1(ω)

≈ 1

2
G(ω)(H0(ω)+H1(ω))

≈ G(ω)

(2.31)

A good choice for the filter h1 that satisfies the constraints Eq. (2.30) is the

five-coefficient FIR filter
[

−0.25, 0, 0.5, 0, −0.25
]

shown in Fig. 2.11. There-

fore, for each green–red row of the CFA image, the final filter coefficients are[

−0.25, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, −0.25
]
.

Though the interpolation equations Eqs. (2.20a) and (2.20b) are the approximated
optimal CFA interpolators which have been proved by [27], the performance of
ACPI is not good enough and there is great room for improvement. Chung et al.
[13] proposed a more effective gradient test than ACPI using the variance of color
differences (VCD). This algorithm first computes two parameters LH

i,j and LV
i,j that

are similar to ΔHi,j and ΔVi,j , but adds the interband information in a 5×5 window.
Then the ratio of the two parameters is used to determine whether the window is a
sharp edge block or not. If it is, the gradient test is performed between LH

i,j and LV
i,j

and the corresponding interpolation scheme in ACPI is applied. If not, the VCD of

the pixels along the horizontal direction H
σ 2

i,j , the vertical direction V
σ 2

i,j , and the

diagonal direction B
σ 2

i,j are evaluated in a 9 × 9 block. The one that provides the

minimum variance among H
σ 2

i,j , V
σ 2

i,j , and B
σ 2

i,j is the final interpolation direction.

www.allitebooks.com

http://www.allitebooks.org
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The VCD algorithm is summarized below:

Ĝi,j =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

if e > T

{
Eq.(2.20a) if LH

i,j < LV
i,j

Eq.(2.20b) if LH
i,j > LV

i,j

if e < = T

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

Eq.(2.20a) if H
σ 2

i,j = min (Hσ 2
i,j , V

σ 2
i,j , B

σ 2
i,j )

Eq.(2.20b) if V
σ 2

i,j = min (Hσ 2
i,j , V

σ 2
i,j , B

σ 2
i,j )

Eq.(2.20c) if B
σ 2

i,j = min (Hσ 2
i,j , V

σ 2
i,j , B

σ 2
i,j )

and e = max

(
LV

i,j

LH
i,j

,
LH

i,j

LV
i,j

)

(2.32)

Chung et al. thought that the block which is not classified to be an edge block is
usually in a flat or pattern region. Since it has been found that the color differences
of pixels in such regions are more or less the same, LH

i,j and LV
i,j may no longer pro-

vide effective information. Therefore, the VCDs are considered as supplementary
information. Similar work was also proposed by Tsai et al. [59], which improved
the gradient test in ACPI through heterogeneity maps.

Another proposal based on ACPI comes from Su [57]. He adopted the same
gradient test as ACPI, but interpolated the green plane as a weighted sum of values
defined by Eqs. (2.20a) and (2.20b). Specifically the interpolation equation is:

Ĝi,j =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

w1 ∗ Eq.(2.20a)+ w2 ∗ Eq.(2.20b) if ΔHi,j < ΔVi,j

w1 ∗ Eq.(2.20b)+ w2 ∗ Eq.(2.20a) if ΔHi,j > ΔVi,j

Eq.(2.20c) otherwise

(2.33)

where w1 and w2 are weighting factors, separately representing the weight of
smooth transition term and the weight of sharp transition term. The optimal choices
for the weighting factors are estimated by minimizing the average MSE of a large
number of demosaiced images. In comparison with the interpolators of ACPI,
incorporating the sharp transition term could allow to undertake high-frequency
information in the green plane estimation [35].

The demosaicing methods introduced so far explicitly select one direction for
interpolation. In this way, the information provided by other directions may be
ignored. Hence, using a weighted sum of estimates from different directions instead
was considered. Kimmel [29] first proposed an adaptive edge-weighted interpola-
tion algorithm which evaluates each local estimate by a normalized weight. As a
function of a directional gradient, the weights are defined in four directions, hor-
izontal, vertical, left diagonal, and right diagonal and adapt to the local image
pattern.

Lu et al. [36] modified the weight computation of Kimmel to boost algorithm
speed. They use a Sobel filter to approximate the directional gradient and adopt the
absolute value instead of the square value of gradients when calculating the weights.
Such strategy is also implemented by Lukac et al. [38]. We still take the missing
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green component Gi,j in Fig. 2.10 for example. In Lu’s approach, Gi,j is estimated
as:

Ĝi,j =
αlĜ

l
i,j + αrĜ

r
i,j + αtĜ

t
i,j + αbĜ

b
i,j

αl + αr + αt + αb

(2.34)

where Ĝl
i,j and Ĝr

i,j have been defined in Eq. (2.21), and Ĝt
i,j and Ĝb

i,j denote the
top and bottom side parts of Eq. (2.20b), i.e.,

Ĝt
i,j = Gi−1,j + (Ri,j − Ri−2,j )

2

Ĝb
i,j = Gi+1,j + (Ri,j − Ri+2,j )

2

(2.35)

The weights αl , αr , αt and αb are computed with the following equations:

αl = 1/(1+ |Gi,j+1 −Gi,j−1| + |Gi,j−1 −Gi,j−3| + |Ri,j − Ri,j−2|
+ |Gi−1,j −Gi−1,j−2|/2+ |Gi+1,j −Gi+1,j−2|/2)

(2.36)

αr = 1/(1+ |Gi,j−1 −Gi,j+1| + |Gi,j+1 −Gi,j+3| + |Ri,j − Ri,j+2|
+ |Gi−1,j −Gi−1,j+2|/2+ |Gi+1,j −Gi+1,j+2|/2)

(2.37)

αt = 1/(1+ |Gi+1,j −Gi−1,j | + |Gi−1,j −Gi−3,j | + |Ri,j − Ri−2,j |
+ |Gi,j−1 −Gi−2,j−1|/2+ |Gi,j+1 −Gi−2,j+1|/2)

(2.38)

αb = 1/(1+ |Gi−1,j −Gi+1,j | + |Gi+1,j −Gi+3,j | + |Ri,j − Ri+2,j |
+ |Gi,j−1 −Gi+2,j−1|/2+ |Gi,j+1 −Gi+2,j+1|/2)

(2.39)

where 1 in the denominator is included to avoid division by zero and the other parts
of the denominator are the gradient magnitude along the respective direction. Fig-
ure 2.12 illustrates how to calculate the gradient magnitude of the top interpolation
direction using a Sobel filter.

2.2.2 Directional Interpolation and Decision Methods

The edge-sensitive demosaicing methods select the interpolation direction or esti-
mate the weights using the CFA samples, which may lead to wrong results since the
CFA image contains less information than the full color image. Therefore, a novel
strategy was proposed. This strategy computes two estimation candidates for each
missing component and the decision for the best one is made a posteriori.

The approach presented by Hirakawa et al. [27] is representative. They first
reconstructed the green planes Gh and Gv along horizontal and vertical directions
with the approximated optimal FIR. Then the missing red and blue components were
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Fig. 2.12 Compute the gradient magnitude of the top interpolation direction

estimated in both directions with each of the green plane candidates. For example,
the horizontally interpolated red plane Rh is calculated as:

Rh −Gh = L ∗ (RCFA −Gh
CFA) (2.40)

where RCFA denotes the known red samples in the CFA image and Gh
CFA is the

sampled signal of Gh at the locations corresponding to the CFA red samples. Since
the color difference plane Rh−Gh is assumed to be piecewise constant, a 2-D low-
pass filter L is applied on the sampled difference image to recover the full difference
image. Now two full-color images, the horizontally interpolated image f h and the
vertically interpolated image f v , have been generated. In order to combine f h and
f v to obtain the final demosaiced image, Hirakawa proposed to select the interpo-
lation result by comparing the level of color artifacts present in f h and f v , which
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can be evaluated by homogeneity values. The homogeneity Hf is defined as

Hf (x, δ, εL, εC) = |Uf (x, δ, εL, εC)|
|B(x, δ)| (2.41)

where
Uf (x, δ, εL, εC) = B(x, δ)

⋂
Lf (x, εL)

⋂
Cf (x, εC) (2.42)

is the metric neighborhood measured in CIELab color space. Assuming x is a pixel
location, Uf (x, δ, εL, εC) is a set of pixel locations that are within δ distance of x,
within εL distance from the L component at pixel location x and within εC distance
from the a and b components at pixel location x. If x0 ∈ Uf (x, ·), the RGB com-
ponents of x0 appear similar to those of x. The homogeneity Hf is a tool designed
to analyze the behavior of Uf with respect to B(x, δ). Hirakawa found that regions
with more color artifacts usually have smaller homogeneity values since a pixel
marked by severe color artifacts has few pixels nearby that are similar. Based on
this observation, the interpolation direction is determined as below:

f (x) =
{

f h(x), if Hf h(x, ·) > Hf v (x, ·)
f v(x), if Hf h (x, ·) ≤ Hf v (x, ·) (2.43)

where Hf h and Hf v are homogeneity maps calculated from f h and f v . Consider-
ing that frequently switching interpolation direction may introduce discontinuity in
the output image, Hirakawa convolved the homogeneity maps with a spatial averag-
ing kernel before using them for comparison. Figure 2.13 shows the homogeneity
maps corresponding to the lighthouse image (brighter white means larger homo-
geneity value). Wu et al. [61] proposed a different posteriori selection criterion that
performs a gradient test on the difference plane of the estimated full color images.
In order to speed up the algorithm, Menon et al. [44] made the decision with the
reconstructed green plane instead of a full color image and the criterion for select-
ing the interpolation direction takes into account the sum of gradients in a 5 × 5
neighborhood of the color difference plane.

Another approach attempts to fuse the horizontally and vertically interpolated
images. Intuitively, this approach looks similar to the edge-weighted demosaicing
algorithm, but there is still a difference between them. In the edge-weighted algo-
rithm, the weights for each estimate candidate are computed from the CFA samples,
while in this approach, the directionally reconstructed images are used for weights
estimation. One work belonging to this category is proposed by Zhang et al. [62].
Regarding the poorly interpolated image as a noisy signal, they refined the recon-
struction of the color difference planes in the horizontal and vertical directions with
linear minimum mean square-error estimation (LMMSE) technique and fused two
LMMSE estimates by minimizing the MSE of the final fused signal. Let d(x), d̂h(x)
and d̂v(x) represent the ground truth, the horizontally estimated, and the vertically
estimated difference planes (for example, G− R) respectively and x is the position
index of the pixels. The fused signal d̂w(x) is defined as:

d̂w(x) = wh(x) · d̂h(x)+ wv(x) · d̂v(x) (2.44)
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Fig. 2.13 Homogeneity maps of the reconstructed lighthouse image. a Horizontally interpolated
image b Vertically interpolated image c Final output [27]

where wh(x) and wv(x) are weights and satisfy wh(x) + wv(x) = 1. In order to
optimize the weights, the equation

σ 2
d̂w
= E[(d̂w(x)− d(x))2] (2.45)

is minimized by using the signal statistical properties and setting the partial deriva-
tive to zero. Among other post-fusion methods, Menon et al. [45] proposed to fuse
estimates by a suitable wavelet-based edge estimation on the luminance component
and Paily et al. [52] adopted the local polynomial approximation (LPA) and the
paradigm of the intersection of confidence intervals (ICI) to fuse two directional
interpolations.

2.2.3 Frequency-Domain Approaches

Some recent demosaicing approaches rely on a frequency-domain analysis. The fun-
damental principle is to interpret the frequency representation of a Bayer CFA image
as a combination of a luminance signal at base band and two chrominance sig-
nals modulated at high spatial frequencies. Appropriately designed filters are then
applied on the CFA image to extract the luminance and the chrominances which are
a linear transformation of the RGB components in the spatial domain.

As shown in Fig. 2.2, a Bayer CFA image ICFA can be decomposed into three
subsampled color planes ICFA

k , k ∈ {R,G,B}. The sampling operation for each
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color plane can be expressed via multiplication by modulation function mk:

mR(i, j ) = (1+ cos (πi))(1+ cos (πj ))

4

mG(i, j ) = (1− cos (πi) cos (πj ))

2

mB (i, j ) = (1− cos (πi))(1− cos (πj ))

4

(2.46)

Taking mR(i, j ) for example, its Fourier transform denoted as m̂R(u, v) is given by

m̂R(u, v) = (δ(u)+ 1
2 (δ(u+ 1

2 )+ δ(u− 1
2 )))(δ(v)+ 1

2 (δ(v + 1
2 )+ δ(v − 1

2 )))

4

= Δ(u)T

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1
16

1
8

1
16

1
8

1
4

1
8

1
16

1
8

1
16

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ Δ(v)

(2.47)

where Δ(u) =
[

δ(u+ 1
2 ), δ(u), δ(u− 1

2 )
]T

and so is Δ(v). Similar expressions

can be found for mG(i, j ) and mB (i, j ). Given the Fourier transform of the full-
resolution color component Fk(u, v), k ∈ R,G,B, the Fourier transform of the
subsampled color component FCFA

k (u, v) is obtained by convolving m̂k(u, v) with
Fk(u, v), that is

FCFA
R (u, v) =

⎛

⎜
⎜
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(2.48)

These equations show that the Fourier transforms of the subsampled components
are scaled, periodic replications of the Fourier transforms of the full-resolution
components. For the green component, the replication takes place only along the
diagonal directions; for the red and blue components, the replication is also in the
horizontal and vertical directions, as shown in Fig. 2.14. This means the spectrum of
the subsampled green component contains less aliasing than the other components.
Glotzbach et al. [22] proposed to estimate the green component using a diamond
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Fig. 2.14 Fourier transforms of a Full-resolution component, b Subsampled green component, c
Subsampled red/blue component [34]

shape 2-D filter (Fig. 2.14b), while the red and blue components are computed using
a rectangular filter (Fig. 2.14c). Since the high-frequency content in different color
planes is strongly correlated, the high-frequency information of the green plane can
be used to improve the reconstruction of the red and blue planes.

Consistent with the conclusion in the spatial domain, Alleysson et al. [7] and Lian
et al. [34] observed that filtering a CFA image could better preserve high frequencies
than filtering each color component separately. The Fourier transform of the CFA
image FCFA(u, v) can be easily calculated using Eq. (2.48),

FCFA(u, v) = FCFA
R (u, v)+ FCFA

G (u, v)+ FCFA
B (u, v)

= L(u, v)+ C1(u, v)+ C2(u, v)
(2.49)

where

L(u, v) = 1

4
[2FG + FR + FB ](u, v)

C1(u, v) = 1

8

∑

s=−1,1

[FR − FB ](u− s

2
, v)+ 1

8

∑

t=−1,1

[FR − FB ](u, v − t

2
)

C2(u, v) = 1

16

∑

s=−1,1

∑

t=−1,1

[FR − 2FG + FB ](u− s

2
, v − t

2
)

(2.50)

L(u, v) is the luminance component at the center of the spectrum, while C1(u, v)
and C2(u, v) are chrominance components shifted to the sides and corners respec-
tively. Figure 2.15 shows the energy distribution in the CFA spectrum. Since the
color difference components C1 and C2 only contain low frequencies, they have
a more compact spectrum that has less overlap with the luminance spectrum, as
compared with the overlap between spectrum replicas in the subsampled compo-
nents. Considering this, Alleysson et al. [7] proposed to estimate the full-resolution
luminance component first, by low-pass filtering the CFA image. The design of
this filter should balance between preserving the high-frequency information in the
luminance component while reducing the aliased part as much as possible. Fig-
ure 2.16a is the filter designed by Alleysson, where the two stop bandwidths r1
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Fig. 2.15 a Fourier transform b Fourier spectrum of a CFA image [34]

and r2 used to remove chrominance components C1 and C2 are estimated by opti-
mizing CPSNR for four natural images. The chrominance component, obtained by
subtracting the estimated luminance component from the CFA image, is the sum of
three subsampled and modulated opponent color images R−L, G−L, and B −L.
Alleysson demultiplexed it by multiplying the modulation functions mk(i, j ) and
then performed bilinear interpolation on each subsampled opponent signal. Finally
the reconstructed opponent components are added to the luminance component to
recover the RGB color planes.

However, Lian et al. [34] thought that the preceding filter for luminance estima-
tion may not be optimal since this filter removes the high-frequency information
along horizontal and vertical directions, which has a larger impact on the demo-
saiced image quality. Considering the phenomenon that the frequency components
modulated at (0,± 1

2 ) and (± 1
2 , 0) of the subsampled green plane vanish, Lian et al.

proposed to preserve this information through estimating the luminance component
at green pixel locations. They designed a new low-pass filter shown in Fig. 2.16b
to remove the corner components C2 from the CFA image spectrum. The resultant
image whose spectrum is denoted as F̂ CFA(u, v) is then subsampled at green pixel
locations. As shown in Eq. (2.51), the side components in the horizontal and ver-
tical directions will overlap and cancel out each other. In this case, the obtained
luminance component at green pixel locations bears less aliasing while preserving
the important high-frequency information along the horizontal and vertical axes.

F̂ CFA(u, v)∗m̂G(u, v) = 1

4
[2FG+FR+FB ](u, v)∗m̂G(u, v) = L(u, v)∗m̂G(u, v)

(2.51)
Nevertheless, the same method is not suitable for estimating the luminance at
red/blue pixel locations. Lian et al. proposed to populate the estimated subsampled
version of the luminance component by alternately interpolating the red/blue plane
and the luminance plane with an adaptive edge-weighting strategy. With the fully
populated luminance as a reference, the color components R, G, B can be estimated
using bilinear interpolation.

Dubois [17] also noticed the significant spectral overlap of the luminance L and
the modulated chrominance C1 in Alleysson’s work. By observing that the C1 com-
ponents modulated at (0,± 1

2 ) and (± 1
2 , 0) have different spectral overlap with the
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Fig. 2.16 Filters for luminance estimation a Alleysson et al. b Lian et al. [35]

luminance component, he proposed to use asymmetric filters to extract the vertical
frequency component from C1 at (± 1

2 , 0) and the horizontal frequency component
from C1 at (0,± 1

2 ) and combine them so as to recover the entire passband of C1.
The luminance component is finally obtained by subtracting C1 from the CFA image
spectrum in which the C2 components have been removed.

2.2.4 Wavelet-Based Methods

The 2-D discrete wavelet transform (DWT) constructed from a low-pass filter and a
high-pass filter are adopted by some demosaicing methods to decompose the image
into four subbands: (LL) both rows and columns are low-pass filtered, (LH) rows
are low-pass filtered, columns are high-pass filtered, (HL) rows are high-pass fil-
tered, columns are low-pass filtered and (HH) both rows and columns are high-pass
filtered. It has been proved that the high-frequency subbands (LH, HL, HH) in differ-
ent color channels are strongly correlated, so the information provided by subbands
in one color plane can be exploited to recover subbands in a different color plane.
This is the principle behind the famous “projection-onto-convex-set” (POCS) algo-
rithm proposed by Gunturk et al. [24]. The POCS algorithm refines the red and blue
components iteratively via alternating the projection onto two convex constraint
sets. The first constraint set is “observation” that enforces the interpolated image
to be consistent with the observed data,

Co = {Îk(i, j ):Îk(i, j ) = ICFA
k (i, j ),∀(i, j ) ∈ Λk, k = R,G,B} (2.52)
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where Îk(i, j ) and ICFA
k (i, j ) are defined as before, and Λk represents the set of

pixel locations where color channel k is observed in the CFA image. The second
constraint set called “detail” imposes that the high-frequency components of the red
and blue channels are similar to that of the green channel since the spectrum of
the subsampled green plane is less aliased compared with other planes’ spectrums.
Specifically, this constraint set is defined as:

Cd =
{

Îk(i, j ):|(WmÎk)(i, j )− (WmÎG)(i, j )| ≤ T (i, j )

∀(i, j ),m = 2, 3, 4 and k = R,B

}

(2.53)

where Wm,m = 1, 2, 3, 4 are analysis filters decomposing each color plane into four
subbands, and T (i, j ) denotes the threshold that quantifies the “closeness" between
the detail subbands of different color channels. In Gunturk’s implementation, T (i, j )
is set to be zero. Now we describe the technique used to update red and blue planes.

1. interpolate the red, green, and blue channels to obtain initial estimates
2. decompose all three channels into four subbands using analysis filters and update

the high-frequency subbands of red and blue by the projection onto the “detail”
constraint set.

3. reconstruct the red and blue channels with the synthesis filters Um,m =
1, 2, 3, 4, which satisfy the following condition:

Îk(i, j ) = U1(W1Îk)(i, j )+ U2(W2Îk)(i, j )+ U3(W3Îk)(i, j )+ U4(W4Îk)(i, j )
(2.54)

4. perform a projection onto the “observation” constraint set by inserting the
observed data in their corresponding locations Λk, k = R,B

5. go to step 2, and repeat the procedure several times (eight suggested)

The POCS algorithm could achieve excellent results and is often considered as a
reference in demosaicing benchmarks. However, its computation cost is rather high,
and the performance depends on the quality of initial estimates.

At the beginning, Gunturk thought about using bilinear interpolation for the red
and blue channels, and the edge-directed interpolation method [5] for the green
channel to get the initial estimates. However, the result was not satisfying. In order
to further improve the demosaicing quality, a method similar to the red and blue
updating technique is adopted for updating the green plane. This method is based
on an observation that there exists a strong correlation between the high-frequency
subbands in different downsampled color planes, for instance, red and green [12].
The downsampled red plane is formed using the observed red samples in the CFA
image while the downsampled green plane using the interpolated green samples at
red pixel locations, respectively shown in Figs. 2.17a and 2.17b. As was projection
onto the “detail” convex set, the high-frequency subbands of the downsampled green
plane is replaced by those of the downsampled red plane to update the green samples
at red pixel locations. The same procedure is repeated for the downsampled blue
plane to update the green samples at blue pixel locations. Chen et al. [12] utilized
this method to update all three channels initially estimated by bilinear interpolation.

www.allitebooks.com
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Fig. 2.17 a Extracting downsampled red plane using the observed red samples. b Extracting
downsampled green plane using the interpolated green samples

With regard to the high demand of computation in the POCS algorithm, Lu et al.
[37] provided a rigorous analysis of the convergence property of this algorithm and
presented a method that can obtain the same results about eight times faster.

Another wavelet-based work is proposed by Driesen et al. [16]. They merged the
detail coefficients of the wavelet-transformed luminance image into the wavelet-
transformed color planes, in order to enhance the spatial resolution of the latter and
at the same time preserve the color information. We also put the successive approx-
imation (SA) method proposed by Li [33] in this category due to its similarity to the
POCS algorithm, though his method doesn’t use any wavelet transform or decom-
position. The SA method updates the green plane and the red/ blue plane in color
difference domain, so the constraint set based on the color difference rule is linear
and the filtering operation is no longer needed, which largely reduces the computa-
tion time. In addition, a spatially adaptive stopping criterion is designed to suppress
the artifacts caused by insufficiently or overly enforcing the color difference rule.

2.2.5 Statistical Reconstruction Techniques

The CFA image demosaicing is an image reconstruction problem, so the statistical
technique widely used in the image reconstruction could be used to solve the demo-
saicing problem. Before we dive deep into the algorithms in this category, the model
for the CFA image acquisition process is introduced first.

As shown in Fig. 2.18, the acquisition process in a digital camera is more com-
plex than the ideal sampling. To begin with, each color component Ik(i, j ), k =
R,G,B of the original scene projection I (i, j ), i = 1 . . . M, j = 1 . . . N is con-
volved with a low-pass filter hk( · ), which may represent the optical or the motion
point spread function (PSF). Then it is sampled according to the CFA arrangements
via multiplication by the modulation function mk(i, j ). Finally, the CFA image
ICFA(i, j ) is recorded with additive noise n(i, j ). The relation between ICFA(i, j )
and I (i, j ) is summarized in the following equation:

ICFA(i, j ) =
∑

k=R,G,B

mk(i, j )hk ∗ Ik(i, j )+ n(i, j ) (2.55)
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Fig. 2.18 Image acquisition in a digital camera

In the context of demosaicing, the impulse response of hk( · ) is usually assumed
to be a Dirac function. The modulation functions mk(i, j ) are periodic and sat-
isfy mR(i, j ) + mG(i, j ) + mB (i, j ) = 1. If the CFA pattern is Bayer, mk(i, j )
are orthogonal sampling functions taking 1 or 0 at each location (i, j ), as defined in
Sect. 2.2.3.

Generally, the above formulation is converted into a matrix-vector-multiplication
form for easier computation. Let r, g, b ∈ R

MN×1 denote the lexicographically
ordered vectors of the three full-resolution color components Ik(i, j ), k = R,G,B,

with the entire original image given by i =
[

rT , gT , bT
]T ∈ R

3MN×1. Similarly,

iCFA ∈ R
MN×1 and n ∈ R

MN×1 are defined as the stacking vectors of the CFA
image ICFA(i, j ) and the noise n(i, j ), respectively. Then we rewrite Eq. (2.55) as:

iCFA = Ci+ n (2.56)

where the matrix C ∈ R
MN×3MN is given by

C =
[

MRHR, MGHG, MBHB

]
(2.57)

with the square matrices Hk ∈ R
MN×MN accounting for the filters hk( · ) and the

square matrices Mk ∈ R
MN×MN consisting of the entries given by the modulation

functions mk(i, j ). In this form, demosaicing is a linear inverse problem, where the
latent image i is estimated given the observed data iCFA and the linear matrix C.

One common solution to this inverse problem is the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) estimation,

î = argmax
i

p(i|iCFA) (2.58)

where p(i|iCFA) is the posteriori distribution specifying the conditional probability
of i given iCFA. Using the Bayesian rule, the MAP estimate becomes:

î = argmax
i

p(iCFA|i)p(i) (2.59)

in which p(iCFA|i) is the likelihood term and p(i) represents the subjective priori
knowledge about the original color image. Most of the time the noise n is assumed to
be i.i.d. Gaussian with variance σ 2 and uncorrelated with i, so the likelihood term is

proportional to e
− 1

2σ2 ‖iCFA−Ci‖2
. With regard to the priori information, Brainard [9]
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expressed the image i as a weighted sum of basis images that are chosen to be spatial
sinusoids in each color band, and assumed that the weights follow a multivariate
Gaussian distribution. Mukherjee et al. [48] adopted Markov random fields (MRF)
for modeling the priori probability.

Since most probability distributions in Eq. (2.59) are natural exponential func-
tions, we can apply the negative logarithm on it and the objective function becomes
the form of a data-fidelity term Ψ (i, iCFA) plus several regularization terms Js(i)
weighted by λs

î = argmin
i

{

Ψ (i, iCFA)+
∑

s

λsJs(i)

}

(2.60)

Among different regularization approaches [28, 42, 50, 55], the one proposed by
Menon et al. [46] is typical. They defined the data-fidelity term according to the
least-squares approaches and considered the characteristics of the sensor noise Rn,

Ψ (i, iCFA) = ‖iCFA − Ci‖2
R−1

n
(2.61)

where Rn denotes the autocorrelation matrix of the noise n. The regularization terms
are included in quadratic forms Js(i) = ‖Gs i‖2, which allows to find solutions
with few computations. The first regularization constraint J1(i) is chosen in order
to impose smoothness on each single color component, that is G1 = I3⊗ S1, where
I3 is the 3× 3 identity matrix, ⊗ denotes the Kronecker operator and S1 represents
a two-dimensional high-pass filter. The second constraint forces smoothness on the
color difference components. This is consistent with the spectral correlation that
requires a high correlation between the high frequencies of the three color bands, so
J2(i) is defined as:

J2(i) = ‖S2r− S2g‖2 + ‖S2g− S2b‖2 + ‖S2r− S2b‖2 (2.62)

with S2 representing a different high-pass filter. This constraint can also be
expressed in the quadratic form J2(i) = ‖G2i‖2, where

G2 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1.547 −0.577 −0.577

−0.577 1.547 −0.577

−0.577 −0.577 1.547

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦⊗ S2 (2.63)

J1(i) in combination with J2(i) is enough to provide a solution to the demosaicing
problem. However, only utilizing these global constraint terms may result in artifacts
near the edges and details in a natural image, where adaptive strategies are usually
found to give better results. As a result, Menon proposed an additional constraint
term in a nonquadratic form to include the local adaptivity,

J3(i) = ‖G3i‖2
Wi

(2.64)

where G3 is set to be equivalent to G1, and Wi is a diagonal matrix estimated from
the image i for adapting the penalty term to the local features of the image. If
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this regularization term is considered together with the previously defined quadratic
penalties J1(i) and J2(i), the solution to Eq. (2.60) is found by solving:

(CT R−1
n C+ λ1GT

1 G1 + λ2GT
2 G2 + λ3GT

3 WiG3)i− CT R−1
n iCFA = 0 (2.65)

Since the matrix Wi depends on i , which increases the difficulty to solve the above
equation, an initial estimate i0 is used such that the value GT

3 Wi0 G3i0 approximates
GT

3 WiG3i. Therefore, the final estimate is

î = (CT R−1
n C+ λ1GT

1 G1 + λ2GT
2 G2)−1(CT R−1

n iCFA − λ3GT
3 Wi0 G3i0) (2.66)

In fact, Menon’s work is not limited to the Bayer CFA image demosaicing. The
proposed approach is applicable with any type of CFA arrangement and with sen-
sors having non-ideal impulse response. Moreover, the regularization-based strategy
allows to couple demosaicing with other frequent problems in image reconstruction
and restoration.

2.2.6 Experimental Results

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of 12 demosaicing algorithms by
analyzing the CPSNR and the S-CIELab results over the Kodak benchmark data
set. The selected demosaicing algorithms are: (1) heterogeneity-projection hard-
decision adaptive interpolation (HPHD-AI) [59]; (2) variance of color differences
(VCD) [13]; (3) adaptive homogeneity-directed (AHD) [27]; (4) directional linear
minimum mean square-error estimation (DLMMSE) [62]; (5) directional filtering
and a posteriori decision (DFAD) [44]; (6) local polynomial approximation (LPA)
[52]; (7) alternating projections (AP or POCS) [24]; (8) Lu & Tan’s method (LT)
[36]; (9) successive approximation (SA) [33]; (10) Alleysson’s method (FD) [7];
(11) complementary asymmetric filters with adaptive weights (AFAW) [17]; (12)
regularization approach to demosaicing (RAD) [46]. The code or software of each
algorithm is provided by the authors. Since some algorithms don’t take care of the
image boundary pixels, the outermost 16-pixel border is removed when we perform
the quality assessment.

Table 2.1 reports the CPSNR values for each Kodak image, as well as the average
CPSNR over the 24 images. It is easy to see that performance varies from one image
to another for a given algorithm. This is consistent with the fact that the demosaiced
quality depends on whether the image contains a lot of high-frequency areas. For
example, the CPSNR value of image 23 is larger than those of other images since
it contains many homogeneous regions. In addition, the highest CPSNR in each
row is highlighted in bold. Obviously, the LPA algorithm [52] outperforms others
by noticeable margin on 17 test images, achieving the best average performance.
Good performance is also achieved by the VCD algorithm [13] and the DLMMSE
algorithm [62]. In contrast, the average CPSNR values of the AHD [27] and FD [7]
algorithms are around 2.5 dB lower than the best average value.
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Table 2.1 CPSNR results for different demosaicing algorithms

Method

Image [59] [13] [27] [62] [44] [52] [24] [36] [33] [7] [17] [46]

1 36.09 38.55 35.05 39.67 36.83 40.42 37.75 36.37 38.37 36.38 38.07 38.23

2 40.25 40.38 39.08 41.51 40.38 41.30 39.60 40.39 39.97 38.25 39.97 39.80

3 42.10 42.60 41.00 42.35 42.00 43.37 41.50 42.15 41.26 39.85 41.55 42.00

4 39.81 40.53 38.54 40.65 39.82 40.78 40.07 40.33 39.59 38.99 40.55 40.61

5 36.54 37.89 35.29 37.68 37.28 37.48 37.46 37.33 36.52 35.90 37.79 37.94

6 38.16 40.01 37.43 40.51 39.12 40.87 38.51 37.12 39.14 37.67 39.96 39.76

7 41.61 42.22 40.40 41.89 41.70 42.98 41.70 42.63 41.53 39.95 42.08 42.39

8 34.01 36.36 33.66 36.76 35.27 37.10 35.23 34.36 35.90 32.53 35.16 35.97

9 42.04 43.04 40.90 42.77 42.46 43.41 41.75 41.77 42.01 39.86 41.97 42.29

10 41.60 42.49 40.42 42.55 42.06 42.71 42.03 41.87 41.79 41.03 42.22 42.61

11 38.31 39.88 37.34 40.25 39.07 40.46 39.16 38.51 38.98 37.89 39.67 39.63

12 42.45 43.48 41.49 43.81 42.91 43.90 42.55 42.07 42.44 41.06 42.99 43.11

13 32.31 34.87 31.24 35.49 33.12 36.06 34.31 32.50 34.94 34.88 35.02 34.79

14 36.36 36.92 35.06 36.46 36.46 36.82 35.67 37.12 34.63 33.49 35.72 35.97

15 39.32 39.79 37.86 39.99 39.20 40.04 39.33 39.12 38.99 38.62 39.63 39.85

16 41.86 43.66 41.25 43.96 42.82 43.91 41.72 40.34 41.67 40.46 43.59 43.17

17 40.33 41.36 39.06 41.80 40.63 41.68 41.34 40.59 41.05 41.01 41.47 41.55

18 36.32 37.32 34.79 37.66 36.61 37.60 37.46 36.62 37.18 36.92 37.54 37.64

19 39.54 41.00 38.21 41.14 39.91 41.50 39.71 39.36 39.99 37.46 40.31 40.14

20 39.97 41.15 38.99 41.08 40.21 41.44 40.64 40.67 40.54 39.60 40.35 40.97

21 37.20 39.16 36.41 39.54 37.76 39.57 38.85 37.74 38.98 37.75 38.66 39.16

22 37.67 38.11 36.16 38.18 37.48 38.40 37.73 38.18 37.74 36.76 38.00 38.20

23 42.62 42.97 41.46 42.85 42.44 43.82 41.80 42.74 41.85 39.72 42.06 42.29

24 34.59 35.20 33.05 35.56 34.39 35.44 34.72 34.26 34.82 35.04 35.43 35.61

Avg. 38.79 39.95 37.67 40.17 39.16 40.46 39.19 38.92 39.16 37.96 39.57 39.74

Similar conclusions can be obtained when comparing the performance of various
algorithms in terms of S-CIELab metric, as shown in Table 2.2. The bold numbers
indicate the lowest S-CIELab value for each image. However, we notice that the
different criteria provide different performance rankings for some algorithms. For
instance, the HPHD-AI algorithm [59] falls behind the SA algorithm [33] on average
CPSNR values, while the former achieves a better S-CIELab performance than the
latter.

A more effective evaluation is given by the visual inspection of the reconstructed
images. Figure 2.19a shows the fence bars of test image 20, which contains many
fine detail features, largely challenging the performance of demosaicing algorithms.
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Table 2.2 S-CIELab results for different demosaicing algorithms

Method

Image [59] [13] [27] [62] [44] [52] [24] [36] [33] [7] [17] [46]

1 1.21 1.11 1.25 1.01 1.29 0.94 1.25 1.26 1.25 1.40 1.17 1.21

2 0.68 0.69 0.81 0.57 0.68 0.62 0.65 0.73 0.71 0.86 0.68 0.72

3 0.48 0.50 0.58 0.51 0.54 0.46 0.55 0.51 0.59 0.65 0.54 0.55

4 0.76 0.77 0.92 0.71 0.82 0.73 0.74 0.78 0.85 0.84 0.70 0.76

5 1.04 1.05 1.32 1.22 1.15 1.31 1.14 1.05 1.38 1.34 1.06 1.13

6 0.81 0.81 0.87 0.78 0.88 0.77 0.96 1.00 0.93 1.02 0.79 0.86

7 0.54 0.59 0.69 0.63 0.63 0.52 0.64 0.55 0.68 0.75 0.54 0.58

8 1.36 1.28 1.44 1.29 1.48 1.23 1.55 1.50 1.53 1.94 1.50 1.41

9 0.61 0.58 0.63 0.58 0.60 0.55 0.65 0.64 0.65 0.74 0.60 0.60

10 0.60 0.58 0.63 0.56 0.59 0.56 0.59 0.61 0.62 0.65 0.55 0.56

11 0.77 0.76 0.86 0.76 0.81 0.73 0.85 0.84 0.86 0.95 0.77 0.81

12 0.48 0.48 0.52 0.46 0.53 0.45 0.53 0.53 0.54 0.59 0.47 0.52

13 1.79 1.61 1.92 1.52 1.92 1.56 1.77 1.83 1.72 1.55 1.59 1.64

14 0.96 1.02 1.22 1.06 1.09 1.00 1.16 1.00 1.32 1.42 1.10 1.10

15 0.68 0.66 0.79 0.63 0.74 0.64 0.64 0.70 0.73 0.74 0.66 0.69

16 0.58 0.56 0.59 0.53 0.60 0.53 0.69 0.73 0.68 0.75 0.54 0.60

17 0.59 0.58 0.63 0.54 0.62 0.55 0.57 0.60 0.60 0.56 0.53 0.54

18 1.05 1.05 1.26 1.03 1.12 1.07 1.06 1.06 1.16 1.11 1.01 1.00

19 0.80 0.76 0.87 0.75 0.83 0.71 0.84 0.85 0.83 0.97 0.79 0.79

20 0.56 0.56 0.64 0.56 0.69 0.53 0.59 0.57 0.60 0.64 0.60 0.59

21 0.94 0.91 1.02 0.89 1.05 0.89 0.94 0.97 0.98 1.03 0.94 0.95

22 0.97 1.03 1.23 1.05 1.08 1.00 1.07 0.99 1.10 1.15 0.95 0.99

23 0.51 0.53 0.62 0.54 0.56 0.47 0.57 0.53 0.60 0.68 0.51 0.54

24 1.04 1.05 1.27 1.07 1.20 1.11 1.16 1.07 1.21 1.12 1.00 1.05

Avg. 0.82 0.81 0.94 0.80 0.90 0.79 0.88 0.87 0.92 0.98 0.82 0.84

Figures 2.19b–2.19h are respectively the demosaiced results obtained from algo-
rithms [13, 17, 24, 27, 46, 52, 62]. It can be observed that the VCD, DLMMSE and
LPA algorithms recover fine texture patterns and almost completely suppress the
introduction of unpleasant false colors with respect to other methods. Another exam-
ple is given in Fig. 2.20, which shows a cropped region of test image 10 and the
corresponding demosaiced images. In this example, a different set of demosaicing
algorithms is selected for comparison. We notice that most algorithms obtain a good
perceptual result with sharper edges and fewer zipper artifacts except the AP, SA,
and FD methods which produce severe zipper artifacts around the edge due to the
use of isotropic interpolation.
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Fig. 2.19 Original and demosaiced results of a cropped region from test image 20. a original b
VCD [13] c AHD [27] d DLMMSE [62] e LPA [52] f AP [24] g AFAW [17] h RAD [46]

Fig. 2.20 Original and demosaiced results of a cropped region from test image 10. a original b
HPHD-AI [59] c AHD [27] d DFAD [44] e LPA [52] f AP [24] g SA [33] h FD [7]

2.3 Advanced Topics

This section discusses two advanced topics which combine the image reconstruction
problems, deblurring and super-resolution, with the demosaicing problem. This is
still an active area of research with the soul of developing a unified framework so as
to generate a better reconstruction result.
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2.3.1 Joint Demosaicing and Deblurring

One of the common artifacts in digital images is the blur which may be caused
by the non-ideal response of the camera sensor, the out-of-focus capturing, and the
object or camera motion. The blurred image is usually modeled as the convolution
of a sharp color image and a blur kernel (also called point spread function, PSF)
plus noise. Most existing deblurring algorithms use the result that has gone through
demosaicing and other post-processing steps as the blurred observation, but apply-
ing deblurring after demosaicing is suboptimal. This is because the demosaicing
methods tend to blend the noise across color channels, which makes the input noise
for deblurring no longer independent. Therefore, joint deblurring and demosaicing
is considered to improve the reconstruction performance. Since the blurred CFA
image has no processing artifacts, it can truly record the redistribution of light (i.e.,
blur kernel). In return, the blur kernel provides more information about the miss-
ing color components by considering that the information of unmeasured pixels is
spread to measured neighbor pixels during the blurring process.

The matrix-vector-multiplication notation for the blurred CFA image acquisition
process is already given in Eq. (2.56), which models the blur kernel with matrix
Hk, k = R,G,B, and the CFA subsampling operation with matrix Mk . In order to
explicitly show the blurring process, we rewrite this equation as:

iCFA = MHi+ n (2.67)

where H ∈ R
3MN×3MN is a sparse block diagonal matrix:

H =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

HR 0 0

0 HG 0

0 0 HB

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦ (2.68)

and M ∈ R
3MN×3MN is a matrix sampling the blurred color image according to the

Bayer CFA structure. In most literature, the blur kernel is assumed to be spatially-
invariant and identical in all color channels, so H is a circulant-block-circulant
matrix, usually denoted as a convolution kernel and implemented in the frequency
domain.

As mentioned in Sect. 2.2.5, one possible solution to estimate i given iCFA is
the regularization method (or MAP) that exploits various regularizing constraints to
impose image priori information, i.e.,

î = argmin
i

{

‖iCFA −MHi‖2 +
∑

s

λsJs(i)

}

(2.69)

if the additive noise n is assumed to be i.i.d. Gaussian. The approaches proposed
by [40, 56, 64] belong to this category. Similar to Menon et al. [46], Soulez et
al. [56] considered a spatial regularization term and a spectral regularization term,
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which enforce smoothness on each single color component and on the color differ-
ence components respectively. However, to avoid oversmoothing sharp edges of the
image, Soulez adopted the �2 − �1 norm for the spatial regularization term instead
of the quadratic form. The mathematical expression of this term is:

J1(i) =
∑

k=R,G,B

∑

x

∑

x′∈Vx

ϕ(
Ik(x)− Ik(x′)

�(x, x′)
, λk) (2.70)

where Ik(x) is the pixel value at location x in color channel k of the sharp color
image i, x′ ∈ Vx is a pixel location in the neighborhood of pixel x and �(x, x′) is the
distance between the two pixels. The penalty function ϕ(·, λk) is defined as:

ϕ(·, λk) = 2λ2
k

[ | · |
λk

− log (1+ | · |
λk

)

]

(2.71)

The parameter λk is the threshold beyond which the difference between neighbor-
ing pixels is most certainly due to an edge and must not be too smoothed. Luong
et al. [40] presented a primal-dual algorithm that exploits the sparsity of both dis-
crete gradient and shearlet coefficients as priori knowledge. In order to deal with the
sparsity across color channels, they decorrelated the signals via the principle com-
ponent analysis (PCA) transform before sparsifying them spatially. The common
problem of the above approaches is that they assume the blur is known or just defo-
cus blur of a simple shape. This is because the blurred CFA image has incomplete
data which makes image-based blur kernel estimation methods always fail. How-
ever, the blur estimation methods with the help of hardware cannot be influenced by
the image data. Inspired by this idea, Zhen et al. [64] proposed a novel approach to
perform joint demosaicing and deblurring in the case of a more complex blur kernel.
They designed an imaging system to capture the blurred CFA image and the inertial
measurements simultaneously and utilized the motion data to estimate a blur kernel.

Another solution to the inverse problem of Eq. (2.67) is presented in [25,41,53],
which performs demosaicing and deblurring alternately several times to strengthen
the correlation between them. In this way, the state-of-the-art demosaicing tech-
niques and deblurring techniques could be utilized. For instance, the algorithm
proposed by Paliy et al. [53] proceeds in the following steps:

1. obtain the downsampled versions of the red, green, and blue channels from the
blurred CFA image as Fig. 2.17a

2. apply the regularized inverse (RI) linear filter to each downsampled color plane
separately in order to remove the blur

3. upsample the blur-free downsampled color planes and combine them together
4. utilize the modified LPA-ICI algorithm for interpolation of the noisy Bayer data

[51]
5. sample the estimated full-color image according to the Bayer CFA structure
6. repeat step 1–4 but use the regularized Wiener inverse filter instead of the RI

filter
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Note that the filters in this algorithm use the downscaled blur kernel which matches
the downsampled color planes in size, and that the modified LPA-ICI algorithm
assumes the additive noise follows Poisson distribution. Another work that directly
deblurred the CFA image before demosaicing is presented by Trimeche et al. [58].
In contrast, the iterative approach proposed by Ma et al. [41] first reconstructed the
CFA image with a state-of-the-art demosaicing algorithm and then removed the blur
using a least-squares regularization method. The deblurring process is performed in
the luminance/chrominance domain rather than the RGB domain to achieve better
performance. The advantage of using the luminance component is also taken by
Har-Noy et al. [25]. They enforced the solution close to the demosaiced color planes
while still being consistent with the extracted luminance component that has been
deblurred.

2.3.2 Joint Demosaicing and Super-Resolution

In addition to the blurring effects, an image taken with a conventional digital camera
also suffers from the spatial resolution limit brought by lens and sensors. Surpassing
this limit can be achieved by the super-resolution (SR) technique, which produces
a high-resolution (HR) image from several low-resolution (LR) images of the same
scene with slight motion among them. In the past few decades, a variety of super-
resolution algorithms have been proposed. A good review of the state-of-the-art can
be found in [1].

Typically, the SR problem and the demosaicing problem are studied and solved
independently. However, treating them separately is suboptimal since the aliasing
artifacts introduced in the demosaicing process cannot be removed or even be ampli-
fied by the SR algorithm. Also, the CFA sampling leads to severe aliasing in the
mosaiced image and the SR technique aims to fuse multiple aliased images to obtain
a HR image. It is more reasonable to address the two reconstruction problems in a
unified context. In this section, we present several methods for joint multiframe
demosaicing and color super-resolution.

The complete model that takes SR process into account is given below:

iCFA(l) = M(l)D(l)H(l)F(l)iSR + n(l)

l = 1, . . . , L
(2.72)

The vectors iSR ∈ R
3r2MN×1 and iCFA(l) ∈ R

MN×1 represent the HR color image
and the lth LR CFA image after lexicographic ordering, if we assume the image
enhancement factor is r . The matrix F(l) ∈ R

3r2MN×3r2MN is the geometric motion
operator between the HR and LR images. The PSF, assumed to be lens blur only,
is modeled by H(l) ∈ R

3r2MN×3r2MN . The matrices D(l) ∈ R
3MN×3r2MN and

M(l) ∈ R
MN×3MN denote the CCD downsampling operation and the CFA sampling

operation respectively. The vector n(l) ∈ R
MN×1 is the additive noise and L is

www.allitebooks.com
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the number of available LR CFA images. Compared with the model in Eq. (2.67),
the operators F(l) and D(l) are added to account for the SR process. The problem
of interest is to estimate the HR image iSR from the observed data iCFA(l), l =
1, . . . , L.

Same as before, one of the solutions is the regularization method [18, 23]
with Ψ (iSR) accounting for the data fidelity term and Js(iSR) representing the
regularization constraints,

î
SR = argmin

iSR

{

Ψ (iSR)+
∑

s

λsJs(iSR)

}

(2.73)

In the approach proposed by Farsiu et al. [18], the data fidelity term is defined as the
�1 norm of the residual vector instead of the most common �2 norm,

Ψ (iSR) =
L∑

l=1

‖M(l)D(l)H(l)F(l)iSR − iCFA(l)‖1 (2.74)

This definition can effectively remove outliers in the data and errors due to possibly
inaccurate motion estimation. Farsiu et al. also came up with three regulariza-
tion terms to reduce possible artifacts. Since the human eye is more sensitive to
the details in the luminance component of an image than those in the chromi-
nance components, the first regularization term is applying bilateral-total-variation
regularization to the luminance component in order to preserve the edges in the
luminance,

J1(iSR) =
P∑

m=−P

P∑

n=−P

α|m|+|n|‖iSR
Lu − Sm

x Sn
y iSR

Lu‖1 (2.75)

where Sm
x and Sn

y are the operators for shifting the luminance image iSR
Lu by m pixels

in horizontal direction and n pixels in vertical direction, respectively. The scalar α

weights each term in the summation and the parameter P defines the size of the
bilateral filter kernel. The expression iSR

Lu − Sm
x Sn

y iSR
Lu actually computes derivatives

of the luminance across multiple scales of resolution. Readers could refer to [19] for
more information. Correspondingly, a regularization term should be applied on the
chrominance components iSR

C1
and iSR

C2
. This term imposes smoothness only, so the

simple Tikhonov regularization is used,

J2(iSR) = ‖ΛiSR
C1
‖2 + ‖ΛiSR

C2
‖2 (2.76)

where Λ is a high-pass filter. The idea of the third regularization term comes from
[28], which minimizes the vector product norm of any adjacent color pixels to make
sure that different color bands have similar edge location and orientation. With some
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modifications to what was proposed in [28], the third term is defined as:

J3(iSR) =
1∑

m=−1

1∑

n=−1

[‖iSR
G � Sm

x Sn
y iSR

B − iSR
B � Sm

x Sn
y iSR

G ‖2

+ ‖iSR
B � Sm

x Sn
y iSR

R − iSR
R � Sm

x Sn
y iSR

B ‖2

+ ‖iSR
R � Sm

x Sn
y iSR

G − iSR
G � Sm

x Sn
y iSR

R ‖2]

(2.77)

where iSR
k , k = R,G,B represents each color plane in iSR and � is the element

by element multiplication operator. In order to simplify the optimization problem,
Farsiu et al. assumed spatially-invariant lens blur (also invariant among different
LR images) and translational motion model. Therefore, the operators H and F(l)
are commutative and Eq. (2.72) becomes

iCFA(l) = M(l)D(l)F(l)HiSR + n(l)

= M(l)D(l)F(l)z+ n(l) (2.78)

l = 1, . . . , L

Now, the inverse problem is separated into two simpler subtasks:

1. fuse the available LR images into a blurred HR image z using shift-and-add
operation

2. estimate the deblurred HR image î
SR

from z by optimizing Eq. (2.73) where the

data fidelity term Ψ (iSR) is changed to measure the distance between Hî
SR

and z.

In parallel to Farsiu’s work, Gotoh et al. [23] proposed another MAP estimation
method for solving the same joint demosaicing and SR problem. Their algorithm has
much in common with Farsiu’s algorithm, but Gotoh adopted the �2 norm in data
fidelity term and used an unisotropic Tikhonov method in regularizing the lumi-
nance component. In addition, Gotoh examined direct registration of raw images
based on an imaging model. Similarly, the joint algorithm presented by Vande-
walle et al. [60] used the luminance information directly extracted from the LR
CFA images for computing alignment parameters. After image registration, the HR
luminance and chrominance images were interpolated using the data from the LR
image set and combined afterwards to generate the final HR image.

2.4 Conclusion

An introduction to the demosaicing issue and its major solutions has been explored
in this chapter. Focusing on the Bayer CFA pattern, we discussed the color artifacts
generated by bilinear interpolation and described the widely used demosaicing prin-
ciples and the common evaluation process. After that, five categories of demosaicing
algorithms were analyzed in detail. In each category, we presented its characteristics
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and listed several algorithms as representations of the type. To show the advantages
and drawbacks of the examined algorithms, we also reported experimental results
of a performance comparison between selected demosaicing algorithms.

As an extension, the approaches that perform demosaicing jointly with deblurring
and super-resolution were discussed. These approaches may allow us to find a more
competitive solution with respect to regarding them as separate problems.

In this chapter, time analysis of each demosaicing algorithm is ignored due to
lack of implementation details and different programming languages of the available
codes. However, the time constraint is a very important problem in practice. Readers
could refer to [34] for a computational complexity analysis.
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Chapter 3
DCT-Based Color Image Denoising: Efficiency
Analysis and Prediction

Vladimir Lukin, Sergey Abramov, Ruslan Kozhemiakin, Alexey Rubel,
Mikhail Uss, Nikolay Ponomarenko, Victoriya Abramova, Benoit Vozel,
Kacem Chehdi, Karen Egiazarian and Jaakko Astola

3.1 Introduction

Color images are widely met and used in everyday life [1]. Color photos are, proba-
bly, the most popular type [1,2], although color images are also exploited in medical
diagnostics [3], remote sensing from airborne, and spaceborne platforms [4], etc.
In practice, all acquired color images are inevitably noisy in larger or less extent
due to basic principle of their forming (that deals with photon counting), circuitry
noise, and other factors [2]. This noise can be of such low level that it is practically
unnoticeable. Then, a color image might be perceived as having practically perfect
(visual) quality if the influence of other degrading factors is negligible.

In other cases, that is, if the noise is visible, it often occurs to be a major
(dominant) factor degrading the quality of images. Then, one needs to enhance a
considered color image. Filtering (also called denoising) is a standard operation for
this by suppressing the noise and preserving useful information in a processed image
[1, 5]. Numerous denoising techniques have been designed so far for color image
processing (see [1, 5–9]) and, more generally, for filtering multichannel images and
videos [10–14]. Starting from intensive developments of nonlinear vector filters in
1980s–1990s [1, 15, 16] and their further modifications [16–20], many other noise
removal filters have been designed. They include locally adaptive and transform-
based filters (see e.g., [5, 6, 8, 10, 21–24]), fuzzy denoising methods [25–30],
a family of nonlocal filtering approaches [7, 21, 31–36], etc. A brief analysis of
existing methods and their shortcomings is presented in Sect. 3.3.
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Such interest to design filters to process color images can be explained by the
following reasons. First reason is that there are several requirements to design meth-
ods that are imposed simultaneously and that can be contradictory. Essentially, it is
desirable to efficiently suppress the noise but it is also necessary not to distort the
edges, textures, fine details, and color features [1, 7, 15, 16]. Meanwhile, it is often
desired to carry out the processing quickly and in an automatic manner. Such a set
of requirements is quite hard to fulfill [9, 23, 24].

Second reason is that most color images are subject to visual inspection and
analysis. This shows that quality of color images has to be characterized using
a metric adequate to human visual system (HVS). Here, it is worth stating the
following: for many color image filtering methods, their design and performance
analyses have been carried out using only standard quantitative criteria as output
mean square error (MSE), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR). Meanwhile, design and comparative analysis of visual quality metrics still
continues [37, 38]. There is no HVS-metric jointly accepted by image processing
community as the best one. Recently, researchers have started to exploit HVS-
metrics for characterization of filtering efficiency for image denoising techniques
[9, 14, 35, 39–42].

Third reason is that two main approaches to processing color images are possible,
namely, component-wise filtering and vector (or 3D) denoising. Main advantages of
the component-wise filtering approach are simplicity and better theoretical grounds
[15, 42, 43]. A main advantage of the latter (vector) approach is that it poten-
tially allows taking into account such an important feature of color images that
color components (in conventional red-green-blue (RGB) representation) are highly
correlated [1, 15]. Then, filtering can be more efficient [42, 44] but more complex.

A fourth reason just deals with other factors that complicate noise suppres-
sion. Noise often cannot be considered as pure additive and spatially uncorrelated
(white) [23, 40, 45, 46]. Moreover, its intensity can be different for different color
components [47]. Thus, a denoising method should be able to adapt to these obsta-
cles and a priori information on properties of nonadditive and nonwhite noise has to
be available. For many denoising techniques, especially 3D ones, such adaptation
can be problematic.

Finally, before starting applying image denoising it is good to understand or to
predict how efficient it can be and is it worth to perform such filtering method.
Recently, some papers dealing with these questions have appeared [48–51] and
experience obtained from them is to be summarized.

In this chapter, we mainly address two aforementioned aspects. A special atten-
tion is paid to exploiting inter-component correlation inherent for color images [15]
considering both white and spatially correlated noise cases. Two groups of filters
are mainly considered. First group includes discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based
denoising techniques as an example of transform-based filters [24,40–42,46,52,53].
Second group includes state-of-the-art nonlocal filters, namely, BM3D [54] to be
applied component-wise and its color extension is called C-BM3D [7]. These filters
exploit both search of similar patches (blocks) and DCT denoising employed for the
collected similar patches as aforementioned. The main goal of such an analysis is
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to show that basic problems of color image filtering are observed for both groups of
filters.

One more peculiarity of studies performed in this chapter consists of the follow-
ing: analysis is carried out using color images of the databases TID2008 [55] and
a recently designed database TID2013 [38]. There are several reasons why we do
this. First, these databases contain noise-free and already noisy images (available at
www.ponomarenko.info). This allows to use them to check efficiency of denoising.
Another peculiarity of this chapter is that the cases of i.i.d. and spatially corre-
lated noise are studied where the latter case is quite rarely analyzed in literature.
In these studies, special attention is paid to the analysis of visual quality. For this
purpose, we apply recently introduced adequate metrics as PSNR-HA [56] or color
version of FSIM [57] as well as some other metrics [58] which are among the best to
characterize visual quality of noise-free (original) and processed (filtered) images.

3.2 Image and Noise Properties

3.2.1 Image Properties

Efficiency of image filtering considerably depends on adequacy of a used model of
the noise and properties of images taken into account by a used filter. Thus, we first
recall some basic properties of color images and the noise present in them. Note that
we consider only one color system which is, probably, the most known and popular
in color image processing, namely, RGB [1, 2]. Many researchers have stated that
component images in R, G, and B possess high correlation (about 0.7 . . . 0.8) [15,
16] and this property has been stressed in motivations of vector filter design. On the
average, this statement is correct, although essential variations are possible. To give
imagination about them, consider noise-free images from the database TID2008.
This database contains 25 test color images, all of equal size 512 × 384 pixels.

Out of 25 images, 24 images are natural while, the last, 25th image is artificial
(image index n = 1, . . . , 25). For these images, we have calculated inter-component
correlation factors Rkl = ∑I

i=1
∑J

j=1 (I true
kij − Ī true

k )(I true
lij − Ī true

l )/(IJσ 2
Im kσ

2
Im l)

where I true
kij denotes true (noise-free) value of ij-th pixel of k-th component, k=

1,2,3; I and J define a processed image size, Ī true
k and σ 2

Im k define mean and
variance of the true image in k-th channel (e.g., k= 1 and l= 2 corresponds to corre-
lation between R and G components). The obtained values are presented in Table 3.1
where n denotes a test image index in the database (indices are given below the
images in Fig. 3.1). Interesting observations from Table 3.1 are the following: first,
for many test images, correlation factors are high and even larger than 0.8. In par-
ticular, this happens for such highly textural (complex structure) images as ## 1, 5,
8, 13, and 19. Meanwhile, there are also images for which correlation factors are
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Table 3.1 Inter-component correlation factors for images of the TID2008 database

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

RG 0.86 0.59 0.61 0.68 0.87 0.95 0.74 0.96 0.92 0.93 0.84 0.88 0.96

GB 0.96 0.90 0.27 0.92 0.88 0.97 0.88 0.95 0.80 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95

BR 0.83 0.55 0.03 0.74 0.77 0.94 0.67 0.90 0.67 0.89 0.78 0.87 0.94

n 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 –

RG 0.79 0.86 0.94 0.97 0.88 0.95 0.99 0.87 0.86 0.62 0.92 0.77 –

GB 0.55 0.97 0.89 0.96 0.85 0.93 0.93 0.90 0.89 0.66 0.92 0.77 –

BR 0.25 0.84 0.80 0.94 0.75 0.87 0.93 0.67 0.77 0.51 0.87 0.86 –

Fig. 3.1 Noise-free test color images of TID2008

www.allitebooks.com
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considerably smaller than 0.7 . . . 0.8, for example, rather simple images ## 3 and 23.
Second, cross-correlation factor between G and B components is usually the largest,
while for R and B components this factor is often the smallest (although exceptions
are possible). Factor values smaller than 0.3 sometimes happen, but rarely.

3.2.2 Noise Models

Now consider models of the noise used in color image processing. A simplest among
them is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)

I
noisy
kij = I true

kij + nkij , i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J (3.1)

where I
noisy
kij is ij-th sample of noisy (original) k-th component of a color image

in RGB representation (k= 1,2,3). Variance σ 2
kij of the zero mean noise nkij is

assumed to be equal and noise is assumed to be independent in all three color com-
ponents (σ 2

kij = σ 2
a ). Let us further consider this model as model 1. It is widely

exploited in the scientific literature [1,4,7,15,31,42], although it possesses a limited
adequacy.

In fact, model 1 can be accepted as a rough assumption (approximation). In prac-
tice, variance σ 2

kij is usually not constant for all I true
kij and it has smaller values

for I true
kij < 25 and I true

kij > 230 for 8-bit images [59]. Moreover, noise variance
in different color components can be nonidentical. Usually, it is slightly smaller
in green component than in red and blue [47, 59]. However, these peculiarities of
noise statistics can be, at the first stage, ignored since there is another, more impor-
tant peculiarity of the noise in practice. This peculiarity deals with existing spatial
correlation of the noise stemming from image interpolation from Bayer pattern to
conventional RGB representation [2, 59, 60]. Then, an observed image can be still
described by the expression (3.1), but the noise nkij is no more white. For model
2, we assume that this noise has zero mean, fixed variance σ 2

kij = σ 2
a equal for all

color components and is independent of color components. The main difference is
that now the noise is also characterized by 2D autocorrelation function or spatial
spectrum in a certain basis.

Conventional basis for correlation analysis is the Fourier transform [4]. However,
here we exploit the DCT basis because all filters that are considered later perform
denoising in DCT domain and are, in general, able to use information represented in
the form of 8 × 8 block DCT spectrum. To avoid dependence of this spectrum on
noise variance, consider the so-called normalized DCT spectrum Wnorm(p, q), p =
0, . . . , 7;q = 0, . . . , 7 [42]. In such spectrum, component Wnorm(0,0) relates to
DC component and components with small p and q correspond to “low” spatial
frequencies.
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Table 3.2 Normalized amplitude 8 × 8 DCT spectrum of spatially correlated noise

2.69 2.37 2.04 1.51 0.93 0.51 0.59 0.81

2.39 2.09 1.80 1.35 0.85 0.45 0.52 0.75

2.04 1.80 1.53 1.14 0.72 0.38 0.43 0.62

1.52 1.35 1.15 0.85 0.53 0.29 0.33 0.48

0.93 0.85 0.70 0.53 0.33 0.18 0.20 0.29

0.51 0.45 0.38 0.29 0.18 0.10 0.11 0.16

0.58 0.52 0.44 0.33 0.21 0.11 0.12 0.18

0.84 0.75 0.63 0.48 0.29 0.16 0.18 0.26

Fig. 3.2 Test image #16 corrupted by AWGN (a) and spatially correlated noise (b)

To imagine how such DCT normalized spectrum looks like, consider correlated
noise case for images in the database TID2008. Spatially correlated noise is distor-
tion #3 in the databases TID2008 and TID2013 (there are totally 17 and 24 types
of distortions in these databases, respectively). This noise is obtained in a very
simple manner by applying 3 × 3 pixel mean filter to 2D zero mean AWGN and
further providing a desired variance of the noise. Amplitude normalized spectrum√

Wnorm(p, q), p = 0, . . . , 7;q = 0, . . . , 7 for this case is presented in Table 3.2
as 8 × 8 matrix below. As it is seen, there are a few low-frequency components
with values greater than unity (where the noise main power is concentrated), while
for most spatial frequencies the values are less than unity with a general tendency
to decrease for larger frequencies. These are typical properties of DCT spectra for
spatially correlated noise.

It is also worth demonstrating the difference in a visual appearance of images
corrupted by AWGN and spatially correlated noise. Figure 3.2 presents two test
images #16 from the database TID2013 where noise variance is the same and equals
to 32.5 for all the color components (this corresponds to PSNR= 33 dB).

These examples simultaneously show several interesting phenomena. First,
AWGN (Fig. 3.2a) with such variance is visible in homogeneous image regions as
sky, while it is practically masked (not visible) in texture regions as water surface.
Second, spatially correlated noise (Fig. 3.2b) is obviously more annoying and it is
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visible in both homogeneous and textural areas. Thus, under given variance of the
noise, it is more important to suppress spatially correlated noise. Third, this example
shows inadequacy of standard quality metrics—two images with the same PSNR in
Fig. 3.2 obviously have different visual quality.

Here some results of the paper [42] are worth recalling. In case of AWGN, noise
is practically not visible in original (noisy) images if its variance σ 2

a does not exceed
15 (and even 20 . . . 25 if the image is highly textural). Meanwhile, if noise is spa-
tially correlated, then it might remain visible even if its variance is about 10. Only
if the noise variance does not exceed 5, it can be practically guaranteed that the
noise is invisible. These observations show when the filtering is not necessary for
enhancing color images. If such a decision (to perform denoising or not) is to be
undertaken automatically, one needs to have an accurate blind method for estimat-
ing noise variance and spatial spectrum. One technique for doing this can be found
in the paper [61].

Noise can be also described by other, more complicated, models than model 1
or model 2. In particular, noise model can take into account dependence of noise
variance σ 2

kij on I true
kij . Such dependence usually does not exist or is not obvious for

RGB color images obtained at the output of image data processing chain [60–62],
that is, after white balance, gamma correction, and other operations inside digital
cameras or sensors. However, for raw color images, signal-dependent model (model
3) of the noise is adequate [63, 64]. Taking into account thermal noise component
as well as photon-counting noise, noise statistics (local standard deviation) can be
expressed as [63]

σkij =
√

σ 2
ak + γkI

true
kij (3.2)

where σkij denotes noise standard deviation in an ij-th pixel of a k-th component
image, σ 2

ak is signal-independent noise component variance for a k-th component, γk

is signal-dependent component parameter. Expression (3.1) is still valid but a noise
variance is described by (3.2). The signal-dependent noise still has zero mean and
distribution which is Gaussian or close to Gaussian [63,64]. A specific feature is that
if the case of raw color images is considered (nowadays such images can be retrieved
and processed on computer for many types of modern digital cameras), the noise can
be assumed as spatially uncorrelated and independent in color components.

We do not pay much attention to model 3 in our further studies, since it is nec-
essary to model all stages (operations) of image data processing chain and to set
parameters for operations employed in this chain. Besides, there is a limited num-
ber of denoising techniques adapted to model 3. Not all filtering methods considered
below are adapted or can be easily modified to cope with images corrupted by model
3 noise. However, we believe that there is a great potential of image denoising
applied just after obtaining raw image data. One reason is that it is usually sim-
pler and more efficient to remove white noise than spatially correlated. In particular,
such denoising can be performed by using variance stabilizing transforms with a
properly set parameters [65].
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3.3 Considered Filters and Quantitative Criteria

From the very beginning, we have to state that two main approaches to denoise
color images are possible: component-wise and vector-based (3D) [15]. There are
numerous filters that can be applied component-wise for noise of the model 1 [9,21,
31]. The best performance in such practical situations is provided by methods related
to the group of nonlocal filters [21, 31, 32, 34, 35, 48, 54] and dictionary learning
based methods (e.g., [36]). The BM3D filter [54] is usually declared as state of the
art in AWGN suppression according to output MSE (or PSNR) [48]. Meanwhile,
simulation results show that the filters from the studies [32, 34, 36] possess similar
performance.

For the noise model 2, amount of designed filters is considerably smaller.
Neglecting a fact that spatially correlated noise can lead to a sufficient drop in fil-
tering efficiency [23, 42]. Therefore, a filtering algorithm has to be adapted to a
spatial spectrum of the noise supposed to be known a priori or pre-estimated with an
appropriate accuracy. This can be easily done for transform-based methods [23,42],
details are given below.

For the noise model 3, component-wise processing can be done using either
filters specially intended for removing signal-dependent noise [64–66] or using a
variance stabilizing (homomorphic) transform (VST) with properly adjusted param-
eters [24, 67] based on estimated characteristics of the noise [68]. Then, after
performing a direct VST, signal-dependent noise converts to an additive one turning
a situation to model 1 (or model 2), allowing many filters to be applicable for this
model as well.

Vector filters [15–20] and their modifications [1, 5, 25] have been, in the first
order, intended on removing not AWGN but impulse or mixed noise (in the latter
case, removal of outliers is more important than suppression of an additive com-
ponent of noise). Here, we assume that impulse noise is either absent in acquired
color images or it is removed at a special initial stage of image processing. In this
sense, fuzzy set-based filters [25–30] are very efficient allowing to exploit informa-
tion from one component to improve a processing in other one. However, a main
intention in designing vector (3D) filters was, and still is, use of essential interchan-
nel correlation [15] (see Table 3.1). In fact, availability of additional data in three
channels (components) opens opportunities in data decorrelation and search for sim-
ilar patches [4, 7, 11, 33]. Exploiting these opportunities is not a problem for model
1 and model 2 noises. For model 3, a use of the preliminary VST in each component
solves the problem that arises if parameters of signal-dependent noise are different
in components of multichannel images [24, 65, 66].

Let us now concentrate on the basic principles of 2D conventional DCT-based
filtering, that is, component-wise processing of color images. In opposite to wavelet
denoising, DCT-based filtering is performed in blocks [52, 53]. There are three
main operations carried out with data in each block. First operation is a direct
2D DCT in mn-th block applied to image values Inoise

ij , i = m, . . . , m + 7, j =
n, . . . , n+7 (indices mn define the block left upper corner) and they are in the limits
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m = 1, . . . , I − 7, n = 1, . . . , J − 7 for fixed block size of 8 × 8 pixels. Thus,
DCT coefficients Dmn(p, q), p = 0, . . . , 7, q = 0, . . . , 7 are obtained, which then
undergo a thresholding operation to obtain Dthr

mn(p, q), p = 0, . . . , 7, q = 0, . . . , 7.
After this, inverse 2D DCT is applied to the thresholded coefficients. In this way,
preliminary filtered values for all the image pixels belonging to a given block, that
is, I

filt
ij , i = m, . . . , m+ 7, j = n, . . . , n+ 7 are obtained.

DCT-based denoising can be carried out in nonoverlapping, partly overlapping,
or fully overlapping blocks. Filtering is more efficient (in terms of both standard
and visual quality criteria) if fully overlapping blocks are used [53]. This means
that each next block is shifted by only one pixel with respect to its neighbor. Then,
for a given ij-th pixel, one has preliminary filtered values obtained from different
positions of blocks that include this pixel (m = i − 7, . . . , i, n = j − 7, . . . , j ).
All these preliminary filtered values are averaged to obtain a final filtered value. In
this chapter, we consider 8 × 8 blocks with a full overlap. The use of 8 × 8 pixel
block allows accelerating the processing. Other block sizes (e.g., 16 × 16 or 9 × 9
pixels) might improve filtering performance but only slightly [69].

An important point in the DCT-based denoising is a thresholding. We have
studied hard, soft [53], and combined [41] thresholding. Hard thresholding
(Dthr

mn(p, q) = Dmn(p, q), if
∣
∣Dmn(p, q)

∣
∣ > Tnm(p, q) and zero otherwise,

where Tmn(p, q) denotes threshold that, in a general case, can vary locally and
be frequency dependent) has demonstrated the best or equally good performance.
It provides efficient noise suppression in homogeneous regions combined with
rather good edge/detail/texture preservation and appropriate computational effi-
ciency [41, 52, 53], even if processing with full overlapping of the blocks is used.
Moreover, DCT-based filtering can be easily adapted to noise statistics and spa-
tial correlation properties under the condition that necessary a priori information is
available or retrieved from image under interest in interactive or blind manner with
an appropriate accuracy [61, 64, 68].

If one deals with model 1 of the noise, the threshold is set fixed and frequency
independent as Tmn(p, q) = T = 2.6σ where σ denotes the noise standard devi-
ation assumed a priori known. Following this recommendation allows producing
output PSNR close to attainable optimum (maximum) for most considered test
images and noise variance values [41]. If one wishes to provide optimal visual
quality of filtered images, then it is recommended to apply T ≈ (2.2 . . . 2.4)σ [41].

If the noise obeys model 2 and its normalized DCT spectrum Wnorm(p, q) is
known or pre-estimated with desired accuracy, the frequency-dependent threshold
has to be set: T (p, q) = 2.6σ

√
Wnorm(p, q). Recall that for all modifications of

the DCT-based filters, the DC coefficients of DCT in blocks remain unchanged. To
provide a slightly better visual quality of a processed image, the factor 2.6 in the
expression above can be changed to smaller values, for example, 2.3 [69].

For the model 3, the threshold is set in a locally adaptive manner [52]. Assume
that a dependence of local variance or standard deviation on the true value σkij =
f (I true

kij ) is known or pre-estimated. Then, for a given block, T is calculated as

2.6σ̂kmn = 2.6f (Îmn
kmean) where σ̂kmn is a local estimate of the nonstationary noise
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standard deviation obtained using a local mean Îmn
kmean estimate for an analyzed

mn-th block. Again, an “optimal” visual quality is provided for a local threshold
set as T = 2.3f (Îkmean) [69].

3D version of the DCT-based filter for model 1 has been first proposed in [24]. It
performs similarly to the 2D case in the sense of the sequence of basic operations.
There are two main differences. First, 8 × 8 × 3 block is used. Second, the first
operation in each block is a “spectral” decorrelation (3-element DCT) of an RGB
color image. After this, three 2D data arrays (layer images) are obtained which are
processed separately as described above using fixed thresholds. After this, an inverse
3D DCT is performed.

This denoising approach can be easily extended to model 2 if all σ 2
k are approx-

imately equal to each other and the normalized spectra are almost the same for
all color components (then averaged normalized spectra are exploited). A specific
feature of 3D DCT-based filtering in this case [46] is that frequency-dependent
thresholds are used as given above.

Finally, 3D DCT-based filtering can be also applied for model 3 noise. A dis-
tinctive feature of processing then consists in the usage of an appropriate variance
stabilizing transform before exploiting the conventional 3D DCT-based denoising.
Variance stabilization can be performed by logarithmic homomorphic transform
[24], generalized Anscombe transform [65, 66], or other appropriate transforms
depending on the properties of signal-dependent noise.

Although DCT-based filters are efficient enough [40,42,46], we have also studied
two nonlocal mean filters; BM3D [54], oriented on denoising 2D (grayscale, com-
ponent) images and its version C-BM3D [7], specially intended on filtering color
images. The core of these two filters is a search of similar patches where C-BM3D
carries out search for intensity image (Y component). Another peculiarity of these
denoising techniques is that 3D filtering using DCT and Haar is performed for each
obtained 3D cube built from obtained similar patches.

Two mechanisms of denoising produce, in aggregate, very efficient filtering.
Conversion of RGB color images to another color space applied in the C-BM3D
is, in fact, equivalent to decorrelation. Therefore, this filter can be considered as a
3D filter. Due to this, the C-BM3D filter occurs more efficient than the BM3D filter
applied component-wise [7]. Note that BM3D was originally designed for model 1
noise. However, it can also be adapted to model 2 noise [45] and even to model 3
noise (after corresponding homomorpic transform [65]).

Any filtering should be characterized by a quality metric which is able to describe
its efficiency adequately and quantitatively. First of all, it should be stressed that
there is no commonly accepted standard among visual quality metrics; their design
and testing continues [37, 38]. According to the latest results [38], the recently pro-
posed color version of the metric FSIM (denote it as FSIMc) [57] is currently the
leader for all 24 types and 5 levels of distortions presented in the database TID2013.
However, other visual quality metrics demonstrate efficiency (adequateness) close
to FSIMc [38], especially for particular types of distortions which are under inter-
est in our case [38]. These metrics are PSNR-HMA and PSNR-HA [56] (available
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at http://www.ponomarenko.info/psnrhma.htm), PSNR-HVS-M [70], MSSIM [58],
etc.

Since all existing visual quality metrics are not perfect, it is worth jointly consid-
ering several of them for providing substantial conclusions. Besides, it is desirable
to have some background on behavior and properties of these metrics. The metrics
FSIMc [57] and MSSIM [58] are based on the wavelets and have the values in the
range from 0 (very bad visual quality) to 1 (perfect quality). The values of FSIMc are
usually slightly greater than the corresponding values of MSSIM, where the values
of the latter metric are equal to or greater than 0.99 relate to distortions that can-
not be noticed by visual inspection [71]. If MSSIM values for two different images
differ by 0.005 or more, then these images have different visual quality. Otherwise,
their visual quality is of the same order [68]. Although the metric SSIM [72] is often
used in the analysis of filtering efficiency [14, 35], we prefer MSSIM and FSIMc as
they provide better performance [38].

The metrics PSNR-HMA, PSNR-HA [56] and PSNR-HVS-M [70] are all based
on DCT in 8 × 8 pixel blocks. Their values are expressed in dB and the values
exceeding 40 dB correspond to practical invisibility of distortions [71]. If the values
of PSNR-HVS-M for two different images differ by 0.5 dB and more, then the
difference in their visual quality is noticeable [68]. Otherwise, the images might
appear as having the same visual quality.

It has also been established in recent papers [58] that the metrics that take into
account different sensitivities of humans to distortions in intensity and color (FSIMc,
PSNR-HMA, and PSNR-HA) perform slightly better than the metrics calculated for
each color component independently and then averaged (e.g., PSNR-HVS-M and
MSSIM). Thus, keeping these properties in mind, we are equipped for analyzing
the obtained denoising data.

3.4 Component-Wise Denoising and Prediction

As the simplest case, consider first component-wise denoising for images in the
database TID2008 for the model 1 noise. Output PSNR values for AWGN with vari-
ance σ 2

a equal to 65 are presented in plots in Fig. 3.3 (bar color corresponds to color
component). Note that input PSNR (PSNRinp) for all considered images equals to
30 dB. Thus, we can easily calculate how large the difference PSNRk(n)−PSNRinp
(improvement of PSNR—IPSNR) due to the filtering is.

Analysis of the represented plots shows the following. First, IPSNR is practically
the same for all color components for a given image and noise variance. Second,
IPSNR varies in rather wide limits—from about 1 dB by up to 7.5 dB for the consid-
ered plots. In fact, IPSNR can be smaller (for highly textural images and/or smaller
noise variance [74]) and larger (for simple structure images and/or larger noise vari-
ance) [73]. Third, it is seen that an efficiency of image filtering (expressed, e.g., in
terms of IPSNR) depends on the image “complexity,” although this term is not either
introduced verbally or exactly characterized quantitatively. IPSNR is the largest for
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Fig. 3.3 Output PSNR(n) for the DCT-based filter applied component-wise for σ 2
a = 65, AWGN

images of “simple structure” that contain rather large homogeneous regions as, for
example, the test color images ## 3, 7, and 23. Meanwhile, IPSNR is comparatively
small for images of “complex” structure that contain a lot of textural areas and/or
many small-sized objects and edges. Examples of such images are the test images
## 1, 5, 6, 8, 13, 14 (see Fig. 3.1).

One might think that the problem of efficient noise removal in the latter case (for
textural images) deals only with the considered filter and its principle of operation.
Let us show that this is not true. Recently P. Chatterjee and P. Milanfar [48] have
proposed a method for determining lower bound output MSE for nonlocal-based
denoising for AWGN case under condition of available noise-free image and known
variance (or standard deviation) of the noise. Using this method and software freely
available from the authors of [48], we have obtained the values of lower bound MSE
(denoted as MSElb) for many components of our color test images and noise vari-
ances. Some of them are presented in Table 3.3 taken from the paper [40] for R color
component (more data are given in the papers [42] and [69]). Along with MSElb, we
give output MSE for the considered DCT-based filter (denoted as MSEDCT).

As it is seen, for the most textural image # 13, the ratio MSElb/ σ 2 is large. This
means that, even potentially, filtering cannot have high efficiency. Meanwhile, for
the test images ## 5 and 13 the ratios MSElb/MSEDCT are about 0.9. This means
that the DCT-based filter practically reaches potential efficiency of image denoising
for highly textural image especially if the noise intensity is high. However, there
remains room for filtering efficiency improving for simpler structure images.

One might also think that modern nonlocal denoising techniques are able to
produce results essentially better than the DCT-based filter considered above. For
comparison purpose, let us present data for σ 2

a= 65 and R component of color
images processed by the state-of-the-art nonlocal BM3D filter [54]. The produced
output MSEs are equal to 27.8, 28.3, 45.0, 29.4, and 27.5 for the test images # 5,
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Table 3.3 Lower bound and obtained MSEs for R components of some images of the database
TID2008

Image # σ 2 = 65 σ 2 = 130

MSElb MSEDCT MSElb MSEDCT

5 27.5 30.4 48.0 52.4

8 23.2 32.5 40.8 53.7

13 41.0 46.6 72.8 80.5

14 20.7 31.0 35.6 50.5

18 21.4 28.7 37.7 47.1

Fig. 3.4 PSNR-HVS-Mk(n) before and after filtering for σ 2
a = 25, AWGN

8, 13, 14, and 18, respectively. Comparing these data to the corresponding data in
Table 3.3, we can state that the BM3D is in fact more efficient than the DCT-based
filter but only slightly. BM3D produces closer output MSEs to MSElb in all five
cases. However, the difference between MSEs for the DCT and BM3D filters is
only about 3 . . . 13 %.

We have already mentioned the inadequacy of conventional metrics as output
MSE or PSNR to characterize image quality and efficiency of filtering. Because
of this, let us also analyze the efficiency of component-wise denoising in terms
of visual quality metric, PSNR-HVS-M. The values of PSNR-HVS-Mk for origi-
nal (noise) and filtered images are represented in Fig. 3.4. Although input PSNR
for all these images is the same and equal to 34.2 dB (σ 2

a = 25, Fig. 3.4), input
PSNR-HVS-Mk (shown by bars of corresponding color) differ by about 4 dB. This
is because the analyzed metric takes into account the effects of noise masking by
texture. Because of this, for the most textural images ## 1, 5, 8, 13, and 14 the values
of PSNR-HVS-Mk for all the color components are over 40 dB. Thus, there is no
need to remove the noise in these images at all, since the noise is not visible in them.
It is also worth stressing that if DCT-based filtering is applied (for filtered images
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Fig. 3.5 MSSIMk(n) before and after filtering for σ 2
a = 25, AWGN

the metric values are shown by the same color bars) to these images, their qual-
ity characterized by improvement of PSNR-HVS-Mk (IPSNR-HVS-Mk) becomes
slightly better (by about 1 dB or even less for the test image # 13).

For other, middle- and low-complexity images, there is a considerable improve-
ment of visual quality. While noise is visible in original images, it becomes
practically invisible in denoised ones (the values of PSNR-HVS-Mk exceed 40 dB
for almost all filtered images, see Fig. 3.4). More quantitative data and analysis can
be found in [42] and [74]. In particular, it is shown that IPSNR-HVS-M can reach 7
. . . 8 dB for simple structure images corrupted by intensive AWGN.

Now consider the same situation (AWGN, σ 2
a = 25) but let us analyze the

wavelet-based metric MSSIM. The results are presented in Fig. 3.5. The conclusions
that can be drawn from analysis of data in Fig. 3.5 are the same as given earlier for
results in Fig. 3.4. Note here that the metric values for all three color components
are close to each other. Again, there are noisy images for which noise can be hardly
noticed (MSSIMk > 0.99, see color bar data in Fig. 3.5). For most images, residual
noise becomes invisible after filtering (analyze violet bar data in Fig. 3.5).

Then, there is a question: Is it possible to predict filtering efficiency for a given
image and noise variance (assumed known)? This question is tightly connected to
other questions—is it worth carrying out filtering for a considered case and is it
possible to design an automatic procedure for filtering efficiency prediction and
undertaking a decision on expedience of denoising in each particular case.

One step forward to answer these questions was done by Zhu and Milanfar [49].
They have shown that potential efficiency of filtering can be predicted without hav-
ing noise-free image. However, their approach suffers from two drawbacks. First,
one needs prediction that is done quickly (faster than filtering itself) while the
algorithm [49] requires intensive computations. Second, the method [49] allows
predicting potential efficiency whereas efficiency reachable in practice is desired.

Second step has been motivated by the results in [69] and carried out in [50].
The main idea behind the prediction is the following. Suppose that one has a (sta-
tistical) parameter calculated for input (noisy) image and this parameter is strictly
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Fig. 3.6 Scatterplots of MSEout/σ2 (a) and IPSNR (b) on P2σ and the fitted curves

connected with an output parameter that is able to characterize filtering efficiency
(e.g., IPSNR). Then, calculation of input parameter allows predicting the desired
output parameter and to undertake a proper decision.

In fact, prediction can be considered appropriate under the following assumptions
that should be valid. First, there are one or a few parameters that can be calculated
easily and quickly for a given noisy image. Second, the aforementioned dependence
between the considered input and output parameters should be strict and able to
adequately characterize filtering efficiency (the dependence is obtained in advance,
i.e., off-line).

In [50], it is shown that as input (controlled) parameters it is possible to use some
statistics of DCT coefficients in 8 × 8 blocks. One of them is a probability P2σ that
defines mean probability that AC DCT coefficient absolute value does not exceed
2σ, where σ is a standard deviation of the noise. It has been established in [69] that
P2σ is strongly connected with the ratio of output MSE to the noise variance. This
has allowed obtaining polynomial and other simple dependences of MSEout/σ2 on
P2σ characterized by high values (about 0.95) of coefficient of determination R2 [75]
(it tends to unity if approximation is perfect). Dependences have been obtained for
the DCT-based and BM3D filters. More in detail, the dependences were fitted into
scatterplots obtained for a wide set of the test images and noise variances. An exam-
ple of such scatterplot is presented in Fig. 3.6a. Each point corresponds to one test
image corrupted by AWGN with a given variance and processed by a considered
filter where horizontal axis relates to the input (calculated) parameter and vertical
axis—to the output parameter that describes filtering efficiency and has to be pre-
dicted. Having a fitted curve (see examples in Fig. 3.6), it is possible in practice
to calculate P2σ for an analyzed image and to substitute P2σ as argument to the
expression characterizing the fitted curve to get the predicted value.

Note that as an output (predicted) parameter it is also possible to use IPSNR
expressed in decibel (dB) (see the plot in Fig. 3.6b). As it follows from analysis of
the presented plots, it is obviously not worth performing image filtering if P2σ is
less than 0.45.

Research in this direction continues. It has been recently shown that the pro-
posed approach is, after the corresponding modifications, applicable to processing
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Fig. 3.7 Output PSNRk(n) for the DCT-based filter with frequency-dependent thresholds applied
component-wise, spatially correlated noise with variance 65

images corrupted by model 3 noise [51]. It has been also shown that there is no
necessity to calculate P2σ in fully overlapping blocks as it was used in [30]. In prac-
tice, it is enough to have not less than 300 randomly selected blocks to estimate P2σ

and to further use it in prediction. This essentially accelerates the image process-
ing performed at the prediction stage and makes this stage considerably faster than
DCT-based filtering and by several orders faster than BM3D denoising. Certainly,
there are particular tasks needed to be solved, such as what type of curve to fit, is it
better to analyze MSEout/σ2, IPSNR or other parameters, what parameter(s) to use
instead of P2σ, etc.

Now consider the model 2 noise. For the very beginning, let us analyze a depen-
dence PSNRk(n) presented in Fig. 3.7 for the additive spatially correlated noise with
the variance 65. Recalling that PSNR for original images is 30 dB, IPSNR due to
filtering is observed for all color components of all test images. However, IPSNR
again depends on image complexity and is the smallest for textural images (## 1, 5,
8, 13, 14).

Since noise variance for data in plots of Fig. 3.7 is the same as for AWGN data
in Fig. 3.3, it is possible to compare efficiency of removing spatially correlated and
white noise. For AWGN, minimal and maximal output PSNRs are equal to 31.3 and
37.2 dB, respectively (see the plots in Fig. 3.3). If the noise is spatially correlated,
minimal and maximal output PSNR values are equal to 31.0 and 35.5 dB. This
means that suppression of spatially correlated noise is a more difficult task than
denoising in the case of AWGN.

Now, let us analyze the DCT-based filter performance in terms of visual quality
metrics, namely PSNR-HVS-M. The data for a spatially correlated noise with the
variance equal to nine are presented in Fig. 3.8. As it is seen, visual quality of the
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Fig. 3.8 PSNR-HVS-Mk(n) before and after DCT-based filtering with frequency dependent
thresholds for spatially correlated noise with σ 2

a = 9

Fig. 3.9 MSSIMk(n) before and after DCT-based filtering with frequency-dependent thresholds for
spatially correlated noise with σ 2

a = 9

noisy images considerably depends on image complexity and noise masking proper-
ties. In all test noisy images, spatially correlated noise is visible (PSNR-HVS-M is
essentially smaller than 40 dB), although the noise variance is quite small (Fig. 3.8).
The data in Fig. 3.8 relate to the denoised component images. It is seen (compare
data in Fig. 3.8) that visual quality improves due to filtering for all test images,
although there are some test images (e.g., the test image # 13) for which there is
practically no benefit. The largest improvement is observed for simple structure
images (e.g., the test image # 3 and 23). Improvement of PSNR-HVS-M is about
3 dB that corresponds to considerable enhancement. However, even after filtering
PSNR-HVS-M values are mostly smaller than 40 dB, that is, residual noise and
distortions due to filtering are visible.

Similar conclusions can be drawn from analysis using the wavelet-based metric
MSSIM (see data in [42] and in Fig. 3.9). According to this metric and distortion
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Fig. 3.10 Scatterplots of MSEout/σ2 (a) and IPSNR (b) on P2σ and the fitted curves

invisibility threshold for it, noise is not seen in the test images that are the most
textural (## 5, 8, 13 and, with high probability, ## 1 and 14, see color bar data
in Fig. 3.9). Residual noise and distortions introduced by the considered filter are
(with high probability) invisible in most filtered images except the test images ## 2,
4, 12, and 16 that have many large homogeneous image regions and/or regions with
low-contrast textures where noise suppression is problematic [72].

Then, a question appears: Is the prediction possible for a spatially correlated
noise. A preliminary answer is “yes,” as it follows from the analysis of scat-
terplots presented in Fig. 3.10. The difference compared to the model 1 case is
that the parameter P2σ has been determined using frequency-dependent thresholds
T (p, q) = 2σ

√
Wnorm(p, q). In other words, noise spatial spectrum has to be known

in advance for filtering efficiency prediction.
The plots in Fig. 3.10 show that a prediction is potentially possible. In fact, for a

given noise spectrum it is possible to use a set of test images to simulate a noise with
the corresponding properties and to obtain the dependence, which is approximated
(fitted) well. However, comparing the plots in Figs. 3.6 and 3.10, it can be noticed
that the fitting curves differ a little (not in general behavior but in their parameters).
In particular, maximal IPSNR for AWGN is about 10 dB for P2σ approaching to
unity, while maximal IPSNR for model 2 noise is only about 7 dB. This means that
for a good prediction one should be able to encounter the noise spatial correlation,
that is, to introduce some spectrum-dependent correcting factors. This task is not
solved yet.

Besides, it would be nice to predict some visual quality metrics or their changes
due to denoising. One option is to predict IPSNR-HVS-M. To prove the possibility
of this, Fig. 3.11 shows the scatterplots of IPSNR-HVS-M on P2σ for AWGN and
spatially correlated noise. One observation is that the obtained data are clustered but
not so well as for IPSNR. Because of this, fitting is not so good and, thus, prediction
is not so accurate for IPSNR-HVS-M as it is for IPSNR. The fitted curves differ a
little for P2σ about 0.6 for AWGN and spatially correlated noise, although maximal
values are of the same order. However, analyzing the obtained dependences, we can
surely state that it is not worth carrying out image filtering if P2σ is smaller than
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Fig. 3.11 Scatterplots of IPSNR-HVS-M on P2σ for AWGN (a) and spatially correlated (b) noise

0.35, then IPSNR-HVS-M is small (close to zero). More detailed study has shown
that this, as it can be expected, happens for highly textural images. We hope that
accuracy of predicting IPSNR-HVS-M can be improved in the future.

Summarizing the results for component-wise denoising, we can state that there
are practical situations (textural images and/or quite low level of the noise) when
component-wise denoising is unable to provide image enhancement. Such situations
can be predicted.

3.5 3D Denoising of Color Images

Analysis for 3D denoising can be divided into two stages: theoretical and practical
(obtained by simulations for a wide set of test images and noise variances). Theory
[44] states the following: due to 3D processing of data (instead of component-wise
denoising), it is possible to decrease output MSE by 1.6 . . . 2.2 times, that is, to
increase PSNR by 2 . . . 3.5 dB. This is a considerable advantage (benefit) worth
implementing in practice.

Let us see what is gained in practice. First, reduction of output MSE by about
1.8 times really takes place for 3D DCT-based filter in the case of AWGN (see
simulation data in [40, 42, 45]). This image enhancement in terms of conventional
quality metric is supported by improvement of visual quality. Figure 3.12 presents
the values of the metric MSSIM for images of TID2008. As it is seen, 3D denoising
(3 comp) is always more efficient than component-wise processing (1 comp) that
can sometimes lead even to reduction of visual quality (see data for the test image
# 13).

Similar conclusions hold for the filters BM3D and C-BM3D. Dependences for
them are given in Fig. 3.13 where the metric PSNR-HMA is used. It is worth stress-
ing that PSNR-HMA is considerably improved due to 3D filtering (by C-BM3D)
just for textural test images ## 1, 5, 8, 13. The difference is about 3 dB and it
is, obviously, sufficient. This means that the use of 3D denoising can be espe-
cially expedient for enhancing highly textural images for which component-wise
processing has a limited efficiency.
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Fig. 3.12 Dependences MSSIM(n) for images in TID2008 corrupted by AWGN with variance 65,
2D (component-wise) and 3D DCT-based filters

Fig. 3.13 Dependences PSNR-HMA(n) for images in TID2008 corrupted by i.i.d. noise with
variance 65, BM3D and C-BM3D filters

Similar effects are observed for the model 2 noise. To prove this, Fig. 3.14
presents dependences of PSNR-HVS-M(n) for component-wise (1 comp) and 3D
DCT-based filters (3 comp) that both employ frequency-dependent thresholds.
Improvement of this metric varies in the limits from 0.5 to 2.5 dB where the largest
improvement takes place for the most textural images.

This is a positive moment since component-wise filtering can be not efficient
for complex structure images. More details and simulation data can be found in the
paper [74].

Efficiency of 3D processing for the model 3 noise is briefly studied in the
paper [65]. The obtained results are very similar. 3D processing (after variance sta-
bilizing transform) provides decrease of output MSE by 1.5 . . . 2 dB compared to
component-wise denoising.
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Fig. 3.14 Dependences PSNR-HVS-M(n) for images in TID2008 corrupted by spatially correlated
noise with variance 65, 2D and 3D DCT-based filters

In general, 3D DCT-based denoising can be applied to processing not neces-
sarily three but also two, four or other number of components of multichannel
images (here we mean not color but other kinds of multichannel images as, e.g.,
mustispectral ones). It can be expected that a larger number of components incor-
porated in 3D denoising leads to more efficient filtering. To check this expectation,
we needed test images with different number of noise-free components for which
it was possible to artificially add noise with desired characteristics. Since stan-
dard test multichannel images, to the best of our knowledge, are absent, we have
carried out the following (slightly artificial) experiment: first, we have processed
together only two components (B and G) of color test images exploited above. Sec-
ond, we have jointly processed all three color components. Third, we have filtered
four-component images. They have been formed as follows. First three components
of noise-free data were noise-free R, G, and B components of color images and
the fourth component was obtained as intensity Y of these images (this component
has high correlation with all the color components). Then, AWGN with the same
variance has been independently added to all four components.

It occurred that efficiency of filtering depends on what is the position of Y com-
ponent in 3D data array. For example, the sequence of component positions RGBY
is not the best. On the average, the sequence RYGB has shown itself to be the
best. So, we present the results below (Fig. 3.15) just for the latter sequence. The
plots are given for the metric PSNR-HVS-M (its value averaged for all considered
components of multichannel data is presented, the number of jointly processed com-
ponents is marked in plots) and variance of AWGN equal to 65 for all images of the
TID2008.

It can be seen that filtering efficiency increases with increased number of pro-
cessed components. In particular, for three components the benefit is, on the average,
about 1 dB compared to processing two components. This is one more argument in
favor of 3D denoising. Note that similar conclusions can be drawn from analysis of
the plots for another visual quality metric, FSIMc(n), represented in Fig. 3.16.
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Fig. 3.15 Dependences PSNR-HVS-M(n) for different number of processed components, 3D DCT-
based filter, σ 2

k = 65, AWGN

Fig. 3.16 Dependences FSIMc(n) for different number of processed components, 3D DCT-based
filter, σ 2

k = 65, AWGN

The presented results show that efficiency of 3D denoising seems to be roughly
predictable as well. In particular, it is possible to determine IPSNR or IPSNR-HVS-
M for one component of color image and then to add 2 dB to the obtained value for
taking into account better efficiency of 3D denoising compared to 2D counterpart.
However, this methodology of prediction needs additional verification.

3.6 Conclusions

The chapter describes several important aspects in enhancement of color images by
noise removal. In particular, the following is demonstrated.

For a given noise variance, spatially correlated noise is a more destructive factor
than AWGN and it is harder to remove spatially correlated noise than AWGN.
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There are highly textural images for which component-wise denoising is unable
to enhance images in terms of standard and visual quality metrics; this takes place
for good representatives of both transform-based and nonlocal filters.

Such practical situations can be predicted by quite simple and fast preprocessing
of noisy images under the condition that noise statistics and spectrum are available.

3D processing obviously provides considerable improvement compared to 2D
filtering; thus, 3D denoising can be the only option to enhance textural color images.
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Chapter 4
Impulsive Noise Filters for Colour Images

Samuel Morillas, Valentín Gregori, Almanzor Sapena,
Joan-Gerard Camarena and Bernardino Roig

Noise is often introduced into digital images during the acquisition and transmission
processes because of different reasons such as charge-coupled device (CCD) sensor
malfunction, transmission errors, storage faults and difficult acquisition conditions.
The presence of noise hampers the automatic processing of digital images and also
affects their visualization quality. In this context, colour images may be contami-
nated by several types of noise and they have been widely studied in the literature.

The most common types of noise are Gaussian noise and impulsive noise. Gaus-
sian noise is usually introduced during the acquisition process and is characterized
by modifying each pixel in the image, but impulsive noise affects only a portion of
the image pixels, replacing their original values with other very different ones. It
often appears in digital images as a result of a photoelectronic sensor fault or chan-
nel bit errors and can be introduced during the acquisition or transmission of the
images. Impulsive noise may be caused by several sources such as ignition systems,
industrial machines near the receiver device, lightning in the atmosphere or just by
difficulties in the acquisition process [1–3].

In Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, several examples of real images contaminated with impulsive
noise during its acquisition or storage are shown. Figure 4.1 (a)–(c) are old images
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Fig. 4.1 Examples of real images corrupted by impulsive noise during its acquisition or storage.
a Old image in greyscale 1 (846 × 1200). b Old image in greyscale 2 (901 × 1200). c Old image
in greyscale 3 (1024× 518). d Girl with a Pearl Earring (802× 923)
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Fig. 4.2 Examples of real images corrupted by impulsive noise during its acquisition or storage
and corresponding zoom-in images. a Galápagos (3264×2448). b Galápagos zoom-in (359×311).
c Detail example (443×495). d Detail example zoom-in (150×101). e Scanned old text (512×512).
f Scanned old text zoom-in (101×101). g Real photograph (763×667). h Real photograph zoom-in
(138× 101)
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whose degradation can be seen in some parts as impulsive noise, specially in dark
areas. Figure 4.1 (d) is a piece of artwork which is also degraded and impulsive-like
faults are observed. Figure 4.2 (a) and (e) are examples of how acquisition condi-
tions can add impulsive noise in the image, such as the presence of floating particles
in subaquatic images or texture of the material of a scanned document. Figure 4.2 (c)
and (g) contain impulsive noise added by sensor or transmission faults. Figure 4.2
(b), (d), (f) and (h) are zoom-in sections to see with more detail the presence of noise
in the original images.

Another type of noise which has been treated in the recent literature, mainly
related to medical imaging, is speckle noise, which appears as a random, determin-
istic interference pattern in an image formed with coherent radiation of a medium
containing many sub-resolution scatterers.

In this chapter, we focus our attention on the impulsive noise case and survey a
series of classical, relevant and recent techniques for its reduction. The first section
of the chapter is devoted to the description of the impulsive noise and its models. In
the second section, we review the first approach to the filtering of impulsive noise
where the main objective is to solve the problem of how to identify noise-free data
in a noisy context. That is, how to process the image in a robust way so that from
a noisy image, we can generate a noise-free one. In the third section, we deal with
more advanced techniques that, on the basis of the robust filters, try to improve the
preservation of the information in the image so that the filtered image is not only
noise-free, but also as similar as possible to how the image should be in the absence
of noise.

4.1 Modelling Impulsive Noise

There are several basic models of impulsive noise which are used to simulate its
presence in colour images [4–7]. The models differ on how it is considered the corre-
lation of noise in the image channels and how the pixel values are affected by noise.

From now on, let us consider the images represented in the red-green-blue (RGB)
colour space using 8-bits per pixel component1. So, let F = {FR, FG, FB} be the
original pixel and let F∗ be the corrupted pixel generated by the modelling process.
Suppose that p is the probability of the noise appearance. Then, the different models
of impulsive noise are described as follows:

1 It should be pointed out that there are other colour spaces, different from RGB, where both
impulse noise and processing algorithms can be modelled and defined. In fact, several filtering
methods have been defined in other colour spaces. However, the RGB colour space is the one most
used and both the most classical and best performing methods use RGB representation for filtering
impulsive noise. So, in this work we consider the RGB as the reference colour space. Nevertheless,
most of the techniques and procedures reviewed in the following can be adapted to work in a
different colour space if needed.
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I. Fixed value impulsive noise.
All pixels in the colour image are modified following the next scheme:

F∗ =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

{d1, FG, FB} with probability p · p1 ,

{FR, d2, FB} with probability p · p2 ,

{FR, FG, d3} with probability p · p3 ,

{d1, d2, d3} with probability p ·
(

1−∑3
i=1 pi

)
,

(4.1)

where d1, d2, d3 are independent and take the values 0 or 255 with the
same probability, and pi for i = 1, 2, 3 determines the probability of noise
appearance in the image channels.

II. Correlated random value impulsive noise.
F∗ = {d1, d2, d3}with probability p, where d1, d2, d3 are random integer values
uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 255].

III. Uncorrelated random value impulsive noise.
All pixels in the colour image are modified following the next scheme:

F∗ = {F ∗R, F ∗G, F ∗B}, (4.2)

where

F ∗R =
{

dR with probability pR

FR with probability 1− pR

F ∗G =
{

dG with probability pG

FG with probability 1− pG

F ∗B =
{

dB with probability pB

FB with probability 1− pB

,

where dR, dG and dB are random values in the interval [0, 255] and pR, pG

and pB determine the probability of noise appearance in the red, green and blue
channel, respectively. For simplicity, we assume pR = pG = pB = p.

IV. α-stable distribution
An α-stable distribution can also be used to model impulsive noise [5–7]. A
symmetric α-stable (SαS) random variable is only described by its characteristic
function

ϕ(t) = exp(jθt − γ |t |α),

where j ∈ C is the imaginary unit, θ ∈ R is the location parameter (centrality),
γ ∈ R is the dispersion of the distribution and α ∈ (0, 2], which controls the
heaviness of the tails, is a parameter that controls the degree of impulsiveness
so that impulsiveness increases as α decreases. The Gaussian (α=2) and the
Cauchy (α=1) distributions are the only symmetric α-stable distributions that
have closed-form probability density functions.
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4.1.1 Measuring the Quality of a Filter

The above considerations imply that the noise reduction task, also known as image
filtering, is a fundamental step in any computer vision system. The objective of the
noise reduction techniques is to suppress the noise while preserving the integrity of
edges, details and texture in the images.

The performance of image filters is assessed by visual inspection of filtered
images and also by objective quality measures that compare the filters’ output with
the original noise-free image which was contaminated with noise before filtering.
The most classical techniques to objectively measure the quality of filtering are
based on the computation of pixelwise differences between the original and the out-
put image and most of the measures are evaluated in the RGB colour system which
is usual in engineering applications [4]. Objective measures should evaluate noise
suppression and detail and colour preservation in the image. In this sense, the usual
quality measures are the mean absolute error (MAE) which evaluates detail preser-
vation, the root mean squared error (RMSE), the normalized mean square error
(NMSE) and the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) which measure noise suppres-
sion, and the normalized colour difference (NCD) which is better to evaluate colour
preservation since it uses the lab colour space which models better colour difference
human perception than RGB. A more advanced method is the colour multiscale
structural similarity index (CMSSIM) which is intended to take into account three
main factors in the similarity in order to better agree with perceptual evaluation:
luminance, contrast and structure similarity [8].

In particular, we will use MAE, PSNR [4] and CMSSIM [8] which are defined
as follows:

• MAE:

MAE =

N∑

i=1

M∑

j=1

Q∑

q=1

∣
∣
∣Fq (i, j)− F̂ q (i, j )

∣
∣
∣

N ·M ·Q , (4.3)

where M and N are the image dimensions, Q is the channel number of the image
(Q = 3 for colour images) and Fq (i, j ) and F̂ q (i, j ) denote the q-th compo-
nent of a vector in the original image in the pixel situated in position (i, j ) in the
image, respectively.

• PSNR:

PSNR = 20 log

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

2k − 1
√

1
NMQ

N∑

i=1

M∑

j=1

Q∑

q=1

(
Fq (i, j)− F̂ q (i, j )

)2

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

, (4.4)

where we took k = 8 which corresponds with the 8-bits per channel case.
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• CMSSIM: The images are divided into different patches of varying size (different
scales) and the global similarity is obtained as

CMSSIM = (Clr(x, y))δ(lM (x, y))αM

M∏
(Ci(x, y))βi · (Si(x, y))γi , (4.5)

where Clr is a colour similarity factor, lM is the luminance factor, contrast
and structure similarity of scale i are Ci and Si , respectively and β1 = γ1 =
0.04448; β2 = γ2 = 0.2856; β3 = γ3 = 0.3001; β4 = γ4 = 0.2363;
α5 = β5 = γ5 = 0.1333 and δ = 0.7. CMSSIM takes values in the interval
[0, 1]. To better observe the performance differences, we will use the value of
DIS defined as

DISk = (1− CMSSIM) · 10k .

4.2 Robust Filters For Impulsive Noise

Given that digital images are of a noisy nature and that there is a need to suppress
noise for further use of the images, the first approaches in the field of image filtering
focus their efforts in trying to obtain noise-free data from noisy inputs from a robust
point of view. That is, they try to process the input noisy image to generate an output
image which is free of noise as much as possible, regardless of other considerations
such as feature preservation, which is incorporated in more advanced techniques.
In this section of the chapter, we review the most important methods for filtering
images from this robust point of view and the more advanced techniques are seen in
the following section.

Linear approaches were the first choice for reducing noise due to their simplicity
and easy implementation. The most well-known, such as the arithmetic mean filter
(AMF) and its variants [9], modify the value of each pixel by averaging with sur-
rounding neighbours in a filtering window. However, in this way, these methods are
unable to completely reduce the impulse noise since the differences between noise
and data are so large that it cannot be totally reduced. In addition, noise in a neigh-
bour pixel usually affects the value of the processed pixel in an undesired way and
they tend to blur edges and details significantly [10].

As a consequence, non-linear methods became of interest [11]. In particular, for
scalar data contaminated with impulse noise, the median statistical operator gained
interest due to its ability to select noise-free samples among noisy data. If there is
an impulse in the chosen set, after ordering, the impulse has a higher probability to
lie at lower or higher ranks of the ordered set, and so the median becomes the data
which is free of noise with the highest probability. The method of replacing each
image pixel by the median of its neighbours in a filtering window is known as the
median filter.

This method is suitable for univariate data but its generalization to higher
dimensional data is not straightforward. In the case of processing colour images
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contaminated with impulse noise, the simplest approach is to apply the median fil-
ter independently in each colour channel, which is called the marginal median filter
(MMF). This filter has the advantage of exhibiting the highest noise reduction capa-
bility, but since colour channels are processed independently and its correlation is
not taken into account, it often produces the so-called colour artefacts: filter out-
put colours which were not present in the original image, to which both the human
visual system and other image processing tasks are very sensitive. This fact limits
its practical application and motivates the development of alternative methods to
generalize the median operator to multivariate data [4, 12].

However, this task is not easy. The main difficulty lies in the fact that the
ordering of data is a fundamental point within the median filter and ordering
among multivariate data is not defined in a unique way [13]. The most popular
alternatives for ordering multivariate data are based on four sub-ordering princi-
ples: Marginal ordering (M-ordering), Conditional ordering (C-ordering), Partial
ordering (P-ordering) and Reduced ordering (R-ordering) [4]:

• M-ordering: multivariate samples are ordered along each channel of the multi-
channel signal independently, which is indeed what MMF does.

• C-ordering: multivariate samples are ordered conditional on one of the marginal
sets of observations and the other components of each vector are listed (not
ordered) according to the position of their ranked component. In this ordering
scheme, only information in one channel is used for ordering, so a considerable
loss of useful information may occur. It could be useful to reduce noise when it
can be isolated in one channel, which seldom occurs.

• P-ordering: subsets of data are grouped together forming minimum convex hulls.
The first convex hull is formed such that the perimeter contains a minimum num-
ber of points and the resulting hull contains all other points inside it. The points
on the perimeter are denoted C-order group 1. These points are discarded and
the process is repeated. This method provides no ordering within the groups and
the determination of the convex hull is difficult, especially in higher dimensional
data. Hence, this method is rarely used.

• R-ordering: multivariate observation is reduced to a scalar value by means of
some combination of the component sample values. The resulting scalar val-
ues are automatically ordered. The choice of the scalar value is of paramount
importance and it is application-dependent.

The R-ordering was found to be the most interesting sub-ordering principle, and the
combination of R-ordering and robust statistics produced the most popular vector
filter for colour images which is still a reference in the field: the vector median filter
(VMF) [14–16]. According to the theory of robust statistics, given a set of multivari-
ate noisy data, the vector in the set which minimizes the accumulated distance to all
the other samples in the set is the one which has the higher probability to be free of
noise. The VMF proposes to determine the vector median of a colour vector popu-
lation as the vector that minimizes the accumulated distance (usually measured with
the Euclidean distance or, alternatively, other Minkowski metrics) to all the other
colour vectors in a filtering window. So, each colour vector in the image should be
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replaced by the vector median of its neighbourhood. The VMF is the first method
able to determine noise-free data in a colour image context, taking into account the
correlation among the colour channels since it follows a vector approach. This fil-
ter was found to exhibit a robust performance, similar to the MMF but with the
advantage that it does not introduce colour artefacts in the output image. However,
it is also interesting to note that the noise reduction capability of the VMF can be
improved. In fact, the MMF exhibits a higher capability to reduce noise. Consider
a vector population where all vectors have one noisy component. In this case, the
VMF will always select a noisy vector as output. In order to improve the perfor-
mance of the VMF, different alternatives have been studied. It should be pointed out
that nowadays, VMF is seldom used by itself to process a colour image given that
there are other more advanced techniques. However, the VMF operation is com-
monly used in most of the advanced methods to reduce noise when detected so the
improvement of its noise reduction capability is interesting.

On the one hand, there are several filters that follow the same procedure of the
VMF but use a different metric to explore different performance possibilities. For
instance, the basic vector directional filter (BVDF) ranks the colour vectors based
on the orientation difference, by using the angle between two colour vectors as the
distance criterion. Since the direction of a colour vector in RGB space is related to its
chromaticity, this filter is intended to improve the chromaticity preservation [17,18].
The generalized vector directional filter (GVDF) is a generalization of the BVDF
in which its output is a superset of the single BVDF output. First, the vectors are
ranked according to the angular distance criterion and a set of low rank vectors are
selected as input to an additional filter that produces a single output vector. In the
second step, only the magnitudes of the vectors are considered [18]. The directional
distance filter (DDF) is a combination of the VMF and the BVDF. The motivation
behind it is to incorporate information about both vector magnitude (brightness)
and its direction (chromaticity) in the calculation of the distance metric [19, 20].
Besides, versions of the VMF, BVDF and DDF have been developed using fuzzy
metrics instead of the Euclidean and angular metrics [22, 23], and some advantages
have been observed. Also, the classical order-statistics-based filters (VMF, BVDF
and DDF) have fuzzy and hybrid extensions mixing different filters. They have been
investigated to provide a bridge between linear and non-linear techniques suitable
for filtering multichannel signals [24, 25].

In a recent research [12], an approach that combine results from robust statis-
tics R-ordering and M-ordering has been developed with the aim of improving the
noise reduction capability of VMF without introducing colour artefacts. Two more
advanced techniques in this sense are proposed in [26], where the modified vector
median filter (MVMF) and the robust vector median filter (RMVF) are based on
replacing some components of the vector median in a given set of colour vectors
with other more reliable ones to obtain a more robust filter output. The process-
ing is made taking into account channel correlation so that no colour artefacts are
introduced. In particular, the replacement is based on information extracted from
a robustness analysis of the values in each colour channel, and the introduction of
colour artefacts is avoided by using a fuzzy similarity-based ordering of the vectors
with respect to the vector median.
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Fig. 4.3 Test images and details used for the experimentation. a Baboon (512 × 512). e Baboon
detail (70×70). b Boats (720×576). f Boats detail (101×101). c Goldhill (512×512). g Goldhill
detail (100× 100). d Lenna (256× 256) and h Lenna detail (90× 90)

4.2.1 Comparison of Robust Methods

The noise models in Sect. 4.1 have been used to contaminate the test Baboon, Boats,
Goldhill and Lenna images in Figs. 4.3 (a)–(d). In particular, we have used a detail
of each image Figs. 4.3 (e)–(h) to better appreciate the performance differences. We
have considered different intensities of noise in the image. For types I, II and III, we
considered noise probability equal to 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5, which is a high intensity but
interesting to evaluate robustness. For noise type IV, we set α equal to 0.7, 0.5 and
0.4. We have used the objective quality measures MAE, PSNR and DISk to objec-
tively compare the performance of a selected group of filters. The contaminated
images have been filtered using the filters in Table 4.1 which are a representative
selection of the most popular robust methods. In all cases, we have used a 3 × 3
filtering window since larger filtering windows do not provide significant relative
performance differences among the considered methods. We have filtered the image
only once to better appreciate the performance differences. Notice that when some
noise remains in the image, the resulting image should be filtered once more or until
no changes in the image are obtained, or using a larger filtering window. Numerical
results are shown in Tables 4.3–4.18 where we have highlighted the best results in
each column (optimal in bold, suboptimal in italic). Besides, Fig. 4.4 shows a few
filtered images for visual comparison.
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Fig. 4.4 Outputs for filter performance comparison. a Boats corrupted with 50 % of noise model I.
b Lenna corrupted 50 % of noise model II. c Goldhill corrupted with 30 % of noise model III.
d Baboon corrupted with α = 0.4 of noise model IV. e–h Output of MMF. i–l Output of VMF.
m–p Output of FDDF. q–t Output of RVMF
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Table 4.1 Filters used in the
comparisons

Filter name / reference Short name Year

Arithmetic mean filter [27] AMF 1978

Marginal median filter [28] MMF 1990

Vector median filter [14] VMF 1990

Basic vector directional filter [17] BVDF 1993

Generalized vector directional filter [18] GVDF 1996

Directional distance filter [20] DDF 1997

Fuzzy directional distance filter [21] FDDF 2002

Fuzzy vector median filter [21] FVMF 2002

Modified vector median filter [26] MVMF 2011

Robust vector median filter [26] RVMF 2011

From Tables 4.3–4.18 we can see that the best overall performance is achieved by
MMF, FVMF, FDDF and RVMF followed by VMF and DDF. Directional distance
methods and AMF perform worse in general. As commented above, MMF obtains
high numerical results for its high noise suppression ability excepting for noise type
II where its robustness is lower. This is probably because the median operator in this
type of random-value noise is less robust. Also, MMF is known to introduce colour
artefacts, so its practical use is limited. FVMF and FDDF are able to perform better
than VMF because, instead of the Euclidean metric, they use fuzzy metrics which
are more sensitive to impulses so that they can reject them better and obtain higher
robustness. Moreover, since they are vector filters, they cannot introduce artefact
colours in the image. On the other hand, RVMF outperforms VMF by combining
marginal ordering and reduced ordering information to obtain the filter output in
a reliable way: with better robustness and with a colour artefact generation con-
trol mechanism. Table 4.2 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of these
methods.

Finally, Fig. 4.4 shows a visual comparison of MMF, VMF, FDDF and RVMF,
which are the best performing filters overall. We can see that MMF reduces worse

Table 4.2 Summary of advantages and disadvantages of best robust filtering methods

Filter Advantages Disadvantages

MMF [28] Highest noise reduction capability Generates artefact colours
Lower performance in random value noise

VMF [14] No artefact colour generation Noise reduction limited by vector approach

DDF [20] Includes directional distance Noise reduction limited by vector approach

FDDF [21] Includes directional distance Noise reduction limited by vector approach
Metrics sensitive to noise

FVMF [21] Metric sensitive to noise Noise reduction limited by vector approach

RVMF [26] Noise reduction higher than VMF

No artefact colour generation
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Table 4.3 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Lenna image contaminated with different densities of noise model I

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 30 % p = 50 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 4.95 19.13 0.07 14.63 14.50 0.21 24.24 12.35 0.35

AMF 6.00 28.13 2.49 9.24 25.12 37.85 14.29 22.02 71.21 18.71 20.03 8.23

MMF 3.99 29.91 1.78 4.28 29.51 3.79 4.96 28.22 11.73 5.79 26.61 2.09

VMF 3.89 29.81 1.73 4.38 29.23 1.78 5.62 27.40 3.44 7.07 24.97 1.22

BVDF 3.99 29.45 1.41 4.55 28.72 2.20 6.43 25.73 5.89 9.32 21.68 1.98

GVDF 3.92 29.70 1.75 4.49 28.85 2.33 6.22 25.77 6.44 8.87 21.81 2.08

DDF 3.82 29.73 1.56 4.29 29.21 2.01 5.63 27.28 3.65 7.19 24.65 1.35

FDDF 3.82 29.89 1.72 4.16 29.51 1.73 4.91 28.16 3.15 6.19 25.28 1.25

FVMF 3.96 29.78 1.90 4.24 29.45 1.95 4.88 28.33 3.15 5.96 25.90 1.12

MVMF 3.91 29.82 1.81 4.35 29.29 2.00 5.38 27.68 4.42 6.54 25.34 1.54

RVMF 3.95 29.89 1.81 4.34 29.37 2.91 5.23 27.84 6.49 6.37 25.47 1.77

Table 4.4 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Baboon image contaminated with different densities of noise model I

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 30 % p = 50 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 4.68 19.44 0.07 13.73 14.77 0.21 24.47 12.27 0.37

AMF 11.95 23.42 1.67 13.99 22.30 36.82 17.77 20.51 71.47 22.06 18.80 7.87

MMF 10.31 23.58 3.61 10.58 23.41 8.24 11.09 23.01 20.57 12.13 21.97 3.53

VMF 10.10 23.58 2.06 10.61 23.30 2.94 11.57 22.76 5.35 13.35 21.19 1.58

BVDF 12.01 21.50 2.00 12.63 21.35 2.16 14.71 20.02 6.29 17.99 17.62 2.00

GVDF 11.12 22.30 2.47 11.62 22.10 2.57 12.87 21.57 5.61 15.65 18.79 2.02

DDF 9.88 23.49 1.69 10.49 23.20 2.06 11.55 22.62 5.10 13.40 21.09 1.54

FDDF 9.98 23.56 2.31 10.28 23.41 2.61 10.89 22.97 4.27 12.45 21.35 1.50

FVMF 10.27 23.51 3.96 10.50 23.37 4.61 11.01 22.89 6.16 12.36 21.45 1.64

MVMF 10.16 23.56 2.98 10.62 23.29 4.16 11.38 22.80 7.14 12.75 21.41 2.06

RVMF 10.18 23.59 3.39 10.55 23.34 5.63 11.23 22.87 10.22 12.57 21.48 2.52

noise type II than the rest. Also, it introduces many colour artefacts in the Boats
and Baboon images. VMF and FDDF perform similarly, but FDDF is able to reduce
more noise than VMF, specially for noise type III and IV. On the other hand, RVMF
reduces more noise than VMF and FDDF. We see that remaining clusters of noise
are smaller for RVMF, specially for noise type I and III.
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Table 4.5 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the Boats
image contaminated with different densities of noise model I

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 30 % p = 50 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 4.67 19.74 0.08 14.93 14.62 0.24 24.57 12.46 0.40

AMF 5.23 30.36 0.23 8.14 26.58 34.67 13.66 22.51 70.24 17.95 20.43 8.01

MMF 3.37 32.11 0.60 3.65 31.56 2.23 4.35 29.44 9.22 5.28 27.56 2.11

VMF 3.35 32.11 0.45 3.90 31.07 0.74 5.00 28.84 2.72 6.90 25.11 1.21

BVDF 6.37 27.05 0.35 6.64 26.67 0.81 7.75 24.45 4.09 11.63 19.20 1.92

GVDF 5.09 28.63 0.36 5.39 28.15 0.71 6.47 25.69 3.59 9.15 21.21 2.01

DDF 3.88 31.14 0.24 4.23 30.41 0.75 5.21 28.40 2.66 7.07 24.76 1.24

FDDF 3.53 31.73 0.27 3.77 31.29 0.61 4.47 29.35 2.15 5.84 25.37 1.23

FVMF 3.42 31.87 0.68 3.68 31.40 1.06 4.31 29.45 2.34 5.45 26.61 0.98

MVMF 3.35 32.10 0.35 3.83 31.15 0.81 4.75 29.17 3.68 6.21 25.61 1.51

RVMF 3.31 32.16 0.39 3.71 31.33 1.31 4.59 29.35 5.34 5.96 25.76 1.79

Table 4.6 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Goldhill image contaminated with different densities of noise model I

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 30 % p = 50 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 5.16 19.20 0.08 15.13 14.47 0.23 24.91 12.37 0.38

AMF 5.82 29.46 0.51 8.96 25.91 38.33 14.30 22.27 68.93 18.47 20.31 7.92

MMF 4.68 30.18 0.85 4.86 29.90 1.93 5.27 28.95 5.26 5.99 27.00 1.47

VMF 4.75 30.02 0.95 5.10 29.51 1.15 5.97 28.09 2.51 7.39 25.13 1.09

BVDF 7.22 26.78 0.92 7.41 26.56 0.88 8.44 23.89 3.61 12.17 18.95 1.76

GVDF 5.85 28.29 0.96 6.09 27.91 0.99 6.93 25.99 3.41 9.55 20.97 1.82

DDF 4.99 29.67 0.90 5.30 29.17 0.95 6.09 27.87 2.82 7.53 24.84 1.14

FDDF 4.76 30.00 0.86 4.97 29.67 0.95 5.42 28.77 2.28 6.58 25.27 1.14

FVMF 4.76 29.95 1.20 4.97 29.62 1.42 5.39 28.73 2.31 6.30 26.11 0.84

MVMF 4.72 30.05 1.11 5.02 29.59 1.26 5.69 28.38 2.93 6.77 25.53 1.23

RVMF 4.67 30.13 1.01 4.94 29.70 1.44 5.52 28.57 3.38 6.59 25.66 1.33

4.3 Adaptive Filtering

The robust vector filters described in the previous section are efficient in reducing
impulse noise, but their signal-preserving capability is deficient. In these filters, the
filtering operation is applied to each image pixel regardless of whether it is noisy
or not, and the filtering operation applied is the same independent of the degree in
which impulse noise affected each pixel. The operations made in any image location
are fixed so they do not adapt to local image features either. It has been widely
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Table 4.7 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Lenna image contaminated with different densities of noise model II

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 30 % p = 50 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.12 18.95 0.07 22.60 13.86 0.21 37.72 11.62 0.34

AMF 6.00 28.13 2.49 10.38 24.56 48.26 20.05 19.59 86.77 29.27 16.62 9.31

MMF 3.99 29.91 1.78 4.75 28.74 6.90 7.75 24.53 34.98 15.30 19.14 7.04

VMF 3.89 29.81 1.73 4.57 28.82 2.07 6.81 25.59 11.70 12.88 19.90 3.98

BVDF 3.99 29.45 1.41 4.80 28.17 2.30 8.22 23.12 16.14 16.57 17.49 4.73

GVDF 3.92 29.70 1.75 4.77 28.21 2.67 7.37 24.42 14.60 12.76 19.26 3.97

DDF 3.82 29.73 1.56 4.50 28.81 1.68 6.72 25.56 12.19 12.57 20.00 4.02

FDDF 3.82 29.89 1.72 4.42 29.05 1.88 6.26 26.14 8.28 11.31 20.56 3.47

FVMF 3.96 29.78 1.90 4.55 28.96 2.25 6.66 25.60 11.40 12.17 20.00 3.90

MVMF 3.91 29.82 1.81 4.57 28.88 2.51 6.72 25.72 14.94 12.40 20.18 4.46

RVMF 3.95 29.89 1.81 4.63 28.89 3.53 6.82 25.67 20.70 12.38 20.26 5.05

Table 4.8 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Baboon image contaminated with different densities of noise model II

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 30 % p = 50 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 6.52 19.32 0.06 22.58 13.95 0.21 37.29 11.76 0.35

AMF 11.95 23.42 1.67 14.95 21.93 37.90 22.61 18.77 76.33 30.51 16.38 8.53

MMF 10.31 23.58 3.61 10.90 23.22 12.37 13.95 21.28 43.76 20.31 18.17 7.16

VMF 10.10 23.58 2.06 10.72 23.24 4.02 13.20 21.73 12.08 18.80 18.51 3.43

BVDF 12.01 21.50 2.00 12.72 21.18 2.61 15.64 19.65 11.84 21.57 16.66 3.19

GVDF 11.12 22.30 2.47 11.58 22.07 3.55 13.52 21.17 10.78 17.64 18.50 2.64

DDF 9.88 23.49 1.69 10.55 23.16 2.59 13.01 21.71 10.63 17.86 18.87 2.90

FDDF 9.98 23.56 2.31 10.47 23.30 2.78 12.51 21.96 8.08 17.02 19.18 2.73

FVMF 10.27 23.51 3.96 10.76 23.21 5.14 12.91 21.79 11.94 18.24 18.54 3.85

MVMF 10.16 23.56 2.98 10.72 23.24 4.90 13.09 21.79 17.41 18.44 18.65 4.52

RVMF 10.18 23.59 3.39 10.74 23.25 7.14 13.13 21.75 26.53 18.35 18.69 5.52

observed that non-adaptive processing usually results in blurred edges and image
details. Indeed, it can be assumed that impulse noise in digital images affects only a
small portion of pixels and only for these pixels is the operation of robust methods
necessary. Despite the fact that the changes these methods apply to the image are
robust, they are unnecessary in many instances, and so they degrade the quality of
fine details, edges and texture. This fact limits its practical use and motivates the
development of advanced adaptive techniques which we review in the following
section.
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Table 4.9 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the Boats
image contaminated with different densities of noise model II

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 30 % p = 50 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 6.77 19.49 0.07 21.37 14.45 0.22 35.12 12.28 0.36

AMF 5.23 30.36 0.23 9.20 25.89 39.23 17.16 20.83 73.47 24.41 17.85 8.34

MMF 3.37 32.11 0.60 4.13 30.77 3.71 6.86 26.00 26.64 12.86 20.40 5.34

VMF 3.35 32.11 0.45 4.10 30.73 0.94 6.35 26.66 8.18 11.40 20.61 2.70

BVDF 6.37 27.05 0.35 6.76 26.44 0.99 8.43 23.65 8.46 14.46 18.14 2.77

GVDF 5.09 28.63 0.36 5.54 27.91 0.93 6.81 25.98 7.13 11.11 20.08 2.44

DDF 3.88 31.14 0.24 4.38 30.21 0.73 6.31 26.82 7.13 10.63 21.14 2.43

FDDF 3.53 31.73 0.27 4.10 30.70 0.73 5.87 27.35 5.57 10.04 21.31 2.34

FVMF 3.42 31.87 0.68 4.10 30.66 1.14 6.04 26.92 7.64 10.89 20.71 2.90

MVMF 3.35 32.10 0.35 4.08 30.74 0.98 6.21 26.88 10.76 10.97 20.99 3.23

RVMF 3.31 32.16 0.39 4.06 30.79 1.57 6.23 26.89 15.95 10.99 21.04 3.76

Table 4.10 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Goldhill image contaminated with different densities of noise model II

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 30 % p = 50 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.15 19.13 0.07 22.76 14.02 0.21 36.68 12.02 0.34

AMF 5.82 29.46 0.51 9.74 25.43 36.53 19.17 20.11 71.25 27.12 17.43 8.15

MMF 4.68 30.18 0.85 5.14 29.40 3.40 7.63 25.20 23.67 13.70 20.29 5.64

VMF 4.75 30.02 0.95 5.13 29.37 1.19 7.13 25.80 6.03 11.82 20.91 2.45

BVDF 7.22 26.78 0.92 7.51 26.13 1.32 8.78 23.59 5.26 13.26 19.13 2.03

GVDF 5.85 28.29 0.96 6.11 27.84 1.22 7.00 26.16 3.66 10.02 21.59 1.67

DDF 4.99 29.67 0.90 5.34 29.03 1.16 6.86 26.54 4.26 10.59 21.73 1.85

FDDF 4.76 30.00 0.86 5.13 29.36 1.06 6.48 26.81 4.46 10.23 21.83 1.88

FVMF 4.76 29.95 1.20 5.14 29.30 1.53 6.82 26.02 6.90 11.38 20.96 2.82

MVMF 4.72 30.05 1.11 5.10 29.41 1.55 6.96 26.10 8.44 11.51 21.13 3.20

RVMF 4.67 30.13 1.01 5.09 29.43 1.87 6.92 26.11 11.20 11.43 21.21 3.70

A huge number of adaptive filters have been introduced in the literature with the
aim to accommodate to varying image characteristics and noise statistics, and so
to obtain good performance in real-life applications such as microarray image pro-
cessing, virtual restoration of artworks, colour video processing and digital image
enhancement.
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Table 4.11 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Lenna image contaminated with different densities of noise model III

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 30 % p = 50 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.45 18.62 0.11 22.80 13.87 0.30 37.14 11.72 0.44

AMF 6.00 28.13 2.49 10.70 24.29 58.80 19.86 19.61 87.86 28.64 16.81 9.35

MMF 3.99 29.91 1.78 4.82 28.61 10.58 8.03 24.15 42.04 14.63 19.47 7.39

VMF 3.89 29.81 1.73 5.20 28.15 3.19 10.14 22.48 39.36 19.07 17.70 7.70

BVDF 3.99 29.45 1.41 5.82 26.90 4.16 12.35 20.78 46.37 23.54 15.85 8.21

GVDF 3.92 29.70 1.75 5.57 27.26 4.17 10.45 21.74 37.05 20.06 16.86 7.62

DDF 3.82 29.73 1.56 5.13 28.16 2.68 10.29 22.30 39.70 19.30 17.60 7.93

FDDF 3.82 29.89 1.72 4.63 28.87 2.05 8.29 23.54 29.46 16.25 18.36 7.08

FVMF 3.96 29.78 1.90 4.68 28.78 3.14 8.01 23.69 28.79 15.59 18.56 6.73

MVMF 3.91 29.82 1.81 5.04 28.34 4.32 8.73 23.27 37.15 15.90 18.57 7.32

RVMF 3.95 29.89 1.81 4.94 28.45 6.16 8.46 23.43 38.37 15.56 18.70 7.30

Table 4.12 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Baboon image contaminated with different densities of noise model III

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 30 % p = 50 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.71 18.51 0.12 22.29 13.98 0.32 37.16 11.79 0.47

AMF 11.95 23.42 1.67 15.55 21.67 55.78 22.46 18.81 79.84 30.06 16.52 8.56

MMF 10.31 23.58 3.61 11.22 23.07 19.80 13.79 21.37 54.63 20.06 18.29 7.71

VMF 10.10 23.58 2.06 11.57 22.80 8.82 15.60 20.36 36.88 24.10 16.83 7.30

BVDF 12.01 21.50 2.00 13.79 20.90 6.14 18.77 18.52 34.27 28.31 15.15 7.07

GVDF 11.12 22.30 2.47 12.60 21.67 6.31 15.84 19.92 30.84 25.59 15.93 7.14

DDF 9.88 23.49 1.69 11.45 22.73 6.16 15.56 20.42 32.49 23.66 16.93 7.07

FDDF 9.98 23.56 2.31 10.91 23.05 5.18 13.88 21.08 26.57 21.14 17.58 6.83

FVMF 10.27 23.51 3.96 11.01 23.07 8.20 13.87 21.04 32.51 21.24 17.50 7.08

MVMF 10.16 23.56 2.98 11.38 22.89 9.84 14.47 20.77 42.04 21.70 17.46 7.27

RVMF 10.18 23.59 3.39 11.32 22.90 12.14 14.22 20.89 46.16 21.25 17.61 7.49

These filters may be classified into the following main categories:

1. Partition-based filters which classify each pixel to be processed into several sig-
nal activity categories which, in turn, are associated to appropriate processing
methods.

2. Switching filters which replace only the corrupted pixels. This type of filter works
by classifying pixels as corrupted or non-corrupted and so they will be processed
by an appropriate denoising filter or left unchanged, respectively. As a conse-
quence, the quality of a switching filter depends on both impulse detection and
restoration. This family includes a large amount of filters given that they are
intuitive, easy to implement and exhibit a low computational cost.
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Table 4.13 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Boats image contaminated with different densities of noise model III

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 30 % p = 50 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.28 19.06 0.13 21.47 14.44 0.33 36.14 12.13 0.49

AMF 5.23 30.36 0.23 9.57 25.38 52.54 17.17 20.83 76.94 25.05 17.68 8.46

MMF 3.37 32.11 0.60 4.25 30.32 9.63 6.81 26.11 35.79 13.25 20.33 6.03

VMF 3.35 32.11 0.45 4.76 29.58 3.13 8.96 23.87 30.84 17.75 18.24 6.50

BVDF 6.37 27.05 0.35 7.36 25.94 3.15 11.22 21.53 31.86 21.92 15.94 6.88

GVDF 5.09 28.63 0.36 6.17 27.24 2.40 9.19 23.14 27.62 19.96 16.77 6.74

DDF 3.88 31.14 0.24 4.97 29.27 2.71 8.89 24.02 28.99 17.20 18.40 6.44

FDDF 3.53 31.73 0.27 4.30 30.29 1.98 7.24 25.27 23.72 14.95 19.09 5.86

FVMF 3.42 31.87 0.68 4.17 30.41 3.18 7.02 25.45 24.60 14.69 19.18 5.78

MVMF 3.35 32.10 0.35 4.52 29.91 3.59 7.62 24.90 30.68 14.85 19.14 6.08

RVMF 3.31 32.16 0.39 4.38 30.05 4.99 7.34 25.12 31.98 14.42 19.32 6.09

Table 4.14 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Goldhill image contaminated with different densities of noise model III

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 30 % p = 50 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.09 19.17 0.11 21.68 14.32 0.31 36.42 12.04 0.47

AMF 5.82 29.46 0.51 9.85 25.36 48.52 18.08 20.62 77.60 26.88 17.47 8.37

MMF 4.68 30.18 0.85 5.20 29.33 4.51 7.22 26.03 28.60 13.44 20.49 6.51

VMF 4.75 30.02 0.95 5.57 28.78 1.68 9.22 23.96 26.22 18.05 18.37 6.93

BVDF 7.22 26.78 0.92 7.73 26.01 1.67 10.88 22.32 25.56 20.52 16.73 6.96

GVDF 5.85 28.29 0.96 6.56 27.23 1.71 8.88 23.97 21.00 18.78 17.53 6.91

DDF 4.99 29.67 0.90 5.73 28.56 1.55 9.06 24.23 24.77 16.85 18.84 6.76

FDDF 4.76 30.00 0.86 5.26 29.21 1.55 7.58 25.34 17.58 14.95 19.40 6.36

FVMF 4.76 29.95 1.20 5.25 29.14 2.05 7.47 25.45 18.02 14.89 19.34 6.24

MVMF 4.72 30.05 1.11 5.39 28.99 1.86 7.88 25.01 24.60 15.06 19.31 6.59

RVMF 4.67 30.13 1.01 5.31 29.09 2.16 7.65 25.20 25.59 14.63 19.50 6.60

3. Filters using weighting coefficients which make use of different weights in a
non-linear fashion to preserve the original signal structures, such as edges and
fine details while removing noise.

4. Fuzzy filters which make use of fuzzy logic tools to provide adaptiveness to local
features.

5. Regularization filters which follow a regularization approach based on the
minimization of appropriate energy functions by means of partial differential
equations.
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Table 4.15 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Lenna image contaminated with different densities of noise model IV

Filter No added noise α = 0.7 α = 0.5 α = 0.4

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.67 20.20 0.12 14.39 16.37 0.21 20.18 14.32 0.30

AMF 6.00 28.13 2.49 8.89 25.73 42.33 12.22 23.46 65.83 14.95 21.90 7.76

MMF 3.99 29.91 1.78 5.11 28.88 9.49 5.80 27.96 17.75 6.24 27.19 2.35

VMF 3.89 29.81 1.73 5.61 28.26 4.38 6.69 27.04 10.79 7.62 25.80 1.77

BVDF 3.99 29.45 1.41 6.87 26.58 5.53 8.28 24.88 12.05 9.79 23.19 2.08

GVDF 3.92 29.70 1.75 6.19 27.31 5.58 7.35 25.78 11.05 8.59 24.33 1.87

DDF 3.82 29.73 1.56 5.67 28.17 4.15 6.74 26.93 9.93 7.80 25.58 1.72

FDDF 3.82 29.89 1.72 5.29 28.67 4.02 6.08 27.69 7.65 6.78 26.64 1.38

FVMF 3.96 29.78 1.90 5.31 28.63 4.86 6.03 27.74 9.81 6.65 26.74 1.44

MVMF 3.91 29.82 1.81 5.40 28.47 5.04 6.22 27.45 11.12 6.83 26.49 1.84

RVMF 3.95 29.89 1.81 5.28 28.62 6.19 6.05 27.62 13.26 6.64 26.64 1.97

Table 4.16 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Baboon image contaminated with different densities of noise model IV

Filter No added noise α = 0.7 α = 0.5 α = 0.4

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.63 20.29 0.13 14.08 16.52 0.24 19.67 14.53 0.33

AMF 11.95 23.42 1.67 13.84 22.46 42.92 15.88 21.43 63.14 18.34 20.32 7.25

MMF 10.31 23.58 3.61 11.23 23.22 16.41 11.76 22.91 27.16 12.34 22.46 3.80

VMF 10.10 23.58 2.06 11.55 23.06 7.22 12.48 22.50 11.27 13.41 21.81 2.50

BVDF 12.01 21.50 2.00 15.43 20.29 7.33 16.36 19.92 10.35 17.67 19.18 2.44

GVDF 11.12 22.30 2.47 13.55 21.42 6.55 14.23 21.30 11.33 15.18 20.61 2.09

DDF 9.88 23.49 1.69 11.69 22.87 6.33 12.62 22.39 9.45 13.64 21.61 2.22

FDDF 9.98 23.56 2.31 11.36 23.08 5.67 12.04 22.69 8.86 12.94 21.96 2.05

FVMF 10.27 23.51 3.96 11.40 23.08 10.06 12.10 22.66 14.08 12.87 22.05 2.31

MVMF 10.16 23.56 2.98 11.41 23.11 10.49 12.16 22.61 14.45 12.88 22.07 2.75

RVMF 10.18 23.59 3.39 11.30 23.15 13.00 11.97 22.70 18.43 12.74 22.12 2.99

In the following section, we review these main categories and the different
possibilities studied in each one to improve performance.

4.3.1 Partition Based Filters

The main idea behind these methods is that any image presents very different fea-
tures in different locations and that each location should be processed in a different
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Table 4.17 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Boats image contaminated with different densities of noise model IV

Filter No added noise α = 0.7 α = 0.5 α = 0.4

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.51 20.57 0.14 14.30 16.56 0.26 20.05 14.56 0.35

AMF 5.23 30.36 0.23 7.96 27.17 40.72 11.19 24.34 67.46 13.80 22.67 7.50

MMF 3.37 32.11 0.60 4.46 30.83 6.85 5.13 29.59 17.59 5.57 28.80 2.35

VMF 3.35 32.11 0.45 4.89 30.16 4.56 6.12 28.23 10.27 7.07 26.87 1.81

BVDF 6.37 27.05 0.35 8.09 25.46 3.81 9.24 24.28 10.93 10.00 23.46 2.01

GVDF 5.09 28.63 0.36 6.69 27.02 3.95 7.45 26.12 8.46 8.32 24.90 1.82

DDF 3.88 31.14 0.24 5.16 29.71 3.71 6.35 27.89 9.70 7.35 26.55 1.70

FDDF 3.53 31.73 0.27 4.80 30.25 3.28 5.65 28.86 7.49 6.30 27.77 1.33

FVMF 3.42 31.87 0.68 4.68 30.39 4.73 5.49 29.01 9.20 6.11 28.04 1.48

MVMF 3.35 32.10 0.35 4.71 30.42 4.36 5.63 28.81 10.54 6.28 27.75 1.74

RVMF 3.31 32.16 0.39 4.60 30.59 5.54 5.45 29.04 11.99 6.05 28.01 1.88

Table 4.18 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Goldhill image contaminated with different densities of noise model IV

Filter No added noise α = 0.7 α = 0.5 α = 0.4

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.63 20.41 0.13 14.79 16.35 0.25 20.41 14.47 0.34

AMF 5.82 29.46 0.51 8.43 26.61 39.32 11.66 23.99 66.03 14.26 22.48 7.38

MMF 4.68 30.18 0.85 5.42 29.46 4.75 6.03 28.49 11.28 6.29 28.12 1.74

VMF 4.75 30.02 0.95 5.88 28.91 2.82 6.90 27.49 8.50 7.70 26.40 1.60

BVDF 7.22 26.78 0.92 8.51 25.58 2.79 9.22 24.72 9.04 10.08 23.59 2.02

GVDF 5.85 28.29 0.96 7.03 27.05 3.25 7.73 26.18 8.05 8.56 24.78 1.77

DDF 4.99 29.67 0.90 6.06 28.60 2.52 7.11 27.19 8.30 7.87 26.15 1.66

FDDF 4.76 30.00 0.86 5.75 29.05 2.41 6.49 27.93 6.14 7.02 26.94 1.20

FVMF 4.76 29.95 1.20 5.72 29.05 3.37 6.41 27.99 7.04 6.83 27.30 1.13

MVMF 4.72 30.05 1.11 5.68 29.11 2.85 6.42 27.97 7.72 6.86 27.27 1.39

RVMF 4.67 30.13 1.01 5.56 29.27 3.49 6.28 28.13 8.01 6.66 27.48 1.40

way, including the noisy ones. So, they classify the pixels in the image into dif-
ferent categories, explicitly or implicitly, and provide an appropriate processing for
each one.

A first approach was made by means of vector median–rational hybrid filters
in [29, 30]. The method in [31] analyses similarities between the neighbouring
colour vectors in a two-step impulse detection procedure. A three-step procedure
including robust estimation, vector partition and weighted filtering has been recently
introduced in [32]. Other methods propose to simultaneously use several sub-filters
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in each image location, and the filter output is computed by choosing the most
appropriate sub-filter output [33] or by fusing the sub-filter outputs using a genetic
algorithm [34]. Further improvements were presented in [35], [36] and [37], where
the use of fuzzy logic was included. On the other hand, the work in [38] uses
partition and weighted filters.

4.3.2 Switching Filters

Following the intuitive idea that only noisy pixels should be modified and the rest
should be left unchanged, switching filters are based on a classification scheme
followed by the appropriate denoising operation when necessary. This idea has
inspired a large amount of methods for its simplicity in implementation and low
computational cost. The first filters were based on robust estimators to perform
the classification and later, other different alternatives were explored to improve
performance. So, we may classify the filters in this family as follows.

4.3.2.1 Based on Robust Statistics

A robust statistic is used to characterize the noisiness of each image pixel and decide
whether it is noisy or not. These methods are capable of removing even strong noise,
while preserving fine image details.

In order to detect the noisy pixels, [39] checks the cluster membership of each
pixel after a cluster analysis of its neighbourhood. The work in [40] performs a devi-
ation test with respect to the set of a few robust vectors. The methods in [41,42] use
approximation of the multivariate dispersion, and the work in [43] combines a robust
statistic and a two-step detection. The technique in [44] is based on computing the
confidence limits extracted from the neighbourhood assuming a multi-normal distri-
bution of the colour vectors, and the method in [45] uses quaternion rotation theory
to distinguish atypical colours. In [46–48], a special vector ordering procedure that
increases the probability of the filter window central pixel to be the filter output
is used. This reduces the number of unnecessary substitutions and improves the
detail-preserving ability of the filtering.

4.3.2.2 Based on Peer Groups

These filters analyse the neighbourhood of each pixel building its peer group and
depending on this, the classification is done. The peer group of a given pixel (central
pixel) is a set constituted by this pixel and those of its neighbours which are similar
to it. Depending on this set, the pixels are classified as noise-free or declared as
outliers, which should be replaced by a suitable robust filter.
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The filters introduced in [49, 50] use the difference between the peer group of
the pixel under consideration and other peer groups in its neighbourhood to form
the detection rule. The work in [51] proposes to use windows of different size to
determine the peer region of each pixel and then checks the peer region size and
shape. The approach introduced in [52] proposes that a pixel can be declared as
noise-free if and only if its peer group size is larger than a determined threshold. The
methods in [53,54] introduce several modifications to [52] to improve efficiency and
detection where the peer group concept is defined in the fuzzy metric context. The
filter introduced in [55] divides the detection process into two stages, namely: (i)
robust detection and (ii) refinement. The works in [32, 33] extend the filter defined
in [50] to the directional domain and use it as a sub-filter in a hybrid structure.

More recently, given that the similarity between two colour pixels is not easily
expressed in a crisp way, a fuzzy representation introducing the fuzzy peer group
concept has shown some advantages [56].

4.3.2.3 Using Fuzzy Metrics

Inspired by the performance of the fuzzy metrics [57] when replacing classical met-
rics in robust vector filters [58, 59], a series of works have tried to design adaptive
filters using fuzzy metrics. In fact, these metrics include a parameter in its definition
which is used for adaptive processing.

Some examples of fuzzy metrics have been used to measure magnitude differ-
ences [47,59] which have been used to develop a local self-adaptive filter [48]. Other
works measure angular-colorimetric distances and hybrid magnitude-colorimetric
differences [23] or magnitude and spatial distances simultaneously [60].

4.3.2.4 Using Quaternions

Another approach is the use of the quaternion notion to improve the evaluation of
the colour dissimilarity. Although the quaternion theory was established in 1843 by
Hamilton [61], it had not been applied to colour image filtering until the last two
decades.

The choice of the imaginary part to represent the pixel values is fairly obvious,
and is supported by the coincidence between the three-space imaginary part of the
quaternion and the three-space of the RGB colour values [62]. When we represent
colour images in this way, a three-space rotation will always map a pixel value in
three-space into another pixel value in three-space, but not necessarily within the
bounds of the RGB colour space. A few works have explored the use of quaternions
within switching filters in [63–66].
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4.3.2.5 Noise Detection in Several Steps

Given the difficulty in distinguishing from noise and image features, some filters
tried to improve noise detection performance by using several steps in the detection.
First an initial detection is done and later steps are used for refinement. Several steps
are used in a few partition filters above [31, 32]. An iterative classification method
is proposed in [55]. A two-step procedure for fine detections in used in [43, 67] and
a second step to remove noise clusters is proposed in [56].

4.3.2.6 Based on Morphological Operations

Another group of impulsive noise reduction techniques is based on the methods
derived from the mathematical morphology [68–70]. The main difficulty of the
application of morphological methods into colour image processing lies in the
required vector ordering scheme [71, 72].

Actually, impulsive noise can be suppressed through min/max filtering in
greyscale images, and so, ordering noisy pixels to be the maximum or minimum
ones within the operation window is the key issue in morphological filter design.
In the literature, there are many proposals which have focused on morphological
filters [73–81], but the extension to colour images is not straightforward.

The definitions of the basic mathematical morphology operations were general-
ized in various ways, so that they can work on colour images and can be applied for
impulsive noise suppression [82–88].

4.3.3 Filters Based on Weighted Coefficients

The use of non-linear weighted coefficients is one of the first and better known meth-
ods to adapt processing. The difference among the methods in this family, which are
many, lies in the way to determine the weights used.

Averaging by weighted filtering is a very well-known efficient technique for
reducing Gaussian noise [89], but difficult to generalize to impulse noise in colour
images. The approach in [90] added a third term based on a robust estimator to be
able to reduce impulse noise also . Alternatively, [91, 92] use robust weights and
fuzzy functions, [93–95] use fuzzy logic to compute the weights and [38] partition
and weighted sum filters. On the other hand, weights have been used within vec-
tor median operations. For instance, the centre weighted vector median filters [4]
or more recently, in the restoration operation in [96] or in the computation of
accumulated dissimilarities in [97].
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4.3.4 Fuzzy Filters

Given the non-linearity of images and the difficult in distinguishing between noise
and data, fuzzy logic provides an adaptive framework where multiple criteria can be
modelled and implemented in a simple way. A series of concepts used in image pro-
cessing can be efficiently modelled using fuzzy tools (similarity, neighbourhood,..),
which has motivated the development of many fuzzy filters.

The fuzzy inference rule-based filters in [98] have good performance but they
cannot properly remove the noise present at the edges. This fact allows to present
alternative approaches [56, 99–101]. Nevertheless, although the effectiveness of the
rules work well under some constrained environment, there is a high dependence on
them and also the number, complexity and variety of such rules makes the design
task difficult.

Different fuzzy versions of the vector median filter are given in [102–104]. The
scalar and vector median operations are extended to fuzzy numbers in [105]. The
techniques in [96, 106–108] use a fuzzy rule-based system to determine the filter
output. The vector median and some fuzzy distance/similarity measures are used in
[93–95] for calculating the fuzzy coefficients to determine the output as a weighted
average of the inputs. The work in [89] computes the fuzzy coefficients, taking into
account spatial and value nearness relations between pixels, and the inclusion of
an impulse detector in this procedure is addressed in [90]. A robust fuzzy vector
filtering framework is introduced in [91, 92]. Further works in [109, 110] use fuzzy
coefficients to determine the filter output by selecting the most representative input
vector or as the combination of the vectors inside the filter window.

Fuzzy logic and neural networks have been used for impulse noise filtering
[111–113]. These methods provide a good performance, but with the cost of higher
computational complexity.

Besides, fuzzy cellular automata have been recently used. Cellular automata
(CA) are discrete dynamic systems whose behaviour is completely specified in terms
of a local relation [114]. Space is represented by a uniform grid, with each site or
cell containing a few bits of data. Time advances in discrete steps and the laws of
the universe are expressed by a single recipe. At each step, every cell computes its
new state from that of its close neighbours. Thus, the laws of the system are local
and uniform. CA can be used as a very fast and efficient tool for image process-
ing purposes [115–121]. For example, in [120], CA and fuzzy logic was used as a
filtering tool for different type of impulse noise.

4.3.5 Regularization Filters

Another family of promising performance but difficult to extend to colour images
are the regularization filters. The minimization of appropriate energy functions by
means of partial differential equations has provided a nice performance in remov-
ing impulse noise from greyscale images [122–124]. Later, different extensions to
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Table 4.19 Filters used in the comparisons

Filter name / reference Short name Year

Fast peer group filter [52] FPGF 2005

Sigma vector median filter [42] SVMF 2006

Impulse noise reduction [96] INR 2007

Local self-adaptive fuzzy magnitude impulse vector filter [48] LSAFSVF 2008

Iterative peer group switching vector filter [55] IPGSVF 2009

Fuzzy ROD filter [43] FRF 2010

Quaternion representation vector filter [65] QRVF 2011

Rank weighted adaptive switching filter [97] RWVMF 2012

Simple fuzzy rule filter [108] SFRF 2013

colour images were introduced: [125, 126] use correlation terms, [127] and [128]
are based on a vector approach, [129] and [130] use graph models.

4.3.6 Comparison of Advanced Adaptive Methods

In this section, several images have been considered to evaluate the performance of
a set of representative filters. We consider both images artificially corrupted with
the four types of noise in Sect. 4.1 and real noisy images. The test images Baboon,
Boats, Goldhill and Lenna are shown in Fig. 4.3 (a)–(d). We have selected a small
detail of each one (Fig. 4.3 (e)–(h)) to better appreciate performance differences.
The real noisy images used are shown in Fig. 4.9.

We have considered different intensities of noise in the image. For types I, II and
III, we consider noise probability equal to 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. For noise type IV, we
set α equal to 0.7, 0.6 and 0.5. We have used the objective quality measures MAE,
PSNR and DISk to objectively compare the performance. From the state-of-the art,
we selected a set of recent representative filters from the different families which are
shown in Table 4.19, ordered by year of publication. In all cases, we have used a 3×3
filtering window since larger filtering windows do not provide significant relative
performance differences among the considered methods. We have filtered the image
only once to better appreciate the performance differences. Notice that when some
noise remains in the image, the resulting image should be filtered once more or until
no changes in the image are obtained, or using a larger filtering window. Numerical
results are shown in Tables 4.20–4.41 where we have highlighted the best results in
each column (optimal in bold, suboptimal in italic). Besides, Figs. 4.5–4.8 show a
few filtered images for visual comparison.

From Tables 4.20 to 4.25, we can see that for noise model I (fixed value impulsive
noise), the best performing filters are INR and IPGSV, followed by FRF and QRVF
and finally RWVMF, SVMF and FPGF. This ranking is closely related to the fact
that in this noise model, the formation of noise clusters is frequent and the ability
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Table 4.20 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Baboon image contaminated with different densities of noise model I

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 20 % p = 30 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 4.96 19.19 38.14 10.62 15.87 5.91 14.55 14.52 7.21

FPGF 1.93 27.66 0.53 3.48 26.04 2.76 5.74 23.97 0.55 7.47 22.73 1.11

SVMF 4.42 25.53 6.20 4.54 25.26 8.82 5.37 24.42 1.27 6.31 23.04 2.29

INR 2.01 30.20 1.73 2.53 29.11 2.73 3.21 28.28 0.30 3.73 27.70 0.63

LSAFSVF 3.44 25.20 0.80 4.58 24.65 4.08 5.93 23.71 0.64 6.98 23.06 1.17

IPGSVF 0.07 40.45 0.16 1.48 30.62 1.88 3.19 27.63 0.23 6.42 24.40 0.47

FRF 0.31 34.42 0.18 2.01 28.56 2.88 4.53 25.09 0.36 6.95 23.15 0.80

QRVF 0.12 43.34 0.04 1.96 27.07 0.92 4.84 22.26 0.31 6.34 21.96 0.34

RWVMF 4.00 25.61 0.82 4.54 25.12 2.90 6.77 23.71 0.27 8.42 22.88 0.64

SFRF 5.09 27.64 1.14 7.47 26.94 5.18 10.75 24.33 1.11 12.29 23.10 2.22

Table 4.21 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Boats image contaminated with different densities of noise model I

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 20 % p = 30 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 4.87 19.56 38.41 10.42 16.15 6.18 15.54 14.45 7.32

FPGF 0.76 36.01 1.78 0.76 36.01 1.78 1.73 30.60 0.58 3.28 26.11 1.58

SVMF 0.55 37.84 3.09 0.94 34.67 4.90 1.74 30.21 0.89 3.13 25.46 2.19

INR 0.39 39.82 0.18 0.63 38.15 0.30 0.96 36.06 0.12 1.38 34.24 0.30

LSAFSVF 0.09 41.87 0.00 0.83 34.63 2.15 1.58 31.51 0.51 2.71 27.72 1.22

IPGSVF 0.00 ∞ 0.00 0.70 34.71 1.44 1.26 34.36 0.14 2.31 30.82 0.21

FRF 0.00 ∞ 0.00 0.73 34.92 2.01 1.57 31.62 0.32 3.00 27.38 0.77

QRVF 0.02 53.24 0.05 1.45 27.10 0.60 3.15 23.47 0.23 4.75 21.85 0.41

RWVMF 0.26 41.14 0.02 0.91 34.31 1.98 5.39 30.16 2.03 2.96 27.60 0.89

SFRF 1.06 38.68 0.11 4.16 32.51 1.21 5.91 28.64 0.65 7.03 26.77 1.67

of each method to solve this handicap is essential. Nevertheless, as it is proposed in
[96], a second pass of the filter with a parameter setting able to reduce the remaining
noise clusters could be used to improve performance from this point of view. The
QRVF filter works well in the Baboon and Lenna images, but is worse in others.
This may indicate that QRVF lacks enough adaptiveness to image features. From
Fig. 4.5, the visual comparison reveals that INR provides the best trade-off between
noise reduction and detail preservation. IPGSVF seems better in preserving details,
but misses the detection of some noise clusters and impulse noise when it is similar
to the background where it appears. FRF and QRVF also leave noise clusters in the
image. QRVF preserves image details pretty well, whereas FRF introduces a little
blur in the Baboon image.
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Fig. 4.5 Outputs for filter performance comparison of noise model I. a, b Baboon corrupted with
p = 10 % and p = 30 %. c, d Boats corrupted with p = 10 % and p = 30 %. e–h Output of INR.
i–l Output of IPGSVF. m–p Output of FRF. q–t Output of QRVF
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Table 4.22 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Goldhill image contaminated with different densities of noise model I

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 20 % p = 30 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 5.37 19.02 41.63 10.27 16.24 6.25 15.75 14.29 7.29

FPGF 0.07 43.90 0.01 0.93 34.41 2.03 2.02 29.86 0.56 3.47 26.11 1.40

SVMF 1.20 34.41 3.43 1.30 33.96 4.06 1.99 30.30 0.79 3.41 25.89 1.75

INR 0.43 37.76 0.72 0.70 36.68 0.84 1.04 34.93 0.13 1.41 33.66 0.15

LSAFSVF 0.16 39.30 0.01 1.04 33.53 2.46 1.95 30.51 0.51 3.01 28.02 1.09

IPGSVF 0.00 60.66 0.00 0.87 33.79 0.57 1.59 32.05 0.07 2.57 30.89 0.16

FRF 0.01 52.66 0.00 0.81 36.02 1.30 1.76 31.74 0.27 3.07 28.06 0.64

QRVF 0.26 39.19 0.94 2.30 24.61 1.06 3.81 22.80 0.25 5.86 20.56 0.35

RWVMF 0.81 35.83 0.09 1.12 34.50 0.53 6.02 29.24 1.53 6.76 28.01 1.81

SFRF 0.86 43.35 0.00 4.86 31.29 1.16 6.32 28.24 0.63 7.07 27.03 0.91

Table 4.23 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Lenna image contaminated with different densities of noise model I

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 20 % p = 30 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 5.18 18.93 39.54 9.79 16.26 5.97 15.30 14.30 7.32

FPGF 1.10 32.55 1.64 1.10 32.55 1.64 2.30 28.44 0.62 3.81 25.79 1.31

SVMF 0.94 34.15 5.11 1.17 33.34 5.67 2.06 28.62 1.12 3.42 25.20 1.98

INR 0.65 36.38 0.27 0.94 35.07 0.88 1.32 33.05 0.26 1.74 31.78 0.34

LSAFSVF 0.36 35.60 0.42 1.05 32.85 1.69 2.05 29.54 0.61 3.08 27.41 1.03

IPGSVF 0.00 ∞ 0.00 0.81 33.18 1.60 1.60 31.40 0.38 2.86 29.55 0.34

FRF 0.04 46.30 0.00 0.79 34.96 1.31 2.03 29.71 0.39 3.44 26.80 0.70

QRVF 0.00 56.04 0.00 0.67 37.34 0.20 1.58 32.92 0.13 2.56 30.38 0.24

RWVMF 0.37 37.61 0.31 4.98 30.94 15.17 1.01 33.63 0.13 3.57 27.59 0.57

SFRF 0.86 41.54 0.07 4.09 29.92 4.30 6.32 27.50 0.91 7.30 26.17 1.41

For noise model II, (correlated random value impulsive noise) (Tables 4.26–4.31)
the probability of noise clusters appearance decreases. Here, the best performing
methods are those with better detail preservation ability: FPGF and FRF are the
best followed by IPSVF and QRVF, which again performs better for Lenna and
Baboon. By comparing visually the results in Fig. 4.6, we see that FPGF seems
to perform better than FRF, which misses some noise. IPGSVF again misses noise
which appears with a colour similar to background.

Tables 4.32–4.37 show the performance comparison for noise model III (uncorre-
lated random value impulsive noise). In this case, the best performance is exhibited
by INR and QRVF, followed by RWVMF and IPGSVF. Given that the appearance
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Table 4.24 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the Goldhill image
contaminated with different densities of noise model I

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 20 % p = 30 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 5.07 19.33 41.31 10.20 16.27 6.41 15.24 14.53 7.59

FPGF 0.06 44.23 0.00 0.81 35.24 1.27 1.76 30.63 0.49 2.99 27.00 1.23

SVMF 1.16 34.75 0.60 1.22 34.45 1.12 1.81 30.82 0.46 2.99 26.60 1.36

INR 0.24 41.06 0.13 0.49 38.77 0.20 0.78 36.97 0.04 1.12 35.34 0.08

LSAFSVF 0.14 39.43 0.00 0.87 34.54 1.58 1.69 31.53 0.43 2.63 28.82 0.91

IPGSVF 0.00 74.99 0.00 0.74 34.98 0.54 1.35 33.79 0.04 2.13 32.19 0.06

FRF 0.00 56.09 0.00 0.72 36.45 1.02 1.56 32.39 0.25 2.63 29.10 0.46

QRVF 0.05 46.67 0.10 1.48 26.78 0.48 2.94 23.77 0.09 4.41 22.12 0.16

RWVMF 0.54 37.91 0.01 1.02 34.85 0.56 1.92 31.31 0.20 2.92 28.68 0.47

SFRF 0.68 45.20 0.00 4.37 30.76 2.89 6.19 27.10 0.95 6.44 27.73 0.80

Table 4.25 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the Boats image
contaminated with different of noise model I

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 20 % p = 30 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 5.15 19.28 39.49 10.19 16.31 6.13 15.32 14.55 7.34

FPGF 0.02 48.67 0.00 0.59 36.74 1.35 1.33 31.33 0.52 2.47 27.21 1.28

SVMF 0.69 37.99 0.74 0.79 36.34 1.56 1.28 32.00 0.47 2.35 26.89 1.28

INR 0.23 41.27 0.23 0.44 39.06 0.74 0.67 37.42 0.17 0.96 35.61 0.31

LSAFSVF 0.08 41.62 0.01 0.59 36.66 1.31 1.17 33.24 0.37 1.94 29.77 0.78

IPGSVF 0.00 79.21 0.00 0.68 33.28 1.28 0.97 34.82 0.13 1.49 33.95 0.11

FRF 0.00 62.03 0.00 0.52 37.82 1.22 1.14 33.29 0.32 2.07 29.42 0.60

QRVF 0.01 53.93 0.15 1.22 27.36 1.23 2.46 24.33 0.27 3.73 22.66 0.40

RWVMF 0.22 43.53 0.06 0.69 36.22 0.98 1.33 32.63 0.26 2.13 29.20 0.59

SFRF 0.48 46.22 0.01 3.25 30.92 3.91 5.07 26.84 1.15 5.82 26.09 1.35

of this noise is not correlated among the colour channels, the INR and QRVF fil-
ters, which approach the correlation modelling from a different point of view than
the classical vectorial filters, perform better. Besides, from Fig. 4.7, INR and QRVF
also provide a more visually pleasant image. QRVF seems to preserve texture better
but is a little worse in edges and misses some noise detection. RWVMF seems to
introduce some blur in the image and leaves some noise, whereas IPGSVF fails in
some noise detection for processing the image as a vector field.

Noise model IV (α-stable distribution noise), assessed in Tables 4.38–4.43,
appears in the image in a non-correlated fashion and differs from the rest because in
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Table 4.26 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Baboon image contaminated with different densities of noise model II

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 20 % p = 30 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 6.91 19.06 39.00 14.88 15.79 6.26 23.92 13.69 7.50

FPGF 1.93 27.66 0.53 3.48 26.16 0.88 5.19 24.88 0.14 7.51 23.33 0.32

SVMF 4.42 25.53 6.20 4.66 25.31 6.67 5.63 24.04 1.42 8.73 21.12 2.71

INR 2.01 30.20 1.73 3.50 27.63 2.67 5.16 25.92 0.42 7.48 23.80 0.92

LSAFSVF 3.44 25.20 0.80 4.42 24.71 1.20 5.73 24.13 0.41 8.10 22.30 0.98

IPGSVF 0.07 40.45 0.16 1.75 29.14 1.31 3.45 27.13 0.17 8.05 23.07 0.77

FRF 0.31 34.42 0.18 1.85 29.29 0.94 4.01 26.00 0.14 6.98 23.55 0.40

QRVF 0.12 43.34 0.04 1.58 30.59 0.59 3.56 26.76 0.19 6.18 23.97 0.62

RWVMF 4.00 25.61 0.82 5.16 24.68 1.35 7.33 23.56 0.21 10.46 22.12 0.51

SFRF 5.09 27.64 1.14 7.71 26.61 4.86 11.21 24.09 1.36 14.84 21.33 3.24

Table 4.27 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Boats image contaminated with different densities of noise model II

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 20 % p = 30 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.04 19.31 41.01 15.05 15.99 6.50 22.25 14.27 7.57

FPGF 0.76 36.01 1.78 0.74 37.03 0.55 1.70 32.79 0.09 2.61 30.89 0.19

SVMF 0.55 37.84 3.09 1.01 34.54 3.66 2.25 29.09 0.90 4.44 24.24 1.94

INR 0.39 39.82 0.18 1.16 34.82 0.36 2.32 31.02 0.21 3.49 28.94 0.49

LSAFSVF 0.09 41.87 0.00 0.81 35.38 0.75 1.88 31.04 0.30 3.20 28.06 0.63

IPGSVF 0.00 ∞ 0.00 0.89 34.00 0.55 1.80 31.78 0.12 3.29 28.61 0.44

FRF 0.00 ∞ 0.00 0.69 36.86 0.53 1.66 32.44 0.06 2.68 30.36 0.13

QRVF 0.02 53.24 0.05 0.86 34.08 0.60 2.02 29.98 0.15 3.38 27.23 0.30

RWVMF 0.26 41.14 0.02 4.71 31.85 18.57 5.50 29.89 1.85 6.35 28.34 1.92

SFRF 1.06 38.68 0.11 4.78 31.03 2.59 6.53 27.98 1.06 8.96 24.65 2.34

addition to the pixels affected by impulses, other pixels are affected with less inten-
sity. Again, INR and QRVF offer nice performance for the non-correlated nature of
the noise, but now other filters which are able to correct the pixels affected with a
lower noise intensity as SFRF and RWVMF are also competitive. The visual com-
parison in Fig. 4.8 shows that INR and QRVF only reduce well the noise of high
intensity impulses. SFRF reduces more noise but misses some noise clusters and
blur texture a little. RWVMF provides the best balance between noise reduction
and detail preservation, specially in low noise. It also misses some clusters for high
noise.
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Table 4.28 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Goldhill image contaminated with different densities of noise model II

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 20 % p = 30 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.45 18.95 39.47 15.15 15.86 6.27 23.70 13.84 7.38

FPGF 0.07 43.90 0.01 0.96 35.01 0.20 1.79 32.00 0.10 2.70 30.75 0.14

SVMF 1.20 34.41 3.43 1.39 33.36 4.26 2.39 29.02 0.76 5.08 23.40 1.89

INR 0.43 37.76 0.72 1.30 33.44 0.78 2.27 31.34 0.17 3.46 29.32 0.40

LSAFSVF 0.16 39.30 0.01 0.99 34.08 0.47 1.86 31.66 0.17 3.29 27.75 0.56

IPGSVF 0.00 60.66 0.00 1.00 33.66 0.44 1.86 31.68 0.08 3.43 27.90 0.46

FRF 0.01 52.66 0.00 0.87 35.36 0.49 1.66 33.00 0.05 2.84 29.95 0.13

QRVF 0.26 39.19 0.94 1.35 30.58 1.14 2.35 28.99 0.20 3.87 25.94 0.32

RWVMF 0.81 35.83 0.09 1.25 33.68 0.34 6.13 29.11 1.46 7.13 27.57 1.64

SFRF 0.86 43.35 0.00 4.99 30.99 1.21 7.10 27.05 0.85 9.27 24.04 1.76

Table 4.29 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Lenna image contaminated with different densities of noise model II

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 20 % p = 30 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.45 18.76 45.59 15.71 15.40 7.37 23.64 13.66 8.34

FPGF 1.10 32.55 1.64 1.03 33.69 0.88 2.04 30.57 0.16 3.20 28.56 0.38

SVMF 0.94 34.15 5.11 1.33 31.85 6.00 2.50 27.85 1.09 5.26 22.95 2.54

INR 0.65 36.38 0.27 1.52 31.90 0.78 2.67 29.26 0.24 4.04 27.36 0.61

LSAFSVF 0.36 35.60 0.42 1.00 33.31 0.75 2.04 29.92 0.27 3.59 26.94 0.72

IPGSVF 0.00 ∞ 0.00 1.09 31.87 1.28 1.82 30.67 0.15 3.93 26.98 0.71

FRF 0.04 46.30 0.00 0.83 34.80 0.36 1.80 30.90 0.14 3.33 27.79 0.33

QRVF 0.00 56.04 0.00 0.83 34.06 0.28 1.82 30.39 0.11 3.35 27.36 0.37

RWVMF 0.37 37.61 0.31 1.16 32.88 0.99 2.54 29.66 0.17 4.52 26.93 0.41

SFRF 0.86 41.54 0.07 4.50 30.97 2.10 6.81 27.09 0.99 9.90 23.28 3.10

Table 4.44 summarizes the main advantages and disadvantages of each filter as
shown by the experimental results.

Finally, the results of filtering a few images contaminated with real impulse noise
are shown in Fig. 4.9. We compare the results of the filters INR, IPGSVF, RWVMF
and QRVF which provide the best performance overall. We see that INR reduces
well the real noise and produces nice output images, specially for the Atlas and Stars
images. IPGSVF performs similarly, but preserves some edges a little better, such
as the letters in the Atlas image. However, it has a lower noise reduction capability
for the Hair image which has some noise similar to background. RWVMF reduces
the noise and provides smooth images, but performs a little worse than INR and
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Table 4.30 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the Goldhill image
contaminated with different densities of noise model II

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 20 % p = 30 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.50 18.92 41.94 14.95 15.93 6.54 22.54 14.14 7.77

FPGF 0.06 44.23 0.00 0.77 36.36 0.15 1.51 33.58 0.04 2.36 31.34 0.10

SVMF 1.16 34.75 0.60 1.29 33.78 1.05 2.14 29.55 0.42 4.31 24.39 1.38

INR 0.24 41.06 0.13 1.02 35.21 0.26 1.88 32.46 0.07 2.90 30.38 0.19

LSAFSVF 0.14 39.43 0.00 0.85 35.07 0.34 1.68 32.09 0.13 2.81 29.00 0.39

IPGSVF 0.00 74.99 0.00 0.91 34.05 0.40 1.61 32.63 0.04 2.74 29.78 0.19

FRF 0.00 56.09 0.00 0.72 36.75 0.22 1.45 33.83 0.03 2.40 31.05 0.06

QRVF 0.05 46.67 0.10 0.95 32.41 0.19 1.92 29.26 0.04 3.04 27.32 0.10

RWVMF 0.54 37.91 0.01 1.09 34.71 0.18 1.98 31.96 0.05 3.06 29.39 0.14

SFRF 0.68 45.20 0.00 5.31 28.34 6.18 7.17 26.43 1.03 9.17 23.70 2.15

Table 4.31 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the Boats image
contaminated with different densities of noise model II

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 20 % p = 30 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.41 19.03 41.99 14.96 15.97 6.49 22.36 14.23 7.66

FPGF 0.02 48.67 0.00 0.57 37.99 0.16 1.16 34.73 0.06 1.85 32.33 0.12

SVMF 0.69 37.99 0.74 0.85 35.64 1.36 1.69 29.64 0.52 3.69 24.41 1.48

INR 0.23 41.27 0.23 0.82 35.77 0.44 1.51 33.05 0.10 2.37 30.77 0.25

LSAFSVF 0.08 41.62 0.01 0.62 36.51 0.42 1.32 32.77 0.16 2.31 29.24 0.44

IPGSVF 0.00 79.21 0.00 0.77 34.32 0.53 1.33 32.89 0.10 2.25 29.78 0.35

FRF 0.00 62.03 0.00 0.52 38.47 0.22 1.09 34.93 0.04 1.86 31.70 0.08

QRVF 0.01 53.93 0.15 0.69 33.60 0.52 1.49 30.22 0.11 2.41 28.13 0.20

RWVMF 0.22 43.53 0.06 0.72 36.61 0.38 1.39 32.88 0.10 2.23 29.60 0.27

SFRF 0.48 46.22 0.01 4.58 27.91 8.25 6.47 25.85 1.47 8.79 22.96 2.77

IPGSVF in edges. QRVF seems to introduce some blur in the Atlas image and leaves
some noise in the rest of the images. Also, it can be seen that the Real image has a
larger amount of noise than the rest and no method removes the noise completely.
This could be solved by filtering the image once more.

From all this comparison, we can conclude that the desired capabilities for the
perfect filter would be: reducing noise, specially when clusters appear, preserving
image details, appropriate correlated processing of colour images improving vector
approach which fails in non-correlated noise and correcting both pixels affected by
high impulses as well as those affected by lower ones. Despite the state-of-the-art in
this field being so extensive and the existence of promising approaches from each
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Fig. 4.6 Outputs for filter performance comparison of noise model II. a, b Lenna corrupted with
p = 10 % and p = 30 %. c, d Goldhill corrupted with p = 10 % and p = 30 %. e–h Output of
FPGF. i–l Output of FRF. m–p Output of IPGSVF. q–t Output of QRVF
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Fig. 4.7 Outputs for filter performance comparison of noise model III. a, b Baboon corrupted with
p = 10 % and p = 20 %. b, c Boats corrupted with p = 10 % and p = 20 %. e–h Output of INR.
i–l Output of QRVF. m–p Output of RWVMF. q–t Output of IPGSVF
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Table 4.32 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Baboon image contaminated with different densities of noise model III

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 20 % p = 30 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 1.00 8.17 18.26 0.41 15.52 15.54 0.26 23.62 13.73 0.19

FPGF 1.93 27.66 0.99 5.93 24.31 0.93 9.74 22.18 0.82 14.10 20.24 0.64

SVMF 4.42 25.53 0.94 6.11 23.88 0.80 9.03 21.30 0.61 14.21 18.14 0.35

INR 2.01 30.20 0.98 3.52 28.12 0.94 5.36 26.05 0.87 7.88 23.96 0.74

LSAFSVF 3.44 25.20 0.99 6.63 23.12 0.87 9.32 21.73 0.72 12.82 19.90 0.52

IPGSVF 0.07 40.45 1.00 3.91 25.66 0.86 7.72 23.35 0.81 13.05 21.09 0.70

FRF 0.31 34.42 1.00 4.26 25.58 0.90 8.71 22.33 0.84 15.67 18.90 0.65

QRVF 0.12 43.34 1.00 3.79 27.86 0.96 7.71 24.41 0.87 12.69 21.55 0.72

RWVMF 4.00 25.61 0.99 7.73 23.36 0.95 12.09 21.74 0.88 14.81 20.87 0.75

SFRF 5.09 27.64 0.99 8.90 25.77 0.85 12.75 22.53 0.61 15.61 21.18 0.47

Table 4.33 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Boats image contaminated with different densities of noise model III

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 20 % p = 30 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.57 18.89 56.84 15.13 15.89 7.37 22.35 14.27 8.04

FPGF 0.76 36.01 1.78 2.29 30.27 5.46 4.81 26.06 2.06 8.25 23.07 3.89

SVMF 0.55 37.84 3.09 2.25 29.52 10.36 5.49 23.58 3.28 10.36 19.76 5.63

INR 0.39 39.82 0.18 1.28 34.77 1.49 2.34 31.72 0.67 3.87 29.25 1.70

LSAFSVF 0.09 41.87 0.00 2.43 28.78 9.37 5.06 24.78 2.65 8.21 22.06 4.33

IPGSVF 0.00 ∞ 0.00 2.85 26.78 12.11 4.70 25.60 1.79 6.64 25.32 2.41

FRF 0.00 ∞ 0.00 2.17 29.60 7.23 4.53 26.41 1.49 8.14 22.82 2.88

QRVF 0.02 53.24 0.05 1.85 33.27 1.52 4.07 28.99 0.78 7.00 25.66 1.83

RWVMF 0.26 41.14 0.02 2.24 31.14 2.36 7.12 27.60 2.55 9.45 25.09 3.77

SFRF 1.06 38.68 0.11 5.44 29.13 11.15 7.73 25.82 2.62 10.16 24.14 4.50

singular point of view, the filter exhibiting these features altogether has not been
devised yet, which means that impulse noise reduction in colour images is still an
open problem.
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Table 4.34 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Goldhill image contaminated with different densities of noise model III

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 20 % p = 30 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.61 18.85 53.57 15.26 15.80 7.15 22.89 14.00 8.03

FPGF 0.07 43.90 0.01 2.49 29.78 6.02 4.85 26.36 1.74 7.80 23.56 3.46

SVMF 1.20 34.41 3.43 2.43 29.64 8.06 5.63 23.84 3.03 10.43 19.83 5.62

INR 0.43 37.76 0.72 1.37 33.73 1.65 2.51 31.21 0.47 3.99 28.80 1.25

LSAFSVF 0.16 39.30 0.01 2.69 28.34 7.94 5.14 25.01 2.21 7.98 22.44 3.89

IPGSVF 0.00 60.66 0.00 2.76 27.11 10.95 4.55 26.21 1.43 6.55 25.60 1.67

FRF 0.01 52.66 0.00 2.38 29.36 6.78 4.64 26.39 1.28 7.84 23.16 2.13

QRVF 0.26 39.19 0.94 2.23 31.95 2.33 4.25 28.80 0.47 6.55 26.23 1.12

RWVMF 0.81 35.83 0.09 2.67 30.42 1.32 7.40 27.44 2.02 8.58 26.07 2.32

SFRF 0.86 43.35 0.00 5.72 27.49 13.14 8.02 25.58 2.31 10.05 24.36 4.10

Table 4.35 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Lenna image contaminated with different densities of noise model III

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 20 % p = 30 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 8.12 18.33 60.15 15.77 15.46 7.93 23.85 13.63 8.71

FPGF 1.10 32.55 1.64 2.85 28.33 6.70 6.01 24.47 2.00 9.27 21.89 3.59

SVMF 0.94 34.15 5.11 2.42 28.80 11.01 5.90 23.01 3.57 11.58 18.86 6.34

INR 0.65 36.38 0.27 1.55 32.59 1.68 2.63 30.57 0.79 4.44 27.57 1.57

LSAFSVF 0.36 35.60 0.42 2.88 27.65 9.10 5.47 24.34 2.26 8.69 21.43 4.29

IPGSVF 0.00 ∞ 0.00 2.89 26.75 12.37 5.06 24.97 2.11 7.53 23.72 2.74

FRF 0.04 46.30 0.00 2.41 29.06 6.65 5.17 25.34 1.35 9.53 21.10 2.81

QRVF 0.00 56.04 0.00 1.99 32.05 1.32 4.29 28.24 0.65 7.31 24.56 1.61

RWVMF 0.37 37.61 0.31 2.60 29.76 2.21 5.37 26.39 0.86 8.40 23.89 2.11

SFRF 0.86 41.54 0.07 5.81 26.97 17.33 8.49 24.38 3.13 11.87 22.14 5.56
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Table 4.36 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the Goldhill image
contaminated with different densities of noise model III

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 20 % p = 30 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.53 18.91 56.26 15.13 15.88 7.58 22.70 14.11 8.38

FPGF 0.06 44.23 0.00 2.19 30.39 4.60 4.55 26.47 1.76 7.26 23.88 3.52

SVMF 1.16 34.75 0.60 2.24 30.25 5.06 5.26 24.11 2.59 10.16 19.86 5.35

INR 0.24 41.06 0.13 1.08 35.40 0.72 2.16 32.32 0.29 3.54 29.80 0.91

LSAFSVF 0.14 39.43 0.00 2.42 29.01 6.86 4.83 25.37 2.13 7.64 22.57 3.94

IPGSVF 0.00 74.99 0.00 2.74 27.04 11.00 4.36 26.17 1.45 5.93 26.03 1.58

FRF 0.00 56.09 0.00 2.13 30.05 5.70 4.26 26.79 1.22 7.26 23.43 2.35

QRVF 0.05 46.67 0.10 1.79 33.47 0.65 3.61 29.97 0.28 5.71 27.43 0.84

RWVMF 0.54 37.91 0.01 2.26 31.39 1.59 4.23 27.49 0.79 6.77 24.37 2.13

SFRF 0.68 45.20 0.00 5.74 28.32 9.97 8.03 24.71 2.90 10.13 23.66 4.48

Table 4.37 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the Boats image
contaminated with different densities of noise model III

Filter No added noise p = 10 % p = 20 % p = 30 %

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.49 18.97 52.02 14.96 15.97 7.22 22.40 14.23 8.12

FPGF 0.02 48.67 0.00 1.84 31.13 5.10 3.96 26.87 1.66 6.66 23.90 3.29

SVMF 0.69 37.99 0.74 1.68 31.14 6.49 4.47 24.45 2.42 9.28 19.99 4.76

INR 0.23 41.27 0.23 0.86 36.57 1.14 1.70 33.54 0.39 2.89 30.74 1.01

LSAFSVF 0.08 41.62 0.01 2.07 29.47 7.77 4.20 25.71 2.01 6.85 22.72 3.57

IPGSVF 0.00 79.21 0.00 2.79 26.45 12.15 4.23 25.60 1.73 4.93 26.23 1.74

FRF 0.00 62.03 0.00 1.76 30.63 5.75 3.55 27.22 1.16 6.34 23.43 2.24

QRVF 0.01 53.93 0.15 1.32 35.24 1.15 2.75 31.26 0.37 4.63 28.01 0.97

RWVMF 0.22 43.53 0.06 1.57 32.68 2.65 3.19 28.11 0.95 5.56 24.22 2.32

SFRF 0.48 46.22 0.01 4.76 28.08 14.10 6.74 25.23 2.79 8.76 24.42 3.86
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Table 4.38 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Baboon image contaminated with different densities of noise model IV

Filter No added noise α = 0.7 α = 0.6 α = 0.5

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 8.08 20.04 46.57 10.70 18.26 5.92 14.92 16.27 6.81

FPGF 1.93 27.66 0.53 7.58 23.88 11.76 8.73 23.24 1.76 10.80 22.23 2.38

SVMF 4.42 25.53 6.20 7.34 24.27 17.27 8.24 23.57 2.48 9.32 22.41 3.43

INR 2.01 30.20 1.73 5.27 27.39 8.47 5.96 26.55 1.34 6.63 26.14 1.51

LSAFSVF 3.44 25.20 0.80 8.05 23.29 12.90 8.87 22.89 2.11 10.36 22.08 2.54

IPGSVF 0.07 40.45 0.16 5.67 25.77 15.33 6.77 25.20 1.44 10.73 22.95 1.39

FRF 0.31 34.42 0.18 6.09 25.21 11.63 8.01 23.74 1.49 10.97 21.95 1.70

QRVF 0.12 43.34 0.04 5.37 27.41 6.43 6.36 26.54 0.91 7.95 25.08 1.15

RWVMF 4.00 25.61 0.82 11.88 22.99 27.67 9.64 23.13 0.89 11.77 22.14 1.29

SFRF 5.09 27.64 1.14 8.59 26.29 10.88 10.81 24.50 1.64 12.29 23.48 2.23

Table 4.39 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Boats image contaminated with different densities of noise model IV

Filter No added noise α = 0.7 α = 0.6 α = 0.5

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.82 20.40 46.85 10.81 18.24 6.06 14.88 16.39 7.22

FPGF 0.76 36.01 1.78 4.14 29.37 11.97 4.74 28.58 1.57 5.83 26.80 2.21

SVMF 0.55 37.84 3.09 3.72 30.10 11.75 4.53 28.20 1.72 6.06 25.14 2.99

INR 0.39 39.82 0.18 3.18 32.47 5.34 3.60 31.57 0.82 4.11 30.37 1.28

LSAFSVF 0.09 41.87 0.00 4.33 28.32 14.24 5.02 27.41 1.74 6.04 25.88 2.47

IPGSVF 0.00 ∞ 0.00 4.55 26.99 16.46 4.70 28.04 1.20 5.15 28.75 1.00

FRF 0.00 ∞ 0.00 4.09 29.09 11.91 4.68 28.51 1.28 5.80 27.10 1.58

QRVF 0.02 53.24 0.05 3.56 31.65 6.08 4.16 30.45 0.76 5.01 29.13 1.14

RWVMF 0.26 41.14 0.02 5.45 30.69 21.08 5.91 29.65 2.12 5.31 27.47 1.42

SFRF 1.06 38.68 0.11 4.85 30.69 7.34 6.32 28.34 1.30 6.91 27.77 1.77
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Table 4.40 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Goldhill image contaminated with different densities of noise model IV

Filter No added noise α = 0.7 α = 0.6 α = 0.5

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.94 20.24 46.47 10.75 18.23 5.81 15.40 16.17 7.18

FPGF 0.07 43.90 0.01 4.34 28.97 10.33 5.04 27.92 1.51 6.19 26.39 2.18

SVMF 1.20 34.41 3.43 4.09 29.64 9.86 4.82 27.87 1.50 6.35 25.25 2.68

INR 0.43 37.76 0.72 3.29 31.82 4.35 3.66 31.08 0.58 4.19 30.10 0.74

LSAFSVF 0.16 39.30 0.01 4.58 27.97 12.06 5.25 27.08 1.63 6.49 25.59 2.29

IPGSVF 0.00 60.66 0.00 4.60 27.25 12.56 4.83 27.76 1.07 5.48 28.14 0.71

FRF 0.01 52.66 0.00 4.24 28.82 10.60 4.85 28.21 1.17 6.12 26.72 1.31

QRVF 0.26 39.19 0.94 3.96 30.43 5.23 4.50 29.66 0.71 5.54 27.83 0.90

RWVMF 0.81 35.83 0.09 6.24 29.27 16.08 6.55 28.73 1.72 5.91 27.45 0.87

SFRF 0.86 43.35 0.00 5.34 30.41 4.13 6.65 28.16 0.88 7.20 27.39 1.34

Table 4.41 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the detail of the
Lenna image contaminated with different densities of noise model IV

Filter No added noise α = 0.7 α = 0.6 α = 0.5

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 8.03 20.00 46.31 10.86 18.10 5.77 15.05 16.17 7.04

FPGF 1.10 32.55 1.64 4.57 28.45 9.78 5.49 26.90 1.39 6.73 25.37 2.15

SVMF 0.94 34.15 5.11 4.09 28.85 13.36 4.93 27.28 1.85 6.36 25.00 2.77

INR 0.65 36.38 0.27 3.51 31.28 7.32 3.94 30.16 0.90 4.46 29.29 1.21

LSAFSVF 0.36 35.60 0.42 4.75 27.47 12.16 5.50 26.58 1.51 6.48 25.42 2.14

IPGSVF 0.00 ∞ 0.00 4.92 26.40 16.10 5.35 26.76 1.51 5.94 27.16 1.13

FRF 0.04 46.30 0.00 4.36 28.46 10.10 5.32 27.05 1.24 6.53 25.55 1.50

QRVF 0.00 56.04 0.00 3.75 30.78 5.00 4.42 29.61 0.64 5.17 28.50 0.84

RWVMF 0.37 37.61 0.31 4.02 29.69 6.04 4.70 28.31 0.86 5.64 27.04 1.24

SFRF 0.86 41.54 0.07 4.93 30.42 7.15 6.34 28.35 0.91 7.26 27.06 1.76
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Table 4.42 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the Goldhill image
contaminated with different densities of noise model IV

Filter No added noise α = 0.7 α = 0.6 α = 0.5

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.96 20.20 47.61 10.96 18.17 6.21 15.24 16.20 7.39

FPGF 0.06 44.23 0.00 4.18 29.24 8.58 4.89 28.10 1.31 5.83 26.75 1.97

SVMF 1.16 34.75 0.60 3.88 30.09 5.64 4.64 28.29 1.12 5.97 25.70 2.24

INR 0.24 41.06 0.13 3.11 32.55 2.42 3.43 31.85 0.36 3.85 31.01 0.56

LSAFSVF 0.14 39.43 0.00 4.43 28.27 10.48 5.16 27.23 1.47 6.06 26.08 2.05

IPGSVF 0.00 74.99 0.00 4.53 27.37 12.41 4.78 27.86 0.96 5.00 28.93 0.54

FRF 0.00 56.09 0.00 4.12 29.15 8.75 4.69 28.55 0.99 5.62 27.25 1.23

QRVF 0.05 46.67 0.10 3.62 31.39 2.87 4.15 30.53 0.42 4.84 29.45 0.66

RWVMF 0.54 37.91 0.01 3.81 30.40 3.81 4.43 29.36 0.56 5.28 27.73 1.04

SFRF 0.68 45.20 0.00 5.32 28.70 9.61 6.06 28.51 0.84 6.78 27.16 1.61

Table 4.43 Performance comparison in terms of MAE, PSNR and DISk using the Boats image
contaminated with different densities of noise model IV

Filter No added noise α = 0.7 α = 0.6 α = 0.5

MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS2 MAE PSNR DIS1 MAE PSNR DIS1

None 0.00 ∞ 0.00 7.97 20.19 46.22 10.92 18.19 5.99 15.24 16.20 7.22

FPGF 0.02 48.67 0.00 3.86 29.88 10.28 4.42 28.78 1.36 5.23 27.23 1.93

SVMF 0.69 37.99 0.74 3.31 31.11 8.33 4.02 29.09 1.28 5.22 26.27 2.13

INR 0.23 41.27 0.23 2.93 33.13 6.31 3.19 32.47 0.79 3.52 31.67 0.99

LSAFSVF 0.08 41.62 0.01 4.06 28.86 11.49 4.64 27.85 1.47 5.35 26.66 1.92

IPGSVF 0.00 79.21 0.00 4.66 26.48 15.98 4.68 27.28 1.38 4.27 29.74 0.76

FRF 0.00 62.03 0.00 3.80 29.69 10.55 4.18 29.15 1.15 4.91 27.70 1.38

QRVF 0.01 53.93 0.15 3.22 32.39 6.35 3.60 31.55 0.76 4.07 30.60 0.94

RWVMF 0.22 43.53 0.06 3.19 31.61 6.68 3.71 30.12 0.93 4.29 28.80 1.21

SFRF 0.48 46.22 0.01 4.64 27.77 13.45 4.70 29.62 0.97 5.47 28.04 1.53
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Fig. 4.8 Outputs for filter performance comparison of noise model IV. a, b Lenna corrupted with
α = 0.7 and α = 0.5. c, d Goldhill corrupted with α = 0.7 and α = 0.5. e–h Output of INR.
i–l Output of QRVF; m–p Output of SFRF. q–t Output of RWVMF
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Table 4.44 Summary of main advantages and disadvantages of best performing filtering methods
in the experimental comparison

Filter Advantages Disadvantages

FPGF [52] Very efficient Problems in removing
Good in preserving details noise clusters

SVMF [42] Problems in removing
noise clusters

INR [96] Good for noise clusters
Good for non-correlated noise
Good trade-off between noise
suppression and detail preservation
Nice overall performance

LSAFSVF [48] No adaptive parameters

IPGSVF [55] Good for noise clusters Problems in detecting noise
Good in preserving details when it is similar to background
Nice overall performance

FRF [43] Very efficient

QRVF [65] Good in preserving details Poor adaptiveness to
Good for non correlated noise particular image features
Nice overall performance

RWVMF [97] Nice in filtering pixels Problems in removing

affected by low intensity noise noise clusters
Nice overall performance Tends to introduce some blur

SFRF [108] Good in preserving details Problems in removing
Nice in filtering pixels noise clusters
affected by low intensity noise
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Fig. 4.9 Outputs for filter performance comparison of real noise. a Atlas (141× 140). b Detail of
real photograph (241× 241). e Hair (443× 495) and d NotStars (200× 200). e–h Output of INR.
i–l Output of IPGSVF. m–p Output of RWVMF. q–t Output of QRVF
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Chapter 5
Spatial and Frequency-Based Variational
Methods for Perceptually Inspired Color and
Contrast Enhancement of Digital Images

Edoardo Provenzi

5.1 Introduction

Variational principles amount to defining a suitable linear functional, that is, a
scalar-valued linear function defined on a suitable functional space, so that its min-
ima (ideally, its unique minimum) provide the optimal solution of the problem under
analysis.

In this chapter, we consider the problem of color correction inspired by human
perception. More specifically, given any digital image, acquired under general illu-
mination conditions, we try to modify its chromatic attributes so that the resulting
image is as close as possible to the human perception of the scene photographed in
the picture.

Useful applications of this kind of algorithms can be found in several fields, such
as interior architecture, flickering reduction, calibration, tracking in large camera
environments, photorealism, and computational photography, to quote but a few,
see for example [2, 8, 13, 15].

There exists a plethora of perceptually inspired color correction models, for
example [6, 10, 11], to quote but a few, so it is impossible to perform a thorough
analysis of all of them here.

For this reason, we are concerned only with those called Retinex-like, that is,
the models that follow two basic principles stated by E. Land and J.J. McCann in
their seminal work [12]. In this paper, the authors studied 2D physical configu-
rations made of juxtaposed patches which they called “Mondrian” pictures. Their
experiments have proven that color perception of each patch depends much more on
the reflectance of the surrounding patches than on the illumination. This remarked
that perceived color is an inherently local property, which can only be specified “in
context” and it is not an absolute property of physical surfaces. They proposed a
strategy to recover the perceived color of Mondrian patches via a quite complicated
computation called ratio-threshold-reset.
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Without entering into the quite involved details of this computation, we can say
that the core of the original Retinex computation are the two following principles:
the first is that color correction can be performed separately on the three chromatic
channels RGB, the second is locality, that is, the fact that the correction of the RGB
intensity of a pixel should be driven by the local context, that is, the intensity distri-
bution of the surrounding pixels. The way Land and McCann implemented locality
is by comparing pixel intensities over paths travelling around the Mondrian pictures.
A chain of intensity ratios is propagated through the path until a very bright pixel
is found. When this condition is reached the reset mechanism comes into play and
the computation starts back. In this way, the bright pixel encountered in the path is
assumed as being the local reference for white. For this reason the original model of
Retinex is said to fall in the category of local white patch models. The formalization
of these operations and their interpretation can be found in [19, 20].

Variational principles allowed building a general framework in which existing
Retinex-like color correction algorithms can be embedded and compared, see for
example [3, 4, 16], a quite noticeable result, considering the fact that the direct
equations of these algorithms seem very distant from each other.

The presentation that we give here does not follow the actual chronological devel-
opment of the variational model as it can be found in the literature, but it has the
advantage of being more logical and easier to follow.

The chapter is structured as the following. In Sect. 5.2 we introduce the funda-
mental result of [22] about the variational interpretation of histogram equalization.
In Sect. 5.3, we briefly introduce the basic Human Visual System (HVS) properties
that we use in Sect. 5.4 to propose a set of axioms to be satisfied by a perceptual
functional and highlight the relationship between these functionals and the one that
induces histogram equalization. Examples on natural images are shown and ana-
lyzed. The wavelet analogue of the perceptual functionals is discussed in Sect. 5.5.
We conclude with some remarks about future perspectives to further improve the
models presented in this chapter.

5.2 Variational Interpretation of Histogram Equalization

In this section we introduce a basic result for the development of the rest of this
work, which consists in the variational interpretation of histogram equalization.

It is worthwhile starting with some notation. The functional space that we con-
sider here is that of RGB continuous image functions. To introduce these functions
we first denote the spatial domain of a digital image with Ω ⊂ R

2, its area with |Ω|,
and the coordinates of two arbitrary pixels with Ω x ≡ (x1, x2) and y ≡ (y1, y2).
We always consider a normalized dynamic range in [0, 1], so that an RGB image
function will be denoted with
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I : Ω [0,1]× [0,1]× [0,1]
x �→ (IR(x), IG(x), IB(x))

where each scalar component Ic(x) defines the intensity level of the pixel x ∈ Ω

in the Red , Green, and Blue channel, respectively.
We stress that we will perform every computation on the scalar components

of the image, thus treating each chromatic component separately as in the original
Retinex paper [12]. Therefore, we avoid the subscript c and write simply I (x) to
denote the intensity of the pixel x in a given chromatic channel.

From the point of view of functional analysis, we implicitly consider the space
of image functions as a subspace of L2(Ω), the space of square-integrable (finite-
energy) functions from Ω to [0, 1].

Let us also recall very briefly what histogram equalization is. Let λ ∈ [0, 1] be a
generic intensity level, then the histogram of I computed in λ is:

h(λ) = 1

|Ω| Area{x ∈ Ω | I (x) = λ} λ ∈ [0, 1], (5.1)

that is, the occurrence probability of the level λ in the image.
The cumulative histogram of I computed in λ, H (λ), is:

H (λ) = 1

|Ω| Area{x ∈ Ω | I (x) ≤ λ} λ ∈ [0, 1], (5.2)

that is, the probability to find a pixel with intensity less than λ.
Of course, the relationship between h and H is:

H (λ) =
∫ λ

0
h(t) dt, H ′(λ) = h(λ), (5.3)

that is, H is the integral function of h in the interval [0, 1] and the first derivative of
H in each level gives the histogram of that level.

It will be useful for later purposes to notice that the relationship H (λ) =
∫ λ

0 h(t) dt can be rewritten as follows:

H (λ) =
∫ λ

0
h(t) dt = 1

|Ω|
∫ 1

0
sign+(λ− I (t)) dt (5.4)

where

sign+(s) =
{

1 if s ≥ 0;

0 if s < 0.

and its “spatial version”

H (I (x)) = 1

|Ω|
∫

Ω

sign+(I (x)− I (y)) dy. (5.5)
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An image is said to be equalized if each level has the same occurrence probabil-
ity, that is, if h(λ) ≡ 1 (recall that the histogram is normalized) ∀λ, which of course
can be translated to the condition H (λ) = λ ∀λ on the cumulative histogram.

Classical histogram equalization consists in the transformation that modifies the
level distribution of an image in such a way that its histogram is as homogeneous
as possible. It is easy to proof (see e.g., [7]) that the transformation λ �−→ H (λ),
that is, the application of the cumulative histogram, seen as a function from [0, 1] to
itself, is the easiest modification that implements histogram equalization.

However, this is not the only histogram equalization transformation available in
literature. In particular, a variational interpretation has been provided in the paper
[22] and it is the basis for what we will discuss in Sect. 5.4. This interpretation is
discussed in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1. Given the functional

Ehist eq(I ) ≡ 2
∫

Ω

(

I (x)− 1

2

)2

dx − 1

|Ω|
∫∫

Ω2
|I (x)− I (y)| dxdy (5.6)

if I ∗ = argminI Ehist eq(I ), then I ∗ has equalized histogram, that is, H (I ∗(x)) =
I ∗(x) for all x ∈ Ω .

Moreover, if I0 is the original image, then the initial value problem for the
gradient descent {

∂t I = −δEhist eq(I )

I (0) = I0

has only one solution, where t is the evolution parameter of the iterative gradient
descent scheme and the symbol δ represents the first variation of the functional.

The proof of the first part of this theorem is reported in Appendix 1. Here we prefer
to stress the meaning of the functional that appears in the theorem, that will be called
“Caselles–Sapiro functional” from now on.

To understand the meaning of the energy functional Ehist eq(I ), let us write the
histogram equalization energy functional as follows: Ehist eq(I ) = D 1

2
(I ) − C(I ),

where the two functional terms D 1
2
(I ) and C(I ) are

D 1
2
(I ) ≡ 2

∫

Ω

(

I (x)− 1

2

)2

dx

and

C(I ) ≡ 1

|Ω|
∫∫

Ω2
|I (x)− I (y)| dxdy.

The minimization of Ehist eq(I ) = D 1
2
(I )− C(I ) is achieved through the minimiza-

tion of D(I ) and the maximization of C(I ), because C(I ) has a minus sign in front
of it, so it becomes more negative as we increase it.

Let us discuss the meaning of the two functional terms:
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• D 1
2
(I ) is called global quadratic dispersion term around the middle gray level

1/2 and it is minimized when I (x) ≡ 1/2 for all x ∈ Ω , that is the minimization
of this term tends to turn I into a uniform gray image

• C(I ) is called global contrast term and its maximization corresponds to the max-
imization of the global contrast of the image I , measured through the absolute
differences |I (x)− I (y)|

Thus, the argmin of the Caselles–Sapiro functional is the image corresponding to
the optimal balance between two opposite effects: on one side the minimization of
D 1

2
(I ) tends to set all the levels to the average gray 1/2 but, on the other side, the

minimization of −C(I ) tends to spread the intensity levels apart, as far as possible
from each other. So, the intrinsical meaning of Theorem 5.1 is that the equilib-
rium between two conflicting actions, dispersion control around the middle gray
and contrast enhancement, induces histogram equalization.

One practical consequence of this result is that, applying for example the gradient
descent technique to minimize Ehist eq(I ), one can stop the minimization process
before reaching the complete equalization, thus realizing a partial equalization that
can nonetheless be useful to avoid the typical over-enhancement of low-key images
(see [7] for more details).

However, for the purposes of color image processing, the most important conse-
quences of Theorem 5.1 are theoretical: in fact, as we will see in the next section,
we can modify the functional Ehist eq(I ) in such a way that the basic principle of
histogram equalization, that is, the balance between dispersion control and contrast
enhancement, is preserved but we can change the analytical form of the terms D 1

2
(I )

and C(I ) taking inspiration from human visual perceptual features. The argmin
image I ∗ of the modified functional is a color-corrected version of the original
image driven by perceptual properties of the HVS.

5.3 A Basic Set of HVS Properties

The HVS is an extraordinarily complex system, nowadays still far from being fully
understood. As it would be impossible to provide an even approximate description,
here we just recall the four basic phenomenological mechanisms of color vision that
will be used to select perceptual functionals. As a general reference for the following
section, the reader can refer to the complete book [26].

5.3.1 Adaptation to the Average Luminance Level

The primary event that allows vision consists in a visible photon penetrating the
eyes and hitting the retina. The photon may be absorbed by a photoreceptor, one of
the three cones L,M, S or a rod, depending on the intensity and spectral content of
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the photon energy. The absorbtion activates a photochemical transduction from the
electromagnetic energy of the photon to the difference of electric potential of the
photoreceptor.

More precisely, it has been measured (see e.g., [23]) that when a photoreceptor
absorbs a photon of luminance L, the electric potential of its membrane changes
according to an empirical law known as Michaelis–Menten’s equation (or Naka–
Rushton’s equation when the coefficient n is unitary):

r(L) = ΔV

ΔVmax
= Ln

Ln + Ln
S

, (5.7)

where ΔVmax is the highest difference of potential that can be generated, n is a
constant (measured as 0.74 for the rhesus monkey), and LS is the luminance at
which the photoreceptor response is half maximal, called the semisaturation level,
and which is usually associated with the level of adaptation. Each type of cone
L,M, S is most sensitive in a particular waveband and the semisaturation constant
depends on the amount of light in the particular waveband that is absorbed, not on
the global luminance of the light source.

The interpretation of the sigmoid-like transformation (5.7) is the following: the
photoreceptors response has an intensity threshold, below which the receptors do
not respond, then they respond fairly linearly and, finally, the response saturates as
we approach large values of luminance.

The “center” of this behavior is the semisaturation value LS , in this sense the
retinal cells “adapt” to each scene average luminance, allowing us to perceive
modulations of light intensity around LS . This adaptive capacity of retinal cells
is of paramount importance for human vision, without it we simply would not be
able to see when passing from a dim-illuminated environment to a very intensely
illuminated one, and vice versa.

5.3.2 Local Contrast Enhancement

The HVS operates a local contrast enhancement, with the primary (but not the only)
effect of improving edge perception, as proven by visual effects as simultaneous
contrast or Mach bands, reported in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, respectively.

Edges contain the most important part of the visual information, so it is not
surprising that the HVS has developed a way to improve their perception.

The most important feature that must be highlighted here is that edge enhance-
ment is local, that is, it depends on the local distribution of light intensity around
each point.
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Fig. 5.1 Top: Colored simultaneous contrast. Bottom: Grayscale simultaneous contrast. In both
pictures, the inner gray squares have exactly the same physical luminance, however, their perceived
luminance is very different

5.3.3 Color Constancy

If light adaptation is the HVS ability to adapt to different light intensities, color
constancy may be described at first glance as the ability to adapt to different light
spectral content, to perceive colors as constant as possible as the illumination
changes.

This feature is so intrinsically hardwired in our visual system that we often take
it for granted. However, whenever we take two pictures of the same scene with two
different illuminants, we see that we must perform a very careful white balance to
obtain two images that produce similar color sensations.

The psychophysiological details that allow color constancy are beyond the scopes
of this work, for more details see for example, [9].
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Fig. 5.2 Left: Mach bands effect. Right: real and apparent luminance pattern, revealing the typical
perceptual undershoots and overshoots, that is, nonphysical jumps of light intensity around the
edges

Color constancy will be essential for the selection of the analytical form of the
contrast enhancement term of perceptual functionals in Sect. 5.4.

5.3.4 Weber’s Law

The German physicist E. Weber in the second half of the nineteenth century devel-
oped some psychophysical experiments to test contrast perception: a dark-adapted
human observer was put in a dim room in front of a white screen on which a narrow
beam of light was thrown in the center of the visual field. The luminous intensity I

of the beam was increased very slowly and the observer was asked to tell whether
he/she could perceive an intensity change. Nowadays, we call the least perceptible
intensity change ΔI the JND for Just Noticeable Difference.

Weber found out that the JND increased proportionally with the luminous
intensity1, that is, ΔI = K · I , or, as it is presented more often:

ΔI

I
� K, (5.8)

Eq. (5.8) is called Weber’s law and K Weber’s constant. Weber’s law says that, as
we increase the background light I , the difference ΔI must increase proportionally
to be able to appreciate I +ΔI as different from I . This partially explains why we
are more sensitive to noise in dark areas of a visual scene and thus why it is more
important to perform a good denoising in dark areas of digital images rather than in
bright ones.

1 Weber’s law is approximately valid not only for the visual sense, but also for all the other senses,
with different values of Weber’s constant.
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5.4 Variational Perceptually Inspired Color Enhancement
of Digital Images

We are now going to use the perceptual features recalled in the previous section to
transform the Caselles–Sapiro functional into a perceptual one by quoting the major
result of [16].

Theorem 5.2. The only class of energy functionals complying with all the four HVS
features discussed in Sect. 5.3 is the following:

Eμ,I0,w,ϕ(I ) = Dμ,I0 (I )+ Cw(I ), (5.9)

where

Dμ,I0 (I ) =
∫

Ω

[

α

(

μ log
μ

I (x)
−(μ−I (x))

)

+β

(

I0 log
I0

I (x)
−(I0 − I (x))

)]

dx,

(5.10)
and

Cw,ϕ(I ) =
∫∫

Ω2
w(x, y) ϕ

(
min{I (x), I (y)}
max{I (x), I (y)}

)

dxdy (5.11)

where,

• I0 is a given channel of the original image function;
• μ is the average value of I0;
• α, β > 0 are real coefficients that control the attachment to μ and to the original

image function values I0, respectively;
• w:Ω ×Ω → R

+ is a spatial kernel, which depends only the Euclidean distance
‖x− y‖ between two generic pixels x, y ∈ Ω and it is monotonically decreasing
with the distance itself, that is, w(x, y): = g(‖x − y‖), where g:R+ → R is
monotonically decreasing;

• ϕ:[0, 1] → R is a monotonically increasing differentiable function.

Instead of reporting the (long and complex) proof of this theorem (which of course
can be found in [16]), we consider to discuss the meaning of the analytical form
of the functional terms appearing in the perceptual energy functional much more
interesting.

To understand the motivation for the analytical shape of the contrast term Cw,ϕ(I )
let us consider the basic image formation model, that is, I (x) = ρ(x) ·λ, where ρ(x)
represents the reflectance of a point x and λ represents the illuminant (supposed to
be constant all over the scene). Since Cw,ϕ(I ) is written in terms of a ratio, it is
evident that it is independent with respect to illuminant changes, thus it is coherent
with the color constancy feature. Moreover, as proven in [16], this analytical form
is the only one in which color constancy and Weber’s law can be combined.

The function ϕ represents a degree of freedom and it is chosen to be monotoni-
cally increasing not to reverse contrast between pixels.

Finally, notice that the minimization of Cw,ϕ(I ) indeed induces a contrast
enhancement. In fact, the ratio min{I (x), I (y)}/ max{I (x), I (y)} is minimized when
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the lowest value between two pixels is decreased and the highest is increased, which,
of course, corresponds to an intensification of contrast. The enhancement is spatially
local due to the presence of the weighting function w. Typically w is a Gaussian
kernel with center in x, its standard deviation σ can be set by a user to increase
or decrease the locality of contrast enhancement. Small values of σ push the effect
toward sharpening, large values of σ instead push toward a global enhancement.

Let us now discuss the dispersion term. Its choice has been guided by dimen-
sional coherence with the contrast term, which has dimension 0 with respect to I .
The easiest meaningful candidate is the entropy functional Dμ,I0 , whose minimiza-
tion produces a reduction of entropy, that is, disorder, around the average value μ

(which can be different in each chromatic channel) and around the original image I0.
This last attachment is introduced to avoid an excessive departure from the original
intensity values and can be modulated via the coefficients ratio α/β.

If we compare the Caselles–Sapiro functional and the perceptual ones, we can
infer that a perceptually inspired Retinex-like color correction can be interpreted as
a suitable local and nonlinear version of histogram equalization.

5.4.1 Stability of the Numerical Scheme for the Minimization of
Perceptual Functionals and Reduction of Computational
Complexity

The Euler–Lagrange equations of Eμ,I0,w,ϕ(I ), that is, δEμ,I0,w,ϕ(I ) = 0 are
integral equations that cannot be solved analytically. Moreover, the perceptual func-
tionals are not convex, so that we cannot easily find a global minimum. However,
in [16], it has been proved that if we substitute the null values of the input image
with 1/255 (the smallest nonzero value in the normalized dynamic range), and we
consider α, β > 1, then the gradient descent scheme with respect to log I , that is,

∂t log I = −δEμ,I0,w,ϕ(I ) (5.12)

converges to a unique image function, that we can consider the perceptually inspired
color-corrected one. The gradient descent is written in terms of log I because the
logarithmic derivative, that is, ∂t log I = 1

I
∂t I allows rewriting the gradient descent

equation as follows:
∂t I = −I · δEμ,I0,w,ϕ(I ), (5.13)

the right-hand side of this equation has dimension 0 (which is the correct perceptual
dimension), since δEμ,I0,w,ϕ(I ) has dimension2 -1 in terms of I . Moreover, notice

2 In general, the first variation of a homogeneous functional of degree n is a homogeneous func-
tional of degree n − 1, in our case Eμ,I0,w,ϕ(I ) has degree 0, so its first variation has degree
-1.
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that, as proven in [1], the effect of taking the logarithmic image is simply to change
the speed of convergence of the gradient descent scheme and not its final result.

The generic step of the iterative scheme is given by the following equation [16]:

Ik+1(x) =
Ik(x)+Δt

(
αμ+ βI0(x)+ 1

2C
ϕ
Ik

(x)
)

1+Δt(α + β)
, (5.14)

where

C
ϕ
Ik

(x) =
∫

Ω

w(‖x − y‖)ϕ
(

min{Ik(x), Ik(y)}
max{Ik(x), Ik(y)}

)

dy. (5.15)

The computational complexity of these algorithms is O(N2), N being the number
of image pixels. This high complexity is due to the contrast term: its first variation
generates the integral term C

ϕ
Ik

(x) in the Euler–Lagrange equations.
In [16], an approximation technique has been developed that is able to reduce the

computational complexity to O(N log N ) that we are going to describe, avoiding
the iterative subscript k to simplify the notation and help the comprehension of the
approximation strategy. Let p be a generic polynomial of order n of the variables
I (x), I (y) and define ϕ̃n(I (x), I (y)) = argminp ‖p− ϕ‖2, that is, ϕ̃n is the polyno-
mial of order n with minimal quadratic distance with respect to the function ϕ. It is
convenient to write ϕ̃n as follows

ϕ̃n(I (x), I (y)) =
n∑

j=0

fj (I (x))I (y)j , (5.16)

where fj (I (x)) = ∑n−j

m=0 pm,j I (x)m. The numerical coefficients pm,j depend on
the approximation order n, but we will not make explicit this dependence for the
sake of a more readable mathematical notation.

Introducing this expression of ϕ̃n in C ϕI (x) instead of ϕ and noticing that fj

does not depend on y, one gets

C̃ϕ
w,n(x) =

n∑

j=0

fj (I (x))
∫

Ω

w(‖x − y‖)I (y)j dy, (5.17)

but
∫

Ω
w(‖x−y‖)I (y)j dy = (w∗I j )(x), that is the convolution between the kernel

w and the j -th power of the image I , hence

C̃ϕ
w,n(x) =

n∑

j=0

n−j∑

m=0

pm,j I (x)m(w ∗ I j )(x). (5.18)

The n convolutions w∗I j can be precomputed through the FFT (Fast Fourier Trans-
form), which has computational complexity O(N log N ), thus drastically decreasing
the computational time. The degree n of the polynomial is a parameter that controls
the precision of the polynomial approximation.
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5.4.2 Relationship with Existing Perceptually Inspired Color
Correction Models

Another major result allowed by the variational framework is the possibility to
recover in this setting two well-known models for perceptually inspired color cor-
rection. This can be done simply by selecting two different analytical expressions
of the function ϕ.

In [3] and [4], respectively, it has been proven that:

• If ϕ ≡ log, then the minimization of Eμ,I0,w,log(I ) leads to the so-called ACE
algorithm formulated in [21];

• If ϕ ≡ id, then the minimization of Eμ,I0,w,id(I ) leads to a continuous
symmetrized version of the original Retinex algorithm [12].

To have an example of the action of these methods on the color of digital images,
three results of the method obtained by the gradient-descent minimization of
Eμ,I0,w,id(I ) are shown in Fig. 5.3. It can be seen that contrast is enhanced both
in under- and over-exposed images and color cast is removed. In Fig. 5.4 the
enhancement is quantified via the difference between the original and the enhanced
histograms.

5.5 Wavelet-based Implementation of Variational Perceptually
Inspired Color Correction

Disclaimer: the reader unfamiliar with the wavelet framework can read a brief
summary in Appendix 2.

As we have discussed in Sect. 5.4, the perceptual color correction proposed in
[16] is performed through a local contrast enhancement balanced by the action of
a dispersion term around the average value plus a conservative term that avoids
over-enhancement. Wavelet detail coefficients are related to local contrast; let us
see how this fact has been used in [18] to provide a wavelet-based framework for
perceptually inspired color correction.

The general scheme of the algorithm is the following:

1. We consider the coarsest approximation coefficients {aJ,k, k ∈ Ω}, and we mod-
ify them to implement adaptation to the average gray level in the wavelet domain
(according to Eq. (5.19) of Sect. 5.5.1);

2. We fix these new approximation coefficients and use them along with {d�
J,k, k ∈

Ω}, � = H,V,D, to modify the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal detail coef-
ficients according to the equations of Proposition 5.3 of Sect. 5.5.2. This will
implement local contrast enhancement in the wavelet domain at the scale 2J ;

3. We then pass to the scale 2J−1 and we compute the approximation coefficients by
summing the approximation and detail coefficients just computed at the scale 2J ;
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Fig. 5.3 Images on the left: Originals. Images on the right: Filtered versions obtained by mini-
mizing Eμ,I0,w,id(I ) with a gradient-descent technique. w is a Gaussian kernel with a standard
deviation equal to one forth of the image diagonal. First image: courtesy of P. Greenspun. Middle
image: courtesy of A. Pardo, this image is a frame of a very corrupted old film, thus the artifacts
shown by the middle image, on the right, are present in the original film frame and not introduced
by the algorithm

4. We fix these approximation coefficients and we repeat step 2 at the scale 2J−1;
5. We iterate this scheme until reaching the finest scale.

The equations quoted in the scheme above are presented and analyzed in detail in the
next two sections, but before doing that it is convenient to make some assumptions
that will greatly simplify the exposition.

First of all, since changing the sign of a wavelet coefficient can result in dras-
tic modifications of an image, we modify only the absolute value of the wavelet
coefficients, restoring the original sign at the end of the computation.
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Fig. 5.4 Left column: Originals RGB histograms of the image in the second row of Fig. 5.3 (in
every picture, the horizontal axis ranges from 0 to 255, the vertical axis ranges from 0 to 1). Right
column: enhanced RGB histograms corresponding to the image in the second row of Fig. 5.3. It
can be seen that the perceptual enhancement algorithms tends toward histogram equalization, but
they automatically stop before the actual equalization, that would result in a washed-out image

Moreover, in every scale 2j , we deal only with coefficient magnitudes bigger
than a fixed threshold Tj > 0, leaving the other coefficients unchanged to avoid
intensification of noise. Thus, we deal with positive, bounded, and finite sequences
of wavelet coefficient magnitudes.

To simplify the notation, we avoid the superscript � in the detail coefficients, by
making the implicit assumption that the operations are repeated on the horizontal
(H), vertical (V), and diagonal (D) detail coefficients.

The variability of the scale coefficient 2j is confined within the scales 2L and 2J ,
L, J ∈ Z, L < J , 2L being the finest and 2J the coarsest. Typically, J − L ranges
between 2 and 10, depending on the image dimension. Finally, with the notation
k ∈ Ω , we implicitly assume a column-wise ordering of Ω , the spatial support of
the image, so that Ω can be seen as a finite subset of Z.

5.5.1 Adjustment to the Average Value in the Wavelet Domain

Let us first consider the effect of adaptation to the average level. If we were dealing
with Fourier transforms, the average image intensity value μ would be represented
by the zero-order Fourier coefficient. In the wavelet domain there is no such direct
correspondence. However, since the coefficients {aj,k, k ∈ Ω} represent the image
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approximation at the scale 2j , a natural analogue of the average value μ in the
wavelet framework at the scale 2j is represented by aj ≡ 1

|Ω|
∑

k∈Ω aj,k , that is,
the average approximation coefficient.

We also stress that we only need to modify the approximation coefficients of the
coarsest scale, since this modification will be propagated to finer scales. Thus, we
implement the adaptation to the average value at the coarser scale balanced by the
adjustment to the original values through this convex linear combination

aJ,k ≡ αaJ + (1− α)a0
J,k, (5.19)

where {a0
J,k, k ∈ Ω} is the original sequence of approximation coefficients at the

scale 2J , and α ∈ [0, 1] is a suitable weight coefficient. The bigger the value of α,
the stronger the adjustment to the average value aJ , and vice versa.

5.5.2 Local Contrast Enhancement in the Wavelet Domain

Let us now consider local contrast enhancement. We have remarked that the two
most important features of the contrast functional Eμ,I0,w,ϕ(I ) are the fact that
it enhances contrast locally and in an illuminant-independent way. To maintain
these characteristics also in the wavelet domain, in [18] the following local contrast
enhancement functional at the scale 2j has been proposed:

Cwj ,ϕ,{aj,k}({dj,k}) ≡
∑

k∈Ω

wj ϕ

(
aj,k

dj,k

)

, 2J ≥ 2j ≥ 2L+1, (5.20)

where wj are positive coefficients that permit to differentiate the contrast enhance-
ment action depending on the scale 2j , and ϕ:[0,∞) → [0,∞) is a differentiable
monotonically increasing function, such that ϕ(r) →+∞ as r →∞.

We stress that the approximation coefficients are passed to the functional C as
fixed parameters in every scale, from the coarsest to the finest. In particular, the
approximation coefficients used in the coarsest scale are those defined by Eq. (5.19).

Cwj ,ϕ,{aj,k} is minimized when the ratio between the approximation and detail
coefficients decreases, but since the approximation coefficients are fixed at each
scale, the minimization of Cwj ,ϕ,{aj,k} corresponds to an intensification of the coeffi-
cients dj,k . This implies a local and multiscale contrast enhancement of the image.
The locality depends both on the mother wavelet chosen (because different mother
wavelets have different shape) and on the scale 2j at which one operates: the finer
the scale, the more local is contrast enhancement, and vice versa.

Furthermore, the invariance with respect to global illumination changes, in the
sense of the von Kries model [25], is guaranteed by the fact that also the functional
Cwj ,ϕ,{aj,k} is homogenous of degree 0, that is, so the transformation I �→ λI , λ > 0,
will have no effects on Cwj ,ϕ,{aj,k} and its Euler–Lagrange equations.

To prevent an excessive magnification of the original detail coefficients, whose
absolute value is denoted by d0

j,k , a conservative term should be introduced. To
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maintain dimensional coherence with Cwj ,ϕ,{aj,k}, an entropic dispersion functional
is a suitable choice:

Dd0
j,k

({dj,k}) ≡
∑

k∈Ω

[

d0
j,k log

d0
j,k

dj,k

−
(
d0
j,k − dj,k

)
]

, 2J ≥ 2j ≥ 2L+1.

(5.21)
Combining these two effects, one can define the energy functional that realizes

local contrast enhancement as Ewj ,ϕ,{aj,k},d0
j,k
= Cwj ,ϕ,{aj,k} +Dd0

j,k
, that is,

Ewj ,ϕ,{aj,k},d0
j,k
≡

∑

k∈Ω

[

wjϕ

(
aj,k

dj,k

)

+ d0
j,k log

d0
j,k

dj,k

−
(
d0
j,k − dj,k

)
]

, (5.22)

with 2J ≥ 2j ≥ 2L+1. The following theorem ensures the existence of a minimum
of Ewj ,ϕ,{aj,k},d0

j,k
and determines the corresponding Euler–Lagrange equations. Its

proof can be found in [18].

Theorem 5.3. There exists a minimum of the functional Ewj ,ϕ,{aj,k},d0
j,k

. Moreover,

the Euler–Lagrange equations for the detail coefficients are:

∂Ewj ,ϕ,{aj,k},d0
j,k

∂{dj,k} (dj,k) = 0 ⇐⇒ dj,k = d0
j,k + wjϕ

′
(

aj,k

dj,k

)
aj,k

dj,k

, (5.23)

where ϕ′ denotes the derivative of ϕ. In particular, when ϕ ≡ id,

∂Ewj ,{aj,k},d0
j,k

∂{dj,k} (dj,k) = 0 ⇐⇒ dj,k = d0
j,k + wj

aj,k

dj,k

. (5.24)

In Theorem 5.3 the role of the identity has been highlighted because it is the
easiest choice for ϕ. Equation (5.24) is an implicit equation that has to be solved
using a numerical method. In [18] Newton–Raphson’s method has been used to find
the zero of the function F (dj,k) ≡ dj,k − d0

j,k − wj
aj,k

dj,k
by iteratively solving the

equation

dn
j,k = dn−1

j,k − F (dn−1
j,k )

F ′(dn−1
j,k )

, (5.25)

n ≥ 1. Since the solution is not expected to differ too much from the original
magnitude d0

j,k , Newton–Raphson’s algorithm is initialized with d0
j,k .

A standard result guarantees the convergence of Newton–Raphson’s algorithm
as long as the initial condition d0

j,k is sufficiently near the solution, F ′(d0
j,k) is

small enough, F ′′(dj,k) varies smoothly, and the inverse of F ′′(dj,k) is bounded
near the solution, see for example, [5]. In particular, these conditions imply that one
cannot take the weights wj to be too big, otherwise Newton’s algorithm can oscil-
late. In [17], it has been proven that if the identity function is substituted by the
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Fig. 5.5 From left to right: a scan-line of the Mach-bands image before and after the wavelet algo-
rithm, respectively. The undershoot and overshoot effects are typical HVS features that the wavelet
model is able to reproduce. The wavelet algorithm was applied with following parameters: the
mother wavelet is the biorthogonal wavelet with two vanishing moments, the computation is per-

formed over the maximum number of scales allowed for each image, wj = 0.5, Tj = maxk∈Ω {dj,k}
2.5

for each scale, and α = 0.1

gamma function, then the stability of Newton–Raphson’s algorithm in this setting is
improved.

Notice that, since Newton–Raphson’s method is initialized with the coefficients
d0
j,k , which are bounded from below, the solution of Eq. (5.24) belongs to an open

neighborhood of d0
j,k and the numerical method converges to a positive solution of

Eq. (5.24).
To stress the perceptual nature of the model, in Fig. 5.5 it is reported a scan-line

of the classical Mach-bands picture: the wavelet algorithm is able to reproduce the
well-known undershoots and overshoots typical of the HVS behavior.

The wavelet-based method just described can run in real time and it is as efficient
as the spatially based one. In Fig. 5.6, the action of the wavelet algorithm can be
seen on three images affected by distinct problems: underexposure, color cast, and
overexposure. As can be seen, the wavelet algorithm is able to perform a radiometric
adjustment of the nonoptimally exposed pictures and to strongly reduce the color
cast, as proven in Fig. 5.7.

5.6 Conclusions and Future Perspectives

In this work, we have discussed in an organic way the major results of a recent
variational formulation of perceptually inspired color correction algorithms.

We have shown that the variational framework provides a unified setting for
such models, which allows understanding their action in terms of optimal balance
between local, and illumination-invariant, contrast enhancement and entropy-like
adjustment to the average luminance.
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Fig. 5.6 Images on the left: original ones. Images on the right: enhanced versions after the wavelet
algorithm: details appear in originally underexposed and overexposed areas, and the pink color cast
in the “Lena” image is removed. The filtering parameters are the following: the mother wavelet
is the Daubechies wavelet with two vanishing moments, the computation is performed over the

maximum number of scales allowed for each image, wj = 0.5, and Tj = maxk∈I{dj,k}
10 for each

scale 2j

The variational framework can be formulated both in the spatial and in the
wavelet domain. The latter has the advantage of providing a much faster imple-
mentation and it distributes the computation over different scales.
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Fig. 5.7 Left column: Originals RGB histograms of the image in the second row of figure 5.6
(in every picture, the horizontal axis ranges from 0 to 255, the vertical axis ranges from 0 to 1).
Right column: enhanced RGB histograms corresponding to the image in the second row of Fig. 5.6.
Again, notice the histogram stretching without reaching a complete equalization, that would have
been inappropriate

From the point of view of human vision, the major drawback of these mod-
els is that they consider the three chromatic channels independently, while the
HVS operates a recombination of the LMS cones into luminance plus color-
opponent channels, see for example, [9]. A natural evolution of these models is
an implementation in color opponent spaces.

Acknowledgements The author would like to dedicate this work to the memory of Prof. Vicent
Caselles with infinite gratitude for sharing his deep intelligence, culture, passion for science, and,
last but not least, honesty.

Appendix 1

We provide here the proof of Theorem 5.1. We think that this proof is instructive
because it explicitly shows the link between the variations of the functionals appear-
ing in Theorem 5.1 and histogram equalization, which is far from being intuitive at
the first sight.

Let us start with a useful lemma.
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Lemma 5.1. Given the two functionals

E1(I ) =
∫

Ω

ψ(I (x)) dx, E2(I ) =
∫∫

Ω2
φ(I (x), I (y)) dxdy, (5.26)

where ψ is a differentiable function defined on the codomain of I , and φ is a dif-
ferentiable function defined on the 2-th Cartesian power of the codomain of I , then
their first variations are, respectively:

δE1(I, J ) =
∫

Ω

∂ψ

∂I

∣
∣
∣
∣
I (x)

J (x)dx ≡
∫

Ω

ψ ′(I (x)) J (x) dx (5.27)

and

δE2(I, J ) =
∫∫

Ω2

(
∂φ

∂I

∣
∣
∣
∣
I (x)

J (x)+ ∂φ

∂I

∣
∣
∣
∣
I (y)

J (y)

)

dxdy. (5.28)

The proof of this lemma can be found in any book on variational principles and
we do not report it here, preferring passing directly to the proof of Theorem 5.1.

Proof. By linearity, we can compute the first variation of the two terms of the energy
functional separately and then add the results. For that, let us recall that we have
written:

D 1
2
(I ) = 2

∫

Ω

(

I (x)− 1

2

)2

dx; (5.29)

C(I ) = 1

|Ω|
∫∫

Ω2
|I (x)− I (y)| dxdy. (5.30)

By virtue of formula (5.27), we have

δD 1
2
(I, J ) =

∫

Ω

4

(

I (x)− 1

2

)

J (x) dx, (5.31)

and by virtue of formula (5.28), we have

δC(I, J ) = 1

|Ω|
∫∫

Ω2

[
sign(I (x)− I (y))J (x)− sign(I (x)− I (y))J (y)

]
dxdy

= 1

|Ω|
∫∫

Ω2
sign(I (x)− I (y))J (x) dxdy +

− 1

|Ω|
∫∫

Ω2
sign(I (x)− I (y))J (y) dxdy.

(5.32)

Now, interchanging the role of the “mute” variables x and y in the second integral
of the last step, we have that

1

|Ω|
∫∫

Ω2
sign(I (x)− I (y))J (y) dxdy = 1

|Ω|
∫∫

Ω2
sign(I (y)− I (x))J (x) dydx

(5.33)
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but then, using the oddness of the sign function,

1

|Ω|
∫∫

Ω2
sign(I (x)−I (y))J (y) dxdy = − 1

|Ω|
∫∫

Ω2
sign(I (x)−I (y))J (x) dydx.

(5.34)
Hence, we can write

δC(I, J ) = 1

|Ω|
∫∫

Ω2
sign(I (x)− I (y))J (x) dydx +

+ 1

|Ω|
∫∫

Ω2
sign(I (x)− I (y))J (x) dydx =

= 2

|Ω|
∫∫

Ω2
sign(I (x)− I (y))J (x) dydx

(5.35)

that can be conveniently rearranged as follows:

δC(I, J ) =
∫

Ω

(
2

|Ω|
∫

Ω

sign(I (x)− I (y)) dy

)

J (x) dx. (5.36)

Now, since δEhist eq(I, J ) = δD 1
2
(I, J ) − δC(I, J ), by using formulas (5.31) and

(5.36) we have

δEhist eq(I, J ) =
∫

Ω

4

(

I (x)− 1

2

)

J (x) dx −
∫

Ω

(
2

|Ω|
∫

Ω

sign(I (x)− I (y)) dy

)

J (x) dx

(5.37)

that is,

δEhist eq(I, J ) =
∫

Ω

[

4

(

I (x)− 1

2

)

− 2

|Ω|
∫

Ω

sign(I (x)− I (y)) dy

]

J (x) dx.

(5.38)
The stationary condition δEhist eq(I, J ) = 0, ∀J , implies that the expression in the
square bracket must be zero, that is,

δEhist eq(I, J ) = 0 ⇐⇒ 4

(

I (x)− 1

2

)

− 2

|Ω|
∫

Ω

sign(I (x)− I (y)) dy = 0,

(5.39)
so that the Euler–Lagrange equation relative to the energy functional Ehist eq is the
following implicit equation

2

(

I (x)− 1

2

)

− 1

|Ω|
∫

Ω

sign(I (x)− I (y)) dy = 0, (5.40)

that can be suitably rewritten as

1

|Ω|
∫

Ω

sign(I (x)− I (y)) dy = 2I (x)− 1. (5.41)
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Now, using the identity sign(t) = 2sign+(t) − 1, we can express the left-hand side
of the Euler–Lagrange equation as

1

|Ω|
∫

Ω

(2sign+(I (x)− I (y))− 1) dy = 2

|Ω|
∫

Ω

sign+(I (x)− I (y)) dy −
∫

Ω
dy

|Ω|
= 2H (I (x))− 1,

(5.42)

where we have used the fact that 1
|Ω|

∫

Ω
sign+(I (x)− I (y)) dy is the spatial version

of the cumulative histogram H (I (x)), as noticed in Eq. (5.5).
Thus, the Euler–Lagrange Eq. (5.41) is equivalent to 2H (I (x))− 1 = 2I (x)− 1,

that is, to H (I (x)) = I (x), but then

δEhist eq(I, J ) = 0 ⇐⇒ H (I (x)) = I (x), ∀x ∈ Ω, (5.43)

which means that the image function I which satisfies the Euler–Lagrange equations
of the functional Ehist eq(I ) has an equalized histogram.

The proof of existence and uniqueness of the solution of the gradient
descent scheme written in Theorem 5.1 is quite long and technical and can be
found in [22]. ��

Appendix 2

Let us start this section by briefly recalling the basic information about wavelet
theory in 1D, then we will extend the discussion to 2D wavelets, the main refer-
ence for all the results quoted hereafter is [14]. A 1D (mother) wavelet ψ ∈ L2(R)
is a unit norm and null-mean function. Of course this is possible only if ψ oscil-
lates, but, unlike infinite waves, wavelets can have compact support. The ψ-wavelet
transform Wψf of f ∈ L2(R) in the point ξ at the scale s is given by the inner

product Wψf (ξ, s) = ∫

R
f (x) 1√

s
ψ

(
x−ξ

s

)
dx. Wψf gives a “measure of similar-

ity” between f and ψ around the point ξ at the scale s. So, if a signal is constant or
do not vary “too much” in the support of a wavelet, then its wavelet transform will
be zero or very small, this is how wavelets provide a multiscale information about
the local contrast of a signal.

The set {ψj,k}(j,k)∈Z2 ⊂ L2(R) given by ψj,k(x) ≡ 1√
2j

ψ
(

x−2j k
2j

)
is a complete

orthonormal system of L2(R). Moreover, L2(R) can be recovered by the closure
of the union of a sequence of nested closed subspaces Vj ⊂ Vj−1 with suitable
properties (see Mallat’s book [14] for more details). The orthogonal projections of
f ∈ L2(R) onto Vj and Vj−1 give the approximation of f at the scales 2j and 2j−1,
respectively. The 2j -approximation is coarser and the missing details with respect to
the finer 2j−1-approximation are contained in the orthogonal complement Wj of Vj

in Vj−1: Vj−1 = Vj⊕Wj . Wj is called the j -th detail space and it can be proven that
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the orthogonal projection of f on Wj is given by PWj
f = ∑

k∈Z〈f,ψj,k〉ψj,k ≡∑
k∈Z dj,kψj,k . The coefficients dj,k are called detail coefficients of f at the scale

2j . Fine-scales detail coefficients at fine scale are sparse, in fact, they are non-null
only when the support of ψj,k intersects a high contrast zone, that is, around sharp
edges.

Finally, let us recall that every wavelet ψ is related to a mirror filter h and to a
function φ, called scale function, through the following equation that involves their
Fourier transforms: ψ̂(2ω) = 1√

2
e−iωĥ∗ (ω + π) φ̂ (ω), see [24] for a complete and

detailed description of how to generate wavelets using the filter design methodology.
φ appears in the orthogonal projection of a signal f onto the approximation space
Vj , in fact it can be proven that PVj

f = ∑
k∈Z〈f, φj,k〉φj,k ≡ ∑

k∈Z aj,kφj,k ,

where φj,k(x) = 1√
2j

φ
(

x−2j k
2j

)
and aj,k are called approximation coefficients at the

scale 2j . It follows that PVj−1f = PVj
f+PWj

f = ∑
k∈Z aj,kφj,k+∑

k∈Z dj,kψj,k .
In practical applications one is interested in a multiresolution analysis between

two fixed scales 2L and 2J , L, J ∈ Z, L < J . In this case VJ−1 = VJ⊕WJ , VJ−2 =
VJ−1⊕WJ−1 = VJ⊕WJ⊕WJ−1 and so on, thus VL = VJ⊕⊕

2J≥2j≥2L+1 Wj . For
this reason, following [14], we say that a discrete orthogonal wavelet multiresolution
representation of a 1D signal f between two fixed scales 2L and 2J , L, J ∈ Z,
L < J , is given by the collection of detail coefficients {dj,k} at all scales, completed
by the approximation coefficients at the coarser scale, that is, {aJ,k}.

When we deal with 2D signals, as images, we have to consider a multiresolution
analysis of L2(R2). Multidimensional wavelet bases can be generated with tensor
products of separable basis functions defined along each dimension. In this case, an
orthogonal wavelet multiresolution representation between two scales 2L and 2J ,
L, J ∈ Z, L < J , is given by three sets of detail coefficients {dH

j,k, d
V
j,k, d

D
j,k} at all

scales, which correspond to the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal detail coefficients,
respectively, completed by the approximation coefficients at the coarser scale, that
is, {aJ,k}.
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Chapter 6
The Color Logarithmic Image Processing
(CoLIP) Antagonist Space

Yann Gavet, Johan Debayle and Jean-Charles Pinoli

6.1 Introduction

The initial goal when addressing the representation of color images was to set up
an algebraic mathematical framework that considers color images as vectors in an
abstract linear space. The key idea was to develop this framework not only with a
mathematical relevance but in accordance with the main laws and characteristics of
the human color visual perception.

As noticed by the authors, the current color spaces (e.g., RGB, CIE XYZ, CIE
L∗a∗b∗, CIECAM02) do not follow an additive superposition law, and therefore
fail to obey the linear concept that is of a very high theoretical and practical inter-
est in mathematics and its applications. From an image processing and analysis
viewpoint, these color spaces do not thus allow to combine, amplify, and transform
color images with the tools outcoming from the abstract linear algebra mathematical
branch. Indeed, the classical linear image processing (CLIP) approach is no more
valid as the classical additive operation “+” is not relevant for color images.

The color logarithmic image processing (CoLIP) framework is based on the log-
arithmic image processing (LIP) theory that was developed for the representation
and processing of images valued in a bounded intensity range [20, 21, 33]. The LIP
theory is physically and psychophysically well justified as it is consistent with the
multiplicative image formation model and with several laws and characteristics of
human brightness perception (e.g., Weber’s law, Fechner’s law, saturation effect,
brightness range inversion) [34].

The work in the field of color image processing is somehow complexbecause
of the variety of the definitions and their interpretations and the variety of the
observers: always remember that the standard observer is an average observer.
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Fig. 6.1 Color-matching
functions in LMS [7]. Wave-
lengths are represented on
abscissa, in nanometers.
These values are normalized
to reflect the chromatic adap-
tation
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6.2 Human Color Perception

6.2.1 Trichromacy and Color Photoreception

The trichromacy theory (Young, beginning of the 19th century, [39, 52]) states that
humans have three different receptors sensitive to color stimuli. This assertion was
later confirmed and the theory was extended by Helmholtz [18, 28] in the middle of
the 19th century.

Indeed, the color photoreceptors in the retina, namely the cones, are sensitive to
three different wavelength ranges: long, medium, and short, and thus classified into
three types of cones: L, M, and S, respectively.

The color-matching functions (see also Sect. 6.5.3) reflect the trichromacy
with an average observer, first established by the Commission Internationale de
l’Eclairage (CIE) in 1931 and later in 1964. The LMS color-matching functions
are represented in Fig. 6.1 for the observer of CIE 1931.

6.2.2 Opponent Process

The opponent-process theory was first proposed by Hering [19], who noticed that
particular colors like reddish-green or yellowish-blue would never be observed. He
explained it by a bipolar response of the cones. Later in the 20th century, this theory
was confirmed by physiological experiments [44].
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Schematically, the color information is coded in opponent red-green (denoted rg)
and yellow-blue (denoted yb) channels to improve the efficiency of the transmission
(reducing the noise) and to decorrelate the LMS channels [7].

6.2.3 Just Noticeable Differences and Logarithmic Laws

The psychophysicist Weber argued [50] that the human brightness detection
depends on light intensity ratios rather than differences between two light inten-
sity values (called stimuli). The just noticeable difference (JND, [15]) is the relative
amount of light necessary to add or subtract to a visual test field of constant inten-
sity value, such that it can be discriminated. JND is also known as the Weber’s
constant (or ratio, [15, 25], or fraction). The Fechner’s brightness perception law
[8, 9, 25], which is more general than Weber’s law, states that arithmetic steps in
perceived brightness (sensation) are produced by geometrical steps in the incident
light intensity (stimulus).

From a mathematical continuous viewpoint, this yields a logarithmic relation-
ship between the perceived brightness and the stimulus. For each channel LMS, a
Weber’s fraction exists, yielding the LMS Fechner’s law [43].

6.2.4 Color Representation Systems and Conversions

The starting point for all CoLIP operations is the LMS color space [7]. Thus, this
section introduces the conversion methods from different color spaces used in this
chapter, for example, XYZ, sRGB, and L∗a∗b∗.

The numerical calculations are done using the OptProp toolbox1.

6.2.4.1 XYZ to LMS Conversion

The conversion from XYZ to LMS is done in agreement with the CIECAM02 spec-
ifications [7], considering a complete adaptation. The matrix MHPE (Hunt, Pointer,
Estevez) is used to perform the following conversion:

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

L

M

S

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ = MHPE ×

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

X

Y

Z

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ , (6.1)

1 by Jerker Wågberg, More Research and DPC, www.more.se.
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with

MHPE =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

0.38971 0.68898 −0.07868

−0.22981 1.18340 0.04641

0.00000 0.00000 1.00000

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ . (6.2)

6.2.4.2 sRGB to XYZ Conversion

There exist a lot of different conversion matrices, taking into account the illuminant,
the observer, and the RGB space used. Here, we chose to keep the conventions of
the CIE 1931, i.e., a 2◦ 1931 observer, with the equal energy illuminant E and the
sRGB space, to be consistent with the color-matching functions data presented in
Sect. 6.5.3.

6.2.4.3 XYZ to L∗a∗b∗ Conversion

These operations are defined in the CIELAB specifications. XnYnZn define the
tristimulus value of the reference white (E). L∗ is defined in the range [0;100].
The L∗a∗b∗ space is discussed in Sect. 6.5.2 with regard to the CoLIP space. The
conversion operations are presented in Eqs. 6.3 and 6.4:

L∗ = 116 · f
(

Y
Yn

)
− 16,

a∗ = 500 ·
[
f

(
X
Xn

)
− f

(
Y
Yn

)]
,

b∗ = 200 ·
[
f

(
Y
Yn

)
− f

(
Z
Zn

)]
,

(6.3)

with

f (t) =
{

t1/3 if t > 0.008856

7.787 · t + 16
116 if t ≤ 0.008856

. (6.4)

6.3 LIP

The LIP theory was introduced in the mid-1980s [33]. It defines an algebraic frame-
work that allows operations on images in a bounded range [20]. This model is
mathematically well defined as well as physically consistent with the transmitted
light imaging process. Moreover, it satisfies the Weber–Fechner human visual law
(see Sect. 6.2.3).
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This chapter mainly focuses on color image processing, and does not consist in
a review of nonlinear frameworks. For example, the reader is referred to the mul-
tiplicative homomorphic image processing framework [31] or the log-ratio image
processing framework [40]. More recent publications try to generalize (generalized
LIP, [6]), introduce parameters (parameterized LIP, [11, 32]), different nonlinear
laws (power image processing, [12]), and some symmetry (symmetric LIP [47, 48],
and [29]). All these frameworks are more or less physically justified, and for several
of them no psychophysical justification is reported. No color antagonist color spaces
have been reported based on them. In some cases, the choice of specific parame-
ters yields the same mathematical relations as for the LIP framework. Pinoli [35]
gives more details of the main approaches. This review is the subject of a future
publication.

6.3.1 Gray-Tone Functions

In the LIP theory, a gray-tone function f is associated to an intensity image F . A
gray-tone function f is defined on a spatial support D ⊂ R

2 and has its values
in the real-number range [0;M0[, with M0 being a strictly positive real number.
In the context of transmitted light imaging, the value 0 corresponds to the total
transparency and M0 to the total opacity. Thus, the gray-tone function f is defined,
for Fmax being the saturating light intensity level (glare limit), by:

f = M0

(

1− F

Fmax

)

. (6.5)

6.3.2 The Vectorial Structure

The vector space S of gray-tone functions is defined by the following operations of
addition, scalar multiplication, opposite, and subtraction:

∀f, g ∈ S, f�+ g = f + g − fg

M0
, (6.6)

∀f ∈ S,∀λ ∈ R, λ�––f = M0 −M0

(

1− f

M0

)λ

, (6.7)

∀f ∈ S, �– f = −M0f

M0 − f
, (6.8)

∀f, g ∈ S, f�– g = M0
f − g

M0 − g
. (6.9)

The definition of the opposite operation �– extends the gray-tone range to the
unbounded real-number range ] − ∞;M0[. This vectorial space S is algebraically
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and topologically isomorphic to the classical vector space of real-valued functions,
defined through the following isomorphism ϕ:

∀f ∈ S, ϕ(f ) = −M0ln

(

1− f

M0

)

.

The inverse isomorphism is then defined by ϕ−1:

f = ϕ−1(ϕ(f )) = M0

(

1− exp

(

−ϕ(f )

M0

))

.

This isomorphism ϕ allows the introduction of notions and structures outcoming
from functional analysis [24], such as the Euclidean norm:

∀f ∈ S, ‖ f ‖�= |ϕ(f )|R,

with | · |R being the usual absolute value.

6.3.3 Illustrations and Applications

The LIP framework is particularly efficient in the case of images presenting small
intensity values. This is why the dynamic enhancement method is interesting. For
example, Fernandes et al. [10] have illustrated the use of the LIP framework to
perform shape-from-focus reconstruction.

This section illustrates the use of the LIP operations with elementary operations
first, and then details a method for image enhancement.

6.3.3.1 Elementary Operations Illustrations

The elementary operations are presented in Fig. 6.2. The operation of multiplication
is illustrated in Fig. 6.2b (for 2�––f ) and c (for 1

2�––f ). The operation of addition of
two images f and g, namely f�+ g, is illustrated in Fig. 6.2e.

6.3.3.2 Dynamic Range Maximization

A gray-tone function denoted f is defined on the spatial support D ⊂ R
2. Its upper

and lower bounds are denoted fu = inf
x∈D

f (x) and fl = inf
x∈D

f (x), assuming that

0 < fl < fu < M0 for practical reasons.
The dynamic range of f on D is defined by R(f ) = fu − fl . The LIP scalar

multiplication of f by a real number λ > 0 yields the following dynamic :

R(λ�––f ) = λ�––fu − λ�––fl .
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Fig. 6.2 Basic LIP operation for gray-tone images: illustration of the LIP multiplication �× and
addition �+ . a Original Manet image denoted f, green channel. b LIP scalar multiplication 2 �× f.
c LIP scalar multiplication 0.5 �× f. d Original Monet image denoted g, green channel. e f �+
(0.5�× g)

It has been shown [21] that there exists an optimal value λ0(f ) that maximizes
the dynamic range, that is,

R(λ0(f )�––f ) = max
λ>0

R(λ�––f ).

This value is explicitly defined by:

λ0(f ) =
ln

(
ln((M0−fu)/M0)
ln((M0−fl )/M0)

)

ln
(

M0−fl

M0−fu

) .
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6.4 CoLIP

The previous section introduced the LIP theory for gray-tone images. This section
presents the color space CoLIP, previously defined in [16,17]. It models the different
stages of the human color vision and defines a vector space for color images. In
the literature, the only publication that can be found on LIP with color images is
LIPC [22]. However, this model does not have the same objectives as the CoLIP, as it
does not involve the Hering opponent-process theory, nor the human cone response.

6.4.1 From Cone Intensities to Achromatic and Chromatic Tones

6.4.1.1 Color Tones

The trichromacy theory that results from the works of Maxwell, Young, and
Helmholtz has established that three types of color receptors must be present in
the human eye. Indeed, there exist three types of cones, sensitive to long, medium,
and short wavelengths (red, green, and blue regions of the spectrum, see [7]). In the
CoLIP framework, the chromatic tones are defined from the cone intensities L, M,
and S as:

∀c ∈ {l, m, s}, C ∈ {L,M, S}, c = M0

(

1− C

C0

)

, (6.10)

where C0 is the maximal transmitted intensity value. M0 is arbitrarily chosen at
normalized value 100. Notice that C ∈ ]0;C0] and c ∈ [0;M0[.

6.4.1.2 Color Logarithmic Response

The logarithmic response of the cones, as in the LIP theory, is modeled through the
isomorphism ϕ:

for c ∈ {l, m, s}, c̃ = ϕ(c) = −M0 ln

(

1− c

M0

)

, (6.11)

where (l̃, m̃, s̃) are called the logarithmic chromatic tones.

6.4.1.3 Opponent Process

The opponent-colors theory comes from the acknowledgment that certain hues never
occur together [19]. More recently, electrophysiological experiments corroborated
this theory [44]. Thus, the three logarithmic color channels (l̃, m̃, s̃) are represented
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by a logarithmic achromatic tone ã, and two logarithmic chromatic tones ˜rg and ỹb,
where ˜rg opposes red and green and ỹb opposes yellow and blue. The conversion is
obtained by the following relation:

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

ã

˜rg
ỹb

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ = P ×

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

l̃

m̃

s̃

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ , (6.12)

with the transfer matrix P given by:

P =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

α β γ

α′ β ′ γ ′

α′′ β ′′ γ ′′

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ . (6.13)

Notice that after applying the isomorphism ϕ (i.e., when considering the logarithmic
tones), the classical mathematical operations are used. The relation between the
parameters of P reflects the decorrelation of the colors. In the case of achromatic
images, L = M = S implies that the relation l̃ = m̃ = s̃ is valid. In this case, the
coefficients of the matrix P verify the following relations:

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

α +β +γ = 1,

α′ +β ′ +γ ′ = 0,

α′′ +β ′′ +γ ′′ = 0.

(6.14)

An equivalent relation, in the case of (a, rg, yb) tones, holds:

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

a = M0− (M0 − l)α (M0 −m)β (M0 − s)γ ,

rg = M0− (M0 − l)α
′

(M0 −m)β
′

(M0 − s)γ
′
,

yb = M0− (M0 − l)α
′′

(M0 −m)β
′′

(M0 − s)γ
′′
.

(6.15)

Using a matrix notation, we get:
⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

a

rg

yb

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ = P�––scale = 1.2

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

l

m

s

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ . (6.16)

The antagonist transformation matrix P is defined according to the CIECAM02
specifications in the following way [7]. The achromatic channel is computed con-
sidering a ratio 40:20:1 in red, green, and blue sensibility of the eye [49]. The
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antagonist channels are defined like CIECAM02 opponent-color responses. The
numerical values used are proposed in the following definition:

P =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

40/61 20/61 1/61

1 −12/11 1/11

1/9 1/9 −2/9

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ . (6.17)

6.4.2 The Trichromatic Antagonist Vectorial Structure

A color-tone function, denoted f , is defined on a compact set D ⊂ R
2, with values

in ]−∞;M0[3, by:

x ∈ D, F (x) =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

L(x)

M(x)

S(x)

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ �→ f (x) =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

af (x)

rgf (x)

ybf (x)

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ . (6.18)

Thus, the operations of addition, scalar multiplication, and subtraction can be
defined in Eqs. 6.19, 6.20, and 6.22 as follows:

f�+ g =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

af �+ ag

rgf �+ rgg

ybf �+ ybg

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ , (6.19)

λ�––f =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

λ �–– af

λ �–– rgf

λ �–– ybf

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ , (6.20)

�– g =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

�– ag

�– rgg

�– ybg

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ , (6.21)

f�– g =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

af �– ag

rgf �– rgg

ybf �– ybg

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ . (6.22)

The set I of color-tone functions defined on D and valued in ]−∞;M0[3, with the
operations of multiplication �–– and internal addition �+ , is a real vector space. With
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the logarithmic color-tone functions, f̃ = ϕ(f ), the classical operations are used,
and thus straightforwardly,

f̃ + g̃ =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

ãf + ãg

˜rgf + ˜rgg

˜ybf + ˜ybg

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ , (6.23)

λ× f̃ =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

λ × ãf

λ × ˜rgf

λ × ˜ybf

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ , (6.24)

− g̃ =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

− ãg

− ˜rgg

− ˜ybg

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ , (6.25)

f̃ − g̃ =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

ãf − ãg

˜rgf − ˜rgg

˜ybf − ˜ybg

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ . (6.26)

6.4.3 Bounded Vector Space

The vector space I defines a framework for manipulating color-tone functions with
values in ] − ∞;M0[3. The opponent channels rg and yb are thus not symmet-
ric, which can cause problems for computational manipulation and storage, or for
representation.

To handle this, it is proposed to introduce the three channels f̂ = (â, ˆrg, ŷb)
defined by:

â = a (6.27)

ˆrg =
{

rg if rg ≥ 0

−�– rg if rg < 0
(6.28)

ŷb =
{

yb if yb ≥ 0

−�– yb if yb < 0.
(6.29)

This representation is illustrated in the next sections.
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6.4.4 Summary

The different conversion operations are presented in the following synoptic diagram:

(L,M,S) (l,m,s) (l̃, m̃, s̃)

(X ,Y,Z)

sRGB: (R,G,B)

(a,rg,yb)

(â, r̂g, ŷb)

(ã, r̃g, ỹb)

(â, r̂g, ŷb)

LIP operations:
, ,
, ,

Classical operations

E/2 illuminant

MHPE

tones φ

P · P×·
φ−1

Now that the formal definitions are introduced, the next section illustrates the
connections with psychophysical theories.

6.5 Psychophysical Connections

6.5.1 Color Combination

The trichromacy theory was established by the works of Young and Grassmann who
proposed several laws for mixing colors [18]. They state that every color is a com-
bination of three primary colors (RGB). Their generalization [30,51] is summarized
by the definition of a three-dimensional vector space for colors, as for the CoLIP
framework.

The first law states that any color C can be described by a combination of red,
green, and blue (with a vector notation in bold capital letters):

C = RCR+GCG+ BCB,

where RC , GC , and BC quantify the light power. The equal sign means a matching
(the perception of identical colors) and not a strict equality.

The second law states that the mixture of any two colors (C1 and C2) corresponds
to the addition of their decomposition in the RGB primaries:

C3 = C1 + C2 = (R1 + R2)R+ (G1 +G2)G+ (B1 + B2)B.
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The third law states that the first two laws remain valid under different illumi-
nance conditions (α being a real-number constant value):

αC = αRCR+ αGCG+ αBCB.

6.5.2 Comparison with the L∗a∗b∗ Space

The L∗a∗b∗ space is intended to code the opponent-process theory from Hering (a∗
is equivalent to red-green opposition, b∗ is equivalent to yellow-blue opposition).
Psychophysically, the main difference lies in the modelization of the nonlinear-
ity of the intensity perception. L∗a∗b∗ follows a Stevens-like visual law (i.e., a
cubic-root law), whereas CoLIP follows a Weber–Fechner law (i.e., logarithmic).
The coefficients used for the L∗a∗b∗ conversion are not fully scientifically justi-
fied and it involves ad-hoc adapted coefficients, so that a power law can resemble a
logarithmic law. Mathematically, contrary to the L∗a∗b∗ antagonist color space, the
CoLIP antagonist space allows to manipulate and combine color images by means of
algebraic operations (addition, subtraction, and convolution), and so to apply color
image transformations and measurements that are psychophysically justified.

6.5.3 Color-Matching Functions

The standard observer of the CIE (in 1931) was introduced to average the human
response to colors. Three color-matching functions define this standard observer, x̄,
ȳ, and z̄ (see also Sect. 6.2.1). In 1964, the CIE defined a second standard observer.
The data presented here use the 1931 standard observer. If λ is the wavelength of a
monochromatic light (λ is restricted to the visible spectrum wavelengths V), and if
the observed color has the spectrum distribution I (λ), the tristimulus values are :

X =
∫

λ∈V
I (λ)x̄(λ)dλ, (6.30)

Y =
∫

λ∈V
I (λ)ȳ(λ)dλ, and (6.31)

Z =
∫

λ∈V
I (λ)z̄(λ)dλ. (6.32)

After a conversion from XYZ into LMS space, the color-matching functions are
illustrated in Fig. 6.3 in the LMS and ( â, ˆrg, ŷb ) spaces. The physical meaning of
( â, ˆrg, ŷb ) is the same as (a, rg, yb). The achromatic channels a and â are identi-
cal. The chromatic channels ˆrg and ŷb represent the opponent colors red-green and
yellow-blue. This “hat” antagonist space is set up to get a symmetric mathematical
representation for both the negative and positive components of the red-green and
the yellow-blue channels, respectively.
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Fig. 6.3 Color-matching functions for the visible wavelengths λ ∈ V in nanometers, in the LMS
and ( â, ˆrg, ŷb ) spaces

6.5.4 Chromaticity Diagram and the Maxwell Triangle

From the color-matching functions in ( â, ˆrg, ŷb ), the chromaticity diagram is
represented in a projection into ( ˆrg, ŷb ) in Fig. 6.4 and in three dimensions in
Fig. 6.5.

The purple line is obtained by first converting the values into the xyY space,
taking points on a line segment from the extreme values, and then translating these
values into the XYZ, LMS, and ( â, ˆrg, ŷb ) spaces.

Regarding the representation of the RGB cube in ( â, ˆrg, ŷb ), each triplet of
values is taken and converted to ( â, ˆrg, ŷb ).

6.6 Application to Image Processing and Analysis

6.6.1 Contrast Enhancement

The dynamic enhancement has been introduced previously in Sect. 6.3.3.2. The
dynamic enhancement in color images is somehow different, because three color
channels are considered.
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Fig. 6.4 Chromaticity diagram in the plane ( ˆrg, ŷb ). The wavelength (in nanometers) appears
on the diagram border. The RGB square is converted into ( â, ˆrg, ŷb ) and is represented in this
diagram. The purple curve is also represented, but not as a line segment in this space

Fig. 6.5 Chromaticity diagram in three dimensions in the ( â, ˆrg, ŷb ) space, with the RGB cube
and the purple curve
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Fig. 6.6 Histogram equalization on the achromatic channel a for the CoLIP space and the lumi-
nance channel L for L∗a∗b∗ space (c and d). The small barge in the center appears more contrasted
in c than in d. The dynamic enhancement in the (ã, ˜rg, ỹb) space is presented in Fig. 6.8b. a Impres-
sion, soleil levant by Claude Monet, 1872. Original image used in the different test. b Histogram
equalization on the three channels of the RGB image. c Histogram equalization on achromatic
channel ã in the (ã, ˜rg, ỹb) space. d Histogram equalization on channel L in the L∗a∗b∗ space

Some classical methods to enhance dynamic of gray-tone images are histogram
stretching and histogram equalization. If applied to RGB color images, these meth-
ods introduce false colors. It is common in the literature to see enhancement of one
single channel (the luminance channel) in color spaces like L∗a∗b∗. If applied on
a∗ et b∗ channels, false colors still appear. Thus, it is appropriate to apply such a
transformation only on the achromatic channel.

6.6.1.1 Histogram Equalization

The histogram equalization is a method that transforms the intensities of a given
original image so that the cumulative distribution function of intensities of the result-
ing image is close to be linear [13]. This method applies only on pixels intensities.
There also exist some locally adaptive histogram equalization methods [23], but
they are not illustrated in this chapter.

The results are shown in Figs. 6.6 and 6.7. The original image is converted into
L∗a∗b∗ and (ã, ˜rg, ỹb) spaces, and the histogram equalization is applied on the
luminance and achromatic channels, respectively, before being converted back to the
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Fig. 6.7 Histogram equalization on the achromatic channel a for the CoLIP space and on lumi-
nance channel L for the L∗a∗b∗ space. The small barge in the center appears more contrasted
in c than in d. a Original image of a car race. b Histogram equalization on the three channels
of the RGB image. c Histogram equalization on achromatic channel a in the (a, rg, yb) space.
d Histogram equalization on channel L in the L∗a∗b∗ space

RGB space. The results show that the resulting image appears to be more saturated
in the L∗a∗b∗ spacethan in (a, rg, yb) space. The histogram equalization in the
three channels of RGB is also shown. Although the image looks nice, false colors
are present, and it looks really different from the original images.

As a comment, a general drawback of histogram equalization is that extreme
values are saturated, which can be observed on all images of Figs. 6.6 and 6.7.

6.6.1.2 Dynamic Enhancement

As previously discussed, the dynamic enhancement consists in finding an optimal
scalar value and multiplying (with the LIP operation) a channel by this scalar value.

First, the RGB images, denoted (fa, frg, fyb), are converted into the (a, rg, yb)
space. Second, the optimal value λ0 is found by maximizing the dynamic range of
the achromatic channel:

R(λ0(a)�––fa) = max
λ>0
{R(λ�––fa)},

with R(a) = fa,u − fa,l and fa,u = inf
x∈D

fa(x) and fa,l = inf
x∈D

fa(x), with 0 <

fa,l < fa,u < M0.
Last, the image (λ0�––fa, frg, fyb) is converted back to the RGB space. The

results are presented in Fig. 6.8 for a painting and a real photograph. For the paint-
ing 6.8a, the dynamic was already maximal, the image was thus artificially stretched
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Fig. 6.8 Dynamic enhancement. a Image from Fig. 6.6a modified in L∗a∗b∗ to test enhancement.
L is shrunk to [15;85]. b Dynamic enhancement of ã of part a. c Car race image from Fig. 6.7a and
dynamic enhancement of ã. d Dynamic stretching in L∗a∗b∗ space, for L channel

(by a linear expansion of the values of L into a given interval) the histogram into
a narrower band. This was done in the L∗a∗b∗ space, and therefore, a dynamic
enhancement in L∗a∗b∗ by linearly extending the histogram has no sense.

Regarding the real photographs, both operations have been performed in L∗a∗b∗
and (ã, ˜rg, ỹb) spaces. They are presented in Fig. 6.8c and d.

6.6.2 White Balance Correction

The proposed white balance correction method derives from the von Kries adapta-
tion model [46]. If L, M , and S represent the cone responses and La , Ma , and Sa

represent the adapted cone responses, this model can be written as (see [7]):

La = L

LWhite
, (6.33)

Ma = M

MWhite
, (6.34)

Sa = S

SWhite
. (6.35)

In the CoLIP framework, this is shortly written as:

fa = f�– fWhite,
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a b

Fig. 6.9 White balance correction with a manual selection of the white. a Macbeth ColorChecker.
The chosen color is delineated with a red square. b White balance correction for one color. The
red square designates the white after correction

Fig. 6.10 White balance correction with a manual selection of the white. a Claude Monet in Argen-
teuil, by Édouard Manet, 1874. b White balance correction for one color manually chosen in the
original image a

where fWhite is the color of the illuminant. Practically, the CoLIP addition on rg and
yb corresponds to the addition of a color filter (the addition of an illuminant), and
the CoLIP subtraction corresponds to the subtraction of a color filter. The addition
on the achromatic channel is the gain control.

This is illustrated in Fig. 6.9. The illuminant is chosen as one particular color in
Fig. 6.9a and subtracted in Fig. 6.9b. The original chosen color is now represented
as white. Notice that the white in the original image is now represented with the
opposite color (in the CoLIP space) in the corrected image.

In the second example (Fig. 6.10 below), the color considered as white is manu-
ally chosen and subtracted from the original image (Fig. 6.10a). The resulting image
is presented in Fig. 6.10b.

The third example presents a photograph taken with the wrong color balance
configuration (Fig. 6.11). It presents an area that should be white (some snow). The
illuminant color is manually picked up in the snow area and subtracted from the
original image (Fig. 6.11a). The resulting image is presented in Fig. 6.11b. The
snow is now white, although it, along with other colors, seems a bit saturated.
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Fig. 6.11 White balance correction with a manual selection of the white. a Kids with snow back-
ground. The white balance was intentionally poorly defined. b White balance correction of a, with
white point manually chosen in the snow area

6.6.3 Color Transfer

Color transfer is another application of white balance correction. Let us consider
two images f1 and f2. The following notation is introduced for a given collection
of values c: μ(c) is the mean related to c and σ (c) is the standard deviation related
to c. For a color image in the CoLIP space,

μ(f ) =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

μ(a)

μ(rg)

μ(yb)

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ (6.36)

and

σ (f ) =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

σ (a)

σ (rg)

σ (yb)

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠ . (6.37)

The transfer of colors of image f1 into image f2 corresponds to Eq. 6.38, which
gives the resulting image fnew. This formula centers and normalizes the distribution
of colors in the original image f1, and applies the same color distribution as in image
f2 to the new image fnew.

fnew =
(

σ (f1)

σ (f2)
�–– (f2�– μ(f2))

)

�+ μ(f1) (6.38)

An example is illustrated in Fig. 6.12. f1 is the image of Fig. 6.6a, f2 is the image
of Fig. 6.12a, and fnew is the image of Fig. 6.12b.

6.6.4 K-Means Clustering

The K-means is a clustering technique of a vector space into n clusters [26]. A point
of this vector space is associated to a cluster with the nearest mean point. In color
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Fig. 6.12 Color transfer: the overall color from a is transferred into the original painting from
Fig. 6.6a, resulting in b. a The Church in Auvers-sur-Oise, View from the Chevet by Vincent Van
Gogh, 1890. b Color transfer

image processing, this is a way to perform an image segmentation based only on
color information (and not on spatial information).

An example is shown in Fig. 6.13. The original image “Peppers” (from the Mat-
lab software, see Fig. 6.13a) is employed. The number of clusters is fixed to five for
visual convenience. The image is then converted into the CoLIP and L∗a∗b∗ color
spaces. Finally, the K-means clustering is performed using the Euclidean distance,
and each cluster is represented with its mean RGB value.

Figure 6.13 shows that the K-means segmentation in RGB gives poor results.
Qualitatively, the results in the L∗a∗b∗ space and in the CoLIP space look similar.
Some differences can be seen for the orange pepper, in the right background of the
image, which gives a slight advantage to the CoLIP space. The whole background
appears violet for both spaces, but some violet is present in the middle of the pep-
pers, which is incorrect. It also seems that the segmentation in the CoLIP space
presents more “onion-white” labels than in the L∗a∗b∗ space, which is in favor of
L∗a∗b∗.

6.6.5 Mathematical Morphology

Mathematical morphology (MM; [27, 38]) is a theory for image analysis based on
set theory and topology. Initially, it was established on binary images but was later
extended to gray-level images [42] and color images [1, 2].

MM has been successfully used in several applications. Some examples are
remote sensing [3], biomedicine [5], quality control in industry [36], geoscience
[45], texture description [14], etc.
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Fig. 6.13 K-means segmentation with five clusters in different color spaces: RGB, L∗a∗b∗, and
(a,rg,yb). a Image peppers. b K-means segmentation in RGB using the Euclidean distance. c K-
means segmentation in (a, rg, yb) using the Euclidean distance. d K-means segmentation in L∗a∗b∗
using the Euclidean distance

6.6.5.1 Color Morphology

Morphological operators require the definition of a total-order relationship between
pixel intensity values. However, in the case of color images this is not straightfor-
ward because of the vectorial nature of their points.

In the literature several order relationships have been proposed (i.e., marginal,
lexicographical, partial, or reduced ordering) [1, 4]. Among these relationships, the
Ω-ordering, denoted ≺Ω , proposed in [1], presents several advantages.

Let c1 = (cA
1 , cB

1 , cC
1 ) and c2 = (cA

2 , cB
2 , cC

2 ) be two colors which belong to a
color space EABC with its three components A,B, and C.
The Ω-ordering is defined as:

c1 ≺Ω c2 =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

dABC(c1, c0) > dABC(c2, c0) or

dABC(c1, c0) = dABC(c2, c0) and
⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

cA
1 < cA

2 or

cA
1 = cA

2 and cB
1 < cB

2 or

cA
1 = cA

2 and cB
1 = cB

2 and cC
1 < cC

2

,

(6.39)

where c0 is the color reference and dABC is the distance in the color space EABC

such as the L2 metric.
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The resulting color erosion and dilation of an image f at point x ∈ D by means
of the structuring element (SE) B ⊆ D is given respectively by:

EB (f )(x) = inf≺Ω

{f (w):w ∈ Bx}, (6.40)

DB (f )(x) = sup
≺Ω

{f (w):w ∈ Bx}, (6.41)

where sup≺Ω
and inf≺Ω stand for the supremum and infimum according to the total

Ω-order relationship ≺Ω , and Bx corresponds to the SE B translated to the point
x ∈ D.

Based on these two elementary operators, more advanced morphological trans-
forms could be defined. For example, the opening OB and closing CB operators are
defined by composition of erosion and dilatation as:

OB (f ) = D
B̌
◦ EB (f ) (6.42)

CB (f ) = E
B̌
◦DB (f ), (6.43)

where B̌ = {−b, b ∈ B} denotes the reflected SE related to B.

6.6.5.2 CoLIP Morphology

In the case of CoLIP morphology, the original image f is first converted to f̃ within
the CoLIP color space (ã, ˜rg, ỹb). Then, the morphological operator is applied to f̃

(e.g., g̃ = EB (f̃ )). Finally, the resulting image g̃ is converted back to g within the
RGB color space.

Figure 6.14 illustrates the operators of CoLIP opening and closing of the original
color image “baboon,” with a comparison to the RGB and L∗a∗b∗ color spaces.

6.6.5.3 CoLIP Image Enhancement

The following example (Fig. 6.15) is focused on contrast enhancement. The con-
sidered image enhancement technique is an edge sharpening process: the approach
is similar to unsharp masking type enhancement [37] where a high pass portion is
added to the original image. The CoLIP contrast enhancement process is a toggle
contrast filter [41], whose operator κr is defined as follows:

κr (f )(x)=
⎧
⎨

⎩

DBr (f )(x) if dCoLIP(DBr (f )(x), f (x)) < dCoLIP(f (x), EBr (f )(x))

EBr (f )(x) otherwise,
(6.44)
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Fig. 6.14 Illustration of CoLIP (f, g), L∗a∗b∗ (d, e), and RGB (b, c) morphological operators on
the original image “baboon” (a). a Original image. b RGB opening. c RGB closing. d L∗a∗b∗
opening. e L∗a∗b∗ closing. f CoLIP opening. g CoLIP closing

where DBr and EBr denote the CoLIP dilation and erosion, respectively, using a
disk Br of radius r as structuring element. dCoLIP is the L2 distance within the
CoLIP color space (a, rg, yb).

Figure 6.15 illustrates the enhancement of an image from the painter, artist
Gamze Aktan within the RGB, L∗a∗b∗, and CoLIP spaces.
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Fig. 6.15 Enhancement of an image from the painter, artist Gamze Aktan (a) within the RGB (b),
L∗a∗b∗ (c), and CoLIP (d) spaces. a Original image. b RGB image enhancement. c L∗a∗b∗ image
enhancement. d CoLIP image enhancement

6.7 Concluding Discussion and Perspectives

In this chapter, the CoLIP framework has been presented and illustrated in sev-
eral applications. It is consistent with several human visual perception laws and
characteristics, and is mathematically and computationally relevant.

It has been illustrated with some practical applications of image processing and
enhancement techniques (white balance correction, color transfer, K-means cluster-
ing, and filtering). The qualitative comparison with the L∗a∗b∗ space shows that the
(a, rg, yb) space has equivalent properties.

The perspective of this work is to define a color appearance model by providing
hue and saturation properties. The distance between colors, based on this model,
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should be defined. It could be beneficial to the color mathematical morphology
applications, and also for the study of the JNDs and the MacAdam ellipses. In short,
the objectives are to be defined within the CoLIP framework, an equivalent to the
HSV color space.
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Chapter 7
Color Management and Virtual Restoration
of Artworks

Giuseppe Maino and Mariapaola Monti

7.1 Introduction

Restoration is already a digital or virtual common practice, which is often carried
out together with the “physical” work of the restorer. Therefore, a better understand-
ing of the possibilities and limitations of this procedure is necessary as well as the
establishment of rules to be followed in order to plan the restoration work. In partic-
ular, the color analysis plays a fundamental role in the documentation, preservation,
and restoration of archival, archaeological, and artistic objects. Color contrast and
enhancement techniques are commonly used to improve the quality of images and
to guarantee the best reproduction of the “true” color in the digital format of the
considered artifact. Consequently, it is possible to identify defects, retouches, or
repaintings, hardly visible by human eyes (even those of the best-trained restorer
or art historian), and to make comparisons with previous images of the same object
in order to evaluate its present state of preservation. Moreover, images resulting
by diagnostic investigations such as multispectral analyses, for instance,—in addi-
tion to images in the visible light—may also contribute to a better understanding of
the conservation status of the studied artifact, and to prepare the (possibly virtual)
restoration. Therefore, virtual restoration is not in competition with the “physical”
restoration, but it represents an interesting procedure to support and prepare the
physical work. Therefore, the image obtained by suitable numerical color process-
ing can be useful to the final user of the computing work, such as archaeologists, art
historians, conservators, and restorers in order to:

• Ensure better use of cultural property
• Perform teaching and training activities
• Use it as a guide to the actual restoration

These are only a few of the possibilities offered by color image processing and
virtual restoration, depending on the constituent materials of works of art and on
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the reasons that lead to their use. In some fields, like photography or cinema, virtual
restoration is a real effective restoration technique, which is recognized as a valid
alternative to the traditional one. It preserves the portrayed image or movie and its
historical significance, regardless of the material support.

In this chapter, we consider two main applications of image processing, namely,
color enhancement and contrast enhancement.

Color enhancement is obviously essential in digital restoration of cultural her-
itage artifacts and is used for recovering the original color of paintings and
sculptures, as well as photographs and movies of historical and aesthetic values,
or archaeological objects. Starting from a physical and chemical knowledge of the
pigments used by the artists and their degradation processes, it is possible to spec-
ulate and suggest suitable hypotheses about original colors and verify their impact
on the considered artistic object by means of suitable computing simulations.

Contrast enhancement is also introduced and applied to improve the legibility
of ancient archival documents and manuscripts, for instance, illuminated codes or
palimpsests where the original but erased text can be recovered by means of infrared
(IR) reflectography and contrast improvement. Moreover, contrast enhancement
allows one to identify the contours of tesserae in mosaics and the working days in
frescoes, and thus to provide important information about the preservation condition
and the execution techniques.

However, one must consider that generally the aim of an artistic object is its
vision and its aesthetic value. In these operations, subjectivity plays an important
role, and the final result of image processing has to be evaluated within this frame-
work. Therefore, in the following section, the role of subjective perception of colors
is investigated with reference to cleaning and restoration of paintings. Theories of
colors developed in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries starting from Goethe’s
work on visual perception are briefly addressed and summarized, then applied to
different approaches in painting restoration. Then, Sect. 7.3 describes the Retinex
theory and the most used approaches to color enhancement. Section 7.4 introduces
the concept of artwork digital restoration; applications are presented in the following
sections (manuscripts and books in Sect. 7.5; old masters paintings in Sect. 7.6 –7.8;
mosaics in Sect. 7.9, and sculptures in Sect. 7.10). Finally, Sect. 7.11 is devoted to
concluding remarks.

7.2 Color Perception

The human perception of colors is a complex phenomenon involving, at least, three
different aspects: the optical properties of the object to be seen, the lighting con-
ditions and sources, and, finally, the observer. Generally, scientific instruments are
available to derive objective information (direct or indirect measurements) on the
former two characteristics. Spectrophotometers, etc., are widely used to this aim,
and a whole field of research is based upon them, namely, colorimetry, which has
also important applications in industrial processes and products.
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Fig. 7.1 Scheme of visual
perception

On the other hand, relatively less attention is usually paid to the observer, whose
importance is difficult to underestimate in the whole process of color perception. If it
is represented by an experimental equipment such as a spectrophotometer, indepen-
dent, objective, repeatable information is acquired. A real person has a completely
different impact: two identical couples of eyes do not exist, and each person has
his/her own bias in identifying and perceiving colors. Extreme examples of peo-
ple affected by Daltonism or other defects or illnesses are obvious, but in general
cases physiological or psychological conditions influence the mechanism of color
perception as well as contour conditions or bias due to cultural traditions, personal
experiences, and so on.

The visual culture is essential in the evaluation of restoration work since it con-
cerns aesthetic values and strongly depends—as outlined by Cesare Brandi in his
fundamental book on the theory of restoration [1] and by other authors—on the
visual approach even if one attempts to develop and apply recipes as objective as
possible (introduction of rigatino, etc., as suitable means to differentiate restoration
intervention with respect to the original painting).

Therefore, in this section, we intend to review the different approaches to visual
perception developed from the eighteenth century, starting from the conflict between
the Newtonian approach and Goethe’s theory of color up to recent models of visual
perception developed from Gestalt psychology as well as other approaches that also
resulted in suitable algorithms and computing codes for color management, such as
the Retinex technique.

In an interview with Roger Lewin [2], Brian Goodwin of Open University, UK,
a leading scientist in the field of complexity, says that “ours (science of physical
complex systems, ed) is a science of qualities, not quantities, and is therefore a
Goethean science.”

The process of visual perception can be simply described by Fig. 7.1, where the
electromagnetic (e.m.) radiation emitted by a suitable light source passes through
a medium (generally, air) and hits on the surface of the considered object. Then, it
is partly absorbed, partly reflected, and—at some distance—grabbed by a detector
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system. Alternatively, an (human) observer captures the reflected radiation. A com-
puter or the brain performs the whole process of storing and elaborating images. The
detector can be a spectrophotometer, for instance, or a multispectral imaging system,
able to detect images of the considered object in different wavelength ranges [3]. In
this way, a perfectly quantitative analysis of the grabbed image can be performed
and quantitative data are kept, relevant to image properties. On the other hand, the
observer perceives a quanti-qualitative vision of the object, and—in this sense—we
speak of Goethean science in opposition or, better, as a complement to Newtonian
quantitative and objective science [4, 5].

The visual perception by an observer is therefore an objective-subjective process
mediated by the previous knowledge—and prejudices—of the observer her/himself,
including cultural and, more generally, social influences. According to Goethe’s
approach, colors exist only as far as an independent observer perceives them, and
where light and color phenomena develop is not the space but the human eye. Col-
ors exist in a perceptive field where they are located and assume variable, always
different, characters, constant but never equal to themselves [4]. The role and influ-
ence played by society, history as well as culture on the perception of colors are
investigated in many books; we quote here the classic text by Portal on color sym-
bolism [6] and the excellent account by Pastoureau of a specific color, blue [7], from
the Classic Era to the Middle Ages and modern times when it assumes a dominant
role in paintings (by Yves Klein, for instance), photographs, magazines, dresses, and
so on. Pastoureau wrote other books dedicated to particular colors (black, green,. . .)
or color patterns subsequently to the successful work on blue color.

The main steps in the development of a comprehensive theory of color and visual
perception can be summarized in the following dates:

1810 Wolfgang Goethe
1854 Arthur Schopenhauer
1802–1855 Thomas Young–Hermann Helmholtz
1864 Michel-Eugène Chévreul
1910 Gestalt psychology
1930 Neuropsychology
1950 New Look
1952–1963 Joseph Albers
1954 Rudolf Arnheim
1961 Johannes Itten
1970 Edwin Land
In his work, Schopenhauer refers to Goethe’s theory of color and puts it in its

most radical form pointing out that colors exist only as far as an observer sees them
and they are characterized by properties such as intensity, quality, and extension.

To Young (1802) and Helmholtz (1855), we are indebted for the first formulation
of the three-chromatic theory according to which every color can be obtained from a
suitable mixing of three basic (primary) colors. Recent experiments have shown that
the retinal photoreceptors are peaked around 447, 540, and 577 μm, approximately
corresponding to blue, green, and red colors, respectively.
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Fig. 7.2 Wheels of Goethe (left), Chévreul (middle), and Itten (right)

Fig. 7.3 Examples of contrasting figures and colors in visual perception according to Chevreul’s
experiments

By exploiting complementary colors, the French chemist and physicist Chévreul
defined the laws governing contrast on scientific yet quantitative grounds, to be used
in manufacturing. He discovered that contrasting colors are both enhanced when
seen from a distance less than that necessary to mix them on the retina (see Fig. 7.2
in the middle and Fig. 7.3).

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the psychology of Gestalt goes behind
the classical physiological theory of Young–Helmoltz and its reductionism. The
psychology of the form (Gestalt) opposes atomistic systems and proves that per-
ception is more than the simple addition of elementary components, thus extending
the results of Chévreul.

The following school of neuropsychology represents a further improvement with
respect to the previous theories that confined themselves to study the relation-
ship between an isolated stimulus and the corresponding response obtained by
means of introspection or of suitable indirect measurements. The neuropsycholog-
ical approach introduces, between stimulus and its response, the organism in its
whole complexity of anatomy and functionality [8].

The New Look approach considers the subject (the observer of the scheme in
Fig. 7.1) as a “person” and not only as an “organism.” As a consequence, the visual
perception depends not only on the objective conditions (lighting, optical proper-
ties of the medium, and the considered object, etc.) but even on the culture of the
observer and her/his previous experience [9, 10].
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Fig. 7.4 Contrast of colors
according to Albers

As a word assumes a precise meaning only in connection with other words mak-
ing the phrase, analogously single colors take their expression and meaning only
when related to other neighboring colors and including the previous experience of
the observer in evaluating them. Moreover, Itten [11] says that the reality of colors
takes content and meaning through the retina and brain. The retina and the brain
produce an “exact” perception by means of operations of comparison and opposi-
tion. To sum up, colors are not defined independently of the observer but, for their
existence, the observer plays an active and determinant role (see Fig. 7.2, right). A
similar situation occurs in quantum mechanics, where the observer (or the detector)
has an essential and an unavoidable role, from which, for instance, the principle of
uncertainty derives.

The essay Interaction of color [12] collects a series of lessons (1952–1963) given
by Albers, where colors have been studied by analyzing mutual relations, influ-
ences, and ratios, namely, interactions arising from the visual perception of each
one. Albers introduces the concept of perceptive field originating from Gestalt: We
can never see an isolated color, not in relations with other colors. Colors represent
a continuous flux in relationship with neighboring variable colors and in variable
conditions (see Fig. 7.4).

According to Land [5,7], the sense of color is not absolute, arising from a simul-
taneous comparison of blue, red, and green intensities among all the present objects
in the visual field. Land’s theory has been named “Retinex” (from “retina” and
“cortex”), since Land argued for the existence of a brain region located between
the retina and the cortex appointed to compare quantities of radiation of a given
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color (red, green, or blue) reflected by a surface with quantities reflected by the
neighboring surfaces.

Although Land’s assumptions have been largely overcome by the successive
researches [8]; however, they retain a non-negligible interest with regard to the
algorithmic applications of image processing. Furthermore, many studies have been
performed to investigate and elucidate the mechanisms of human vision, the rele-
vant brain functions, and the areas concerned with visual perception. New advanced
techniques of noninvasive medical imaging have allowed us a more deepened and
effective knowledge of how the vision works and, therefore, simulation models have
been developed suggesting useful applications to computer science. It is worth men-
tioning the pioneering work of David Marr [13], while more recent results have been
obtained by Semir Zeki et al. [14] as well as other authors. Some references to this
research activity can be found in [15].

7.3 The Retinex Approach and Other Techniques of Color
Enhancement

The Retinex model, as proposed by Land, is based on two important theories of color
vision, namely, the Young–Helmoltz or trichromatic theory and that of the opponent
process, founded by Ewald Hering. The latter explains effects such as negative after-
images on the basis of the observation that color is perceived on a scale of opposites.
Essentially, Hering states that if a color is seen for a long enough time, the relevant
cone receptors tire out and therefore stop the transmission of information to the
brain. This lack of information in the process corresponds to the perception of the
opposite color.

The Retinex approach is only an approximation to the real human vision of col-
ors, according to the most recent studies. However, this model is commonly used in
computer science applications and found some interesting applications also to the
reproduction of colors of artistic objects. In particular, significant examples have
been carried out in the fields of virtual restoration and augmented reality. Signifi-
cant results have been obtained in recent years by Alessandro Rizzi and coworkers
at the Milan University [16]. They can be found, for instance, in the proceedings
of the annual conference of the Gruppo del Colore—Associazione Italiana Col-
ore, which is a scientific-cultural nonprofit entity that aims to promote science and
culture regarding color, light, and the related technical-scientific, cultural, and pro-
fessional fields. The association wants to spread scientific, technological, cultural,
and applicative knowledge of the cited disciplines, and support matters of com-
mon interest between members in national and international contexts. Since 2014,
the association has also been publishing a half-yearly journal, freely available for
everyone, in which the most important papers presented in the past editions of the
Conferenza del Colore are reported (ISSN 2384-9568). Many of them concern the
cultural heritage.
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In the last few years, many other approaches and algorithms have been introduced
for color image enhancement and applied to the investigation of culture heritage
problems. In the following sections, some applications to documents, books, paint-
ings, and mosaics will be described. It is worth mentioning the techniques of
histogram equalization, largely used in the literature: an approach aimed to gain
maximum brightness preservation, thus avoiding visual deteriorations of colored
images such as saturation effects, was presented in Ref. [17], the Minimum Mean
Brightness Error Dynamic Histogram Equalization (MMBEHDE).

Another study [18] concerns the color enhancement by scaling the discrete cosine
transform (DCT) coefficients, thus allowing the treatment of chromatic components
in addition to the processing of the luminance one. According to the comparative
investigation performed by the authors, it greatly improves the quality of the image,
maintaining a satisfactory computational efficiency.

A critical review of different theoretical approaches to color contrast and
enhancement techniques is presented in two recent papers [19, 20] concerning
both spatial domain methods and frequency domain methods. Traditional and more
recent algorithms are discussed as for their accuracy and performance: gamma
corrections, contrast stretching, histogram equalization, contrast-limited adaptive
histogram equalization (CLAHE) for the former category, and Retinex, homomor-
phic and wavelet multiscale procedures for the latter. A conclusion [19] is reached
about the good performance of the wavelet transform technique for image denois-
ing, and the use of a combination of this algorithm and the Retinex one is suggested
to attain the best results for the color rendition problem, the maximum peak signal to
noise ratio (PSNR) and the minimum root mean square error in color enhancement.

In Tewari and Singh [20], color contrast enhancement methods are discussed
by taking into account nonuniform illumination images, comparing algorithms in
both spatial and compressed domains and stating that the CLAHE method provides
better performances in this case, while for true color images the DCT approach
significantly improves the color contrast. However, all these techniques are yet to
be evaluated as regards possible applications to cultural heritage investigation. In
the following, we present some results preliminary to further studies in a field of
growing interest also from an economic point of view.

7.4 Color and Painting Restoration

Actually, cleaning and restoration of paintings are often devoted to enhance the
chromatic variations of the ancient painting itself, in close analogy with the modern
art, where acrylic colors are used (see Fig. 7.5). As a matter of fact, the visual per-
ception of the surrounding objects is intrinsically linked to the prescriptive images
assimilated by our cognitive system during previous experiences, both at individual
and collective level, and—in this context—one can say that a real perceptive and
mental habitus exists. Thus, it is worth remarking that the theories of color percep-
tion summarized in the previous sections elucidate the paradigm within which the
restorer works and the restoration is performed and then perceived by the public.
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Fig. 7.5 A. Kapoor, As If
to Celebrate, I Discovered a
Mountain Blooming with Red
Flowers, 1981

Fig. 7.6 Pietas by Giovanni
Bellini, before (left) and
after (right) cleaning and
restoration

Generally, the specific technical and scientific reasons offered to explain and
motivate a restoration, at a deepest insight, result in the product of choice aris-
ing from the taste of a given time and culture. Of course, the diagnostics images
grabbed by a suitable detector provide objective information and are used to iden-
tify pigments, put in evidence an underlying drawing (IR reflectography), outline
past restorations (ultraviolet (UV) fluorescence), etc.

On the other hand, visual customs are determined by several media and differ-
ent sources, such as magazines, television, cinema, advertising, photographs, etc.
Therefore, we are induced to prefer or favor aspects of the painting that these tools
accustomed us. We see paintings without noticing their thickness due to pigments
and, therefore, we forget transparencies and opacities of the original painting (see
for instance Fig. 7.6).

In the history of painting restoration, one can state that, therefore, cleaning and
restoration of a painting are very difficult operations to be performed only in the
case of possible damages to the original masterpiece. Moreover, these problems
can be partially solved by means of a multidisciplinary approach, where art histo-
rians, conservators, and restorers are supported by scientists. Particularly computer
science—namely, image processing—can help through well-grounded simulations
of the supposed original characteristics of the painting, the so-called virtual or
digital restoration.
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Fig. 7.7 Electromagnetic range of multispectral analysis

7.5 Multispectral Images

The application of multispectral nondestructive techniques—initially developed in
the field of materials science—to the study of archaeological and artistic objects
as well as books and documents conserved in libraries and historical archives pro-
vides the scholar with reliable qualitative and often quantitative information on the
considered objects. In this way, it is possible to understand, for instance, the techni-
cal and intellectual know-how of the artists or craftsmen of the period under study,
and—as for the conservators—to obtain preliminary, often essential information for
conservation and restoration of damaged or degraded objects and in many cases to
assess the authenticity of artifacts and documents.

On the other side, availability of a portable apparatus represents a strong con-
straint for many analyses to be performed in situ, since paintings, books, or
documents of large dimensions or particularly fragile cannot be easily and/or safely
transferred to specific laboratories. IR and UV spectrometry is then a suitable
technology for this kind of analysis.

The investigation of many artistic and archaeological works can be thus provided
ranging from IR radiation to visible light and UV fluorescence (Fig. 7.7), in order to
perform suitable analyses of paintings, sculptures, illuminated codes, parchments,
books, and documents in historical archives, etc., preliminary to any restoration or
cleaning, and to achieve high-resolution images of the considered objects, to be
implemented in a multimedia Internet database.

In many cases, the multispectral analysis allows one to improve the readability of
a document or to identify again previous writings or images that have been severely
damaged by natural hazards such as fire or flood, or by human interventions, or
erased in the past. Finally, the availability of multispectral data in digital format
together with suitable high-resolution images of the document itself can be used to
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Fig. 7.8 Schematic picture of painting layers and the effects of radiation of different wavelengths

obtain a reliable restoration of the considered historical object without performing
operations on the original copy, due to suitable algorithms and physical models of
degradation processes.

In particular, IR reflectography allows a deeper penetration in the surface than
visible light, thus making the original underdrawing evident, when it is present as
in thirteenth–fourteenth-century paintings, for instance. On the other hand, UV flu-
orescence, which is produced by molecular excitations and decays from the surface
of the object, is useful to show repaintings, previous restorations, and so on, due to
different aging times of the pigments and therefore to their different microscopic
behavior (Fig. 7.8) once exposed to the UV radiation flux.

To summarize, multispectral analyses, including images in visible light, are pro-
duced by the radiation–matter interaction in the presence of an observer (person
or detector, as previously outlined). Depending on the frequency or the wave-
length of the considered radiation, one recovers images from different physical
processes, namely, IR reflection, visible light, UV reflection, UV fluorescence,
X-ray transmission, and X- and gamma-ray reflection.

An integrated multispectral digital imaging system can provide information for:

• The observation of fabrication techniques
• The examination and analysis of the constituent materials
• The assessment of the effects of time on works of art
• The study of their degradation and/or alteration processes
• The implications of these diagnoses on the state of conservation and on the means

of prevention of deterioration and restoration

As for the investigation and digital images further presented in this chapter, the
adopted multispectral digital instrument consists of a portable camera with imaging
charged-coupled device (CDD) optical sensor, imaging converter, and filter lenses,
covering a spectral responsiveness in the wavelength range of 320–1550 nm. Dif-
ferent imaging modes are thus possible with the same experimental apparatus: UV
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Fig. 7.9 Experimental setup for grabbing digital images

diffusive reflection, visible diffuse reflection in the red, green, blue (RGB) basis,
visible fluorescence, false color IR, and IR diffuse reflection in three spectral bands,
namely, in the ranges 750–1000 nm, 980–1150 nm, and 1150–1550 nm. The optics
is supplemented by a 25-mm lens and a zoom-macro system with magnification up
to 60 × . A portable computer provides the storage and visualization system during
the analyses and the relevant digitization of the considered objects or documents.

Finally, the illumination sources are provided by two 30-W halogen lamps and,
for UV lightening, an UV lamp. The whole apparatus at work is shown in Fig. 7.9.

More details on the instrumentation, the working planning and conditions, and
the adopted procedures can be found in [3].

Figures 7.10 and 7.11 show an example of the results of the digitization activ-
ity carried out in the Library of Seminario Arcivescovile Cosentino, one of the
few institutions allowed by the Inquisition to conserve prohibited books, such as
works of Tommaso Campanella, Gioacchino da Fiore, and Giordano Bruno. It is
worth remarking the use of image-processing techniques for incorporating a visible
watermarking in the digital image in addition to a hidden one, in order to satisfy
the requirements of copyright asked by the owner, the Seminario Arcivescovile
Cosentino.

Figure 7.12 refers to the digitization survey performed in the Library of the
Osservanza’s Friars convent in Bologna where the whole stock of incunaboli and
cinquecentine has been investigated in order to provide useful information on the
preservation status of the books and on planning a restoration work. The image on
the left side has been acquired in the visible domain, while that on right side in IR
reflection spectroscopy (so it is reproduced in a false scale of grays). The hole refers
to a road or a worm, while the dark spot is a chromatic alteration of the paper due
to exposure to water or presence of humidity.
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Fig. 7.10 Paolo Giovio, La prima parte delle historie del suo tempo, 1558, Biblioteca Arcivescov-
ile del Seminario Cosentino, Paola (Cosenza), codex CS 0144 pos. XXVII A 2

Fig. 7.11 Two pages of books conserved in the Library of the Seminario Arcivescovile Cosentino
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Fig. 7.12 Detail of two pages of an open book from the fifteenth century conserved in the
Osservanza’s Library of Bologna: visible light (left) and IR reflection (right)

The same page has been digitized in IR reflectography (see Fig. 7.12, right side),
thus avoiding the presence of the humidity spot since IR radiation comes deeper into
the paper surface. Therefore, the only visible defect is the existence of the worm-
hole, and this simple procedure provides a very effective proof of the possibility of
“virtual” restoration on the digital images.

Figure 7.13 shows an another significant example, where pages of a book
exposed in the past to humidity exhibit the so-called foxing spots, arising from the
combination of water and dust and showing the characteristic chromatic alterations
of the paper in rust color that, in the future, can more and more deteriorate. While
the upper image in Fig. 7.13 is taken in visible light, the other is provided by the
nearest IR reflection where the longer wavelength radiation penetrates deeper in the
surface and therefore the foxing spots disappear, thus allowing us to see the pages
in their original status or chromatic values. Moreover, to enhance the IR image, an
adaptive histogram equalization [27] has been applied.

As for UV fluorescence analysis, Fig. 7.14 reports the image of a portion of a
page in which a written record has been partly erased, partly covered by dirt, yet is
clearly readable in the UV figure. The name (Giuseppe, Joseph) and family name of
a possible ancient owner are written, but different actions (erasure, dirt, ink easing)
made it impossible to identify at visual investigation.

The proposed study cases—in addition to providing a digital repository of the
books themselves to be distributed on the Internet, for instance, while the best
preservation conditions are possible for the original material copies—give a use-
ful insight into the past histories of the documents, their preservation status, and the
needs and requirements for future restorations. Therefore, all this digital information
is suitable for archiving and consulting as a reference example.

The most impressive work, however, is performed on ancient documents and
codex severely damaged by humidity, fire, or other accidents, erased and rewritten
parchments (palimpsests), and illuminated books. Figures 7.15, 7.16, and 7.17 show,
respectively, a page of a palimpsest on parchment, the same image after a color
enhancement application, and, finally, the IR image in false gray scale and rotated
by 90◦, making evident the erased writing that in the other two figures can only
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Fig. 7.13 Details of another fifteenth-century book in the Osservanza’s Library of Bologna: visible
light (upper), showing foxing spots and deterioration, and IR reflection (lower) with removed
defects

be glimpsed. Of course, a traditional restoration would be impossible in this case
since the destruction of the actual writing—also of historical importance—is strictly
forbidden. Virtual digital restoration—here performed by Fotoscientifica, Parma,
Italy—does not act on the original artifacts but is able to improve its legibility and
therefore its knowledge.

The combination of images at different wavelengths and contrast enhancement
tools is really effective in providing an integrated approach to recover important
information from damaged or changed documents. Another example is shown in
Figs. 7.18 and 7.19, relevant to a manuscript exposed in the past to a fire and there-
fore of impossible reading. By means of the described technique, the text can be
recovered.
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Fig. 7.14 UV fluorescence
image of a page where the
name of a previous owner
of the book can be read,
otherwise illegible at visual
inspection

Fig. 7.15 Visible light image
of a typical palimpsest

7.6 Applications to Paintings

We introduce the use of IR radiation and color enhancement techniques in the anal-
ysis of artistic works by considering, as a significant example, a very controversial
and partial restoration carried out on a painting by Pietro di Giovanni Lianori, repre-
senting the Virgin and the Child, an artist active in the fifteenth century in Bologna,
Italy [21]. This work has been conserved in the Museum of Cappuccini in Bologna,
Italy, since 1928. In the provincial archives of the Cappuccini Friars of Bologna, the
photographs are preserved, documenting the status of the work before (Fig. 7.20)
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Fig. 7.16 Color contrast
enhancement by means of
homomorphic filters of the
image in Fig. 7.15

Fig. 7.17 The IR, rotated by
90◦, processed image of the
palimpsest of Fig. 7.15

and during the restoration that has been interrupted because of the discovery of the
original painting below a successive remaking (Fig. 7.21).

In this case, digital restoration is the only way to intervene on an artistic work,
namely, when the paintings show successive repaintings, and the second painting
cannot be removed since it is an artistic artifact in itself to be preserved. In digital
image processing, conversely, one has the freedom to remove or divide the two
paintings by techniques that allow retouching with higher magnification to restore
the original features, without the work suffering a loss.

Within a digital framework, there is a large freedom of action to create hypothe-
ses for restoration of not only paintings and frescoes but also photographs, architec-
ture, and three-dimensional (3D) objects. Today, the digital (or virtual) restoration
is considered an accepted technique for the restoration of old photographs, but it is
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Fig. 7.18 Parchment severely
damaged by fire

Fig. 7.19 The writing of
Fig. 7.18 after digital restora-
tion
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Fig. 7.20 Pietro Lianori, Vir-
gin with the Child, Cappuccini
Museum, Bologna, fifteenth
century, 171 × 124 cm,
before the restoration

Fig. 7.21 Pietro Lianori,
Virgin with the Child, image
in visible light, current issue
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also an excellent opportunity to develop possible interventions on paintings, sculp-
tures, and archaeological artifacts. These images confirmed a very difficult situation
for restorers and conservators due to a complex overlapping of both original and
repainted layers in order to refresh the painting and to highlight the identity of a
new donor.

In fact, the comparison between data recorded from multispectral images in var-
ious spectral bands has allowed the identification of quantitative and qualitative
differences subsequent to the drafting of the original (Fig. 7.21). The comparison
of the recovery image of this panel in visible light before, during, and after the
restoration in the seventies of the twentieth century clearly shows that the work had
been almost entirely repainted. If the choice to remove, in some areas, repaintings
arising from the seventeenth-century modifications made it possible to uncover the
original paint surface that is still preserved in the underlying layers, although very
impoverished in terms of material, it has also compromised the ability to read all the
work in a consistent manner.

The spatial resolution in the acquisition phase has been chosen in such a way that
the digital images could reproduce the craquelures of the painted surface; this result
has been obtained with a sampling frequency corresponding to 6 pixels/mm. There-
fore, the whole painting has been digitized by capturing partial images referring to
an area of 9 × 6 cm and, in order to improve the signal to noise ratio, each image
consists of an average image of 16 acquired frames for the following recomposi-
tion of the whole digital image. The resulting noise on the signal ratio is reduced
by a factor 4= √16, according to a statistical Poisson error distribution. The com-
plete final digital images of the painting have been obtained by means of suitable
algorithms of reassembly and are shown in Figs. 7.21 and 7.22.

The dynamic composition of the painting is monumental, a feature typical of the
artist, where the Virgin is represented seated on the throne with her right arm raised
and holding the Child, and in her left hand a white rose, symbol of purity. Above
the shelves beside the throne, one can see two coats of arms that may lead back to
bidders, smaller paintings in the lower part of the work, at the sides of the central
throne (Figs. 7.23 and 7.24).

In the latter, there is a scroll with the following inscription: “PETRUS IOHANIS
DE LIANORIS PXT ANO 236 GABRIEL DARDUS MED. DOCTOR DONAVIT
ANNO DNI 1611,” written in gothic letters in the first row and in the second one in
Roman letters (Fig. 7.25).

By means of the multispectral investigation coupled with color enhancement
procedure, discussed next, it was possible to examine nondestructively the whole
surface of the painting and find some significant areas where the penetration of the
various utilized radiation wavelengths has highlighted the differences between the
underlying drafts and the fifteenth–seventeenth-century modified version as in the
case of the two coats of arms.
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Fig. 7.22 Pietro Lianori, Virgin with the Child, IR image (on the left) and image in UV fluorescence
(on the right)

Fig. 7.23 Pietro Lianori, Virgin with the Child, details showing the two coats of arms in visible
light (left) and IR reflectography (right) with different heraldic symbols

In order to improve the color contrast, all images have been made radiometri-
cally uniform by means of an equalization procedure, and a mean-centering scaling
algorithm was adopted. The multispectral images of Figs. 7.21 and 7.22 can be
summed up in a three-way array, G(IxJxK), with I and J indexes labelling row and
column, respectively, of each image, while K refers to the different wavelengths
(three channels in the visible light corresponding to the RGB basis, one up to three
for IR radiation, one for the UV fluorescence region). The method of standard prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA) applied to G matrix is described in the following
section.
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Fig. 7.24 Pietro Lianori,
Virgin with the Child, other
details in visible light (on the
left), IR reflectography (in the
middle), and UV fluorescence
(on the right)

The PCA has been performed for the whole panel, starting from these photon
spectra, digitally recorded and processed. Once obtained the G matrix, pixel-by-
pixel local operations have been carried out by subtracting the content of each pixel
in the G matrix corresponding to the RGB image before the restoration.

Here, it is worth noticing that the visualization of PCA model parameters, load-
ing, and score vectors has an important role in interpreting the results of multivariate
spectroscopy data analysis. Moreover, taking into account the difference between
the G matrix evaluated from the visible image before the partial restoration and that
obtained from the multispectral analysis of the painting in its present status, a quanti-
tative estimate of the introduced modifications is obtained allowing a well-grounded
digital restoration to be performed pixel-by-pixel in each region of interest.

Figures 7.24 and 7.25 show a few details of Lianori’s painting where digital
images have been captured in visible RGB basis, in IR reflectography and UV flu-
orescence to be combined together according to this procedure. Therefore, a digital
or virtual restoration of the painting is recovered where the hidden original layer is
brought back to pristine condition, as shown in Fig. 7.26.

The concept of “virtual restoration,” while its introduction is quite recent, is not
without ambiguity of use and meaning. Founded in the field of cultural heritage, it
has gradually emancipated widening the scope of its application and getting to lick
even the linguistic and literary studies; yet, the term “virtual restoration,” even in its
variant of “digital restoration,” continues to show just the used technical tools rather
than a clear instance of methodology.

Recently, someone has seriously proposed abandonment of these expressions in
favor of a more comprehensive definition, but still with a good degree of vagueness,
such as, for example, “iconological digital restoration.”

Our example proves that even a virtual restoration can be performed by respect-
ing the principles stated by Cesare Brandi [1] for every “real” physical restoration
and overall in the world adopted, namely, respect for the aesthetic and historical
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Fig. 7.25 Pietro Lianori, Virgin with the Child, details of the base of the throne with the inscription
in visible light (top), IR reflectography (middle), and UV fluorescence (bottom)

aspects, recognizability of the intervention, reversibility of the materials, and mini-
mal intervention, while the fourth one, compatibility of materials, is pertinent only
to the real restoration.

7.7 Principal Component Analysis

The use of suitable hardware systems for digital imaging grabbing in multispectral
analyses allows treatments by means of color enhancement and image processing
techniques that increase the precision and reliability of the cultural heritage exami-
nation. In particular, a method of numerical processing based on the PCA was used
for improving the diagnostic procedure carried out on the conservation status of the
Medieval Crucifix of San Damiano in Assisi [3], Italy (Fig. 7.27).

The investigated object is a wooden crucifix of the twelfth century, whose surface
is painted in tempera and measures 200 × 150 cm; the whole painting has been
digitized by grabbing partial images referring to a painted area of 9 × 6 cm (see
Fig. 7.28) and, in order to improve the signal to noise ratio, each image consists
of an average of 16 acquired frames [3]. The complete final digital image of the
Crucifix has been obtained by means of suitable standard algorithms of reassembly.

Figure 7.29 shows the results of Fourier transform applied to the single frame
image and to the average image; the so-gained better resolution is evident.

In Fig. 7.30, multispectral diagnostic images are shown, obtained—respectively,
from the left to the right side—at the wavelengths 700− 450 nm (RGB), 900 nm
(IR), and 400 nm (UV) for a detail of the Crucifix, while Fig. 7.31 underlines in false
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Fig. 7.26 Two details of
Lianori’s painting during
virtual restoration

Fig. 7.27 The Crucifix of San
Damiano; unknown author,
twelfth century, tempera on
wood, 200 × 150 cm, Assisi,
Basilica di Santa Chiara

colors the regions where damages to the work or repaintings and past restorations
are present, as resulting from the IR and UV analyses, respectively.

The evaluation of the conservation state of artistic as well historical works largely
requires methods of investigation based on the interpretation of images in multi-
spectral bands. The noninvasive nature of this technique represents one of the main
factors of its success and diffusion. However, the multispectral image analysis and
interpretation are not always an easy duty, namely, when paintings of very large
size are studied, and several wavelengths must be included in the investigation.
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Fig. 7.28 The process of
digital multispectral images
acquisition

Fig. 7.29 Comparison
of Fourier transforms
(upper parts) of the sin-
gle image frame (left) and
averaged image (right),
respectively

Therefore, a more objective approach must be introduced than the merely visual
one shown in Fig. 7.31.

In fact, a restorer has to consider, first of all, each image separately in order to
extract the maximum content of information. Then, by comparing the so-gained
data, she/he has to evaluate the state of conservation of the whole object.

The analysis procedure and comparison require long times and considerable
efforts; moreover, accuracy and reliability of the relevant diagnosis strongly depend
on the experience of the examiner. The main problem of such a traditional approach
is the large amount of data that in this case are constituted by pictorial information.
A lot of them could be redundant because of their correlation; other information

Fig. 7.30 Detail of the Crucifix in visible light (left), IR spectroscopy (middle), and UV
fluorescence (right)
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Fig. 7.31 The same detail as
in Fig. 7.30, where defects are
underlined in yellow (from IR
image) and violet (from UV
image)

could be hidden by strong signal or noise. A possible way to overcome these
limitations is represented by the use of multispectral PCA [22].

This technique of multivariate analysis allows one to rearrange the multispectral
image information in a convenient yet unusual manner that makes the interpreta-
tion easier and the evaluation of the conservation state of the object less subjective
[23–26].

Moreover, by means of PCA, it is possible to perform a multivariate segmentation
of images: The original image is partitioned in regions that are homogeneous from
the diagnostic point of view, and areas that have been restored or damaged can
be grouped together, thus making the restorer’s task easier. The study described
here has been performed in collaboration with restorers of the COO.BE.C. firm in
Spoleto, Italy.

The same detail of the multispectral image obtained as previously described is
shown in Fig. 7.32, corresponding to wavelengths, λ, in the range between 400 nm
(UV) and 900 nm (IR), and referring to the part of the body of Christ and three
people behind him. With respect to Fig. 7.30, the images are presented in order
of decreasing wavelength, and the three RGB components have been separated in
three different (grey) images. The three images in the middle, namely the RGB
components, have decreasing light intensities, so that the blue component is difficult
to read. The IR image on the left side emphasizes the contours of the figures and
two dark vertical areas at the right top which correspond to past interventions of
restoration. The same areas are even more outlined in the UV image at the right
side, where it is worth remarking a few scattered spots identifying restorations and
repaintings.

In order to improve the image contrast, all images have been made radiometri-
cally uniform by means of an equalization procedure [27], and a mean-centering
scaling algorithm was adopted. As shown by Bonifazzi et al. [28], the multispec-
tral images of Fig. 7.32 can be summed up in a three-way array, G(I × J × K),
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Fig. 7.32 From the left-hand side, multispectral images are shown, obtained, respectively, at the
following wavelengths: 900 nm (IR), 700−−450 nm (RGB), 400 nm (UV)

with I and J indexes labelling rows and columns, respectively, of each image, and K
referring to the different utilized wavelengths.

The results of the PCA applied to the G matrix are summarized by the following
equation:

G =
A∑

a=1

Ta × pa,

where A is the rank of a two-way G(I × J) × K matrix resulting from the rearrange-
ment of G, and each term in the summation is a multivariate product, Ta × pa ,
between the score images, Ta , and the corresponding loading vectors, pa [22]. Only
three principal components (PCs) explain with “sufficient accuracy” the multivari-
ate image G; the correspondent score images, Ta , and loading vectors are shown in
Fig. 7.33. As evident in the loading plots, T1 summarizes the information common
to all the wavelengths with some emphasis on RGB ones. As a consequence, the
physical features of the figures and details such as, for instance, the borders of the
haloes and draperies are well outlined. Second- and third-score images, T2 and T3,
mainly resume IR and/or UV wavelength concerning the preparatory drawings as
well as tonalities present both in the figure of Christ and in the background. More-
over, in these score images the restoration areas are clearly identified. T4 and T5
images (not shown) are responsible for a small amount of the whole multispectral
variability, whose importance must be evaluated time by time.

These results prove that the compression of information produced by the PCs
allows a simpler and more rational extraction of information than that deduced from
visual analysis only of images of scores. They also suggest that through the seg-
mentation of the most important multivariate PCs so obtained, one can proceed to a
separation of areas of interest for a study of the conservation status of the painting
and the determination of repainting. Similarly, this method of analysis is used in the
field of cultural heritage applications in order to extract the information essential to
the identification and recognition of handwritten characters in archival documents
and illuminated manuscripts, for instance.

Score images can be then used to deduce the multivariate segmentation of the
original image [22]. In Fig. 7.34A, scores T1, T2, and T3 have been associated,
respectively, to red (R), green (G), and blue (B) channels, thus obtaining a pseudo-
color image of the painting. Scatter plots of the score images T3-T1, T3-T2, and
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Fig. 7.33 Score images produced by the PCA and loadings plots. The variance accounted for each
image is, respectively, T1= 76 %, T2= 12 %, and T3= 7 %

Fig. 7.34 Pseudocolor representation of scores images T1, T2, T3 (A, left), and R, IR, UV
wavelength images (B, middle and right). Scatter plots of the images are shown (see text)

T2-T1 are also shown. Figure 7.34B was obtained associating RGB channels to R,
IR, and UV components of the original multivariate image, respectively.

Two regions of interest, A and B, have been determined on both pseudocolor
images. Coming from the Christ arm, they are figuratively homogeneous but—since
region B is located on a restored area—quite different from a diagnostic point of
view. This feature clearly emerges from the multispectral segmentation on both the
pseudocolor image of Fig. 7.34A and on the scatter plots, T2-T3 and T2-T1, where
two splitted clusters corresponding to A and B regions are evident. On the contrary,
from Fig. 7.34B and the related scatter plot, it is not possible to distinguish regions
A and B since the original wavelength images do not allow the separation of the
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figurative and diagnostic features. It is worth remarking that IR, R, and UV maintain
a large amount of information about the restored area, as shown in Fig. 7.32.

In conclusion, these results show that the multivariate analysis of digital images
at different wavelengths can greatly improve the knowledge of the conservation state
of an artistic object, such as the painting on wood here considered. As a matter of
fact, since PCA focuses the information on a limited number of score images whose
importance is rapidly decreasing, a simple visual analysis of them allows a very
immediate, clear, and impressive reading of the surface as well as the history of an
artwork. Moreover, as multivariate images provide complementary information, it
is possible to determine a multivariate segmentation of the original image on the
basis of characteristics such as the local composition of the painting, thus putting
the restored or damaged areas in evidence.

Finally, it is also possible to compare the abovementioned analyses with the
digitalized radiographies of the painting, whose detail is shown in Fig. 7.35. The
yellow contour zone in the upper image is magnified in the lower image and illus-
trates the high quality of the result since even the texture of the canvas glued to the
wooden table as a ground for the preparatory layer and the pigments is clearly vis-
ible. Figure 7.36 refers to a comparison between the radiography (superimposed to
the relevant area of the painting) and the results of diagnostics images of Fig. 7.31.

It is evident that the main damages occur in the juncture of wooden planks, where
thermal and mechanical stresses have been stronger.

7.8 Evaluation of Restoration Work: A Case Study

We discuss here the results of the restoration performed at the end of the last
century on a painting of Jean Gossaert. The painting we consider here has been
restored in the laboratories of the National Gallery in London, to whose collection
it has belonged for a long time. The painting represents the Virgin and Child (see
Fig. 7.37).

An accurate cleaning has established that this painting, long believed to be a copy,
is Gossaert’s original [29–31]. It dates from about 1527. Long regarded as merely a
late copy after the original, the removal of overpaint and a thick, discolored varnish
from the surface of the painting revealed it to be a beautiful and authentic work of
Gossaert.

Jean (or Jan) Gossaert, a native of Flanders (active 1503; died 1532), was one
of the most startling and accomplished artists of the Northern Renaissance. He is
sometimes referred to as “van Mabuse,” from Maubeuge, where he was born in
about 1478.

Dendrochronological analysis to determine the age of the oak panel support
found that the painting could have been made as early as 1509. It would be highly
unlikely for a “late copy” to have been painted on an early sixteenth-century panel.
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Fig. 7.35 X-ray radiograph of part of the Crucifix (upper) where the yellow contour area is
magnified below

Fig. 7.36 Comparison among different diagnostic images: visible light (left), superimposed X-ray
image (middle), and inclusion of damaged zones as pointed out by IR and UV analyses (right)

Paint samples, analyzed in cross-section, also gave promising results: The ground
and priming layers were consistent with sixteenth-century Netherlandish paint-
ings. The disfiguring varnish, which gave the painting the appearance of a much
later work, was also studied in the National Gallery scientific laboratory; gas
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Fig. 7.37 Jan Gossaert (Jean Gossart)—NG1888—Virgin and Child, oil on oak panel, (arch-
topped), 30.7 × 24.3 cm (before the cleaning)

chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS) analysis identified a particular com-
bination of components that had prevented the thick varnish, probably applied in the
nineteenth century, from drying properly, resulting in wrinkles and surface cracks.

Removal of the varnish revealed the extent of the repainting (see Fig. 7.38). A
photograph taken under UV light during cleaning shows the left half of the painting
still covered with the old varnish, which has a greenish fluorescence. Furthermore,
comparison of the X-ray radiograph of The Virgin and Child with Crispijn de Passe
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Fig. 7.38 Jan Gossaert (Jean Gossart)—NG1888—Virgin and Child, after the cleaning

the Elder engraving (dated 1589 and then done from the original painting) showed
that the original design beneath the overpaint corresponded precisely with the print.

Our work consisted in providing an objective quantitative method for evalua-
tion of the amount of restoration work. To this aim, the two high-quality images
of the Mabuse painting, taken before and after the cleaning in the scientific lab-
oratory of the National Gallery under the same technical and lighting conditions,
have to be compared pixel-by-pixel. As discussed in the previous section, the two
images were standardized with a radiometrical equalization procedure [4] and a
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Fig. 7.39 Details of the painting showing in false colors the differences from before and after the
cleaning (see text)

mean-centering scaling algorithm. Then, the differences between the two images
were pointed out in false colors, sky blue where the removal of repainting has
revealed previously hidden original parts and yellow where losses of color shooting
in previous interventions were found (Fig. 7.39).

We point out that this procedure was performed as a blind test, and only after the
color enhancement and processing, the results have been presented to the restorer of
the National Gallery (J. Dunkerton) and discussed with her, by matching perfectly
with the evidence of her work even in the smallest details.

7.9 Applications to Mosaics

Mosaic cartoons are tempera paintings which reproduce ancient mosaics, traced tile
by tile, in order to document and make copies of the mosaics themselves. We take
into account the cartoons that were created by leading mosaic masters and restor-
ers of Ravenna, such as Alessandro Azzaroni, Zelo Molducci, and Libera Musiani
(between 1900 and 1975 ca). Some of them are kept, as teaching materials, at the
Art Institute for Mosaic “Gino Severini” in Ravenna.

The virtual restoration of some of these cartoons is part of a complete project
for the conservation and enhancement of them [32, 33]. The virtual restoration we
discuss here does not aim at foreshadowing a real restoration intervention (which
is often not necessary as a conservative intervention may be enough), but at replac-
ing the lacunose paintings with digital images reconstructing their missing parts, in
order both to facilitate their use for educational purposes and to protect the original
ones from everyday use. As a matter of fact, these cartoons are still regularly used
for the didactic activities of the mosaic school.

Intervention attempts may be different and may also be modified subsequently:
Each phase of the intervention may be registered at a different level in a photo-
editing program such as Adobe Photoshop, Corel PhotoPaint, or GIMP. In a certain
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sense, this allows for the reversibility of the intervention and immediate com-
parisons between the different phases and possibly among several operational
choices.

The reconstruction hypotheses digitally carried out may also be mimetic, maybe
carried out on a different level compared to the original image in order to guarantee
their identification. It is important, though, that they are justified by a philological
analysis of the piece. In this case, with mosaic cartoons, we do not risk to make
arbitrary reconstructions of missing parts since we can refer to the ancient mosaics
the cartoons were drawn from.

Prior to the real intervention, an adequate color management system (CMS)
should be used. Due to the use of a colorimeter or a spectrophotometer, CMS can
coordinate the gamut (the set of all the colors that a device can display), that is,
the color spaces of different output devices (such as printer and monitor), in order
to have the colors of the scanned images correspondent as much as possible to one
another and to those of the original artwork.

The process of virtual restoration on the mosaic cartoons consists of the following
phases:

• Digital data acquisition
• Mosaicking
• Elaboration (balance, cleaning, reconstruction, extraction of the grid)
• Electronic filing

Of course, memory of each step and phase of digital processing must be kept in a
different level of the program, able to store several overlying images, saving them
without compression and therefore without losing quality. The digital acquisition is
generally performed using a digital camera, the resolution of which today usually
ranges from 8 to 14 Megapixels (millions of pixels). This is a camera in which the
traditional photosensitive film is replaced by a CCD or complementary metal-oxide
semiconductor sensor (CMOS), able to capture the image, transforming it into an
electrical signal. To obtain a higher resolution, we can also use scanners or digital
backs.

If the cartoon to be photographed is very large, it can be acquired through several
shots, overlapping the edges which then must be reassembled through mosaicking,
in order to obtain a resolution of at least 500 or 600 ppi (pixels per inch) on the real
size, required to display a screen magnification of all details and to make extremely
high-quality prints.

The mosaicking consists in the perspective rectification of several shots that are
then reassembled to form the image of the entire object, perfectly matching the
margins. Once reassembled, the high-resolution photographs not only allow one to
gain a better understanding of the artwork but also help to assess the conservation
status and identify any previous restoration work.

A first elaboration of the image obtained in this way is to balance brightness and
contrast, and to regulate dominant colors, in order to make the picture as similar as
possible to the original one, since each acquisition inevitably causes overexposure
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Fig. 7.40 Original photograph of a mosaic cartoon

or underexposure and color toning due to lighting conditions and the characteristics
of the used sensors.

In order to adequately perform these corrections, photos must be carried out by
placing a color scale next to the cartoon. By doing so, one can have a reliable ref-
erence so as to assess the deviation of the color and brightness values of the picture
from those of the original one. Otherwise a color-checker chart can be used, an
arrangement of standardized color samples which can be used to calibrate and to
profile graphic devices, such as digital cameras and scanners.

As an example, we consider the photograph of the painting by Alessandro Azza-
roni representing the pair of doves from the Mausoleum of Galla Placidia, produced
by TeCoRe (degree course in “Technologies for the Conservation and Restoration
of cultural heritage,” Bologna University) during the laboratory analysis of the same
painting, with a resolution of 200 ppi at actual size (43 × 71 cm).

In Fig. 7.40 we see that the acquired image appears too pale, blurry, and slightly
turned towards a red color. On the contrary, in Fig. 7.41, the same image was
balanced on the basis of the colors shown by the original mosaic.

In this way, it was possible to correct not only the imperfections due to image
acquisition but also the changes of the color of the tesserae, due to alterations of
paper color (photochromic degradation) over time; indeed, the new yellow-orange
dominant color of paper can be seen through the thin layer of the tempera.

Then, if necessary, one can perform cleanup operations (removal of stains) and
intensification of the faded lines. This is a recovery of information which is not
always possible to carry out with a traditional restoration intervention. Due to the
use of IR and UV photography—as previously discussed—it is also possible to
separate and give back distinctness to any palimpsests.

The reconstruction of missing parts, as shown in Fig. 7.42, consists in the use
of the intact parts of the image in order to recreate the shape of the lost areas, only
where it is possible to do so with certainty, therefore for very small gaps and also
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Fig. 7.41 Same as Fig. 7.40 with balanced colors

Fig. 7.42 Virtual restoration of Fig. 7.40

for much larger ones, if there are other copies of the artwork to be restored. In our
case, we keep the original mosaics on which the cartoons are based.

The gold tesserae at the base of the cup took on a greenish color in the cartoon,
probably due to an alteration of porporina, a pigment consisting of a mixture of
metal powders, usually a golden color, easily alterable in contact with air humidity,
especially in tempera paintings.

Conversely, the golden band that decorates the cup was made with yellow,
orange, and ocher tempera; therefore, it did not suffer any alteration.

The final image (Fig. 7.42) reproduces the mosaic cartoon as it presumably could
have looked like originally.

The extraction of the grid can be useful to make copies in mosaic. Indeed, accord-
ing to the practice used by the mosaic masters, the grid can be printed by impression
on fresh plaster on which the mosaic will be reproduced. Hence, the extraction of
the grid was carried out on the image of the restored cartoon, transformed into a
grey scale; therefore, the contrast was enhanced to place greater emphasis on the
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Fig. 7.43 Extraction of the grid from Fig. 7.42

edges of the tesserae, which were then cleaned one by one, as the color variations
inside were also highlighted, albeit mildly, using a suitable filter.

The final result is shown in Fig. 7.43.
The last phase of intervention consists in electronic storage of high- and low-

resolution images in order to keep the acquired images and all the subsequent
elaborations, foreseeing both their consultation and any new virtual restoration
based on different principles.

For this reason, we need to save images both in a format that, although occupies
a lot of space, does not imply a loss of data (“bmp,” “psd,” and “tiff” formats that
use lossless data compression algorithms), and in compressed format (usually using
“jpeg,” which uses a lossy compression algorithm), which causes a loss of infor-
mation at each subsequent save but allows an easier consultation and less waste of
space and resources.

Saved high-resolution images may be used to make high-quality prints for peri-
odicals or magazines and for sales. Low-resolution ones, instead, may be used to
make online catalogues or user-friendly virtual museums.

Such interventions, possibly with the use of tools that improve resolution, carried
out on all cartoons with greater historic value, would allow one to preserve the
originals from daily use, without subtracting the information contained inside them,
but rather improving and spreading them via prints or accessible online data banks.

Another color enhancement application to mosaics is an experimental project
of virtual restoration carried out on a mosaic from the church of San Severo in
Classe, near Ravenna. The construction of San Severo dates from the late sixth cen-
tury; the church was consecrated in 582 and was pulled down and abandoned in the
early 1820s. The floor of the church was formed by a rich mosaic, which was only
partially found [34, 35].

At the end of the 1966 excavation survey, a mosaic carpet— 4.50 × 2.75 m—was
discovered at the center of the main nave. Figure 7.44 shows a scheme of the excava-
tions and a plant of the church; the area where the mosaic was found is indicated in
violet. This mosaic showed a grid of rows of tangent pised square containing figures
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Fig. 7.44 Plan of the San Severo church; the original location of the mosaic considered in this
work is represented by the rectangle in the lower part of the building, near the entrance

of birds made of glass paste, of great elegance, and extremely naturalistic; around
this main scheme runs a shaded three-strand guillocheon on a black ground.

The mosaic was found at a height of 0.40 m beneath the floor of the church,
almost in the middle of the main nave, but unlike all the other mosaics, it was not
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Fig. 7.45 The actual location of the San Severo mosaics

aligned and oriented in north to south direction. These data have suggested that
it might be connected to an ecclesia domestica, an oratory that might have been
part of the Roman domus, whose remains are beneath the church. A place of great
devotional importance, perhaps, the place itself where the saint had exercised his
apostolate.

Today, the floor, lifting and relaiding on cement mortar in the late 1960s, is
located at the Museo Nazionale in Ravenna, divided into two sections, placed
separately on a wall in a narrow and dark lobby, as shown in Fig. 7.45.

The verticality of the mosaic, the separation of the two sections, decontextualize
the mosaic and impoverish it of its original function as an integral part of the internal
architecture of the basilica.

Precisely for this reason it was decided to opt for a virtual restoration project,
with the intent to provide guidance for future restorations and to revalue this art
piece [36].

The characteristics of many mosaics—the symmetry and the repetition of geo-
metric patterns—make them suitable for the use of information technology both for
a simulated integration and for the reconstruct by analogy of the geometric pattern.
The use of computers and image-processing programs, in fact, offers a preview of
the restoration that can support the restorer in the technical operations.

Our virtual restoration project started from the idea of bringing together the two
sections. In order to deal with a virtual restoration, it is necessary to have the images
scanned at high resolution; the photographic documentation was made with a Nikon
D90 at 300 dpi resolution and Kodak color reference band. We have chosen the two
images that were considered the best for color reliability and for minor distortion,
since the narrowness of the environment did not allow a clear global frontal view of
the entire floor.
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Fig. 7.46 Front image of the two mosaic fragments; the parts inside rectangles refer to fragments
mistakenly placed in the museum relocation

It was then necessary to eliminate the perspective and bring all images in 1:10
scale. To this end, we used a simple photo-editing open-source program such as
GIMP, which was also used for all subsequent operations. As a matter of fact, we
used very simple and easily provided software to perform this work since our pur-
pose was to provide an example of virtual processing useful for conservators and
restorers as well as for scholars (archaeologists, art historians, etc.) that can be
carried out without specific expertise and computer skills.

After the images were acquired in digital format, we were able to proceed with
the actual reconstruction of the floor, taking into account the geometric motifs that
make up the mosaic assembly and that made the recomposition the most reliable. It
was not possible to use excavation maps as they had no metric references at all.

Once a basic image was obtained, we went on to reconstruct it by analogy: the
geometric motif of the floor, which covered both the outer frame with its shaded
three-strand guillocheon, as well as the internal allocation of the carpet, formed by
a grid of partly overlapping circles, in alternating colors.

After the virtual reconstruction had been completed, some fragments of the
mosaic did not fit perfectly, probably because of injuries and of deformations
caused by the tearing up and repositioning the mosaic on mortar support; therefore,
small corrections were needed, with minimal and calibrated geometric modifications
(Fig. 7.46).

In addition to the reconstruction of geometric patterns shown in Fig. 7.47, a pro-
posal was made concerning the integration of the figurative lacunae that are not
reinstated, consisting of three tables.

The lacunae have been reintegrated, respectively:

• With a neutral color
• With a deliberately discordant color
• With a camouflage integration
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Fig. 7.47 Front image of the two mosaic fragments where the smaller pieces have been placed in
the correct positions and geometric patterns reconstructed

The first and third different choices are shown in Figs. 7.48 and 7.49, respectively,
and make an evaluation of the obtained results possible from both an aesthetic and
a conservative point of view. The virtual restoration offers a number of possibili-
ties in the field of mosaic restoration, although to this date it is not yet so widely
adopted. In the case under consideration—the Gallinelle mosaics—it allowed us, at
low cost and with great ease, to create a graphic reconstruction of the mosaic floors,
so that when a conservative restoration will be carried out, the restorers will have
more significant information and different solutions for the integrations. In addition,
the handling of mosaic fragments—often very bulky and made heavy by concrete
support—certainly does not make delicate operations such as recompositions easy.

We observe that the virtual restoration not only offers to restorers the possibility
of recomposing a floor: It also provides the opportunity of simulating on the digital
image, with a photo-editing program, the type of integration and the color so that
scholars, restorers, and conservators may evaluate the final appearance of the work
and the different aesthetic choices.

The virtual restoration is also an essential tool for the revaluation of cultural
heritage. The new kind of consumer must in fact find the most suitable means
to understand what she/he sees. A mosaic floor with large lacunae may in fact
resemble a ruin rather than remind the magnificent mansions that it had been part
of. Therefore, a mosaic floor, decontextualized, hung on a wall and with large
lacunae deprives the visitor of vital information.
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Fig. 7.48 The “restored” mosaic with neutral color integration

Virtual restoration then, at very low cost, may intervene by proposing the recon-
struction of the entire floor, thus playing an important didactic role and giving back
to the mosaic its readability. In the case of the Gallinelle’s mosaic, split in two frag-
ments, attached on a wall in a dark, narrow room, the visitor cannot understand
its importance: She/he, certainly, cannot imagine that same floor within the church
where its position probably indicated an important ancient worship area.

In this case, the presence of the digital reconstruction of the floor with camou-
flage mimetic integration could revalue the importance of this mosaic floor with its
delicate birds, made more precious by the glass tesserae, and give back, albeit par-
tially, its integrity and dignity as a work of art, while waiting for the conservative
restoration.

This case study highlights the importance of a preliminary study, as a prepara-
tion of a restoration before performing surgery. In this way, scholars, conservators,
and superintendents can evaluate the final appearance of the work and the different
aesthetic choices.

In the case of discordant colors, for instance, we deliberately chose a red-violet
great impact in order to emphasize the integration. The color of integration must
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Fig. 7.49 The virtually restored mosaic with camouflage integration

be reduced to the background level and should not compose directly with the color
distribution of the surface of the work (as seen in Fig. 7.48).

Last but not least, the virtual restoration is an essential tool for the promotion
of cultural heritage. In the face of increasing and diverse audiences with different
levels of cultural education, museums and archaeological sites seek more and more
to create accurate and comprehensive educational courses. The new user should in
fact find the most appropriate ways to understand what one sees.

The mosaic floors were, in fact, in the Roman domus as well as later in churches,
closely related to architecture and function of rooms: For example, the triclinium,
that is, the floor space that would house the beds had no drawing, while at the center
an emblem or a representation was placed so as to be watched by the landlord and
the guests when they were eating. In every room, then, the drawings of the floor
were turned towards the entrance, to be admired by those who entered.
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Fig. 7.50 The wooden sculptures of Deposition of Christ, in the Museum of Montone (Umbria
region, Italy) on the occasion of our survey, after the restoration

7.10 3D Applications

In the last few years, new advanced techniques of image processing have been intro-
duced and applied also to 3D reproduction and reconstruction of cultural heritage
artifacts, in addition to well-established studies for historical buildings, monuments,
and archaeological sites (see, e.g., [37]). Moreover, color enhancement is increas-
ingly important in this field in order to achieve a closer resemblance and likelihood
to the represented object. Generally, this aim is achieved by means of usual two-
dimensional (2D) image and color processing applied to suitable textures that will
be then implemented on the 3D model.

However, even in these cases, multispectral imaging can be very useful to
make clear old restorations, repaintings, and not immediately recognizable details.
Figures 7.50, 7.51 and 7.52 refer to the investigation of a group of wooden medieval
sculptures representing the Deposition of Christ, conserved in the Museum of Mon-
tone, a small city of Umbria (Italy) and restored some years ago on the occasion of
an important exhibition of Deposition’s groups [38].

Figure 7.50 shows the wooden group of sculptures during the multispectral anal-
yses with the used instrument, already adopted for the investigation of St. Damiano
Crucifix. Figures 7.51 and 7.52 present two details of the head of two characters,
respectively, the Virgin and St. John. The traces of the original colors, the refined
decoration of the Virgin’s mantle and the tears running down her face are now visi-
ble. In the other sculpture, further details and the original colors are clearly visible
due to the multispectral shootings.

Very recently, 3D scanning technologies have given impetus to the realization
of advanced hardware for rapid prototyping. Now, it is possible to obtain realistic
models of cultural heritage objects in different scales up to 1:1 or even bigger and in
various materials. Therefore, it is essential also to improve the capabilities of these
innovative systems of rapid prototyping in the reproduction of colors. A first step in
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Fig. 7.51 Details of the Virgin’s head in visible light (upper images), UV fluorescence (middle
images), and IR reflectography (lower images)

this direction was proposed a few years ago in [39], where the adopted techniques
allowed the production of 3D models without resorting to manual post-production
interventions or hard painting.

The recent advances in rapid prototyping technology suggest driving a strong
effort in this direction, and further important improvements in color enhancement
procedures for 3D reconstructions are expected.

7.11 Conclusions

The cultural heritage field has undergone profound changes in recent years, because
of an increasingly demanding public but also due to the greater awareness that cul-
ture is a real and important “good” that can generate wealth and employment. The
computer expert that can manage virtual restoration programs has now joined the
more traditional professional figure of the restorer, in a still experimental way. How-
ever, it is necessary to develop a scientific approach to digital restoration of artworks
in order to avoid simplistic applications made with the sole purpose to impress the
audience. Moreover, a close collaboration among art historians, conservators, and
scientists is needed to produce results of real significance and utility.
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Fig. 7.52 Details of St.John’s head in visible light (upper images), UV fluorescence (middle
images), and IR reflectography (lower images)

We must never forget that a restoration intervention, as in itself always traumatic
for the piece of art, should be carried out only in case it is necessary for the survival
of the artwork; therefore, when it is necessary to improve the readability of the
image, then traditional restoration can be replaced by digital restoration, thereby
conserving the integrity of the original materials: In other words, one can place side
by side the fragmented piece and its reconstructed image, cleaned up or rebuilt, but
only where it can be done without falling into arbitrary solutions.

There are applications that, in this specific field, provide a number of interest-
ing proposals: The virtual restoration does not act on the art work but simulates a
visual and aesthetic improvement of the work, thus enhancing it. It also gives the
possibility to choose a series of solutions before technical operations are performed.

Electronic or digital restoration can be therefore defined as the set of digi-
tal processing of 2D or 3D computer graphics, allowing for visual and aesthetic
improvements of the work or a hypothetical reconstruction that is not real, but virtual
precisely. Moreover, it is useful to better understand a work of art (both mobile and
immobile) or document archives which for serious reasons of physical degradation
cannot be easily restored in the traditional way [40].

Color enhancement and contrast techniques are increasingly useful to improve
the quality of the virtual restoration or reconstruction, and the cultural heritage
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has proven to be a valid and interesting field of research to validate the developed
methods.

This definition of “virtual restoration” means the technical tools by which the
restoration is done, rather than the methodology used. A feature of the virtual
restoration is that direct action does not require real work of art but is made on
the digital image that represents it. For this fact, virtual restoration is not in compe-
tition with the “physical” restoration, but may represent an interesting procedure to
support and study it, as described in the abovementioned study cases.
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Chapter 8
A GPU-Accelerated Adaptive Simultaneous
Dynamic Range Compression and Local
Contrast Enhancement Algorithm for Real-Time
Color Image Enhancement

Chi-Yi Tsai and Chih-Hung Huang

8.1 Introduction

Modern robotic vision systems usually require the use of image enhancement algo-
rithms as they play an important preliminary processing role in computer vision
applications. Numerous image enhancement methods have been proposed to deal
with monochromatic images. However, they often cannot be directly applied on
multichannel images, which usually give more information about the environ-
ment than monochromatic images. Consequently, color image enhancement has
now become an active research issue in image enhancement processing. Moreover,
because color images contain much more data to be processed, the improve-
ment on computational efficiency of color image enhancement to achieve real-time
performance is still a challenging task.

This chapter presents a parallel implementation of an existing adaptive color
image enhancement scheme, which improves visual quality of color images suf-
fered from low dynamic range (LDR) and poor contrast defects. Images captured
from a digital camera may be in poor visibility due to the limitation on dynamic
range of image sensors. This problem typically can be resolved by compressing
the dynamic range of captured images, and this image enhancement process is
commonly known as dynamic range compression. Several dynamic range compres-
sion techniques have been proposed based on Retinex theory, which is a lightness
and color perception model of human vision [1]. Retinex-based techniques [2–7]
are general purpose methods, simultaneously achieving dynamic range compres-
sion, local-contrast enhancement, and color consistency; however, these algorithms
are usually computationally expensive, requiring algorithmic simplification and
hardware acceleration to achieve real-time performance [8].
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On the other hand, some dynamic range compression methods are combined
with a local-contrast enhancement algorithm to improve visual quality of color
images. For example, the authors in [9] proposed an adaptive and integrated neigh-
borhood dependent approach for nonlinear enhancement (AINDANE) algorithm,
which consists of two separate processes: adaptive luminance enhancement and
adaptive contrast enhancement. The former process compresses dynamic range of
the input image, and the latter process enhances local contrast after range com-
pression. The authors also extended their work to an illuminance perception-based
nonlinear enhancement algorithm, which provides high quality of enhanced images,
robust performance, and fast processing speed, i.e., achieving 26 frames per sec-
ond (fps) for frame size of 360 × 240 pixels [10]. The authors in [11] proposed a
spatially variant dynamic range compression algorithm with local contrast preser-
vation based on the concept of local contrast range transform. This method usually
performs well in color image enhancement; however, its enhancement procedure
requires high computational costs with a large memory and leads to an inefficient
algorithm. To improve computational efficiency, Unaldi et al. proposed a fast and
robust wavelet-based dynamic range compression (WDRC) algorithm with local-
contrast enhancement [12]. The processing time of WDRC algorithm is notably
reduced, since it fully operates in wavelet domain. The authors in [13] proposed a
fast dynamic range compression with local-contrast preservation (FDRCLCP) algo-
rithm, which is able to preserve image details during dynamic range compression.
An important feature of FDRCLCP algorithm is that, it achieves real-time perfor-
mance (30 fps for 640 × 480 videos on a 2.4-GHz Intel Core 2 desktop platform)
without hardware acceleration.

In a previous work [14], a simultaneous dynamic range compression and local-
contrast enhancement (SDRCLCE) algorithm, which is able to enhance image
local contrast during dynamic range compression, was developed. One merit of
the SDRCLCE algorithm is that, it is amenable to parallel processing on a multi-
core processor such as a graphics processing unit (GPU) device. This advantage
motivates us to develop a GPU-accelerated SDRCLCE algorithm to improve the
real-time performance for color image enhancement. An existing adaptive intensity
transfer function, which efficiently handles the enhancement of LDR images, is first
presented. The proposed algorithm is then derived by combining the adaptive inten-
sity transfer function with the GPU-accelerated SDRCLCE algorithm, achieving
real-time performance in processing high-resolution color images.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the existing
SDRCLCE method, which is related to the development of the proposed algorithm.
Section 3 introduces an existing image-dependent dynamic range compression
format with a local-contrast enhancement algorithm to enhance LDR images effi-
ciently. Section 4 presents a GPU acceleration method for the proposed algorithm
to achieve better real-time performance. Section 5 presents experimental results to
evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed GPU-accelerated color
image enhancement method. Section 6 concludes the contributions of this work.
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8.2 The Existing SDRCLCE Algorithm

This section briefly introduces the existing SDRCLCE algorithm [14] that efficiently
achieves the dynamic range compression while enhancing local contrast of color
images. The SDRCLCE algorithm [14] provides an efficient way to compress image
dynamic range and to enhance image local contrast simultaneously. Let Lin ∈ [0,1]
denote the normalized luminance component of an input color image, T [ • ] ∈ C1

be an arbitrary monotonically increasing and continuously differentiable intensity
transfer function, and T ′[Lin(x, y)] = dT [X]/dX |X=Lin(x,y) be the corresponding
derivative function of T. Then, the general form of SDRCLCE algorithm is given by

LSDRCLCE
out (x, y) =

{
f−1

n (x, y) {β(x, y)LT (x, y)+ [1− β(x, y)]Llce(x, y)}
}1

0
,

(8.1)

fn(x, y) = {
βmax(x, y)T (Lmax

in )+ [1− βmax(x, y)][αT ′(Lmax
in )Lmax

in ]
}1
ε
, (8.2)

Llce(x, y) = αT ′[Lin(x, y)]Lin(x, y), (8.3)

where α = ±1 is a two-valued parameter, LT (x, y) = T [Lin(x, y)] is the luminance
output obtained from the function T, and Llce(x, y) is the local-contrast enhance-
ment component for each pixel. In Eq. (8.1), the operator {x}ba means that the value
of x is bounded to the range [a, b], and β(x, y) is a weighting factor defined as

β(x, y) = Lin(x, y)+ ε

L̄in(x, y)+ ε
, (8.4)

where ε is a small positive value to avoid dividing by zero, and L̄in(x, y) is the
value of local average luminance of the pixels in a neighborhood of specified size. In
Eq. (8.2), fn ∈ [ε, 1] is a normalization factor associated with the weighting factor
β(x, y) such that

βmax(x, y) = β(x, y)|Lin(x,y)=Lmax
in

, (8.5)

where Lmax
in is the maximum input luminance value. To compute the luminance

image of color images, several methods can be used based on NTSC (National
Television System Committee) standard [9], sRGB (standard Red-Green-Blue) stan-
dard [15], or the definition of HSV (Hue-Saturation-Value) intensity value [16].
However, according to [10], adopting HSV intensity value is suggested because
it achieves color consistency in the RGB color image enhancement without color
space conversion. Hence, we use the HSV intensity value as the input luminance
Lin(x, y) for color image enhancement processing.

The SDRCLCE algorithm requires working with a linear color restoration pro-
cess to extend to color image enhancement, because it only processes the luminance
component of the input image. The linear color restoration process usually works in

RGB color space. Let PRGB
in =

[

Rin Gin Bin

]T

and PRGB
out =

[

Rout Gout Bout

]T

,
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respectively, denote the input and output color value of each pixel in RGB color
space. Then, the linear color restoration process for each input RGB color pixel can
be expressed as:

PRGB
out (x, y) = ρ(x, y)PRGB

in (x, y), (8.6)

where ρ(x, y) is a nonnegative color-mapping ratio given by

ρ(x, y) = LSDRCLCE
out (x, y)+ ε

Lin(x, y)+ ε
, (8.7)

where, again, ε is a small positive value to avoid dividing by zero. Equation (8.6)
is able to preserve color information of the original image for minimal color shifts
appeared in the enhanced result.

8.3 The Adaptive SDRCLCE Algorithm

This section first presents an existing adaptive intensity transfer function that
achieves adaptive dynamic range compression to efficiently deal with LDR images,
because selecting a suitable intensity transfer function is an important task when
employing the SDRCLCE algorithm. The proposed algorithm is then derived by
applying the SDRCLCE formula on the adaptive intensity transfer function.

8.3.1 An Existing Adaptive Intensity Transfer Function

In the authors’ previous work [17], an adaptive intensity transfer function was
proposed to achieve the image-dependent dynamic range compression, while pre-
venting over enhancement in the dark region of the image. Let S ∈ (0,2] denote a
nonzero positive constant, and φ ∈ [0, min (1, S)] a positive parameter controlling
the capability of dynamic range compression. Then the adaptive intensity transfer
function is given by

T [Lin(x, y)] = 1

2

{
L

[(1−φ)z+φ]
in (x, y)+ L

(2−z)
in (x, y)+ S(1− z)L(φ+1)

in (x, y)

[1− Lin(x, y)]

}

, (8.8)

where the parameter z is determined by an intensity level L related to the darkness
of the input luminance image such that

z =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

0, f or L ≤ 50
L− 50

100
, f or 50 < L ≤ 150

1, f or L > 150

. (8.9)
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Fig. 8.1 The intensity mapping curve processed by the nonlinear transfer function (8.8) with
S= 0.4 and ϕ =0.25

Figure 8.1 shows the intensity mapping curve processed by the nonlinear transfer
function (8.8) with different values of z. It is clear from Fig. 8.1 that the nonlin-
ear transfer function (8.8) remaps low-intensity pixels to higher intensity pixels and
leaves high-intensity pixels as close to unchanged as possible. This feature makes
the nonlinear transfer function (8.8) usable to enhance LDR images. Moreover, the
adaptive intensity transfer function (8.8) satisfies a zero-input, zero-output condi-
tion for all z ∈ [0,1]. This property helps to achieve an acceptable dynamic range
compression result with less color artifacts.

8.3.2 Application of SDRCLCE Formula into the Adaptive
Intensity Transfer Function

As the adaptive intensity transfer function (8.8) satisfies the monotonically increas-
ing and continuously differentiable conditions, an image-dependent image enhance-
ment algorithm can be easily derived by substituting this function to the SDRCLCE
formula (8.1)–(8.3) such that
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LSDRCLCE
out_T (x, y) =

{
[f T

n (x, y)]−1{β(x, y)LT (x, y)+ [1− β(x, y)]LT
lce(x, y)

}}1

0
,

(8.10)

f T
n (x, y) = {

βmax(x, y)T (Lmax
in )+ [1− βmax(x, y)][αT ′ (Lmax

in )Lmax
in ]

}1
ε
, (8.11)

LT
lce(x, y) = αT ′ [Lin(x, y)]Lin(x, y), (8.12)

T ′ [Lin(x, y)] = 1

2

{
[(1− φ)z+ φ][Lin(x, y)+ ε][(1−φ)z+φ−1] + (2− z)L(1−z)

in (x, y)

+S(1− z)Lφ
in(x, y){(φ + 1)[1−Lin(x, y)]−Lin(x, y)}

}

,

(8.13)

where Lmax
in = 1 and T (Lmax

in ) = 1. For the enhancement of color images, the
linear color restoration process (8.6) is employed, but using LSDRCLCE

out_T instead of
LSDRCLCE

out in (8.7). Moreover, the value of z depends on an intensity level L related
to the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the input intensity image. There-
fore, the range compression property of Eq. (8.10) is adaptively changed according
to the intensity histogram of the input image. This advantage improves the range-
compression property of the proposed method in dealing with a variety of LDR
images.

The contrast-enhancement property of the SDRCLCE algorithm can be deter-
mined by the two-valued parameter α. That is, setting α =1 in Eqs. (8.11) and
(8.12) leads to preserve local contrast of output luminance during range compres-
sion, and α = − 1 leading to enhance local contrast. Figure 8.2 shows an example
to explain this property. From Fig. 8.2, visually comparing the SDRCLCE output
(8.10) with the adaptive tone-mapping output (8.8) observes that the SDRCLCE
algorithm is able to enhance local contrast of the image without employing an extra
contrast enhancement process. This advantage makes the SDRCLCE algorithm
more suitable to meet the requirements of real-time applications.

8.3.3 Extension to Video Signal Processing

The proposed color image enhancement algorithm also can be extended to video
signal processing. According to digital video standards, YCbCr is the most com-
monly used color space in video rendering, and thus most of the existing video
enhancement methods are performed in YCbCr color space. However, these meth-
ods may result in low saturation images, as they usually leave Cb, Cr components
unchanged in the enhancement process. To overcome this problem, a YCbCr linear
color restoration process, which can preserve the color information of input video
signals during the video enhancement process in YCbCr color space, was proposed

in [14]. Let
[

Yin Cb
in Cr

in

]
and

[

Yout Cb
out Cr

out

]
denote the input and output color

pixel in YCbCr color space, respectively. According to [14], the remapping of lumi-
nance and chrominance components of each YCbCr color pixel are respectively
given by

Yout (x, y) = ρ(x, y)Yin(x, y)+ 16[1− ρ(x, y)], and (8.14)
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a b

c d

Fig. 8.2 Top row. a original grayscale image, enhanced result of b the adaptive tone-mapping out-
put (8) and the SDRCLCE output (10) with c α = 1 and d α = − 1. Bottom row. the corresponding
pixel data of scan lines

Ci
out (x, y) = ρ(x, y)Ci

in(x, y)+ 128[1− ρ(x, y)], (8.15)

where ρ(x, y) is the color-mapping ratio defined in (8.7) with Lin(x, y) = Yin(x, y),
and Ci

j (i= b, r, and j= in, out) denotes one of the chrominance components.
Combining the proposed algorithm with the YCbCr linear color restoration formu-
las (8.14) and (8.15) allows directly enhancing video signals without color space
conversion, significantly speeding up the video enhancement process.

8.4 GPU Acceleration of the Adaptive SDRCLCE Algorithm

To achieve real-time performance without hardware acceleration, Ref. [15] reported
two lookup table (LUT) acceleration methods, which are also applicable to the
proposed algorithm. Figure 8.3 shows block diagrams of these two acceleration
methods applied on the proposed algorithm. The first method shown in Fig. 8.3a
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a

b

Fig. 8.3 Two LUT acceleration methods of the adaptive SDRCLCE algorithm to achieve real-
time performance on the CPU: Accelerated implementation a by using a 256-by-256 2D LLUT
required updating according to the current value of w, and b by using a N-by-256-by-256 3D
LLUT combined with a linear interpolation method

uses Eqs. (8.10)–(8.13) to construct and update a 256-by-256 two-dimensional lumi-
nance lookup table (2D LLUT), which simplifies the enhancement process to a 2D
LLUT indexing operation. On the other hand, the second one shown in Fig. 8.3b
employs a N-by-256-by-256 3D LLUT to avoid the LUT update operation, but it
requires an extra 2D LUT indexing operation, a linear interpolation operation and
costs more memory resources. When implemented on the central processing unit
(CPU), we observed that the second method has better computational efficiency
than the first one as it does not need floating-point computations, since the linear
interpolation operation can be performed via fixed-point approximation. By con-
trast, the first method can obtain better computational efficiency on the GPU as it
needs fewer memory access operations and memory resources than the second one.
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Therefore, we chose the first LUT acceleration method [Fig. 8.3a] to implement on
the GPU.

In Fig. 8.3a, the proposed adaptive SDRCLCE algorithm consists of four opera-
tions: local average computation, parameter z computation, 2D LLUT update, and
2D LLUT indexing. Not all of these operations are suitable to be implemented on the
GPU. For an instance, the operation of parameter z computation has to compute the
CDF of the input intensity image and determine the intensity level L indicating the
darkness of the input image. This operation is apparently a single-threaded sequen-
tial process and is unsuitable to be parallelized by multi-threaded programming.
Based on this observation, the proposed GPU-accelerated color image enhancement
method is thus divided into a CPU/host and a GPU/device process, as shown in
Fig. 8.4. In the device process, the GPU handles three parallelizable operations of
the proposed adaptive SDRCLCE algorithm, including local average computation,
2D LLUT update and 2D LLUT indexing. On the other hand, the CPU handles
the rest operations of the proposed color image enhancement processing, including
luminance computation, parameter computation, linear color restoration, and data
transfer between the CPU and GPU. In the rest of this section, we focus the dis-
cussion on the design of the device processing as it represents a core process of the
proposed adaptive SDRCLCE algorithm.

8.4.1 2D LLUT Update

In this work, we use NVIDIA Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [18]
as the GPU development tool due to its high efficiency and programmability.
NVIDIA GPUs consist of an array of streaming multiprocessors (SMs), each of
which supports a large number of threads. A thread processes a single element of
a large data array, such as a pixel of an image or an element of a LUT. All parallel
threads executed on a single SM are grouped into a block, and all blocks executed
on a CUDA device are grouped into a grid, which corresponds to a CUDA kernel
function call in an application. Each block/thread in a grid/block has its own index
(ID) number called block/thread ID. Let (bidx, bidy) denote, respectively, the block
ID within a grid in x and y dimensions, and (tidx, tidy), respectively, the thread ID
within a block in x and y dimensions. Then a global thread ID in x and y dimensions,
denoted by (tx , ty), can be simply computed by
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Fig. 8.4 Flowchart of the proposed GPU-accelerated color image enhancement method, in which
the GPU handles the parallelizable operations of the proposed adaptive SDRCLCE algorithm

tx = bidx × bdmx + tidx, and ty = bidy × bdmy + tidy, (8.16)

where (bdmx, bdmy) denote the block size in x and y dimensions, respectively. Based
on this computational model, the operation of updating 256-by-256 2D LLUT can
be efficiently achieved by a CUDA kernel function call with 256 blocks, each having
256 threads. Algorithm 1 shows a pseudo code of the proposed CUDA-based 2D
LLUT updating kernel function, which is a 1D grid, 1D block, pixel-wise CUDA
kernel function associated with four parameters (z, α, S, ϕ) defined in the previous
section. In Algorithm 1, each thread performs the proposed algorithm described in
Eqs. (8.10)–(8.13) to compute a value of the 2D LLUT at the location (L, L̄),
where L ∈ [0,255] and L̄ ∈ [0,255] represent the thread ID and block ID number,
respectively. Therefore, the processing time of 2D LLUT update can be significantly
reduced by parallelizing with 256 × 256 threads.
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Algorithm 1: CUDA-based 2D LLUT updating kernel function 
Input: tidx, the thread ID within a block 

bidx, the block ID within a grid 
z, the brightness level of an image 
α, the two-valued parameter 
S, the nonzero positive constant
φ, the positive parameter controlling dynamic range compression 

Output: LUT2D, the 2D LLUT 
1: idxtL = ; 

2: idxbL = ; 

3: )1(256 += Lt f ; 

4: ),,,1()1(),,,1( φαφ SzTtSzTtF ff ′××−+×= ; 
5:   if F > 1 then 
6:  1=F ; 
7: else if F < ε then 
8:  ε=F ; 
9: end if 

10: 255Lt f = ; 

11: 
);255()}255(),,,(ˆ

])1()1(1[])1()1([),,,({

FLSztT
LLLLSztTL

f

fout

××′××

++−+++×=

φ
φ

Return: outoutout LLLLL

α
:0?)0(:255?)255(),(LUT2D <>= ; 

8.4.2 Local Average Computation

To compute the local average luminance of the image, a conventional method is to
convolute the luminance image with a spatial low-pass filter such that L̄in = Lin ⊗
FL, where the operator ⊗ denotes the 2D convolution operation, and FL denotes a
spatial low-pass filter kernel function satisfying the condition

∑
x

∑
y FL(x, y) = 1.

As mentioned in Sect. 2.2, the kernel function FL can be selected as a blurring filter
or an edge-preserving filter. In this work, we employ a Gaussian blur kernel function

given by FL(x, y) = Ke−(x2+y2)/σ
2
, where K is the scalar of the filter to normalize

the sum of filter coefficients to 1, and σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian
blur kernel. The filter kernel size is determined by "(2σ + 3)× (2σ + 3)#, where
the operator "X#means the largest integer smaller than or equal to X. Thus, increas-
ing the value of σ will increment the level of local-contrast enhancement and the
processing time of the proposed method. In CUDA, the 2D convolution operation
can be simply implemented by using functions in the NVIDIA Performance Primi-
tives (NPP) library [19], which is a collection of GPU-accelerated image, video, and
signal processing functions. For example, NPP 6.0 library provides an image filter
function, nppiFilterGauss_8u_C1R, which performs 2D Gaussian blur filtering on
single-channel 8-bit unsigned images with kernel sizes up to 5 × 5 (σ = 1). There-
fore, the computation of the 2D Gaussian blur filter can be easily implemented on
NVIDIA CUDA devices by using the latest NPP library.
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Algorithm 2: CUDA-based 2D LLUT indexing kernel function 
Input: tidx, the thread ID within a block in x dimension  

tidy, the thread ID within a block in y dimension  
bidx, the block ID within a grid in x dimension  
bidy, the block ID within a grid in y dimension  
bdmx, the block size in x dimension 
bdmy, the block size in y dimension 
W, the image width 
H, the image height 

inL , the local average luminance image 

inL , the input luminance image 
LUT2D, the 2D LLUT 

Output: SDRCLCE
ToutL _ , the SDRCLCE output image 

1: idxdmxidxx tbbt +×= ; 

2: idydmyidyy tbbt +×= ; 
3:     if tx < W and ty < H then 
4:  )),(),,((),( 2_ yxinyxinDyx

SDRCLCE
Tout ttLttLLUTttL =

5:     end if 
Return: ),(_ yx

SDRCLCE
Tout ttL ; 

Note that, according to [14], the parameter σ controls the level of local-contrast
enhancement. That is, increasing the value of this parameter gets more contrast
enhancement on the resulting image, but probably reducing runtime performance
as the kernel size of the Gaussian filter increases. Therefore, there is a trade-off
between the runtime performance and the level of local-contrast enhancement if the
value of σ is increased. In this study, we set the value of σ equal to 1 because the
kernel size of the current nppiFilterGauss_8u_C1R function is only up to 5 × 5.

8.4.3 2D LLUT Indexing

As we obtained the local average image, the input luminance image can be enhanced
by a simple 2D LLUT indexing operation. Similar to the 2D LLUT update, this
operation is also pixel-wise, but is implemented by a 2D grid, 2D block CUDA
kernel function. Let W denote the input image width, and H the input image height.
Given two positive integers bdmx and bdmy determine the desired 2D block size in
x and y dimensions, respectively. Then, the 2D grid size (gdmx, gdmy) used in the
kernel function call is set as

gdmx =
⌈

W
�bdmx

⌉
, and gdmy =

⌈
H
�bdmy

⌉
, (8.17)

where the operator $X%means the smallest integer larger than or equal to X. The size
of each 2D block within the grid is set as (bdmx, bdmy), so that the grid contains least
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Table 8.1 Parameter setting for the adaptive SDRCLCE method used in the experiments

Parameter Value Description

σ 1 The sigma value used in a single-scale Gaussian filter

α − 1 The two-valued parameter used in Eqs. (8.11) and (8.12)

S 0.4 The nonzero positive constant used in Eqs. (8.8) and (8.13)

ϕ 0.25 The positive parameter used in Eqs. (8.8) and (8.13)

ε 1/255 Small positive value used in Eqs. (8.7) and (8.13)

W × H parallel threads, each of them performs a single LUT indexing operation
at location (tx , ty) determined by Eq. (8.16) under conditions bidx ∈ [0, gdmx − 1],
bidy ∈ [0, gdmy − 1], tidx ∈ [0, bdmx − 1], and tidx ∈ [0, bdmx − 1]. Algorithm 2
shows pseudo code of the proposed CUDA-based 2D LLUT indexing kernel func-
tion. In Algorithm 2, each thread requires only memory access operation in global
memory, which usually has many times more bandwidth than the system memory.
Therefore, this design can greatly speed up the entire LUT indexing process.

8.5 Experimental Results

The performance of the proposed CUDA-based color image enhancement algorithm
has been tested on a Windows 7 machine equipped with a 2.9 GHz Intel Core i7-
3520M CPU and a NVIDIA NVS 5200M GPU, which has 96 CUDA cores [20].
The proposed GPU acceleration method was implemented on the GPU by using
CUDA 6.0 toolkit and NPP 6.0 library. Table 8.1 tabulates the parameter setting of
the adaptive SDRCLCE method used in the experiments, which consist of two parts:
the first part presents quantitative and visual comparisons between CPU and GPU
versions of the adaptive SDRCLCE algorithm; and the second part is computational
performance analysis of the proposed GPU acceleration method. Two image quality
metrics were adopted in the experiments to quantify the amount of distortion pro-
duced by the GPU-accelerated implementations. The first one is PSNR (in decibels)
metric defined as

PSNR(PRGB
CPU , PRGB

GPU )=10log10

⎡

⎣2552

⎛

⎝
1

UV

V∑

y=1

U∑

x=1

∥
∥
∥PRGB

CPU (x,y)− PRGB
GPU (x, y)

∥
∥
∥

2

⎞

⎠

⎤

⎦,

(8.18)

where U, V are the total column and row numbers of the image. PRGB
CPU (x, y) and

PRGB
GPU (x, y) are the color vectors at the (x, y)th position of the color image produced

by the CPU and GPU implementations, respectively. The second one is SSIM index
proposed in [21], such that

SSIM(LCPU , LGPU ) = (2μCμG + C1)(2σCG + C2)

(μ2
C + μ2

G + C1)(σ 2
C + σ 2

G + C2)
, (8.19)
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where LCPU and LGPU are the luminance images extracted from the color images
PRGB

CPU and PRGB
GPU , respectively. (μC , σC2 ) and (μG, σG2 ) are the mean and variance

of LCPU and LGPU, respectively. σCG is the covariance between LCPU and LGPU. C1
and C2 are the two constants, and their default values are set as C1 = (0.01× 255)2

and C2 = (0.03× 255)2. Note that the SSIM measure is a floating value between
− 1 and 1, and an SSIM value close to 1 indicates a high similarity between two
images.

8.5.1 Quantitative and Visual Comparisons Between CPU
and GPU Implementations

The LUT-accelerated CPU implementation shown in Fig. 8.3a was employed in the
experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed GPU implementation. To
provide a fair comparison, the CPU implementation also uses a single-scale Gaus-
sian filter with kernel sigma σ = 1 to compute the local average image. For both
CPU and GPU implementations, the values S= 0.4 and ϕ = 0.25 are used as the
default setting, and the small positive value ε is set as 1/255. Figure 8.5 shows six
test images used to evaluate the performance of the GPU implementation. Figures
8.5b1–b6 and 8.5c1–c6 present the enhanced results of the test images obtained from
the CPU and GPU implementations, respectively. A visual comparison shows that
the GPU implementation not only produces satisfactory results in range compres-
sion and contrast enhancement without inducing color artifacts, but also obtains sim-
ilar enhancement results compared to the CPU implementation. Table 8.2 records
PSNR and SSIM measures between image enhancement results obtained from the
CPU and GPU implementations. It is clear, from Table 8.2, that the GPU implemen-
tation produces high PSNR and SSIM values compared to the CPU implementation.
This implies that both methods produce similar color image enhancement results,
and thus the performance of the proposed GPU acceleration method is validated.

8.5.2 Computational Performance Analysis

The computational performance of the proposed GPU implementation was evalu-
ated by comparing the execution time with the CPU implementation in processing
images with different resolutions M × M, from 256 × 256 to 4096 × 4096. The
execution time of each image resolution is a time average of 20 experiments. Fig-
ures 8.6a and 8.6b show the execution time of each step in the LUT-accelerated and
GPU-accelerated adaptive SDRCLCE process implemented on the CPU and GPU,
respectively. It is clear from Fig. 8.6a that the execution time of local average com-
putation and 2D LLUT indexing increases rapidly as the image resolution increases.
By contrast, the execution time of 2D LLUT update is independent of the image res-
olution; however, this step costs the most execution time (about 27.6 ms in average)
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a1 b1 c1

a2 b2 c2

a3

a4

a5

a6

b3

b4

b5

b6

c3

c4

c5

c6

Fig. 8.5 Experimental results: a1–a6 original images, b1–b6 enhanced images produced by the
CPU implementation, and c1–c6 by the GPU implementation
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Table 8.2 Quantitative measure between enhanced images obtained from the CPU and GPU
implementations

Results of the CPU
implementation

Figure 8.5
b1

Figure 8.5
b2

Figure 8.5
b3

Figure 8.5
b4

Figure 8.5
b5

Figure 8.5
b6

Results of the GPU
implementation

Figure 8.5
c1

Figure 8.5
c2

Figure 8.5
c3

Figure 8.5
c4

Figure 8.5
c5

Figure 8.5
c6

PSNR (dB) 37.7595 41.1548 41.5116 38.9940 41.2804 42.3052

SSIM 0.9986 0.9995 0.9986 0.9993 0.9989 0.9988

Fig. 8.6 Execution time of each step in the a LUT-accelerated and b GPU-accelerated adaptive
SDRCLCE process with respect to different image resolutions

in processing images with sizes up to 2048 × 2048 pixels. On the other hand, the
execution time of 2D LLUT update and 2D LLUT indexing on the GPU just slightly
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Fig. 8.7 TolExe time comparison of the CPU and GPU implementations

increases about 8 μs and 6 μs, respectively, as image resolution increases from
256 × 256 to 4096 × 4096 [Fig. 8.6b]. Moreover, the execution time of local aver-
age computation on the GPU just costs about 48 μs in average independent of the
image resolution, significantly improving computational efficiency of the adaptive
SDRCLCE process.

We now define a total execution (TolExe) time as the summation of the com-
putational time of each step shown in Fig. 8.6. Figure 8.7 presents a comparison
between the CPU and GPU TolExe times. From Fig. 8.7, we observe that the CPU
TolExe time increases obviously (from 25.4 ms to 141.8 ms) as image resolution
increases. By contrast, the GPU TolExe time just slightly increases from 61.4 μs to
79.5 μs. This experimental result demonstrates a great improvement on the com-
putational efficiency by using the proposed GPU acceleration method in processing
high-resolution images up to 4096 × 4096 pixels. However, it is important to notice
that the GPU implementation is usually memory bound rather than operationally
bound [22]. That is, the performance bottleneck of the GPU implementation is usu-
ally dominated by the memory copy (MemCpy) time between the CPU and GPU, as
shown in Fig. 8.8. It is clear from Fig. 8.8 that the MemCpy time between the CPU
and GPU increases proportionally (from 1.5 ms to 53.6 ms) according to the image
resolutions and dominates the actual execution time (TolExe time+MemCpy time)
of the GPU implementation.

Figure 8.9 presents the acceleration of the GPU implementation compared to the
CPU implementation, which is measured by the following two methods

Acceleration of TolExe Time = CPU TolExe Time

GPU TolExe Time
, and (8.20)
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Fig. 8.8 Actual execution time of the GPU implementation, including the cost of memory copy
(MemCpy) between the CPU and GPU

Fig. 8.9 Acceleration of the GPU implementation over the CPU implementation

Acceleration of Actual Execution Time = CPU TolExe Time

GPU TolExe Time+MemCpy Time
.

(8.21)

By observing Fig. 8.9, we notice that the proposed GPU acceleration method can
gain at least 414 times acceleration on the TolExe time when compared with the
CPU implementation for images with size larger than 256 × 256 pixels, and it
even gains about 1700 times acceleration of TolExe time for the images with
4096 × 4096 resolution. When considering the cost of memory copy between the
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CPU and GPU, the proposed GPU acceleration method still gains about 7 times
acceleration for 1 megapixel (1024 × 124) images and gains about 2.6 times accel-
eration for 16 megapixel (4096 × 4096) images. Therefore, these experimental
results validate the computational performance of the proposed GPU acceleration
method.

8.6 Conclusions

This chapter proposes a GPU-accelerated adaptive SDRCLCE algorithm for real-
time color image enhancement. The proposed algorithm consists of an image-
dependent nonlinear intensity transfer function, which is able to handle the enhance-
ment of LDR images and produce a satisfactory dynamic range compression result
with less color artifacts. By combining the existing SDRCLCE algorithm with the
nonlinear intensity transfer function, the proposed method can efficiently improve
the visual quality of color images suffered from LDR and poor contrast defects.
To improve the real-time performance, a CUDA-based parallel acceleration method
is also proposed to accelerate the entire process of the proposed method in pro-
cessing high-resolution images. Experimental results validate that the proposed
GPU-accelerated color image enhancement method not only produces satisfactory
color enhancement results, but also achieves a notable improvement on execution
time in processing high-resolution color images.
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Chapter 9
Color Equalization and Retinex

Liqian Wang, Liang Xiao and Zhihui Wei

9.1 Introduction

With the growing popularity of the consumer and professional cameras, images are
becoming much easier to obtain. However, because of the influence of the scene
conditions and the limitations of photosensitive elements in cameras, many images
taken under the condition of dim light or in the high dynamic range scene may
have an unsatisfactory visual effect. In order to meet the requirements of display
or analysis in some specific applications, the contrast and color of these images
need to be enhanced and corrected. Image color correction is a kind of task in
image enhancement which is one of the classic topics in image processing. It is
an important preprocessing phase of many image analysis tasks such as image seg-
mentation, pattern recognition, and so on. The color corrected image is expected
to have more vivid colors or a better visual effect than the original image. There
are many techniques which can be used to correct image color. Color equalization
and color constancy are two efficient and common techniques. Color equalization
adjusts the brightness of colors so that the image histogram is as nearly flat as pos-
sible. Color equalization can enhance the contrast in an image and bring out details
which were hard to see before. In this chapter, we review the traditional histogram
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equalization technique and some recent developments, such as the automatic color
equalization [10, 11] and its variational formulation [2].

Color constancy is a feature of the human color perception system which ensures
that the color of objects is perceived as constant under varying illumination con-
ditions. As early as 1971, Land formulated the Retinex theory and algorithm [21]
to achieve color constancy by computing local ratios of the channel intensity of the
image. Retinex is based on the physiological activity of human eye cones and of spe-
cialized neurons of the primary visual cortex. Over the years, the Retinex algorithm
has been developed in a variety of ways to interpret the human perception system
and color constancy. All these Retinex algorithms fall into several categories, such
as path-based Retinex [21], recursive Retinex [9], and variational Retinex [18]. In
this chapter, we concentrate on some representative algorithms in each category.
Furthermore, the relation between automatic color equalization and Retinex is also
described.

This chapter is organized as follows: In Sect. 9.2, we review the color equaliza-
tion methods including histogram equalization, contrast limited adaptive histogram
equalization, and automatic color equalization. In Sect. 9.3, we present the Retinex
theory for color constancy, and then review and summarize some representative
Retinex algorithms. Finally, the discussions are given in Sect. 9.4.

9.2 Color Equalization

9.2.1 Histogram Equalization

The traditional equalization methods are the histogram-based methods. The
histogram-based methods enhance image contrast by transforming the values of
image intensity. These methods can also be used on color images by respectively
applying the same operation on the red, green, and blue channels of a color image in
RGB color space, or first converting the image into another color space, for example,
lab color space or hue-saturation-value (HSV) color space, and then applying the
operation only on the luminance or value channel, keeping the other two channels
unchanged. Histogram equalization (HE) [13, 15] is the most traditional histogram-
based method. HE, just as its name implies, is to make the histogram of an image
equalized, so that the image has high dynamic range and shows more details. We
can see from Fig. 9.1 that the histogram of a low contrast image is narrow, while the
histogram of the corresponding high contrast image is spread over a broad range of
the grayscale. Because it stretches the image histogram to make image intensities
better distributed on the histogram, it is very useful when the backgrounds and the
foregrounds of the image are both bright or both dark. However, when the image
contains noise, HE may increase the contrast of noise, which leads to a bad visual
effect.

Given an image I as a discrete function, the pixel intensities range from 0 to
L− 1.Usually L equals to 256 for an 8-bit image. The probability of occurrence of
gray level rkis
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Fig. 9.1 a An unequalized image, b corresponding histogram and cumulative histogram, c the
same image after HE, d corresponding histogram and cumulative histogram after HE

pr (rk) = nk

n
k = 0,1, . . ., L−1, (9.1)

where nk is the number of pixels that have gray level rk, 0 ≤ rk ≤ 1, and n
is the total number of pixels in the image. The cumulative distribution function
corresponding to pr is defined as

sk = T (rk) =
k∑

j=0

pr (rj ) =
k∑

j=0

nk

n
k = 0,1, . . ., L− 1, (9.2)

where T (rk) is the function transforming every pixel value rkto a level sk .T (rk)
is a single-valued and monotone increasing function of rk, and 0 ≤ T (rk) ≤ 1
for 0 ≤ rk ≤ 1. Thus, the resulting image is obtained by transforming the original
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pixel intensities rkto the new pixel intensities sk via function T (rk). The algorithm
consists of the following steps:

1. Count nkof the original image, k = 0,1, . . ., L− 1;
2. Compute the original histogram, i.e., pr (rk), by Eq. (9.1);
3. Compute the cumulative distribution function by Eq. (9.2);
4. Compute the output gray level gk = floor[(gmax − gmin)sk(rk)+ gmin]/(L − 1),

k = 0,1, . . ., L− 1, where floor[•]rounds down to the nearest integer, gmax =
L− 1, gmin = 0.

Figure 9.1 shows an example of HE. Bins are distributed relatively equally among
gray levels after HE. Thus, low contrast regions in the unequalized image become
brighter in the output image. However, we can also find that the contrasts of some
regions are over-enhanced.

9.2.2 Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization

Since the global enhancement of traditional HE may increase the contrast of noise
and lose details, adaptive histogram equalization (AHE) [32] improves HE by com-
puting histograms in a local way and using these local histograms to redistribute
the intensities of the image. It does bring more details than the traditional HE and
enhance local contrast. However, AHE still suffers from the amplification of noise.
Contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) [17] is a variant of AHE,
which is able to suppress noise by limiting the contrast of AHE. It enhances the
image by applying the HE to the small neighborhood region of each pixel, and then
merging the regions into an entire image using interpolation. The contrast limiting
procedure is applied by clipping the histogram at a predefined value before comput-
ing the cumulative distribution function. Thus, the over-amplification of noise in the
image can be avoided. The procedure of CLAHE can be summarized as follows:

1. Partition the image into M ×N nonoverlapping tiles.
2. Clip the histogram of each tile, and redistribute the excess pixels in each bin.

The clip limit, i.e., a threshold above which the histogram is clipped, is computed
by

Lc = NclipA, (9.3)

where Nclip is the clip limit coefficient, A = nx ×ny/Nxy where Nxy is the number
of bins for the histogram of a tile, nxand ny are pixel numbers in the tile in x and
ydirections, respectively. This clipping makes the number of pixels in each bin no
larger than Lc. Let S denote the sum of all clipped pixels, the number of the clipped
pixels redistributed in each bin are

av = S/Nxy . (9.4)
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Fig. 9.2 a Original image, b enhanced image obtained by CLAHE

After the above redistribution, the remaining pixels are redistributed again, one pixel
at a time, in looped fashion. Each redistribution loop starts from a low gray level bin
to a high gray level bin with a step size. If the number of pixels in the bin is smaller
than the clip limit, then one pixel is redistributed to this bin. The loop stops until
all the remaining pixels are redistributed to bins. The redistribution step size of the
remaining pixels is computed by

Step = Nxy/nr , (9.5)

where nr denotes the number of remaining pixels.

3. Equalize the contrast limited histogram of each tile.
4. Combine the neighboring tiles by using bilinear interpolation to eliminate

boundary artifacts.

Figure 9.2 shows the result obtained by CLAHE. Local contrast enhancement
improves the visibility of the details while avoiding over-enhancement.

9.2.3 Automatic Color Equalization

Automatic color equalization (ACE) [10] is a method for unsupervised global and
local color correction by simulating the inner complex behavior of the Human
Visual System (HVS), and it was further developed in [2, 39, 40]. The method
is inspired by two basic equalization mechanisms, i.e., “Gray world” and “White
patch”. The “Gray world” refers to the mechanism that HVS performs to adapt to the
new luminance condition of the scene. For example, our pupils get wider in the dark
to let sufficient light come into the eye, but narrower in bright light to attain acuity.
This can also be done in photography by modifying lens aperture and shutter time.
The “White patch” refers to the mechanism that HVS uses for normalizing its chan-
nel values, maximizing toward a hypothetical white reference area, and achieving
color constancy. It is worth mentioning that [39] “Gray world” and “White patch”
mechanisms are different from “Gray world” and “White patch” assumptions. The
“Gray world” and “White patch” mechanisms refer to the capability of the image
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Fig. 9.3 Basic algorithm structure of ACE

correction algorithms to simulate HVS, i.e., to adapt to the lighting condition. The
“Gray world” and “White patch” assumptions are hypotheses about the visual natu-
ralness of the scene. ACE merges these two mechanisms into a model that simulates
the inner complex behavior of HVS.

There are two phases included in ACE (see Fig. 9.3). The first one is the
chromatic spatial adjustment in which a kind of lateral inhibition mechanism is per-
formed and its result is a local–global filter. For each channel c, each pixel x in the
output image R is computed as follows:

Rc(x) =
∑

y∈Subset, y&=x

r((Ic(x)− Ic(y)))

d(x, y)
, (9.6)

where Ic(x)−Ic(y) accounts for the lateral inhibition mechanism that increases con-
trast and sharpness, d(•) is a distance function which weights the amount of local
or global contribution, r(• )is the function that accounts for the relative lightness
appearance of the pixel. Lateral inhibition mechanism is a concept in neurobiology.
It means that an excited neuron is capable of reducing the activity of its neighbors.
In visual perception, this mechanism creates contrast and is useful in color discrimi-
nation. Generally, in order to compensate for the distance of the pixel from the edge,
Eq. (9.6) can be modified with a normalization coefficient as follows

Rc(x) =
∑

y∈Subset, y &=x
r((Ic(x)−Ic(y)))

d(x,y)
∑

j∈Subset, j &=x
rmax

d(x,j )

, (9.7)

where rmax is the maximum value of r(•). Computing the difference between each
pixel value and all other pixels of the selected image subset can be viewed as the
simulation of the lateral inhibition mechanism, and the function r(•) is used for tun-
ing the difference. The “Gray world” behavior is obtained by setting r(•) to be an
odd function, while the “White patch” behavior is obtained by nonlinear enhance-
ments of relative differences between pixels. In [39], the authors tested three kinds
of r(• ) functions (see Fig. 9.4). As shown in Fig. 9.5, the higher the slope of the
saturation function is, the higher the contrast. In the unitary slope case, the satura-
tion function is turned into the linear function, while in the infinite slope case, the
saturation function is turned into the signum function.
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Fig. 9.4 Three tested r(•) functions

The second phase is the dynamic tone reproduction scaling in which the image
dynamic is maximized and lightness constancy is performed. In this stage, a linear
or nonlinear scaling method can be used for mapping the intermediate pixels matrix
R into the final output image O. The authors proposed two linear scaling methods;
one is simple linear scaling

Lc(x) = round[sc(Rc(x)−mc)], (9.8)

where scis the slope of the segment [(mc, 0), (Mc, 255)], i.e.sc = 255/(Mc − mc),
Mc = maxxRc(x),mc = minxRc(x). The advantage of simple linear scaling is that
the linear mapping is able to fill the available dynamic range of images without
further adjustment. The other one is the “White patch/Gray world” scaling

Oc(x) = round[127.5+ scRc(x)], (9.9)

where sc = 127.5/Mc. This scaling takes advantage of the global “Gray world”
assumption. Consequently, the dynamic of the final output image is centered on the
medium gray. The disadvantage of this scaling is that tones around the very dark
values could be lost. Figure 9.6 shows the results obtained by ACE.

9.2.3.1 Variational Framework for Contrast Enhancement

Motivated by the variational formulation of HE [41], Bertalmío et al. [2] noticed
that ACE’s structure is analogous to the one in the variational formulation of HE.
The method in [2] performs color correction by considering the three color channels
separately. Here we describe this approach by using the same notation as in [2]. Let
I denote a chromatic channel of an input image. Let us assume that the intensity
values of I have been normalized to range over the unit real interval [0,1], and let
x and y be two arbitrary pixels in I . Bertalmío et al. proposed that the variational
framework for contrast enhancement and color correction consists of an average
local contrast measure
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Fig. 9.5 Sample image filtered with different r(•) function
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Fig. 9.6 a Original image, b enhanced results obtained by ACE (top: enhanced image; bottom:
corresponding dynamic range)

Cω,J (I ): =
∫∫

T2

ω(x, y)J (I (x)− I (y))dxdy, (9.10)

and an average quadratic local dispersion measure

Dω̃(I ) ≡
∫∫

T2

ω̃(x, y)(I (y)− Ī ω̃(x))
2
dxdy, (9.11)

where J :R→ [0,∞) is a convex even function, T2 is the spatial domain of image,
ω and ω̃ are two positive symmetric normalized weight functions representing the
weight of mutual chromatic influence between the pixels x and y,

∫

T
ω(x, y)dy =

∫

T
ω̃(x, y)dy = 1, Ī ω̃(x) is a local average. The authors in [2] provided three choices

for Ī ω̃(x). The first choice is the “Gray world,” which can be translated into

Ī ω̃(x) = 1

2
. (9.12)

Consequently, the corresponding dispersion measure can be given as follows
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Dω̃,GW (I ) ≡
∫∫

T2

ω̃(x, y)

(

I (y)− 1

2

)2

dxdy

=
∫

T

⎛

⎝

∫

T

ω̃(x, y)dx

⎞

⎠

(

I (y)− 1

2

)2

dy

=
∫

T

(

I (y)− 1

2

)2

dy.

(9.13)

The second choice is the “Attachment to Original Data,” which can be translated
into

Ī ω̃(x) =
∫

T

ω̃(x, y)I0(y)dy, (9.14)

where I0 denotes the original image which we want to enhance. The corresponding
dispersion measure is formulated by

Dω̃,IO(I ) =
∫

T

(I (x)− I0(x))2dx. (9.15)

The third choice is a linear combination of “Gray world” and “Attachment to
Original Data,” i.e.,

Dω̃(I ) = βDω̃,GW (I )+ γDω̃,I0 (I ), β ≥ 0, γ > 0. (9.16)

The final energy functional is defined as

Eω̃,ω(I ): = Dω̃(I )− Cω,J (I ). (9.17)

Minimizing the functional Eq. (9.17) increases the contrast while controlling the
local variance of the resulting image. By assuming that J is differentiable, we have
the first variation of Eω̃,ω(I ), i.e.,

δEω̃,ω(I ) = δDω̃(I )− δCω,J (I )

= 2β

(

I (x)− 1

2

)

+ 2γ

⎛

⎝I (x)−
∫

T

ω̃(x, y)Ī ω̃(y)dy

⎞

⎠

− 2
∫

T

ω(x, y)J ′(I (y)− I (x))dy.

(9.18)

The minimum of Eω̃,ω satisfies δEω̃,ω(I ) = 0.
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In a discrete framework, Eq. (9.18) can be written as

Ed
ω̃,ω(I ) = Dd

ω̃(I )− Cd
ω,J (I ), (9.19)

where

Dd
ω̃(I ) = βDd

ω̃,GW (I )+ γDd
ω̃,I0

(I ), β ≥ 0, γ > 0, (9.20)

Dd
ω̃,I0

(I ) =
∑

x

∑

y

ω̃(x, y)(I (y)− Ī ω̃(x))
2
, (9.21)

Ī ω̃(x) =
∑

y

ω̃(x, y)I0(y), (9.22)

Dd
ω̃,GW (I ) =

∑

x

(

I (x)− 1

2

)2

, (9.23)

and

Cd
ω,J (I ) =

∑

x

∑

y

ω(x, y)J (I (x)− I (y)). (9.24)

Figure 9.7 shows the results obtained by the variational method reported above. We
see that the bins of the color histogram of the enhanced image are distributed more
equally among gray levels than those of the histogram of the original image.

9.2.3.2 Variational Formulation of ACE

By formulating ACE into a discrete version, we compute the chromatic spatial
adjustment by

R(x) =
∑

y &=x ω(x, y)sα(I (x)− I (y))
∑

y &=x ω(x, y)
, (9.25)

where ω(x, y) is a weight function, α is a real constant called slope, sα is the slope
function defined by

sα(r) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

−1,

αr,

+1,

if − 1 ≤ r ≤ −1/α

if − 1/α < r < 1/α

if 1/α ≤ r ≤ 1

(9.26)

In Eq. (9.25), r = I (x)− I (y). The normalization factor of Eq. (9.25) can be incor-
porated into the definition of the weights (for simplicity, we keep the same notation
which is similar to the notation in [2])

ω(x, y) = A

‖x − y‖ , x &= y, (9.27)
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Fig. 9.7 a Original image, b color enhanced image, c original red channel histogram, and d red
channel histogram of the color enhanced image

where

A(x) =
(

∑

y

1

‖x − y‖

)−1

(9.28)

is actually a constant A. Then Eq. (9.25) can be rewritten as

RI (x): =
∑

y

ω(x, y)sα(I (x)− I (y)), (9.29)

and consequently, the variational formulation of ACE can be written as

ACE(I )(x): = L(x) = 1

2
+

∑
y ω(x, y)sα(I (x)− I (y))

2M
, (9.30)

where M ≡ maxx{RI (x)}.
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Fig. 9.8 a Original image, b enhanced image obtained by variational formulation of ACE

In order to transform I (x) into L(x)using the variational techniques presented in
Sect. 9.2.3.1, the authors in [2] consider the following functional

E(I ) = 1

2

∑

x

(

I (x)− 1

2

)2

− 1

4M

∑

x

∑

y

ω(x, y)Sα(I (x)− I (y)), (9.31)

where Sα is a convex and even function, its derivative is the odd function
sα, i.e., S′α = sα, and 0 < M ≤ 1 is a constant. The coefficients in front of the
terms are used for normalization. If I is a minimum of E, then δE(I ) = 0 and

I (x) = 1

2
+

∑
y ω(x, y)sα(I (x)− I (y))

2M
= L(x). (9.32)

Using a gradient descent strategy, one can minimize the energy E(I )by solving

∂I

∂t
= −δE(I ). (9.33)

Then the explicit discretization of Eq. (9.33) can be written as

I k+1(x)− I k(x)

Δt
= 1

2
− I k(x)+ RIk (x)

2M
, (9.34)

where Δt > 0, I k(x) = I (kΔt, x), I 0(x) = I0(x), RIk (x) = ∑
y ω(x, y)sα(I k(x)−

I k(y)), and consequently, the numerical scheme to get to a steady state of ACE can
be obtained as follows

I k+1(x) = (1−Δt)I k(x)+Δt

(
1

2
+ RIk (x)

2M

)

. (9.35)

The result obtained by variational formulation of ACE is shown in Fig. 9.8.
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9.3 Color Constancy

9.3.1 Retinex Theory

Color constancy is one important characteristic of human vision. It ensures that the
perceived color remains unchanged under varying illumination conditions. Retinex
is one of the most famous algorithms that attempts to explain human color con-
stancy. The Retinex theory [19, 21] is based on the behavior of HVS. The word
“Retinex” is a portmanteau formed from two words: retina and cortex. Land and
McCann believed that the retina and cortex system may treat a color as a code for
a three-part report from the retina, independent of the flux of radiant energy, but
correlated with the reflectance of the object.

In order to study the color sensations of HVS, Land and McCann made a series of
experiments in which the observers were asked to distinguish different colors on a
color board under controllable illuminations. They first illuminated a Mondrian-like
colored paper by long-, middle-, and short-wave illuminators, respectively, at a time,
and then turned on all three illuminators. The radiation from each chosen area of the
colored paper was received and measured by a telescopic photometer. By changing
the color of paper from white to other colors, while adjusting the illuminators so that
the radiation reflected from the colored paper remained the same, they found that
the white paper still appeared white and the other colored papers still appeared their
original color. Land and McCann’s experiments show that the processing mecha-
nism of HVS is not affected by the wavelength composition of the light coming
to the eye. From these experiments, they drew the following conclusions: a color
sensation involves the interaction of at least three independent retinal-cortical sys-
tems, one for long waves, one for middle waves, and one for short waves; the color
sensation is dependent on reflectance rather than illumination or flux.

Thus, Retinex is effective in enhancing images with nonuniform lighting. Many
algorithms have been developed based on the Retinex theory. These algorithms
are usually categorized [18, 23, 26] as path-based algorithms [19, 21, 34–36],
recursive algorithms [8, 9, 24], center/surround algorithms [16, 37, 38], partial dif-
ferential equation (PDE) based algorithms [5, 14, 26], and variational algorithms
[3, 7, 18, 23, 27, 30, 33, 43]. In the following subsections, we introduced some
representative algorithms.

In Retinex algorithms, the input image I is assumed to be formed by a product of
the illumination L and the reflection R, i.e., I = L •R. The aim of the Retinex algo-
rithm is to estimate the illumination L from the original image I. Thus, discarding the
estimated illumination from the image can remove the effect of nonuniform lighting
and improve the visual effect of the image. For the sake of numerical convenience,
the multiplication is usually transformed to addition by a logarithm operation, i.e.,
i = l + r, where i = log I, l = log L, r = log R.

Generally, two approaches can be used to apply Retinex algorithms to color
images. The traditional approach is to deal with each color channel separately, which
is commonly known as “RGB Retinex.” Another approach is to map the colors into
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HSV color space, then apply the Retinex only to the value channel, and finally map
back to the RGB domain. This approach is referred to as “HSV Retinex” [18, 27].

9.3.2 Path-Based Retinex

9.3.2.1 Original Retinex

The original Retinex algorithm proposed by Land and McCann [21] is based on
a random path. Consider two different areas on a piece of colored paper under a
nonuniform light condition; their luminances are measured by two light detectors.
Obviously, the luminances of the two areas become the same when the two detectors
are placed closer. Thus, given a certain number of paths γ1, . . ., γN ( N denotes
the number of paths) starting in jk and ending in a target pixel i in an image I,
the lightness value of the end point pixel is obtained by computing the average of
products of ratio between the intensity values of two adjacent pixels in the paths as
follows [34]

L(i) = 1

N

N∑

k=1

nk−1∏

tk=1

δk(Rtk ), (9.36)

where Rtk = I (xtk+1)/I (xtk ) with R0 ≡ 1, tk = 1, . . ., nk is the parameter of the
kth path γk, γk(1) = jk and γk(nk) = i, nk, denotes the number of pixels travels by
γk, δk is function defined in this way: δk(R0) = 1 and for tk = 1, . . ., nk − 1

δk(Rtk ) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Rtk ,

1,

Rtk ,

1/
∏tk−1

mk=0 δk(Rmk
),

if 0 < Rtk ≤ 1− ε

if 1− ε< Rtk < 1+ ε

if 1+ ε ≤ Rtk ≤ 1+ ε

if Rtk > (1+ ε)/
∏tk−1

mk=0 δk(Rmk
)

(9.37)

where ε > 0is a fixed threshold. As the analyses in [34], the first and the third
option indicate that δk is an identity function which leads to the typical “chain of
ratios” of Retinex. When the change of intensity between two subsequent pixels
γk(tk) = xtk and γk(tk + 1) = xtk+1(for tk = 1, . . ., nk − 1) is very small, the sec-
ond option occurs and indicates that the product of ratios is unchanged. When the
fourth option is satisfied, δk resets the chain of products to 1 because the local white
reference has been reached. This operation determines the “White Patch” behav-
ior of the algorithm. The ratio-threshold-reset mechanism of Retinex is defined by
these four options and, in [34], it has been proved that the reset is the most important
mechanism. By fixing the threshold ε = 0, it can be proved [34, 35] that Eq. (9.36)
can be written as follows

L(i) = 1

N

N∑

k=1

I (i)

I (xHk
)
, (9.38)
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where xHk
is the pixel with highest intensity traveled by the path γk, k = 1, . . ., N .

We can see that L(i) averages the contributions of paths, and every contribution
is characterized by I (xHk

)which is the highest intensity on the path γk . Therefore,
Retinex is a pure local “White Patch” algorithm, and the difference between the
path-based algorithms is the structure of the path.

9.3.2.2 Random Spray Retinex

Usually, the traditional pathwise Retinex contains redundant paths that have same
contributions in Eq. (9.38). In order to reduce the redundancy, Provenzi et al. [35]
proposed the random spray Retinex (RSR) in which paths are replaced by 2D pixel
sprays. Let Sprayk(i) denote a spray, which plays the role of a path, composed
by nk pixels and centered in i, and (ix, iy) denotes the coordinates of i. The polar
coordinates of a generic pixel j ≡ (jx, jy) belonging to Sprayk(i) are defined by

{
jx = ix + ρ cos (θ )

jy = iy + ρ sin (θ )
(9.39)

where ρ ∈ RANDnk
[0, R], θ ∈ RANDnk

[0,2π ], RANDnk
[0, R], and RANDnk

[0,2π ] are generated by extending a uniform random distribution of nk values
from the real unit interval [0,1] to the intervals [0, R] and [0,2π], respectively,
R is a given positive real number presenting the radius of the spray. Then con-
sider a circle Cr of arbitrary radius r, 0 < r < R, centered on i, the area
of Cr is A = πr2, r = √

A/π, and the mean number of points inside Cr is
nkr/R = nk

√
A/π/R. By computing the derivative of nk with respect to A, we

obtain the variation of the mean areolar density δ(r)as follows

δ(r) = nk/
(

2R
√

πA
)
= (nk/2πR)/r . (9.40)

Figure 9.9 shows an example of a spray with 400 pixels and radius R = 1.
We can also apply a function f :R+ → R

+ on the coordinate ρ to change the
radial density of the spray pixels around the center i, and consequently the modified
spray is defined by

{
jx = ix + f (ρ) cos (θ )

jy = iy + f (ρ) sin (θ )
(9.41)

where ρ ∈ RANDnk
[0, R], θ ∈ RANDnk

[0,2π]. In [35], the authors compared five
different radial density functions including the identity function, the log function,
the sinh function, the exponential function, and the square function. The experi-
mental results showed that in both subjective quality tests and quantitative tests, the
identity function produces the best results, which implies that for the RSR method
the most suitable spray to reproduce the behavior of HVS is the naturally localized
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Fig. 9.9 Example of “naturally localized” spray

Fig. 9.10 a Spray with f (ρ) = ( log (1+ ρ)/ log (2)), b spray with f (ρ) = √ρ

spray. Figure 9.10 shows two sprays obtained with 400 pixels, radius R = 1, and
different functions f . Figure 9.11 shows the enhancement result obtained by the
RSR.

9.3.2.3 RACE

In order to take advantages of both “White Patch” and “Gray World” algorithms,
Provenzi et al. presented a model named RACE (Retinex+ACE) in [36] by combin-
ing RSR, which is a pure “White Patch” algorithm, and ACE, which is an essentially
“Gray World” algorithm. RSR tends to preserve the original photographic key of
the images, but it cannot recover details in dark areas. ACE is capable of recovering
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Fig. 9.11 a Original image [1], b enhanced image (using identity function with 25 sprays and 400
pixels per spray)

details, but it may corrupt the original photographic key. The local fusion of RSR
and ACE into RACE shows an improvement of features of both models.

By considering that for both RSR and ACE, the mutual chromatic induction
is inversely proportional with the Euclidean distance between pixels, in [36] the
authors first establish localized sprays, and then define a new slope function. Finally,
by averaging N spray contributions, they define the lightness computed by RACE
as

LRACE(i) = 1

N

N∑

k=1

1

2

⎛

⎝
I (i)

I (xHk
)
+ 1

ñk

∑

j∈Sprayk(i)\{i}
s̃α(I (i)− I (j ))

⎞

⎠, (9.42)

where ñk is the number of spray pixels (center excluded) that lie inside the image,
s̃α is the slope function defined as

s̃α(I (i)− I (j )) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

0

1/2+ α(I (i)− I (j ))

1

if− 1 ≤ I (i)− I (j ) ≤ −1/2α,

if− 1/2α < I (i)− I (j ) < 1/2α,

if 1/2α ≤ I (i)− I (j ) ≤ 1.

(9.43)

For every j ∈ Sprayk(i)\{i}, when I (i) = I (xHk
) and s̃α(I (i) − I (j )), the ideal

white condition is satisfied; when I (i) = I (xHk
)/2 and 1

ñk

∑
Sprayk(i)\{i} s̃α(I (i)−

I (j )) = 1
2 , the ideal middle gray condition is satisfied; when I (i) = 0 and s̃α(I (i)−

I (j )) = 0, the ideal black condition is satisfied.
Equation (9.42) is an algebraic average between the contribution of RSR and the

contribution of ACE. Similarly, a geometric average can be defined as

LRACE(i) = 1

N

N∑

k=1

√
√
√
√

I (i)

I (xHk
)
· 1

ñk

∑

j∈Sprayk(i)\{i}
s̃α(I (i)− I (j )). (9.44)
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Equation (9.44) also satisfied the above three ideal conditions. Since the geomet-
ric average consumes more time than the algebraic one, and the resulting image
produced by the geometric average may have poor details in shadows, the authors
in [36] prefer to choose the algebraic average for RACE.

Because the differential operations, e.g., differences, ratios, and derivatives,
become trivial on large uniform image zones, algorithms based on local “Gray
World” or “White Patch” mechanisms may induce chromatic noise in uniform image
areas. In order to avoid this problem, the authors in [36] further present a regular-
ization of the RACE formula by taking a convex linear combination of the original
intensity value I (i) and the lightness contribution LRACE

k (i) associated to a spray
Sprayk(i) on the target pixel:

L̃RACE
k (i) = βk(i)LRACE

k (i)+ (1− βk(i))I (i), (9.45)

where the coefficient βk(i) ∈ [0,1] varies with i, and is defined as

βk(i) = (2σk(i))γ , (9.46)

where γ > 0 is a real constant, σk(i) =
√∑

j∈Sprayk(i) (I (j )−mk(i))2pk,i(I (j )) is

the standard deviation associated to Sprayk(i), pk,i(I (j )) = card{l ∈ Sprayk(i), I (l)
= I (j )}/ñk, is the occurrence probability of value I (j ) inside Sprayk(i),mk(i) =∑

j∈Sprayk(i) I (j )pk,i(I (j )) is the mean intensity value inside Sprayk(i).σk(i) can be
interpreted as a local measure of average contrast around the center i.

To automatically select the parameter γ and distinguish between images with
dominate color and color cast, the authors in [36] set γ = σmin

σmax
, where σmin =

min{σc, c ∈ R,G,B}, σmax = max{σc, c ∈ R,G,B}, σc as the global standard
deviation in the chromatic channel c.

Finally, a general formula to implement the local and global contrast-based
regulator mechanism can be written as

Lσ−alg(i) = 1

N

N∑

k=1

[
(2σk(i))

σmin
σmax L

alg
k (i)+

(
1− (2σk(i))

σmin
σmax

)
I (i)

]
, (9.47)

where the superscript “alg” denotes the chosen algorithm, i.e., L
alg
k (i) could be cho-

sen as LRSR
k (i) or LRACE

k (i) or LACE
k (i) or other algorithms, the definition of σk(i)

can vary according to each chosen algorithm.
The results produced by RACE, σ − RSR, σ − RACE, and σ −ACE are shown

in Fig. 9.12, respectively. We can see that σ − RACE has an intermediate behavior
between σ − RSR and σ − ACE.

9.3.3 Recursive Retinex

Recursive algorithms [8, 9, 24] are computationally more efficient than path-based
algorithms. In recursive algorithms, the path computation is replaced by a recursive
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Fig. 9.12 a Original image [1], b result obtained by RACE, c result obtained by σ −RSR, d result
obtained by σ −RACE, e result obtained by σ −ACE (using identity function with 20 sprays and
400 pixels per spray)

matrix calculation. One version of recursive Retinex was Frankle and McCann’s
Retinex (F-M Retinex) [8]. It first computes long-distance iterations between pixels,
and then progressively moves to short-distance interactions. The spacing between
pixels being compared decreases at each step in clockwise order. At each step the
comparison is implemented using the ratio-product-reset-average operation. The
process stops when the spacing decreases to 1 pixel. There are no paths in F-M
Retinex.

Another version of recursive Retinex was proposed in [24], which we refer to as
McCann99 Retinex as the same as in [9]. In this method, a multiresolution pyramid
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Fig. 9.13 a Original images, b result obtained by F-M Retinex, c results obtained by McCann99
Retinex

is created from the input by averaging image data in log space. The pixel com-
parisons begin at the most highly averaged or top level of the pyramid. The initial
lightness is first computed on the image at a reduced resolution. Then by pixel repli-
cation, the lightness values are propagated down to the pyramid’s next level as the
initial lightness of that level. The pixel replication is an operation to scale up the
current level image by a scale factor 2, i.e., the current level image is one fourth of
the scaled-up image size. The lightness estimates of the higher resolution level are
refined by pixel comparisons. For each pixel, the pixel comparison is implemented
by applying ratio-product-reset-average operations [24] on eight immediately neigh-
boring pixels, one pixel a time, in clockwise order. In the ratio step, the neighbor’s
log luminance is subtracted. In the product step, the subtracted result is added to
the scaled-up image. In the reset step, if the lightness is greater than the given max-
imum, it is reset to the maximum. In the average step, the result obtained by the
above steps is averaged with the initial lightness of the current level. Finally, the
new lightness estimates are propagated down a level in the pyramid. The process
stops when the computation is implemented for the bottom level of the pyramid.

Figure 9.13 shows the results obtained by the F-M Retinex and McCann99
Retinex.
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Fig. 9.14 a Original image, b result obtained by SSR with small scale, c result obtained by SSR
with medium scale, d result obtained by SSR with large scale, e result obtained by MSR, f result
obtained by MSRCR

9.3.4 Center/Surround Retinex

In center/surround algorithms, the illumination is estimated as a convolution of the
original image and the surround function. Single scale Retinex (SSR) [16] is the
most basic center/surround algorithm. The intensity of the result image is the ratio
of the original pixel intensity and weighted average of intensities of the neighbor
pixels. In SSR, the surround function is the Gaussian, in which a parameter is used
to control the scale of the neighbor. The formula of SSR is given by

Ri(x, y) = log Ii(x, y)− log [F (x, y) ∗ Ii(x, y)], (9.48)

where x and y denote the coordinates of a pixel in image, Ri(x, y) is the Retinex out-
put, log Ii(x, y) is the image distribution in ithspectral band, the symbol ∗ denotes
the convolution operator, and F (x, y) is the surround function F (x, y) = Ke−r2/c2

,

where c is the Gaussian surround space constant, and Kis also a constant such that∫∫
F (x, y)dxdy = 1. The constant c is used for controlling the scale of F (x, y).

From Fig. 9.14 we can see that a small scale results in strong dynamic range com-
pression and halo artifacts near strong edges, while a large scale results in weak
dynamic range compression and strong tonal and color rendition.

In order to combine the dynamic range compression and the tonal rendition, SSR
is extended to multiscale Retinex (MSR) [16, 37, 38] and further multiscale Retinex
with color restoration (MSRCR) [16]. The result of MSR is the weighted sum of the
results of SSR with different scales. The ith spectral component of MSR output is
mathematically expressed by the following equation

RMSRi
=

N∑

n=1

wnRni
, (9.49)
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where N is the number of scales, Rni
is the ith component of the nth scale, and wn

is the weight associated with the nth scale. Rni
is defined by

Rni
(x, y) = log Ii(x, y)− log [Fn(x, y) ∗ Ii(x, y)], (9.50)

where Fn(x, y) = Ke−r2/c2
n , cn is the constant of the nth scale.

The result of MSRCR is the product of the result of MSR and a color restoration
function. Mathematically,

RMSRCRi
(x, y) = Ci(x, y)RMSRi

(x, y), (9.51)

where Ci(x, y) = f [I ′i(x, y)] is the ith band of the color restoration function
(CRF) in the chromaticity space. The authors [16] provided the best overall color
restoration as follows

Ci(x, y) = β log [αI ′i(x, y)]

= β

{

log [αIi(x, y)]− log

[
S∑

i=1

Ii(x, y)

]}

,
(9.52)

where β is a gain constant, and α is used for controlling the strength of the
nonlinearity, S is the number of spectral channels.

The results obtained by SSR, MSR, and MSRCR are shown in Fig. 9.14.

9.3.5 PDE-based Retinex

The PDE-based Retinex [26] is based on the assumption that the illumination is
spatially smooth and the reflection is piecewise constant. Thus the derivative of the
illumination should be close to zero everywhere, and the derivative of the reflec-
tion should get high values along the edges and vanish almost everywhere. Then a
clipping operation is taken after the application of the Laplacian on image, and the
estimated illumination can be obtained by solving a Poisson equation with Neumann
boundary condition

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

−ΔxL(x, y) = F (c), x &= y, x ∈ R
L(x, y) = 0, x = y, x ∈ R
∂dL(x, y)

∂n
= 0, x ∈ ∂R

(9.53)

where L(x, y) is the relative lightness between two pixels x and y,−ΔxL denotes
the discrete Laplace operator with respect to x,R:L(x, y) denotes the initial discrete
lightness image model, and

F (x) = f

(
I (x)

I (x−0)

)

+ f

(
I (x)

I (x+0)

)

+ f

(
I (x)

I (x0−)

)

+ f

(
I (x)

I (x0+)

)

, (9.54)
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where x−0 = (i−1, j ), x0− = (i, j−1), x+0 = (i+1, j ), x0+ = (i, j+1), f (x) =
δ( log (x)), δ is defined as

δ(s) =
{

s, if |s| ≥ t

0, if |s| < t
(9.55)

where t is a fixed contrast threshold.
The discrete partial differential Eq. (9.53) can be easily solved by using the dis-

crete Fourier transform. To enforce the Neumann boundary condition, the right and
bottom sides of the input image are first padded with each mirror reflection to obtain
an image four times larger. The larger image is symmetric with respect to its vertical
and horizontal medial axes.

The discrete Fourier transform of a two-dimensional function f (n,m) defined on
a N ×M grid is defined for (k, l) ∈ {0, . . .,M − 1} × {0, . . ., N − 1} by

f̂ (k, l) = 1

NM

N−1∑

n=0

M−1∑

m=0

f (n,m)e−i2πkn/Ne−i2πlm/M, (9.56)

and the discrete inverse Fourier transform for (m, n) ∈ {0, . . .,M − 1} × {0, . . .,

N − 1} by

f (n,m) =
N−1∑

k=0

M−1∑

l=0

f̂ (k, l)ei2πkn/Nei2πlm/M, (9.57)

The discrete Fourier transform has the following property

f (n− n0,m−m0) =
N−1∑

k=0

M−1∑

l=0

ĝ(k, l)ei2πkn/Nei2πlm/M, (9.58)

where

ĝ(k, l) = f̂ (k, l)e−i2πkn0/Ne−i2πlm0/M . (9.59)

Applying the discrete Fourier transform to Eq. (9.53) and using the property (9.59)
yields

L̂(k, l)

(

4− 2 cos
2πk

N
− 2 cos

2πl

M

)

= F̂ (k, l), (9.60)

which entails (for k, l &= 0)

L̂(k, l) = F̂ (k, l)

4− 2 cos 2πk
N
− 2 cos 2πl

M

. (9.61)

Then using the inverse Fourier transform in Eq. (9.57), we obtain the value of L at
each point of the grid. The final lightness can be obtained by normalizing the value
of L to the interval [0,255]. Figure 9.15 shows the result obtained by PDE-based
Retinex.
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Fig. 9.15 a Original image, b result obtained by PDE-based Retinex [28]

9.3.6 Variational Retinex

9.3.6.1 Kernel-Based Retinex and Contrast Enhancement

Kernel-Based Retinex

In [3] Bertalmío et al. provided a variational investigation of Land and McCann’s
original Retinex theory [21]. Their model, named Kernel-Based Retinex (KBR),
relies on the computation of the expectation value of a suitable random variable
weighted with a kernel function. This model shares the same intrinsic properties
with the original implementation of Retinex. Given a pixel x in an image I, the
kernel function ω(x, y) is a positive, symmetric, and normalized weight representing
the probability density of picking a pixel y in the neighborhood of x. Let Yω,x denote
the random variable modeling the selection of a pixel in the neighborhood of x
according to ω(x, y). The output of KBR at the pixel x is defined as the conditional
expectation of the scaled integrated reflectance with respect to ω, i.e.,

Lω(x) = EYω,x

[

f̂

(
I (x)

I (Yω,x)

)]

=
∑

I (y)≥I (x)

ω(x, y)f

(
I (x)

I (y)

)

+
∑

I (y)<I (x)

ω(x, y),
(9.62)

where f̂ (•) is the scaling function defined by

f̂ (r) =
{

f (r)

1

if r ∈ (0,1]

if r ∈ [1,+∞]
. (9.63)

The function f is a strictly increasing function f :(0,1] → (0,1] such that f (r) ≥ r

for all r ∈ (0,1]. In [25] and [20], f is suggested to be approximated by Glasser
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et al.’s [12] power law or logarithmic function. The function f̂ (I (x)/I (Yω,x))
implements both the scaling and the reset mechanism.

In order to analyze the intrinsic characteristics of KBR, the authors in [3] first
rewrite Eq. (9.62) as

L(x) =
∑

y

ω(x, y)f

(
I (x)

I (y)

)

sign+(I (y)− I (x))+
∑

y

ω(x, y)sign−(I (y)− I (x)),

(9.64)

where

sign+(ξ ) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

1

1/2

0

if ξ > 0,

if ξ = 0,

if ξ < 0,

sign−(ξ ) = 1− sign+(ξ ). (9.65)

It has been verified that KBR always increases brightness as the original Retinex
implementation, i.e., L(x) ≥ I (x). This property implies that both the original
Retinex and KBR could not enhance overexposed images. Then by comparing the
analytical structure of KBR with that of a variational model of color image enhance-
ment discussed in [30], Bertalmío et al. proposed a two-sided contrast modification
to enhance both overexposed and underexposed images by anti-symmetrizing the
analytic expression of Eq. (9.64).

In Sect. 9.3.6.1 we briefly review the perceptually inspired variational frame-
work in [30], and then we present two anti-symmetrized KBR versions proposed by
Bertalmío et al.

Perceptually Inspired Variational Framework for Color Enhancement

The variational framework proposed in [30] provides a sort of “universal house”
where existing models, such as Retinex and ACE, can be rigorously compared and
understood. Therefore, here we briefly recall this variational framework, and then
we show the anti-symmetrized KBR versions proposed by Bertalmío et al.

Inspired by the basic phenomenology of color perception of HVS, in [30], Palma-
Amestoy et al. proposed a perceptual energy functional E(I ) composed by a contrast
energy term and a dispersion energy term DI0,1/2(I ), i.e.E(I ) = Cω(I )+DI0,1/2(I ).

The contrast energy term Cω(I ) = λ
∑

x

∑
y ω(x, y)c(I (x), I (y)), λ > 0

is a normalization constant, c is an inverse contrast function symmet-
ric in (I (x), I (y)), i.e., c(I (x), I (y)) = c(I (y), I (x)). Two basic exam-
ples of c are c(I (x), I (y)) = min (I (x), I (y)) − max (I (x), I (y)) =
( min−max )(I (x), I (y)) and c(I (x), I (y)) = min (I (x),I (y))

max (I (x),I (y)) = min
max (I (x), I (y)). The

function c decreases when min (I (x), I (y)) decreases or max (I (x), I (y)) increases.
Since we want an overall change in the intensity that does not affect the visual sen-
sation, as HVS does, we require c to be able to disregard the change of intensity
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and to be homogeneous. Then the minimization of Cω(I ) leads to a local contrast
enhancement for image I .

In [30], the entropic distance is used to model the dispersion energy term, i.e.,

Dε
α,β (I ) = α

∑

x

[
1
2 log 1

2I (x) −
(

1
2 − I (x)

)]
+ β

∑

x

[
I0(x) log I0(x)

I (x) − (I0(x)− I (x))
]

where α, β > 0 control the strength of the departure from the middle gray 1/2 and
from the original image I0(x).

To search for the minimum of E(I ), a semi-implicit discrete gradient descent
strategy is used in [30]. Furthermore, Palma-Amestoy et al. proposed a general pro-
cedure to reduce the computational cost of the algorithms by applying a polynomial
approximation strategy.

Two Anti-symmetrized KBR Versions

In [3], the inverse contrast functions which are homogenous of degree 0 is written

as G
(

min
max (I (x), I (y))

)
≡ G

(
min(I (x),I (y))
max(I (x),I (y))

)
, where G(r) is a monotone nonde-

creasing function of r . The corresponding contrast energy functional can be written
as

C
min
max
ω (I ) = 1

2

∑

x

∑

y

ω(x, y)G

(
min

max
(I (x), I (y))

)

. (9.66)

Similarly, the contrast energy functional corresponding to a homogeneous function
of degree 1 can be written as

Cmin−max
ω (I ) = 1

2

∑

x

∑

y

ω(x, y)( min (I (x), I (y))−max (I (x), I (y))). (9.67)

The first variation of C
min
max
ω (I ) and Cmin−max

ω (I ) are respectively

δC
min
max
ω (I ) =

∑

y

ω(x, y)g

(
I (x)

I (y)

)
1

I (y)
sign+(I (y)− I (x))

−
∑

y

ω(x, y)g

(
I (y)

I (x)

)
I (y)

I (x)2
sign−(I (y)− I (x))

(9.68)

and

δCmin−max
ω (I )(x) =

∑

y

ω(x, y)sign0(I (y)− I (x)), (9.69)

where

sign(z) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

1

[−1,1]

−1

if z > 0

if z = 0

if z < 0

(9.70)
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and sign0(z) is defined as in (9.70), but with the particular choice 0 when z = 0.
The variational contrast lightness of homogeneity degree n is defined as

Ln(x) = 1

2
− 1

2
I (x)1−nδCω(I )(x),∀n ∈ Z, (9.71)

where 1/2 is used for assuring that Ln(x) ∈ [0,1]. When n = 0,1.

L0(x) = 1

2
− 1

2
I (x)δCω(I )(x), (9.72)

L1(x) = 1

2
− 1

2
δCω(I )(x). (9.73)

Substituting the explicit expressions of δC
min
max
ω (I ) and δCmin−max

ω (I ) in Eqs. (9.72)
and (9.73), respectively, we can see that the computation of the lightness can be
realized through modulations of positive and negative signs around 1/2, thus the
corresponding algorithm is able to enhance both under and overexposed images. It
is worth noticing that L1(x) = 1

2 + 1
2

∑
y ω(x, y)sign0(I (x)− I (y)) corresponds to

the variational formulation of ACE (see Eq. (9.30) in Sect. 9.2.3.2), which means
that ACE can be seen as a particular anti-symmetrization of the KBR model. This
analysis reveals novel insights about the Retinex action on contrast and makes a link
between Retinex and ACE.

Finally, by adding the entropic dispersion energy term to perform the mechanism
of attachment to original data, Bertalmío et al. defined the energy functionals of the
two anti-symmetrized KBR versions as

E
F ( min

max )
α,β,ω (I ) = Dε

α,β (I )+ C
F ( min

max )
ω (I ) (9.74)

and

Emin−max
α,β,ω (I ) = Dε

α,β (I )+ Cmin−max
ω (I ). (9.75)

To reduce the computational complexity of the algorithms, the strategies of the

minimization of E
F ( min

max )
α,β,ω (I ) and Emin−max

α,β,ω (I ) are similar to that proposed in [30].
In Fig. 9.16, we show the resulting images of KBR and two anti-symmetrized

KBR.

9.3.6.2 Variational Framework for The PDE-based Retinex

Based on the same assumption as the PDE-based Retinex, Kimmel et al. [18] pro-
posed a variational framework for Retinex which unifies Retinex methods using a
different interpretation than KBR. Their framework is modeled as follows

Minimize: F (l) =
∫

Ω

(|∇l|2 + α(l − s)2 + β|∇(l − s)|2)dxdy

Subject to: l ≥ s, and
〈∇l,

−→
n

〉 = 0 on ∂Ω,

(9.76)
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Fig. 9.16 a Original image, b result obtained by KBR, c result obtained by anti-symmetrized KBR
(Eq. (9.74)), d result obtained by anti-symmetrized KBR (Eq. (9.75))

where Ω is the support of the image, ∂Ω is the boundary, and −→
n is the normal to

the boundary. α and β are non-negative real parameters. In the functional F (l), the
first term forces spatial smoothness on the illumination image. The second penalty
term forces a proximity between the illumination l and the original image s. The
third term represents a Bayesian penalty expression.

Since the problem defined in penalty functional (9.76) has a quadratic program-
ming form [4, 22], the minimization of the functional can be easily obtained via the
Euler–Lagrange equations

∀(x, y) ∈Ω

∂F (l)

∂l
= 0 = −Δl + α(l − s)− βΔ(l − s) and l > s or l = s

(9.77)

Usually, the reflectance image obtained by the Retinex process is an over-enhanced
image. Kimmel et al. [18] proposed to add a corrected version of the reconstructed
illumination back to the reconstructed reflectance image. First, the reflectance image
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Fig. 9.17 The flow chart of
Retinex algorithm

is computed by R = S/L. Then the illumination image L is corrected by a Gamma
Correction operation with a free parameter γ

L′ = W ·
[

L

W

] 1
γ

, (9.78)

where L′denotes the corrected illumination image, W is the White value (equal to
255 in 8-bit images). Then the output image is obtained by

S′ = L′ · R = L′

L
S = W

(L/W )1/γ

L
S = S

(L/W )1−1/γ
. (9.79)

The flowchart of the operation is illustrated in Fig. 9.17.

9.3.6.3 TV Regularized Model for Retinex

Based on this variational Retinex framework, Ma and Osher [23] established a total
variational (TV) and nonlocal TV regularized model for Retinex. These two models
are respectively written in the following forms

r = arg min
r

{

t

∫

Ω

|∇r| + 1

2
‖∇(r − s)‖2

2

}

, (9.80)

and

r = arg min
r

{

t

∫

Ω

√

d2
x + d2

y +
1

2
‖d −∇s‖2

2

}

s.t. d = ∇r, (9.81)

where t is a parameter for balancing the two terms, d = (dx, dy)is an auxiliary
variable such that dx = ∇xr and dy = ∇yr .

In their model, the TV aTV Regularized Model for Retinexnd nonlocal TV
penalty terms are used to exploit the prior knowledge of the reflectance image. These
two models can be efficiently solved by a Bregman iteration [6, 29]. Figure 9.18
shows the result obtained by the TV regularized model for Retinex.

Considering the relationship between reflectance and the illumination, Ng and
Wang [27] improved the TV Bregman iteration model by adding some constraints
and a fidelity term in the proposed energy functional. The constraints are based
on the following assumptions: first, the illumination function is spatially smooth;
second, the reflection function is piecewise constant; third, based on the reflectivity,
the constraints l ≥ s and r ≥ 0 are added.
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Fig. 9.18 a Original image, b result obtained by TV regularized model

Fig. 9.19 a Original image, b enhanced image by the TV model for Retinex

Then the proposed energy functional for Retinex is proposed as follows

E(r, l) =
∫

Ω

|Dr| + α

2

∫

Ω

|∇l|2dx + β

2

∫

Ω

(l − r − s)2dx + μ

2

∫

Ω

l2dx, (9.82)

where r = − log R > 0, α, β, and μare positive regularization parameters, the first
TV term forces piecewise constant on the reflectance image, the second regulariza-
tion term forces spatially smooth on the illumination image, the third term is used
for the fidelity, and the last term is used only for the theoretical setting. Numerically,
the parameter μ can be set to a very small number or even zero. The minimization
problem of the energy functional (9.82) can be solved by using an alternating mini-
mization scheme proposed in [27]. Figure 9.19 shows the enhanced image produced
by this method.

9.3.6.4 Variational Bayesian Method for Retinex

Recently, Wang et al. [43] proposed a variational Bayesian method for Retinex. To
construct a hierarchical Bayesian model, Gibbs distributions are used as prior distri-
butions for the reflection and the illumination, and gamma distributions are used for
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the model parameters. Let the N ×1vectors r, l, and s denote vectorized r, l, and s

in energy functional (9.82), respectively, based on the same assumptions proposed
in [27], the prior models on the reflection image and the illumination image are
given by

p(r|α) = crα
N/2 exp [−αFTV(r)], (9.83)

p(l|σ ) = clσ
N/2 exp

[

−σ

N∑

i

(Δh
i (l))

2 + (Δv
i (l))2

]

, (9.84)

where α and σ are hyperparameters, cr and cl are constants, FTV(r) =
∑N

i

√

(Δh
i (r))

2 + (Δv
i (r))2 is the energy function for TV prior, Δh

i and Δv
i are

linear operators corresponding to horizontal and vertical first order differences at
pixel i. Let ε denote the estimated error and let us assume that ε has a Gaussian dis-
tribution with zero mean and precision β (the inverse of variance). The conditional
distribution of s is given by

p(s|l, r, β) ∝ βN/2 exp

[

−β

2
(l− s− r)2

]

. (9.85)

The distribution for the hyperprior is defined by using Gamma distribution

p(h) = �(h|ao
h, bo

h) = hao
h−1 exp [− h/bo

h]

(bo
h)a

o
h�(ao

h)
, (9.86)

where h > 0, h ∈ {α, β, σ } denotes a hyperparameter, ao
h > 0 and bo

h > 0 denote
the shape parameter and the scale parameter, respectively. ao

h and bo
h are assumed to

be known.
Finally, the global distribution is given by

p(s, l, r, α, β, σ ) = p(α)p(β)p(σ )p(r|α)p(l|σ )p(s|l, r, β), (9.87)

where p(α), p(β) and p(σ ) are defined in (9.86), p(r|α), p(l|σ ) and p(s|l, r, β)
are defined in (9.83), (9.84), and (9.85), respectively. The dependencies in the joint
probability model are shown in Fig. 9.20 which presents the relationships between
variables for Retinex in a directed acyclic graph.

Let � = {l, r, α, β, σ } denote the set of all unknown variables, The Bayesian
inference is based on the posterior distribution

p(�|s) = p(l, r, α, β, σ |s) = p(s, l, r, α, β, σ )

p(s)
. (9.88)

Because p(s) = ∫

�

∫

r

∫

l p(s, l, r, α, β, σ )dldrd� is analytically intractable, it
is difficult to calculate the posterior distribution p(�|s). Thus, a variational
Bayes approximation approach [42] is used to obtain the approximation q(�) =
q(l)q(r)q(α)q(β)q(σ ) of a factorization form for the posterior distribution. Then
the estimated variables can be obtained from the expectation of the approximation
of the posterior distribution via an alternant iterative scheme. Figure 9.21 shows the
result obtained by the variational Bayesian method for Retinex.
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Fig. 9.20 Graphical model describing relationships between variables for Retinex

Fig. 9.21 a Original image, b result obtained by the variational Bayesian method for Retinex

9.3.6.5 Variational Perceptually-Inspired Color Enhancement in Wavelet
Domain

Since the KBR technique introduced in [3] reveals a novel insight about the Retinex
action on contrast, we would like to introduce a related method which analyzes the
perceptually-inspired color enhancement issue based on wavelet theory [33].

Let’s first recall the multiscale analysis in contrast measurement introduced by
Peli [31]. The contrast at the band of spatial frequencies is defined as

CPeli
j (x, y) = ψj ∗ I (x, y)

φj ∗ I (x, y)
, (9.89)

where ψj and φj are a band-pass, and a low-pass filter of a filter bank at the
scale j, I (x, y) is the pixel at coordinate (x, y) in image I. In terms of the wavelet
coefficients, the local contrast measure (9.89) can be rewritten as
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CPeli
j,k,l(x, y) = dl

j,k

al
j,k

, j ∈ {L, . . ., J }, k ∈ Ω, l ∈ {H,V,D}, (9.90)

where Ω ⊂ Z
2 is the spatial domain of image area |Ω|, the discrete orthogo-

nal wavelet multiresolution representation between two scales 2L and 2J , L, J ∈
Z, L < J, is given by the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal detail coefficients,
i.e., dH

j,k, d
V
j,k and dD

j,k, respectively, at all scales, aj,kdenotes the approximation
coefficients at the coarser scale.

In order to enhance contrast locally and in an illuminant-independent way as
the contrast energy term (9.66) does, Provenzi and Caselles [33] proposed a local
contrast enhancement functional at the scale 2j in the wavelet domain as

Cωj ,G,{aj,k}({dj,k}) =
∑

k∈Ω

ωjG

(
aj,k

dj,k

)

, 2J ≥ 2j ≥ 2L+1, (9.91)

where ωj are positive coefficients that permit to differentiate the contrast enhance-
ment action depending on the scale 2j ,G(r) is a differentiable monotonically
increasing function, and the identity function is the easiest choice for G.

In order to preserve the original detail coefficients, an entropic distance based
conservation term is defined as

Dd0
j .k

({dj,k}) =
∑

k∈Ω

[

d0
j,k log

d0
j,k

dj,k

− (d0
j,k − dj,k)

]

, 2J ≥ 2j ≥ 2L+1, (9.92)

Then, combining the contrast enhancement functional (9.91) and the entropic dis-
persion functional (9.92), Provenzi and Caselles defined the final local contrast
enhancement functional as

Eωj ,G,{aj,k},d0
j,k
= Cωj ,G,{aj,k} +Dd0

j .k

=
∑

k∈Ω

[

ωjG

(
aj,k

dj,k

)

+ d0
j,k log

d0
j,k

dj,k

− (d0
j,k − dj,k)

]

,
(9.93)

with 2J ≥ 2j ≥ 2L+1. The Euler–Lagrange equations for the detail coefficients are

∂Eωj ,G,{aj,k},d0
j,k

∂{dj,k} (dj,k) = 0 ⇔

dj,k = d0
j,k + ωjG

′
(

aj,k

dj,k

)
aj,k

dj,k

,

(9.94)

where G′ denotes the derivative of G.
In [33], the function G is set as the identity function, and the corresponding

Euler–Lagrange equations are
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Fig. 9.22 a Original image, b result obtained by the wavelet-based algorithm

dj,k = d0
j,k + ωj

aj,k

dj,k

. (9.95)

Newton’s method is used in [33] to solve Eq. (9.95), initialized with the original
magnitude values d0

j,k .
Finally, the general scheme of this algorithm is given as follows [33] :

1. Modify the coarsest approximation coefficients {aJ,k, k ∈ Ω} to implement
adaptation to the average gray level in the wavelet domain according to

aJ,k = αāJ + (1− α)a0
J,k, (9.96)

where {a0
J,k, k ∈ Ω} is the original sequence of approximation coefficients at the

scale 2J , and α ∈ [0,1] is a suitable weight coefficient, āJ = 1
|Ω|

∑
k∈Ω aj,k is the

average approximation coefficient.

2. Fix {aJ,k, k ∈ Ω} and use them with {dl
J,k, k ∈ Ω}, l ∈ {H,V,D} to modify the

detail coefficients according to Eq. (9.95).
3. Then pass to the scale 2J−1 and compute the approximation coefficients by

summing the approximation and detail coefficients just computed at the scale
2J .

4. Fix these approximation coefficients and repeat step 2 at the scale 2J−1.
5. Iterate this scheme until reaching the finest scale.

Figure 9.22 shows the resulting image obtained by this wavelet-based algorithm.

9.4 Discussions

By studying the abovementioned methods, we found that the recent development of
both color equalization and Retinex is closely related to the features of HVS. Since
HVS is a very complex biological system, the mechanism of human perception of
the real world is still not completely understood. Then, how to further understand
this mechanism and how to take the advantage of the existent knowledge of HVS to
develop a biologically consistent model for image enhancement are the problems to
be solved in the future.
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Chapter 10
Color Correction for Stereo and Multi-view
Coding

Sid Ahmed Fezza and Mohamed-Chaker Larabi

10.1 Introduction

Humans perceive the real world in 3D and this ability allows to have a depth sen-
sation. For many years, researchers in industry and academia have been working on
providing realistic feelings of immersion to viewers. The main followed direction is
to fool the brain by providing a different view to each eye in order to generate a pos-
itive or negative disparity that will be interpreted as depth. To this end, a new set of
3D video applications have been introduced to the user through various consumer
devices. Among them, the two famous applications may be cited, 3D television
(3DTV) [62] and free viewpoint video (FVV) [57]. 3DTV offers to viewers a more
realistic multimedia experience by providing an additional sensation of depth for
the perception of the scene, while FVV allows the user to watch the scene freely by
the possibility to change his viewpoint and viewing direction in an interactive way.

Multi-view video (MVV) and depth-image-based rendering (DIBR) are consid-
ered as the key technologies to ensure such content delivery. In MVV, N views
are acquired with a set of synchronized cameras capturing the same scene from
different viewpoints. When only two views (N = 2) are used, we talk about stereo-
scopic video, which is well-known and the most widespread 3D video format.
Besides 3D sensation, in order to achieve the interactive selection of viewpoint and
viewing direction, as in FVV, and provide wide range multi-view autostereoscopic
displays [60], a large number of views (28–52) are required. This large number of
views can be effectively supported with only transmitting a limited subset of views
to the receiver. The remaining views are generated as virtual views by the DIBR
process at the decoder side [10, 53]. Such advanced 3D video applications are sup-
ported, thanks to the multi-view video plus depth (MVD) format [27, 54]. MVD
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Fig. 10.1 Typical MVC prediction structure

consists of multiple color videos (referred to as texture data) captured from differ-
ent viewing angles, with a depth value associated with each texture pixel (referred
to as depth data). Depth data provide the geometry information and allow rendering
intermediate views, in between existing camera positions.

In sight of the huge amount of required data by 3D video applications, which
depends linearly on the number of cameras [40], operation of storing or deliver-
ing these views to the end-user appears as a challenging issue. Consequently, the
design of efficient compression methods is of paramount importance in ensuring the
feasibility and utility of such applications. An obvious solution is to independently
encode each camera view with conventional coding techniques, such as H.264/AVC
(advanced video coding) [20]. This approach is known as the simulcast coding
approach. However, as all cameras in the multi-view system are capturing the same
scene from slightly different perspectives, they are highly correlated [28]. By tak-
ing advantage of this inter-view redundancy existing among the views, compression
efficiency can be significantly increased.

According to this vision, the H.264/AVC standard has been amended to sup-
port multi-view video coding (MVC) [4, 20, 63]. MVC combines temporal and
inter-view predictions, where frames are not only predicted from their temporal
neighbors but also from corresponding ones in adjacent views [39]. An example
of MVC prediction structure adopted in the standard is depicted in Fig. 10.1. In
this prediction structure, in addition to conventional intra and motion-compensated
prediction (MCP), MVC exploits also disparity-compensated prediction (DCP)
between frames from the same time step but from different camera views.
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Fig. 10.2 An example of the color inconsistency between views

Compared to H.264/AVC simulcast coding approach, where views are separately
coded, using MCP and DCP at the same time improves coding efficiency. It is
reported in [59] that MVC can save an additional 20 % of the overall bit rate. Also,
in some specific cases, bit-rate savings of up to 50 % can be obtained [39].

Since MVV is captured from different viewpoints with multiple cameras, signif-
icant illumination and color inconsistencies can be observed between views. There
are several factors that contribute to these color discrepancies between views. For
example, camera orientation, focal length, and manufacturing may be inconsis-
tent, even between cameras of the same model with same parameters setting. Also,
nonuniform camera parameters can cause color mismatches. Another important fac-
tor is linked to defects in camera calibration. Moreover, even if all cameras are
perfectly calibrated, it is often difficult to capture an object under perfectly constant
lighting conditions. The reflectance properties over the object surface such as scene
geometry, angles between cameras and objects, and light incidence, must also be
considered. All these factors negatively impact the color consistency, leading to a
possible difference of appearance of the same object on various views, as illustrated
by Fig. 10.2.

These color inconsistencies negatively affect the MVV-processing chain. They
reduce the correlation existing between views, and result in a significant reduction
in compression efficiency; consequently, causing a performance reduction in MVC
that exploits the inter-view statistical dependencies. Furthermore, when rendering
new virtual views and switching between the different views, observer may perceive
color variations across views. This will appear unnatural and will affect his quality
of experience (QoE) [46,47]. In addition, if these color differences exceed a certain
threshold, fusion difficulty (i.e., binocular rivalry) and binocular luster can occur
inducing visual fatigue and discomfort [6,14,16,31,48,66]. Therefore, color calibra-
tion or color correction methods for MVV are necessary to enhance the performance
of 3D systems [65].

To cope with such important problems, various approaches were proposed to
compensate for the illumination and color changes between views. To achieve this,
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some of them proposed to fine-tuning shooting conditions, such as camera arrange-
ments and parameters, and other methods proposed to customize the codecs in order
to take into account the color mismatches. In a completely different way, other
approaches performed color correction by preprocessing the captured views to make
them color consistent and harmonized.

The goal of this chapter is to review the most important strategies for color
correction applied to stereo and/or multi-view images/video. We decompose the
existing methods in three categories depending on their objectives and behaviors.
The first category tackles the method applied on the capturing stage aiming at
significantly reducing color discrepancies between the calibration of the used cam-
eras. The second category is devoted to methods embedded in the core coding, and
proposing strategies to apply illumination/color correction. Finally the third cate-
gory can be seen as a preprocessing applied to captured scene before being fed to
coding steps.

A section is dedicated to the experimental comparison of the most common tech-
niques in the literature. The comparison is made by using visual inspection allowing
the reader to build his own judgment on the usefulness of the tested methods. In
addition, color and quality metrics are applied to provide a quantitative evaluation
of color fidelity and coding efficiency. This chapter ends with a conclusion sum-
marizing the different techniques described and opening the floor to the remaining
issues to be solved.

10.2 Color Calibration Methods for Multi-view Images/Video

As mentioned previously, several methods have been proposed in the literature to
resolve the problem of color inconsistency in MVV. This section is dedicated to
their description with a classification into three categories: (1) calibration of multi-
camera setup, (2) color compensation in the core coding process called embedded
illumination/color compensation, and (3) correction applied as a preprocessing stage
before compression.

10.2.1 Calibration of Multi-camera Setup

Over the last few decades, the use of the multi-camera system has grown expo-
nentially. Different applications resort to such acquisition systems, for example
3DTV, FVV, and surveillance, to cite a few examples. However, inherent problems
with this type of acquisition are geometric errors and inconsistent color responses.
Many methods have been developed to geometrically calibrate the camera arrays
[26,36,43,69], but much less attention is being paid to color calibration of cameras,
relying only on manual adjustment.

To calibrate color responses of cameras, Nanda et al. [41] proposed a method
using scene statistics. In this method, any camera can be chosen as the reference. The
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latter is color calibrated by adjusting brightness and white balance. The brightness
adjustment is performed by acquiring an absolutely black scene at zero exposure,
and then by making the mean intensity of the acquired image reach a desired black
value. In turn, the white balance is calibrated by adjusting the two parameters,
specifically red and blue gain values, to make the amount of green, blue, and red
equal in the scene. Once the reference camera has been color calibrated, to ensure
color uniformity between cameras, the camera settings of the neighboring cameras
are adjusted to make the colors of the overlapping regions across cameras similar.
However, this method produces varying results depending on the part of the scene
acquired by the camera.

Another color calibration way is to use a Macbeth color checker. For example,
in [21,22], the authors used color charts to improve color consistency. Firstly, under
static lighting conditions an acquisition of a Macbeth color checker is made with
the whole set of cameras. Then, color patches of the color checker chart are auto-
matically detected in the captured images of all cameras. Next, the gain and offset
settings of each camera response are iteratively adjusted on each channel to fit a
line through the RGB values recorded from the six gray patches of the color chart.
Following this step, some errors in the gain and offset settings, nonlinearity in the
sensors, and color distortions remain. To address that, the authors proposed a three-
stage post processing. The first one is to correct the residual errors in gain and offset
by computing them once again in a floating-point domain, allowing more precision
and accuracy. The next stage addresses the nonlinearity in the sensor. A look-up
table that re-maps the response curve of each channel in each camera to the tar-
get color is calculated. Finally the third stage is to correct global color errors by
computing a 3 × 3 RGB to RGB color transform that minimizes the error between
each recorded color values from the patches and the average values of the patches
recorded by the whole set of cameras. Inspired by this work, Ilie et al. [17] proposed
a color calibration method for a multi-camera system. This method is implemented
in two stages. Similar to [21], once all the cameras have taken an image of the
Macbeth color checker, one of these acquired images is considered as the reference
image. The first stage consists of adjusting each camera’s parameter settings by
minimizing color differences between the reference image and images of the color
chart acquired by all cameras. This minimization is iteratively performed using a
modified Powell’s method. Starting from the obtained initial cameras’ parameters,
the same optimization process for all cameras is repeated, but by comparing with a
new reference image calculated as the average of all cameras images computed in
the previous step. In the second step of the method, a post-processing refinement is
performed. The refinement is applied to enhance the cameras’ parameters obtained
from the first stage. However, this method requires a constant lighting condition,
which cannot be guaranteed in a real practical system. Also, they are focused only
on planar acquisition systems.

Li et al. [35] formulated the multi-camera color calibration problem as an overde-
termined linear system, in which each camera collaborates with other cameras on
color calibration. The authors begin by establishing global correspondences between
all views. Based on these global correspondences, the camera sensor response can
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be approximated by a linear model with a multiplicative gain and an additive offset.
The next step is to find proper gain and offset values so that the color values of the
global correspondences will be the same in all camera images, and consequently
a consistent color response of the cameras will be obtained. In addition, in order
to ensure proper dynamic range, the authors incorporated a dynamic range shaping
process into the described linear system. Slavkovikj in [51] first detects and captures
a white target to generate calibration data. This is done by capturing a white sphere
of diffuse reflectance placed in the scene and by using the cameras’ response model
described in [52]. Thanks to this step, the gain parameters of the color channels are
instantiated for each of the cameras. Then, the author acquired images of a scene
containing colored objects. To take into account the nonuniformity of the cameras’
sensors, the acquired images are corrected as a matrix containing per-pixel scaling
factors. Following that, the cameras’ images are white balanced, and the gain and
exposure are adjusted according to one reference camera. After applying this ini-
tial correction, correspondence points are calculated between adjacent camera pair
images. The latter are used to form corresponding color pairs and to derive color cor-
rection matrices by performing nonlinear multiple regression. Finally, the correction
is performed by using the obtained color correction matrices.

Zhong et al. [68] proposed a method to control each camera in multi-camera
systems with the aim to enhance video quality. They proposed to address both inter-
camera color inconsistency and object location difference problems. To achieve this
objective, each camera is individually and automatically controlled by adjusting its
pan angle and focal length. They formulate the problem as a nonlinear optimization
problem, and then find the optimal camera control of pan angle and focal length.
The authors first estimate initial values for the camera control, and then perform
an iterative optimization by the bivariate Newton–Raphson method to get the opti-
mal ones. Unlike the previous described methods, this one has been evaluated for
coding purposes. To test the performance of their method, the authors have taken
three sequences with and without their camera control method. The obtained MVV
sequences have been compressed using MVC. The achieved coding gains range
from 0.5 to 1.9 dB.

Despite the improved color consistency among camera views, this class of meth-
ods do not come with performance guarantees, because of the impossibility to
control the reflectance properties over the object’s surface, which is dependent on
the capturing angle of each camera, lighting conditions, and so on. As a result, color
camera responses are not well balanced. Consequently, several color correction
approaches based on image-processing techniques were proposed to compensate
the illumination and color changes between views. This is the object of the next
sections.
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10.2.2 Embedded Illumination/Color Compensation

When illumination/color changes occur between adjacent views, disparity estima-
tion exploited by DCP in the MVC cannot be accurately performed. Therefore, the
residual energy will be higher and, consequently, the coding efficiency will decrease.
One way to address this problem is to tackle it during the coding process, and specif-
ically, as part of the inter-view prediction process on a block level. To achieve that,
several approaches used a modified block matching measure.

For instance, block-based illumination compensation (IC) technique has been
introduced in [29, 30]. Based on an idea outlined by Kamikura et al. in [25], the
authors proposed a modified matching metric that incorporates an IC model. They
modeled illumination mismatches as an additive offset term and a multiplicative
scale factor. Before matching, the candidate reference block and the current block
to be matched are decomposed into a mean and a mean-removed signal. Next, the
IC parameters, namely the scale and the offset, are applied to the reference block.
Thus, for each candidate block, optimal IC parameters are computed. This process
is repeated until finding the best matching block in the reference frame.

In order to transmit IC parameters to the decoder, the authors predicted IC val-
ues from neighboring blocks, and encoded them using the context adaptive binary
arithmetic coder (CABAC) [38]. Finally, the decision on whether or not to use the
IC model for each block is based on rate–distortion (R–D) criteria. According to
simulation results presented in [30], a coding improvement up to 0.8 dB is obtained
with this approach.

In the same vein, an adaptive local illumination change compensation method
has been presented in [15, 32]. The compensation is performed at the macroblock
(MB) level. The authors assume that the discrepancy caused by the illumination
change is equal to the discrepancy of the DC component between the current and
the reference blocks. Accordingly, the difference of DC values of the current coded
MB and the reference one is subtracted during the motion and disparity estima-
tion/compensation. This difference, referred to as the illumination change value
(DVIC), which is in fact an offset factor is used to cancel out the illumination change
between MBs. As the method described above, DIVC needs to be encoded and sig-
naled to the decoder for each MB in the bitstream. Each DIVC value is predicted
from the neighboring MBs of the current MB, and entropy-encoded using CABAC.
Also, for each MB, the R–D control is used to decide whether or not the IC process
is needed. It is reported by the authors that gains of up to 0.6 dB can be achieved.
This approach has been adopted by the joint video team (JVT) standardization com-
mittee in the joint multi-view video model (JMVM) software [61], which is the
MVC reference software based on H.264/AVC, but not in the standard itself [63].

In [42], the authors proposed to extend the H.264/AVC weighted prediction [2]
for illumination compensation in MVC. They proposed to calculate the offset and
weight parameters of the weighed prediction for each MB. Firstly, the slice weight
value is determined. Thereafter, the best MB partition mode and motion vectors are
set based on the R–D optimization using the normalized sum of absolute differences
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(NSAD). In the next step, they built the predicted MB with the motion compensa-
tion. Then, weight and offset parameters are calculated by minimizing a distance
between the current MB and the predicted one. Consequently, the slice header has
slice weight values and each MB header has weight and offset to be mandatorily
sent to the decoder.

Sohn et al. [55] proposed an inter-view balanced disparity estimation (IBDE)
method. As a first step, the authors calculate the global balancing parameters for a
whole frame with mean and standard deviation. Using these initial parameters and
their probabilities, they derive the local balancing parameters (scale and offset) for
each MB. This is achieved by using the 2D Lloyd-Max algorithm. The reported cod-
ing gain is about 0.1∼0.3 dB. Li et al. [34] proposed an illumination compensation
algorithm based on what they call a template, that is, the reconstructed neighbor-
ing region (left and above) of the current block. Their idea lies in the fact that the
illumination of the current block has a strong correlation with its adjacent template.
Similarly, the reference block and its corresponding template also have this correla-
tion. Therefore, they derived the illumination change between the current block and
the reference one from the change between their templates. The key advantage of
this approach is that the local illumination change is calculated by the template and
compensated without transmitting additional bits.

Another method proposed by Yamamoto et al. [67] applies color compensation in
the decoded picture buffer (DPB). They performed color correction of each frame
being used for prediction, that is, decoded pictures in DPB. Firstly, each frame is
converted from YUV to the RGB color space. After that, they calculate lookup tables
of each color channel from RGB. The latter are created first by finding correspon-
dence points between pairs of views. Subsequently, the found correspondence points
are used to create corresponding colors. However, to be robust to possible noise in
the frames, the authors produced some Gaussian-filtered frames from input frames
and detected corresponding colors from them. Once the corresponding colors are
defined, they formulated the color-mapping relationships as an energy-optimization
problem and resolve it by dynamic programming to obtain lookup tables. Color cor-
rection is applied on both encoder and decoder sides, which implies sending lookup
tables in the codestream or as side information.

The previous methods are integrated into the H.264/AVC for evaluation purposes,
and the coding gains were notable. However, compensating the illumination/color
changes during the coding process has some disadvantages. It involves a new syntax
and requires design changes affecting low levels of the encoding and decoding pro-
cesses. In addition, since the compensation is forced to be carried out in the encoder
and decoder, the complexity is increased. Also, an overhead is needed to send the IC
parameters to the decoder. All the above described methods, except for [67], only
deal with variations in brightness and do not compensate for color variation, because
they are only applied on the luminance component. Finally, these methods do not
perform color correction of the input sequence, they only enhance coding perfor-
mance with the aim of R–D optimization. Thus the problem of inconsistencies in
luminance and color still persists after decoding, which will unfortunately introduce
errors on DIBR for the creation of new virtual views.
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10.2.3 Preprocessed Color Correction

As an alternative to embedded illumination/color compensation, appropriate pre-
processing consisting in color correction methods can be applied in an independent
manner before feeding the view sequences to the encoder. In essence, the color cor-
rection operation on MVV can be seen as a process transferring color palette of
a source view (or reference view) to a target view. The source view is chosen by
the user from the set of views, and all the remaining views are corrected to acquire
the color palette of that reference. Following this idea, several tentative approaches
have been proposed [3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 23, 24, 33, 44, 45, 49, 58]. The key advantage of
such approaches is that no changes are necessary to either the encoder/decoder or
the bitstream syntax. In the following, we try to present a comprehensive overview
of these methods with an emphasis on those that are applied to MVC.

A straightforward solution for correcting color in MVV as a preprocessing step is
the histogram matching (HM) method. HM has already demonstrated its efficiency
to perform image color correction [13]. Fecker et al. [9] proposed an extension of the
HM method to MVV. In their method, all camera views of a multi-view sequence
are corrected toward a common reference view in the center of the camera setup.
To achieve this, the authors calculate lookup tables using cumulative histograms of
the view being corrected and the reference. They adapt the cumulative histogram of
each view to match that of the reference. To maintain the temporal correlation, and
avoid the introduction of color variation between successive frames within a single
view, the authors proposed a time-constant mapping function. They compute the
histogram for the whole sequence; it is summed up over all frames of the sequence.
So, the same correction is used for every temporal frame in the sequence. However,
for the cases when the camera setup is not fixed and in real-time applications, this
solution is not sound. The obtained gain in coding efficiency is up to 0.7 dB for lumi-
nance and 1.9 dB for chrominance. Similarly, Chen et al. [3] proposed an approach
based on HM, where two parameters, namely scaling and offset, are derived opti-
mally for each YUV channel based on the histograms of the chosen reference view
and the view being corrected. Both approaches have common drawbacks linked to
HM. Since the MVV sequences do not show exactly the same content, especially in
a sparse camera system (i.e., widely separated views), frames from different view-
points contain nonoverlapping regions (occluded regions). Therefore, applying HM
to the entire frame produces inaccurate and inconsistent results.

In order to avoid the occlusion problem, several recent approaches used corre-
spondences between views. For instance, Lee et al. [33] proposed to segment the
image according to depth, and perform HM for each sub-image. The image segmen-
tation is performed by using an expectation maximization clustering method based
on a Gaussian mixture model (GMM). However, this method depends heavily on the
quality of depth/disparity information, for which unfortunately the performance of
disparity estimation methods are still error prone. Also, disparity estimation requires
knowledge about the range of disparities for all views, which is a difficult task as
it depends on the scene and camera geometry, and will have a significant effect on
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the performance of color correction. In [5] a histogram-offset-based color correction
method is proposed. As a first step, the authors identify maximum matching regions
between the reference view and the target one. To achieve that, disparity estimation
is performed on the rank-transformed domain; thus allowing to handle occlusion
regions. Then, the histograms of the reference view and the target view are calcu-
lated for each YUV channel only within the identified matching regions. According
to an iterative threshold, the calculated histograms are divided into high and low
occurrences bin classes, and only the histogram bins having high occurrences are
calibrated. Finally, the generated histogram offset is exploited to correct the target
view. However, this approach considers only the global color discrepancies between
views, since it computes only a rough color mapping between views, which does
not produce a locally refined result.

Another approach is presented by Pitié et al. [44, 45], where they consider
the colors of an image as an N-dimensional probability density function (PDF),
and repeatedly project these N-dimensional distribution into a series of random 1-
dimensional marginal PDFs. In order to map the PDF of the reference image, the
color distribution of the target image is iteratively manipulated until matching that
of the reference. To avoid the increase in graininess over the corrected image, the
authors proposed in [45] a post-processing algorithm to preserve its gradient field.
This method provides reasonable performance, but if the reference and the target
images have different color statistics in the nonoverlapping regions, it can produce
poor results. Also, this method has been tested on still images only, and the temporal
coherence is an important aspect to be considered in MVV.

Recently in [11], Fezza et al. proposed a preprocessing method using a cus-
tomized HM algorithm. To deal with the occlusion problem, the authors take into
account only common regions across views when calculating the histogram, thus
providing a more precise color correction. To effectively define this set of common
areas, they use the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) [37], followed by the ran-
dom sample consensus (RANSAC) [12] to remove matching outliers. Thereafter, the
cumulative histogram of each view is calculated based only on corresponding areas
already detected. In order to keep the temporal correlation, the HM method is per-
formed on a sliding window, where each color-mapping function is defined using a
group of pictures, and this may also ensure an adaptation to time-varying acquisition
system, camera moving capture, and real-time broadcasting. Another aspect tackled
in this method corresponds to the reference view selection. Indeed, this step ignored
by many works may highly influence the correction results and thus the coding effi-
ciency. Most methods choose the central view of the camera arrangement as the
reference view. While this choice may appear natural and consistent, as this view
shares most parts of content with the other views, the central view may be distorted,
leading to the impairment of the whole sequences of MVV. In addition, in some
cases, there is no explicit central view, for example, with an even number of views.
Furthermore, when using camera arrangements, such as dome type, circular, and
array, it is not obvious to choose a central view. To select an appropriate reference
view, the authors proposed to perform it in a fully automatic manner, by defining a
robust criterion relying on view statistics and structural content. It is reported in [11]
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that this method increases coding efficiency with gains of up to 1.1 and 2.2 dB for
the luminance and chrominance components, respectively.

Another method is presented in [7], where the authors proposed to find the aver-
age color of the set of views and modify all views to match this average. Hence,
in this approach the average color is considered as the color reference, and was
calculated by finding matching points between all views using block-based dis-
parity estimation. The authors expressed each of the corrected YUV channels as
a weighted linear sum of the three original ones in addition to an offset. Then, they
performed a least-squares regression on the matching points to find optimal weight-
ing parameters leading to a good fit between the average YUV values and those of
the view being corrected. With this method, the compression efficiency is increased
by up to 1 dB in luminance component, and up to 2.1 dB in chrominance component.
Unfortunately, choosing the average color as the color reference cannot guarantee a
good quality, because, if some views are distorted, this will strongly influence the
average color. In addition, it is difficult to compute the average, especially when we
have large distances between the different views. Another limitation lies in the fact
that only 10 successive frames are used from the sequence in order to calculate these
correction parameters. The extracted set of parameters is used to correct every frame
in a given view, under the assumption that correction parameters are time-constant
during the whole sequence. However, this assumption does not always hold, espe-
cially when the acquiring system of MVV is not fixed. In addition, assigning a
single disparity vector for 8 × 8 pixels blocks, as described in their approach, can
be the cause of a number of bad matches. Finally, disparity estimation and least-
squares regression can lead to a significant increase of computational cost, which
cannot be neglected, even though the process is applied offline. A less complex pre-
processing method was proposed in [49]. In order to achieve fast color correction,
instead of performing correction in a frame-by-frame basis, the authors divide the
set of frames of each view into keyframes and non-keyframes, and adopt different
color correction strategies for each of them. The keyframes are corrected directly
by the same color correction method proposed by [7]. While for non-keyframes,
the color corrected values are derived from previous frames by using a temporal
variation model. Basically, the latter consists of two steps, time-invariant detection
and temporal variation modeling. The purpose of the time-invariant detection step
is to extract the background regions that are unchanged over time. These regions
are used for extracting stable temporal variation information from a single view.
Once these regions are defined, the color discrepancy relationship between adja-
cent frames is derived under the assumption that color distributions in background
regions are Gaussians. The interval between keyframes is fixed and equals the size of
group of picture (GOP) in MVC. This approach has two main advantages. Firstly, by
exploiting the temporal variation model, computational complexity is significantly
decreased. Secondly, as the color corrected values are derived from previous frames,
color variations between successive frames can be avoided.

Jung et al. [23] proposed to improve the color consistency by modeling the char-
acteristics of the cameras and estimating their coefficients. To consider occlusion
regions, first, the authors extract correspondences between pairs of views. For this
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step, they adopted the robust SIFT algorithm. After that, based on the calculated
correspondences, the authors estimated the coefficients (gain, gamma, and offset) of
the camera characteristic curve via an outlier-removed nonlinear regression based
on the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm. With these estimated coefficients, lookup
tables are generated and followed by color correction. The coding improvement
made by this method is up to 0.9 db and 0.8 dB for luminance and chrominance
components, respectively. The main disadvantage of this approach is linked to the
fact that it may be used only when the setup is fixed, because the authors consider
fixed coefficients for each camera. The same authors proposed a color correction
algorithm using adaptive weights of correspondences [24]. They exploited two
types of correspondences: global and local. Global correspondences are common
features on all views. While, local correspondences are matched features for a cer-
tain stereo pair. The speed up robust feature (SURF) [1] method has been used
for the correspondence purpose, and RANSAC algorithm for outliers removed in
the correspondences. In order to increase correspondences, an additional match-
ing on Gaussian-filtered images was applied. The authors consider that the change
between the reference and target views is nonlinear for the Y component and, linear
for U and V components. Accordingly, to compensate for relative color differences
between views, they used gain-offset-gamma (GOG) and linear models for lumi-
nance and chrominance components, respectively. The coefficients of these linear
and nonlinear models were estimated from correspondences. In addition, an adap-
tive weighting factor is included into these two models to weight correspondences
according to from where they are extracted.

Tehrani et al. [58] proposed a similar method to the one developed by Yamamoto
et al. [67], with some important differences. Instead of performing the correction
in the core coding process, it is achieved as a preprocessing step. Also, there is
no unique reference view, for which all target views are corrected. The algorithm
can start from any camera view from the set of views and continues by shifting
the pair sequentially on the multi-camera system for several iterations, until the
average color change between all views becomes small enough. This allows its use
for any camera configuration, from sparse to dense multi-camera systems. Another
difference lies in the increase of the correction accuracy by appending correspond-
ing intensities from several time instances and several blurred images of the pair,
suppressing the outliers, and the nonlinear weighting of model.

The main advantage of these approaches is that the encoder and decoder remain
unchanged. Also, since these methods can be applied in an independent manner,
they can be used for general purposes, such as coding and DIBR applications [8].

10.3 Simulations

This section is devoted to the presentation of the experimental evaluations of the
commonly used color correction methods drawn from the aforementioned cate-
gories. More precisely, four methods have been tested. Since most of the proposed
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methods in the literature belong to the third category, that is, preprocessed color cor-
rection, we selected the most representative three approaches namely HM method
[9], Fezza et al. [11], and Pitié et al. [44]. The IC method [15] has been chosen as a
representative of the second category. Unfortunately, the first category has not been
included in the evaluation process. The main reason lies in the hardware character
of this family of approaches with controlled environments, making them very hard
to reiterate.

The evaluation of the four methods was carried out in three experiments. The
first one consists of a visual inspection of the color consistency between views. The
second experiment evaluates the coding performance, and finally, the third explores
the effect of the tested methods on DIBR results.

For the first experiment, we used two standard MVV test data, Flamenco2 (five
views) and Race1 (eight views) [56]; both sequences have a resolution of 640×480.
In order to allow a visual color comparison, we show examples of frames before and
after correction. Due to space limitation, only a few selected frames are shown. As
depicted in Figs. 10.3 and 10.4, one frame is taken from each view at the same
time step, as well as three views (view 1, view 3, and view 5) among all views are
presented.

First, one can notice in both figures, before correction (original views), that there
are apparent color differences between the different views. It is thus clear that color
consistency among these original views is poor. Consequently, to resolve this color
mismatch, the tested color correction methods try to correct the views to make them
as similar as possible to a reference chosen, in this case, in the center (view 3).

Based on the results depicted in Figs. 10.3 and 10.4, it is noticeable that method
of Fezza et al. [11] provides good and stable results for both sequences. Result-
ing frames of this method are visually close to the reference image. For Pitié et
al. method [44], it provides an acceptable result for Race1 (Fig. 10.4), and there
is almost no visual difference between this method and the one in [11]. However,
the achieved results by HM [9] are far from being satisfactory. For Flamenco2
(Fig. 10.3), it can be observed that Pitié et al. [44] and HM [9] introduce impairments
(noise), especially in the background, leading to poor visual result for this sequence.
This is usually due to occluded regions but also to the fact that Flamenco2 contains
different local color discrepancies, making global correction such as applied by HM
inappropriate. For a better analysis of the visual results of color correction, a zoom
on some sensitive parts from Flamenco2 and Race1 sequences is shown in Fig. 10.5.

The IC method [15] has not been considered for this first assessment. As men-
tioned in Sect. 10.2.2, this method does not perform color correction of the input
sequence. It is only intended for coding performance. Thus, it provides sequences
containing the same color variations, in addition to some distortions due to the
coding process.

In order to assess the effect of color correction methods on coding performance,
we used three methods (HM method [9], Fezza et al. [11], and Pitié et al. [44]) as
a preprocessing before feeding the sequences to the MVC encoder (JMVM version
8.0) [61]. However, for the IC method [15], it is already implemented and integrated
in the JMVM reference software [32,61]. Consequently, to ensure a fair comparison
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Fig. 10.3 Visual effect of color correction methods on the Flamenco2 test sequence (left: view 1,
middle: view 3, and right: view 5). Comparison between a without correction, b HM method [9],
c Fezza et al. [11], and d Pitié et al. [44]

with the three preprocessing methods, the IC is disabled when they are used. Exper-
iments were performed using typical settings for MVC (refer to [56] for details
regarding the test conditions).

Figure 10.6 shows the PSNR versus bit rate averaged over all views of the test
sequence for both luma and chroma. As it can be observed from the plots, the
coding performance comparison clearly indicates the benefits of using color cor-
rection methods. The quality improvement is reported for the luminance as well as
the chrominance components, in comparison with the multi-view encoder that uses
original sequences without any correction (denoted in the figure as no correction).
The previous conclusion does not hold for Pitié et al. method [44], which shows
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Fig. 10.4 Visual effect of color correction methods on the Race1 test sequence (left: view 1, mid-
dle: view 3, and right: view 5). Comparison between a without correction, b HM method [9], c
Fezza et al. [11], and d Pitié et al. [44]

worse results than the case without correction for Flamenco2. These remarks are
consistent with those of the visual inspection. Therefore, the coding results demon-
strate that the achieved color calibration helps in reducing color variations across
views, and consequently, enhances the inter-view prediction, leading to a significant
reduction of the bit rate for a fixed level of PSNR (quality).

In order to show the effect of color correction methods on rendering performance,
they have been applied on Newspaper sequence (five views) [19]. The latter is in the
multi-view video plus depth (MVD) format, with a resolution of 1024× 768.
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Fig. 10.5 Enlarged parts of Flamenco2 (top) and Race1 (bottom) sequences. a Uncorrected. b
Reference. c HM method [9]. d Fezza et al. [11]. e Pitié et al. [44]

For this part of the simulation, the following test scenario has been adopted in
line with [19]. Hence, three views (view 1, view 3, and view 5) have been selected
from Newspaper. Also, to allow the reader to see the effect of color discrepancies on
rendering performance, we manually distorted two views (view 1 and view 5) by an
increase/decrease in brightness and color deflection, while the view 3 is kept as is.
Then, a correction of the distorted views (view 1 and view 5) is performed separately
using the three tested preprocessing methods. During this stage, the center view
(view 3) is assumed to be the reference view. Finally, once the correction is done,
two virtual views (view 2 and view 4) are generated before and after correction. The
generation of these views has been made by the DIBR technique based on the view
synthesis reference software (VSRS version 3.5) [18], between the reference view
and the distorted (resp. corrected) ones.

First, Fig. 10.7 shows the color correction result of view 1 and view 5. This result
confirms the previous conclusion that Fezza et al. [11] and Pitié et al. [44] methods
outperform HM [9] in terms of color consistency. The rendering results (view 2 and
view 4) for Newspaper are depicted in Fig. 10.8. One can notice from this figure that
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Fig. 10.6 Rate distortion curves for Flamenco2 and Race1 test sequences. The chroma PSNR is
the average PSNR of the U and V channels

when the distorted views (uncorrected) are used, virtual views are obtained contain-
ing visible distortions. For instance, a ghosting effect can be seen in addition to
some darker/lighter regions in the foreground and background of the scene, poten-
tially creating an annoyance for the viewer. The distortions can be explained by the
fact that the color inconsistency between views induces important errors in the ren-
dered views. However, once the correction is performed, significant improvements
are obtained in the rendering quality. For a better analysis of the rendering results,
some sensitive parts from Newspaper have been enlarged and depicted in Fig. 10.9.

In addition, to objectively measure the color consistency across views, the well-
known CIEDE2000 color difference [50], defined and standardized by the CIE
(International Commission on Illumination), has been used. The latter is based on
the CIELAB color space, which has been designed to represent colors in a per-
ceptual manner. The detailed definition and implementation of the CIEDE2000
equation can be found in studies by Sharma et al. 2005 and Westland et al. 2012
[50, 64]. Figure. 10.10 shows the color difference comparison, before and after cor-
rection using the three tested preprocessing methods, between the reference view
(view 3) and all remaining views (real and rendered). The curves highlight that the
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Fig. 10.7 Visual effect of color correction methods on the Newspaper test sequence (left: view 1,
middle: view 3, and right: view 5). Comparison between a without correction, b HM method [9],
c Fezza et al. [11], and d Pitié et al. [44]

color difference generated by the Fezza et al. [11] method is significantly low in
comparison with those of the others.

10.4 Conclusion and Future Trends

In this chapter, a review of the used color correction techniques for MVV has been
presented, with a specific focus on the improvement of coding performance. The
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Fig. 10.8 Visual effect on rendering performance for the Newspaper test sequence (left: view 2,
middle: view 3, and right: view 4). Comparison between a without correction, b HM method [9],
c Fezza et al. [11], and d Pitié et al. [44]

description of these methods has been made with a decomposition into three differ-
ent families, according to their operating procedures, and the stage of the performed
correction. The described methods have been evaluated in terms of color consis-
tency, coding performance, and rendering quality. The choice of the method depends
strongly on the target application and the available resources. However, relying on
the performed experimental evaluation and the reported results of the literature, the
preprocessing color correction methods appear to offer the most flexibility and the
best performance.
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Fig. 10.9 Enlarged parts of the Newspaper sequence. a Uncorrected. b HM method [9]. c Fezza et
al. [11]. d Pitié et al. [44]

There are many open research problems in color correction of MVV. For
instance, maintaining the temporal coherence between successive frames within a
single view needs to be improved. The only two proposed approaches [11,49] tack-
ling this problem are based on defining group of picture and perform the correction
group by group. However, on both approaches the size of group is fixed. Future
studies should focus on proposing more advanced strategies allowing to tune adap-
tively and automatically the size of each group. Also, the reduction of computational
complexity remains an important issue, especially, with the emergency of new real-
time 3D applications. One solution to address this problem is to parallelize the color
correction process by using a graphics processing pipeline or a graphics processing
unit (GPU) implementation. Finally, the impact of color variation is not fully inves-
tigated, the relation between color inconsistencies and binocular rivalry should be
explored. As the latter can induce visual fatigue, the maximum tolerance of color
difference between views needs to be quantified.
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Fig. 10.10 Objective color difference comparison for the Newspaper test sequence. CIEDE2000
color difference computed between the reference (view 3) and all remaining views (lower values
denote better correction)
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Chapter 11
Enhancement of Image Content for Observers
with Colour Vision Deficiencies

Neda Milić, Dragoljub Novaković and Branko Milosavljević

11.1 Introduction

The normal colour vision, also called trichromacy, depends on the light absorption
by three types of colour photoreceptors within retina, commonly known as L, M
and S cones, because of their highest sensitivity to long-wave, middle-wave and
short-wave bands of the spectrum, respectively [30]. The cones’ spectral sensitiv-
ity functions are shown in Fig. 11.1. The combination of three cone responses is
processed and interpreted as a particular colour sensation in the vision centre [36].

Colour vision deficiency (CVD) represents an inability to perceive the differ-
ences between some colour combinations that can be distinguished in the case
of normal colour vision and affects the significant percentage of the human
population—approximately 8 % of men and 0.4 % of women according to statistics
for Caucasian population [18].

Based on severity, three main categories of CVDs can be distinguished [31]:
monochromacy is the condition of total blindness for colours where two or all three
cone types are absent; dichromacy is the condition of partial colour blindness which
occurs when one cone type is missing (the L type in the case of protanopia, the
M type in deuteranopia and the S type in tritanopia); and anomalous trichromacy
is the condition of moderate colour blindness where all photoreceptors are present,
but one cone type has shifted sensitivity (the L type in the case of protanomaly,
the M type in deuteranomaly and the S type in tritanomaly). Sensitivity function of
the protanomalous L cones is shifted closer to the sensitivity function of normal M
type (Fig. 11.1b), whereas sensitivities of the anomalous cone types, in the cases of
deuteranomaly (Fig. 11.1c) and tritanomaly (Fig. 11.1d), are shifted towards longer
wavelengths.

The incidences of the CVD types among the Caucasian population are shown in
Table 11.1. The malfunction or the absence of L and M types causes over 99 % of
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Fig. 11.1 The spectral sensitivity functions. a Normal trichromacy. b Protanomaly (anomalous L
cone type). c Deuteranomaly (anomalous M cone type). d Tritanomaly (anomalous S cone type)

all CVD cases with a common name, red-green blindness [31]. One quarter of them
are dichromats, while three quarters are anomalous trichromats.

While prevalence of CVDs among women is similar for different ethnic groups,
Asian (4.2 %) and African (2.6 %) males are significantly less affected than Cau-
casian [18]. Considering the overall number of colour-deficient observers, the colour
information accessibility in the digital content becomes an important issue.

11.1.1 Normal Colour Vision

If the spectral power distribution of light falling on the retina is noted as a function
of wavelength E(λ), the cone responses can be modelled as a vector [30]:

[L, M, S] =
∫

[l(λ), m(λ), s(λ)] E(λ) dλ, (11.1)

where l(λ), m(λ) and s(λ) represent the spectral sensitivity functions. Once the light
has been absorbed, all the information about its spectral composition is lost [23].
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Table 11.1 Categorization and incidence of CVD types among the Caucasian population [18]

CVD category Number of
cone types

CVD type Colour
discrimination

Incidence
(%) men

Incidence
(%) women

Monochromacy 0 Monochromacy
without cones
(achromatopsia)

Total colour
blindness and low
vision acuity

0.003 0.00001

1 Monochromacy
with cones

Total colour
blindness

Dichromacy 2 Protanopia (L
cones absent)

Severely reduced
colour
discrimination

1.01 0.02

Deuteranopia (M
cones absent)

1.27 0.01

Tritanopia (S
cones absent)

0.002 0.001

Anomalous
trichromacy

3 Protanomaly (L
cones abnormal)

Continuous range
from slightly to
severely reduced
colour
discrimination

1.08 0.03

Deuteranomaly
(M cones
abnormal)

4.63 0.36

Tritanomaly (S
cones abnormal)

0.0001 0.0001

Hence, any stimulus can be characterized as a point in 3D space, spanned by quan-
tum catches of cone types [30]. Stimuli with different spectral compositions that
plot at the same point in the space will appear alike [23].

This trichromatic theory only approximates colour vision mechanism, as it can-
not explain some colour appearance phenomena, such as the opponent nature of
afterimages1 or simultaneous contrast2 [8]. According to Hering’s opponent-colour
theory, the appearance of colour depends on three opponent channels: one achro-
matic, white-black and two chromatic, red-green and yellow-blue [8]. The colour
vision system is best modelled with the stage theory which combines the trichro-
matic theory as the first retinal stage and an opponent-colour theory as the second
stage [36]. Figure 11.2 illustrates the signal encoding in the stage theory.

The LMS colour space is not an adequate solution for quantifying colour in
colour reproduction industry because it is difficult to measure cone responses
directly, and they vary from individual to individual. The first colorimetry standard
defines the CIE 1931 standard observer with the set of three colour-matching func-
tions. Using standardized x(λ), y(λ) and z(λ) colour-matching functions and the

1 Afterimage is a phenomenon when the long exposition to one colour stimulus results in the
appearance of its opponent colour on a white background after cancelling the stimulus.
2 Simultaneous contrast is a phenomenon when stimuli shift in colour appearance with the change
of background colour.
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Fig. 11.2 Schema of the encoding of cone response into opponent channels and spectral response
functions of opponent channels in the case of an average normal trichromat—one achromatic
channel, white-black (WS) and two chromatic channels, red-green (RG) and yellow-blue (YB)

coefficient of normalization k, any colour can be uniquely identified with its XYZ
tristimulus values [36]:

[X, Y, Z] = k
∫

[x(λ), y(λ), z(λ)]E(λ)dλ. (11.2)

The cone responses (LMS) can be obtained from tristimulus values (XYZ) by linear
transformation with a 3 × 3 matrix MXYZ_LMS:3

[L, M, S]T = MXYZ_LMS [X, Y, Z]T. (11.3)

If tristimulus vector gets normalized to lie in the unit plane, a plot of colours on that
plane is called a CIE 1931 xy chromaticity diagram and it represents all chromatic-
ities that people with normal colour vision can perceive. However, equal distances
in this diagram do not correspond to equal perceptual differences [17]. The CIE
u’v’ diagram, a linear transformation of the CIE 1931 xy chromaticity diagram, is
defined as an attempt to define an encoding with uniformity in the perceptibility of
colour differences [25].

3 There are many similar transformation matrices available in scientific literature, but none of them
has been defined as a standard. Currently, the CIE technical committee TC1-36 is working on this
recommendation for the CIE 1931 20 and the CIE 1964 100 standard observers.
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Fig. 11.3 Projection of colour stimulus to dichromatic colour gamut (grey half planes) in LMS
space. The dichromatic version for a given colour stimulus C is found with projection to a partic-
ular half plane in direction parallel to the missing cone response. a Protanopia (CCp || L axis). b
Deuteranopia (CCd || M axis). c Tritanopia (CCt || S axis)

11.2 Simulation of Colour Vision Deficiencies

Compared with trichromatic vision, CVD entails reduction of colour gamut man-
ifested with a loss of hue discrimination. Deeper comprehension of CVD starts
with the report of unilateral dichromats, which experimentally determines invari-
ant hues appearing the same to dichromats and to normal observers [4]: achromatic
colours for all CVDs, the stimuli of 475 nm (a blue hue) and 575 nm (a yellow hue)
for protanopia and deuteranopia and the stimuli of 485 nm (a blue-green hue) and
660 nm (a red hue) for tritanopia.

11.2.1 Simulation of Dichromatic CVDs

There are many proposed methods for simulating dichromatic deficiencies based on
the assumptions about invariant hues, but the method defined by Brettel et al. and
Vienot et al. [4], [33] is widely accepted and used. The method explains the mech-
anism of mapping trichromatic into dichromatic colour gamut using LMS space in
which the orthogonal axes represent cone responses.

Figure 11.3 presents, for each type of dichromacy, a reduced colour gamut—two
half planes divided by the achromatic axis and anchored on points specifying the
invariant monochromatic stimuli [4].

Figure 11.3 also demonstrates mapping of colour stimulus to the dichromatic
colour gamut. As dichromats lack one cone type, they confuse colours that differ
only in the intensity of the missing cone response [32]. Hence, the dichromatic
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version for a given colour stimulus C is found with projection to a particular half
plane in direction parallel to the missing cone response: CCp || L axis, CCd || M axis
and CCt || with the S axis. These directions are called confusion lines or dichromatic
isochromatic lines, as the points that lie on them are perceived as the same colour
by individuals with the particular type of dichromacy.

The value of missing cone response is calculated from two existing ones, while
the other two responses remain unchanged:

CP =
(

−b M+ c S

a
, M, S

)

; CD =
(

L,−a L+ c S

b
, S

)

; (11.4)

CT =
(

L, M,−a L+ b M

c

)

,

where a, b and c coefficients are obtained from LMS values of stimulus E (dichro-
matic white point) and the nearest invariant monochromatic stimulus A: a =
MESA − SEMA, b = SELA − LESA, c = LEMA −MELA.

Vienot et al. [33] also presented simplified model of dichromacy simulation with
following linear transformations:

Lp = 2.023 M− 2.526 S, MD = 0.4942 L+ 1.248 S, ST = −0.0122 L+ 0.0720 M.
(11.5)

Figure 11.4 illustrates the perception of dichromats simulated using this approach.
When confusion lines are converted from LMS colour space (Fig. 11.3) to

the CIE u’v’ chromaticity diagram (Fig. 11.5), they are no longer parallel—they
converge to specific confusion point. Excluding lightness value, dichromatic chro-
maticity gamut is represented by a line connecting invariant monochromatic stimuli
on the edge of the locus. The dichromatic version for a given chromaticity is found
as the intersection of the confusion line and the gamut line.

As the human eye has limited accuracy, there is a region on a chromaticity
diagram, that is, a MacAdam ellipse, which encloses all colours that are indistin-
guishable at the same level of lightness [17]. While on the CIE xy chromaticity
diagram, the size and orientation of the discrimination ellipses varied widely
depending on the position of chosen colour, in the CIE u’v’ diagram ellipses of
normal colour distinction become nearly circular [30].

Figure 11.6 shows an example of discrimination ellipses for normal (with axes
r T
1 and r T

2 ) and for dichromatic colour vision (with axes r D
1 and r D

2 ).
Based on the experiments of Mollon and Regan [23], every confusion line in CIE

u’v’ chromaticity diagram has its corresponding threshold ellipse oriented along
a confusion line with large axis ratio (r D

1 << r D
2 ), which represents the area of

indistinguishable chromaticities (Fig. 11.6).
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Fig. 11.4 Simulation of dichromatic perception (Brettel et al.’s approach): a original hue circle
and the perception of b protanopes, c deuteranopes and d tritanopes

11.2.2 Simulation of Anomalous Trichromatic CVDs

Unlike dichromats, anomalous trichromats have three distinctive cone responses.
However, there is no universal mapping from normal to anomalous trichromatic
colour gamut, as the term anomalous trichromacy covers a large variety of the
degree of colour deficiency from almost normal colour vision to weak colour dis-
crimination, such as that exhibited by the corresponding type of dichromacy. Hence,
their discrimination ellipses lie between these extremes (r T

1 < r AT
1 < r D

1 and
r T
2 < r AT

2 < r D
2 ). The r AT

2 axis should be taken to indicate the quantitative
measure of the subject’s colour deficiency.

The recent progress in the simulation of anomalous trichromatic CVDs is done
in the work of Machado et al. [19]. Their method simulates anomalous trichromacy
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Fig. 11.5 Projection of colour stimulus to dichromatic colour gamut in CIE u’v’ chromaticity dia-
gram. The dichromatic version for a given chromaticity is found as the intersection of the confusion
line and the gamut line. Confusion lines converge to specific confusion point: a Protanopia P(0.68,
0.50), b Deuteranopia D(− 1.22, − 0.78), c Tritanopia T(0.26, 0.00)

Fig. 11.6 An example of discrimination ellipses for normal and dichromatic colour vision

by shifting the spectral sensitivity function of the anomalous cone type according to
the level of deficiency as follows:

LP(λ) = l(λ+ΔλL); Md(λ) = m(λ+ΔλM); ST(λ) = s(λ+ΔλS), (11.6)

where l(λ), m(λ) and s(λ) are the cone spectral sensitivity functions for an average
trichromat and ΔλL, ΔλM and ΔλS represent the amount of shift applied to the L,
M and S anomalous cones, respectively. According to Machado’s simulation model,
based on the stage theory of the colour vision, simulated RGB values are obtained
by a single matrix multiplication φCVD:
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Fig. 11.7 Simulation of protanomalous perception (Machado et al.’s approach): a original hue
circle and the perception of protanomalous with the shift in spectral sensitivity of anomalous L
cones of: b 4 nm, c 8 nm and d 20 nm

⎡
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⎤

⎥
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⎡
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⎦, (11.7)

where � represents the class of transformation matrices that map the RGB values to
the opponent channels:
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⎦

⎡

⎢
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⎣

R

G

B

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦. (11.8)

Figure 11.7 simulates different severities of protanomalous vision using this
approach. A severe case of protanomaly with a spectral shift of approximately 20 nm
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is very similar to the perception of a protanope by Brettel et al.’s method, as the
sensitivity function of the anomalous cone type is, in that case, almost entirely
overlapping with the function of normal M cone type [18]. This also applies for
deuteranomaly.

Simulation Tools Simulation of CVD can be used for better understanding the
difference in image content perception comparing to an observer with normal
vision. Nowadays, there are many software solutions for simulating CVD available
online like Visolve (http://www.ryobi-sol.co.jp/visolve/en/) and a Chrome extension
(Chrome Daltonize, https://chrome.google.com/extensions) or offline like plug-in
for Adobe InDesign or Photoshop software.

11.3 Enhancement of Image Content for Observers
with Colour Vision Deficiencies (Daltonization)

The simulation of colour deficients’ perception illustrate the amount of their gamut
compression. The simulation tools enable graphic and web designers to check how
their work will look to colour-deficient persons and identify confusing colours.
Based on these simulations, some guidelines on web accessibility are defined (e.g.
Techniques for Web Content Accessibility) which solve problems concerning the
choice of colour scheme for design (especially for text with coloured background in
documents, software interfaces, web presentations, etc.). However, these guidelines
are rarely applied in reality or have limited use in the case of colour images.

A well-established method for simulating anomalous colour vision can be used
for defining recolouring method that enhances image so that individuals with colour
vision deficiencies can distinguish more details or, in other words, see the image
content much similar to an average observer. This colour adaptation, commonly
called daltonization,4 is a complex and still actual problem of mapping image gamut
to a reduced one. It represents a specific type of colour quantization process, as it
reduces the number of image colours in accordance with deficient hue discrimina-
tion while trying to maintain the visual appearance of the original image. The aim of
quantization is to find the optimal subset of representative colours from CVD users’
gamut and map the image into this subset [5]. Table 11.2 contains a categorization
of daltonization methods.

The colour-barrier-free design for particular target population can be achieved
by colour universal design or colour customization. In the case of colour universal
design, or “design for all”, the applied colour schemes should be “safe” for anybody.
A single design conveys the information accurately both to observers with normal
and impaired vision, for example, a public metro map. Colour customization, on the

4 Colour vision deficiency is also known as daltonism due to John Dalton, the first researcher who
made notes about CVDs and was colour-blind himself.
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Table 11.2 The categorization of daltonization methods

Criteria Categories Key features of image processing

Content
dependency

1) Content independent One pixel’s colour is always remapped into same the
colour regardless of the image content

Simple and suitable for real-time adaptation

2) Content dependent The same colour is in two different images remapped to
different colours based on image content

Suitable for complex content (e.g. natural images)

Processing
area

1) Total A complete image is modified

2) Partial Only a certain zone (image segment) or a particular hue
range (e.g. red hues) is modified

Suitable for interactive (event driven) and situation-
specific adaptation

Target group 1) Universal Image (design) should be adapted for all—both normal
visions and all types and severities of CVDs

Suitable for public printed design (e.g. metro map)

2) Customized Image (design) should be adapted for only one type of
CVD or specific CVD user

Suitable for digital content (e.g. web design, images,
computer games etc.)

Processing
control

1) User assisted The result is highly dependent on the chosen parameters

2) Automated The result is obtained without interaction with the user

Suitable for real-time adaptation

Enhancement
type

1) Recolouring Image enhancement is done by recolouring

2) Texturing (pattering) Suitable for natural images, textual elements

Image enhancement is done by adding texture and
hatching

Suitable for maps, graphics and infographics

3) Labelling Image enhancement is done by adding colour label of
selected image area

Suitable for maps/infographics and colour recognition
issues

other hand, provides the most suitable content for a certain type of CVD or even for
a specific individual. This concept can be achieved in the digital environment where
one image content can be rendered differently on request.

Besides recolouring, some daltonization tools suggest the use of texture hatching
with variable angles and patterns [29] and adding textual labels of selected colours
[28] as useful features to compensate the lack of colour information.

Daltonization methods can modify a complete image, only a certain image seg-
ment or a particular hue range while the processing control can be automated or
assisted by user’s choice of parameters.
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Fig. 11.8 Daltonization example. a An Ishihara plate. b Deuteranopic simulation. c Daltonized
image. d Deuteranopic simulation of daltonized image

Frequently used examples for demonstrating efficiency of daltonization meth-
ods are Ishihara plates (Fig. 11.8) or natural images with red-green confusing
combination (Fig. 11.9).

11.3.1 Content-Independent Methods

The content-independent methods do not assure colour differentiation by dichro-
mats because they use a global pixel-based processing that does not take into
account the image content and spatial distribution of confusing colours in
images.The entire image is treated in a uniform manner and the resulting value of
a processed pixel is a function of its original value, regardless of its location within
the image. This way, it often happens that recolouring solves the initial problem, but
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Fig. 11.9 Daltonization example. a A natural image with red-green confusing combination. b Dal-
tonized image. c Protanopic simulation. d Protanopic simulation of daltonized image. e Protanopic
range of chromaticities in inital image. f Protanopic range of chromaticities in daltonized image

creates a new confusing pair between the new (remapped) colour and the colour of
another neighbouring area. Even worse, colours that are clearly distinctive can be
remapped into indistinguishable combinations.
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Vischeck Daltonize One of the first daltonization algorithms is Vischeck Daltonize
filter, available online (http://www.vischeck.com). It adapts images for protanopes
and deuteranopes with pixel-based processing using three parameters to stretch the
histogram of red-green channel, project it into the luminance and yellow-blue chan-
nels. As adaptation parameters are manually chosen by the user, based on “trial and
error” method, this method is inconvenient and cumbersome.

Chrome Daltonize Today, the frequently used solution for the colour accessibility
in the web environment is Chrome Daltonization extension based on the work of
Fidaner et al. [9]. The concept of this pixel-based method is using an error matrix
obtained by subtracting simulated dichromatic values from the original RGB values.
This error matrix reveals the colours that cannot be perceived correctly by a CVD
user. The image processing steps are:

1. Transformation of normalised RGB to LMS values
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⎢
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2. Calculation of dichromatic LMS values
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3. Transformation of dichromatic LMS values back to RGB values
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4. Adding error matrix multiplied by daltonization matrix Mdal to original RGB
values
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Fig. 11.10 Recolouring problem with content-independent Chrome Daltonization. a Initial colour
schema. b Protanopic version of initial schema. c Daltonized schema. d Protanopic version of
daltonized colours

It can be noticed from weighting coefficients in Mdal (Eq. 11.12) that recolouring
for protanopia means shifting red values, dominant in the protanope’s error matrix,
towards the blue side of the spectrum.

Figure 11.10 demonstrates a typical problem with content-independent meth-
ods on the example obtained with Chrome Daltonize algorithm. The RGB val-
ues of image segments are: C1(155,155,35), C2(73,165,35), C3(100,227,113),
C4(90,112,187), C5(76,36,91) and C6(159,25,90).

Figure 11.10b shows that the original schema has two problematic colour
pairs, (C1, C2) and (C5, C6), for individuals with protanopia. The image adap-
tation conveyed with Chrome Daltonize solves initial problematic combinations
but creates two new ones—between C1 and C3 and between C4 and C6 segments
(Figure 11.10d).

For these reasons, Anagnostopoulos et al. [1] proposed the upgrading of the
method with an automatic iteration module, which eliminates the possibility of
matching between the original and the daltonized colours. The additional algorithm
steps include colour clustering and checking for indistinguishable combinations
after the first daltonization. Possible indistinguishably coloured image cluster would
be isolated by logical masking from the rest of the image and daltonized again with
changed weighting coefficients in matrix Mdal.

The coefficients of initial daltonization matrix Mdal,0 are defined as:
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while daltonization matrix in the tth iteration, Mdal,t is obtained from Mdal,t−1:
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where the sum of weighting coefficients is always 3 in order to redistribute the
colours to the different spectrum side without exaggerated or extremely unnatural
results (keeping the recolouring “energy” unchanged).

Kotera’s Method The special case of content-independent daltonization is the
most current spectral-based method by Kotera [14]. Although this method uses pro-
jection of spectral data to dichromatic cone response space to recover the lost spectra
for dichromats, the nature of recolouring is content independent—one pixel’s colour
is always remapped into the same colour. The fundamental spectral data are obtained
from the RGB values by a pseudo-inverse projection and the lost spectra ΔCDIC are
calculated as the difference between fundamental spectra visible to the trichromats
(C*) and to dichromats (C*DIC). The daltonization has two aims: to maximize the
spectral visibility for dichromats and to minimize the difference in perception of the
daltonized image between normal and dichromatic vision. The image processing
steps are:

1. Calculation of fundamental spectral curve of colour stimulus (C∗) from sRGB
values by a pseudo-inverse projection (Pinv):

C* = Pinv [L, M, S]T = Pinv Mlms→rgb[R, G, B]T, (11.15)

where pseudo-inverse projection from LMS cone response space to n-dimensional
spectral space is based on the matrix R-theory:

Pinv = Alms (Alms
TAlms )

−1
, (11.16)

where Alms is a vector with cones’ spectral sensitivity functions as components
(Alms = [l(λ), m(λ), s(λ)]).

2. Extraction of visible (C∗DIC) and invisible spectra (ΔCDIC= C∗ − C∗DIC) for
dichromats

C*
DIC = RDICC*. (11.17)

Dichromatic projector operator RDIC is calculated using existing cone responses:

RDIC = ADIC (ADIC
TADIC )

−1
ADIC

T, (11.18)

where, for protanopia ADIC = [m(λ), s(λ)], for deuteranopia ADIC = [l(λ), s(λ)] and
for tritanopia ADIC=Δ[l(λ), m(λ)].
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Fig. 11.11 Recolouring problem with content-independent Kotera’s algorithm. a The initial image.
b Protanopic version of the initial image. c Daltonized image. d Protanopic version of daltonized
image

3. Optimal image daltonization using lost spectra ΔCDIC

ΔCDIC = C* − C*
DIC. (11.19)

Daltonization is done by shifting lost spectral distribution into the visible wave-
length region by wavelength interval λshift in the following way:

if λmax ≥ λ≥ λshift + λmin then ΔCshift(λ− λshift)= ΔCDIC(λ) and
if λshift + λmin > λ ≥ λmin then ΔCshift(λmax + λmin + λ− λshift) = ΔCDIC(λ).

Figure 11.11 demonstrates the problem with content-independent methods where
daltonization results in reduced chromatic diversity compared to the original image.

Kotera’s method is useful for creating colour universal design, as it minimizes the
difference between trichromatic and dichromatic perceptions of the adapted image.

11.3.2 Content-Dependent Methods

The content-dependent category includes histogram-based, neighbourhood-based,
region-based and other methods, where pixel colour value after daltonization
depends on initial image gamut, histograms or location of the pixel in the image.
These methods are more complex and computationally demanding, but give more
successful differentiation of coloured image elements.
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However, there are problems with the preservation of naturalness and colour
identification, as users can now distinguish between all the coloured elements, but
the colours are often remapped to completely different ones. That is why this type
of recolouring often includes objective function that defines the best remapping in
the sense of balancing colour contrast and naturalness.

The problem of naturalness conservation should be emphasized in the cases of
real-life images and in the cases where observers have moderate anomalous trichro-
macy with hue discrimination close to normal vision. These methods usually aim
to adapt optimally the image for dichromatic CVD types, although the number of
anomalous trichromats is three times larger. Minimization of the visual gap between
normal trichromatic and dichromatic vision results in a reduction of image colour
gamut for normal vision observers. That is justified in the case of a colour universal
design like public maps, but represents unnecessary constraint for average observers
and anomalous trichromats in the case of digital content.

The content-dependent methods also have a problem with time coherence,
needed for remapping interactive or video content, as the same colour in two
different images is often remapped to entirely different colours.

Methods from this category calculate the optimal colours using genetic algorithm
[13], mass-spring optimization [15], affine transformation [26], neural networks
[16], etc.

Self-Organizing Daltonization Ma et al. [16] define a self-organizing map (SOM),
an artificial neural network model, for nonlinear colour mapping of initial image
gamut to reduced dichromatic gamut. The colour gamut of the initial image is
mapped to the new one maintaining the neighbouring relations between colours.
However, transformed images often look very unnatural for both normal and colour-
deficient observers. Moreover, the method cannot be considered for the practical
use in real-time applications because of its computational complexity. Figure 11.12
presents a daltonization result obtained using SOM processing.

The image processing steps are:

1. Sampling reduced colour set from the original image

The sampling of the original image colours into reduced colour set is done because
neighbouring pixels have similar colours, especially in the uniform regions. The
sampling reduces the computational cost of following processing steps, where the
number of samples is determined by the image size.

2. Mapping sampled colours to SOM

A feature vector with RGB values of sampled pixel represents the input of the SOM
network. Each input vector is connected to all the neurones of the SOM network
so that the dimension of the weight matrix is 3-by-n, where n is the number of
neurones.
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Fig. 11.12 Daltonization result using SOM processing [16]. a Original image. b Protanopic simu-
lation of original image. c The “original colours” of the codebook vectors and their version in new
space. d Daltonized image perceived in the same manner by normal trichromats, protanopes and
protanomals

3. Self-organizing process

The SOM uses a learning algorithm to cluster input feature vectors, so that each
input vector is paired with its “winner”—the neurone whose weight is most similar
to the input vector:

‖x−mc‖= min {‖x−mi‖} , (11.20)

where ‖⎪‖ represents the Euclidian norm, x is the input vector, mi is the weight
vector of the ith neurone and mc is the “winner”. The weights of both the “winner”
and its neighbours are adjusted iteratively to approach the input vector:

mi(t+ 1) =
{

mi(t)+ α(t)[x(t)− mi(t)], i ε Nc(t)

mi(t), else
, (11.21)

where α(t) is the learning rate (between 0 and 1) and Nc(t) is the neighbourhood of
the “winner”. The resulting weights are called “codebook vectors”.

4. Mapping codebook colour space to a new (dichromatic) colour space

A new colour space has colours of two opponent channels in the corners (white
and black in one diagonal, blue and yellow in the other) and a smooth interpolation
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in between. The size and resolution of new space are the same as for the code-
book colour space. The codebook colour space is rotated to make its corner colours
closely related to the corresponding corner colours of the new space.

5. Mapping pixels of the original image with most similar codebook vectors

The feature vector of each pixel (its RGB values) in the original image is compared
with all the codebook vectors to find the most similar one, whose corresponding
colour in the new space is set as the remapped colour for the pixel.

Colour Contrast Enhancement Method Machado and Oliveira [20] defined the
method that aims to recover colour contrast for dichromats by orthographically
projecting the original colours onto a dichromatic colour plane aligned with the
direction that maximizes loss of contrast in the perceptually uniform CIE Lab colour
space. Figure 11.13 gives geometric illustration of this method.

The image processing steps are:

1. Projection of the original colour on the dichromat’s gamut plane and calculation
of local contrast loss perceived by a dichromat

For each pixel pi, the loss of local contrast is estimated comparing to a single neigh-
bouring pixel pj. The relative loss of contrast between an initial pair of colours (ci,cj)
and dichromatic version (ci’,cj’) is given by:

l(Ci,Cj) =
‖ci − cj‖ − ‖ci

′ − cj
′‖

‖ci − cj‖ , (11.22)

where ‖.‖ represents the vector length operator and wi = l(ci,cj) ϑij is a vector of
contrast loss along the direction of individual contrast loss ϑij = ci − cj associated
to pixel pi.

2. Estimation of the direction vab that maximizes the contrast loss

Direction vab that maximizes the local contrast loss is calculated in a–b chromaticity
plane (CIE Lab space) as the main eigenvector of the matrix MTM, where M is
a matrix whose rows contain chromaticity coordinates (a, b) of the contrast loss
vectors for all image pixels:

M =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

wa
1 wb

1

wa
2 wb

2

. . . . . .

wa
n wb

n

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

. (11.23)

The elements of the ith row of M are the projections of wi on the a–b plane.
The precise estimation of vab would require evaluation of all pixels pj in a neigh-

bourhood Ni around pi rather than a single neighbouring pair (pi, pj). However, this
implies unnecessary redundancy as the neighbouring pixels usually have similar
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Fig. 11.13 Geometric illustration of image processing steps. a Calculating dichromatic versions
(c1’ to c4’) of colours c1 to c4. b Finding direction vab that maximizes the contrast loss. c Projection
of the original colours on the plane defined by vab and the lightness axis. d Rotation of the projected
colours around L axis until they align with the dichromat’s gamut plane

values. Since directions vab based on a single neighbour and the entire neighbour-
hood would be sufficiently close to each other, sampling of one pixel pair from the
neighbourhood is justified and reduces the computational cost.

3. Orthographic projection of the original colours on the plane defined by vab and
the lightness (L) axis, which spreads original colours compared to their initial
dichromatic projections

4. Rotation of the projected colours around L axis until they align with the
dichromat’s plane and recolouring image with new colour values

Figure 11.14 demonstrates daltonization results using this approach.
Figure 11.14 demonstrates that the method enhances the local colour contrast and

overall image quality for dichromats, but it is not suitable for anomalous trichromats
because of the exaggerated image gamut reduction.
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Fig. 11.14 Daltonization result using the method by Machado and Oliveira [20]. a Original images.
b Deuteranopic simulation of original images. c Daltonized images perceived in the same manner
by normal trichromats, deuteranopes and deuteranomals

Segment-Based Naturalness-Preserving Method The idea behind this approach
by authors Milić et al. [22] is that the colour centre of only one image segment
should be placed on one confusion line. If the colours of two or more regions lie on
the same confusion line, then they should be remapped in direction perpendicular
to confusion line taking into account the overall content—the colour distribution of
other segments. The method conserves the image naturalness by restricting, for each
region centre, an area of admissible remapping. This achieves recolouring balance,
where the colours are made sufficiently distinguishable from each other, but they do
not deviate too much from the original image colours.

The proposed recolouring concept is applicable for all types of dichromacy and
anomalous trichromacy with adjustment for their set of confusion lines. The image
processing steps are (see also Fig. 11.15):

1. Image segmentation based on chromaticity and defining centres as representative
colours of each segment

The clustering into regions is based on the Euclidean distance metric in the Lu’v’
space between chromaticity values excluding the variations in lightness. K-means
clustering segments groups of pixels based on their location in u’v’ plane such that
pixels within each cluster are as close to each other as possible, and as far as possible
from pixels in other clusters [6]. A representative colour centre is then selected for
each segment by averaging all colours in it.

2. Remapping of colour centres in the direction perpendicular to confusion line
inside corresponding admissible area
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Fig. 11.15 Graphic presentation of the daltonization steps
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The colour points c0, c1, . . ., ci, . . ., cn, cn+1 represent the colour centres of image
regions. For each colour point, there is a corresponding admissible area and an
ellipse oriented along the confusion line, where it is allowed for a point to be
remapped. The aim is to redistribute these colours (rotate around confusion point)
in a way that the lines from the confusion point to the colour points are as far from
each other as possible. The set of colour positions can be compared to a model in
which points represent the positions of electrons or small magnets and due to their
magnetic charge they want to be pushed as far as possible from each other, but their
movement is restricted by their individual intervals. This model tends to seek the
equilibrium state. For the purpose of finding equilibrium state, the first colour is
fixed at the leftmost position and the last colour is set at the rightmost position,
while other colour points are iteratively moved. The resulting positions of colour
centres are content dependent: they depend on the number of segments, the initial
positions of segment centres and the defined admissible area.

Restricting the area admissible for remapping colour centre and maintaining the
original angle sequence of the colour centres after remapping conserve the image
naturalness. This ensures that the change of colour is not exaggerated.

A request for the colour centres to be distinguishable from each other for a partic-
ular CVD type is that each pair of centres lies outside the contour of corresponding
discrimination ellipse. However, when too many colour centres are concentrated in
the same area of the chromaticity diagram for the initial image or when there are too
many image regions in general, this request can be hard to achieve. Enlarging the
admissible area can provide satisfying recolouring solution for the situations when
more colour centres are placed near the same confusion line, although it reduces
image naturalness. When there are too many image regions then adjusting the admis-
sible area cannot make a difference, and it is convenient for the lightness value to
be included in remapping. Redistributing colour centres in the direction of lightness
axis optimizes the daltonization.

3. Replacing the original colour centres with the new ones and recalculating the
colour values of other pixels in segments.

Difference in colour values (Δu’, Δv’, ΔL) between every recoloured pixel in the
segment and the remapped centre of the segment is the same as before remapping.

Figure 11.16 demonstrates daltonization result in example of a natural image
with confusing red-green combination.

The protanope and protanomalous versions of daltonized image (Fig. 11.16)
show that the regions are made distinguishable from each other for the CVD
users. Additional advantage is that the images remained quite natural to the CVD
observer—colours in an image remained quite close to the ones that CVD observers
are used to.

Daltonization Tools Many content-independent methods are, because of their sim-
plicity and computational efficiency, implemented in the web environment and
modify HTML pages on pixel basis. Chrome Daltonization extension performs
daltonization of <image> elements in HTML documents through support of
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Fig. 11.16 The daltonization results for protanopia and protanomaly for a natural image with
red-green confusing combination. a Original image. b Protanomalous versions of original image.
c Image segmentation. d Remapping of segment centres. e Daltonized image. f Protanomalous
versions of daltonized image

Javascript. Iaccarino et al. [12] created a simple colour conversion filter CBFS
(Color Blind Filter Service) for increasing contrast. Ruminski et al. [27] offers a web
proxy system and a mobile application for rendering web pages by modifying only
certain range of red and green hues. Their tools also have colour labelling option
for a selected image pixel. Eyepilot software available online provides combination
of daltonization techniques—hatching, zoned recolouring and colour labelling. The
Colour Blind Aid iPhone app [2] enables partial daltonization of selected image
area.
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Viewing Conditions Despite the relevance of viewing environment in which colour
sample is observed, little has been published on how it affects people with com-
mon colour vision deficiencies. The analysis of images simulated under different
viewing conditions revealed that decreasing colour temperature of the illuminant
leads to even more reduced colour gamut and, thus, to enhanced number of hardly
distinguishable colour combinations (see Fig. 11.17), while changing viewing sur-
round from average to dark leads to better image contrast [21]. These conclusions
can be used for defining compensating adaptation for certain viewing environment
in the cases of protanopia/maly and deuteranopia/maly. This compensation would
include enhancing the colour temperature of the display’s white point and reducing
the luminance of the viewing surround.

Compensating Advantage of Colour-Deficient Population Although colour
blindness is classified as a disability, a few studies revealed that red-green colour-
blind people are better at seeing through certain colour camouflages indicating an
evolutionary reason for the high prevalence of CVDs. In a study published by Mor-
gan et al. [24], the participants were asked to locate a flashing pattern (7-by-7
“target area” of horizontally oriented rectangles) on a background (30-by-30 grid
of vertically oriented rectangles). In the case when all the rectangles were of the
same colour, both trichromatic and dichromatic participants had no difficulties with
spotting the target area. However, in the case when the rectangles were randomly
coloured red or green, observers with the normal colour vision did poorly, while
the red-green dichromats located the target as easy as before without colour to dis-
tract them and interfere with the detection of the texture. The same results were
obtained when rectangles of pattern and background were replaced with the letters
“A” and “B”. These findings are supported by some military reports that discov-
ered the advantage of red-green colour-deficient soldiers in picking out camouflage
from background foliage. A possible explanation for this superiority in detecting
texture and lightness variations can be the cross-modal organization5 in the brain of
colour-deficient observers similar to visually-impaired individuals who compensate
for their lack of sight with enhanced auditory or other abilities.

Besides dichromats’ advantageous detection of texture, anomalous trichromats
have a colour advantage in detecting differences between stimuli that represent
metameric pair6 for normal trichromats under a particular illuminant. There are
certain colour combinations that anomalous trichromacy can distinguish in given
viewing conditions but people with normal colour vision cannot and vice versa [3].

5 The cross-modal organization is a phenomenon describing the brain’s capability of reorganizing
itself when it is deprived of input in one sensory modality in order to enhance other senses.
6 The metameric colours are stimuli with different spectral compositions that appear the same
when viewed under one set of viewing conditions but distinct under another.
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Fig. 11.17 Simulation of protanopic image perception under different viewing conditions. a Ini-
tial image—ECI2002 random layout chart (white point D65) and its colour gamut. Simulated
protanopic version and correspondent colour gamut (gamut plane) in the case of illuminant. b
D65-6500K. c D50-5000K. d F11-4000K. e A-2856K
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11.4 Summary

In contemporary life, information in colour surrounds us in both printed and digital
media. While these colour images are taken for granted by a majority of view-
ers, people with colour vision deficiency have difficulties in discriminating certain
colour combinations that are easily distinguishable to people with normal vision
and, consequently, have difficulties in perceiving the image features.

Despite significant discoveries and achievements in the pathophysiology of
colour vision deficiencies, “cure” for them does not exist. No image processing
can give CVD individuals back the colours that they do not perceive correctly in the
first place. Our contribution can be taking into account the limitation of their visual
system in every situation when colours are used as primary means of information.

Well-established simulation tools show that colour vision deficiencies affect the
entire spectrum and they are much more complex than the stereotypical inabil-
ity to tell red from green. Daltonization methods use these simulation techniques
to optimize the perceptual image quality for the visually impaired observers.
The enhancement of image content is achieved with better colour combinations
from their reduced colour gamut rather than by magical appearance of the new
“unseen-so-far” colours. The synergy of simulation and daltonization provides
“colour-barrier-free” environment. Possible future research should analyze existing
daltonization methods, recommend optimal method(s) for every category of CVDs
and define procedure and criteria for their evaluation.
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Chapter 12
Overview of Grayscale Image Colorization
Techniques

Adam Popowicz and Bogdan Smolka

12.1 Introduction

Colorization is the process of introducing color to grayscale digital images. In these
images, each pixel has a scalar value representing its intensity. However, the pixels
of color images contain more complex, three-dimensional information. Depending
on a color model, the pixel attributes correspond to a three-value color representa-
tion. For the purpose of grayscale image colorization, we strongly advise the use of
color representation, which allows easy luminance extraction. This makes the col-
orization simpler— we only need to estimate two chrominance channels, while the
luminance of the colorized image remains unchanged.

Despite plenty of color models, we cannot directly transform a one-dimensional
grayscale value to a three-dimensional color space. We only get the luminance of the
colorized image, while the two remaining color channels are still unknown. There-
fore, the colorization may be performed in many different ways, achieving various
outcomes. Additionally, it is difficult to objectively assess the final colorization
results. We can compare the colorized version using standard image quality mea-
sures only if we have the color version of the image. The colorization of grayscale
images without a reference has to be evaluated mainly subjectively.

In general, there are two main types of colorization frameworks. The first one
is the semiautomatic approach. In such a range of methods, a user has to indicate
the color hints in form of scribbles within the grayscale image. The scribbles enable
the algorithms deciding which colors have to be put in corresponding parts of the
image. The colorization procedure in the semiautomatic approach may be visualized
as color spilling over the image areas starting from the indicated scribbles.

The automatic approach employs a color image that resembles the colorized
grayscale picture. The algorithms rely on the similarities between the luminance
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channels of both images, and the matching procedure compares the features and
textures of an analyzed reference grayscale image. The algorithms require no user
effort and it is impossible to modify or enhance their final results manually. The
user may only change the parameters, without interfering in particular areas of the
image. Hence, this type of algorithm may be disadvantageous in some applications.

At the beginning of this chapter, we review the methods presented in literature,
including both the semiautomatic and automatic algorithms. Then, we concentrate
on semiautomatic colorization, based on the so-called distance maps. We show four
methods in detail. We also provide examples of the automatic approach, explaining
its pros and cons. Finally, we describe the methodology of assessing colorization
results with various quality measures. At the end of the chapter, we compare the
colorization quality of the four semiautomatic methods, using images of different
complexity.

12.2 Literature Overview

The literature provides many colorization approaches. The authors of [36] and [6]
developed pioneer work in this field. Their idea is based on so-called color transfer,
which enables a user to introduce colors to grayscale images with minimum effort.
Such a method uses the similarities between a reference color image and a grayscale
one. The analysis involves the textures in the swatches, indicated either by a user or
automatically by the algorithm. This work also introduces the idea of manipulating
only the chrominance channel, without changing the luminance level. It is to be
noted that the concept of color transfer between images, employed in numerous
colorization algorithms, was adopted from the article [27], where the authors present
the procedure of color manipulation, so that the image may take on another image’s
look and feel.

Zhao et al. [40] provide a similar example of the automatic colorization approach.
They initially convert the standard red-green-blue (RGB) into decorrelated lαβ [29]
space for both the reference and the target images. Then they calculate mean and
standard deviation of luminance in a moving square window. Finally, by comparing
two features previously obtained in each window, they transfer the colors from the
parts of the reference image into the grayscale one.

In [9], we find further development of color transfer-based colorization. In the
algorithm, the authors employ a robust supervised classification scheme that ana-
lyzes low-level features of the image swatches. After the segmentation, each pixel
is assigned a color using a neighborhood matching. The authors also perform spatial
filtering to improve final colorization outcomes.

The utilization of the color transfer concept [36] is also present in article [19].
Lipowezky shows how automatic colorization may be implemented for a very spe-
cific application: space images of the Earth. The advantage of using monochrome
image sensors, mainly much higher spatial resolution and sensitivity, makes them
suitable for satellite missions. Since the original concept [36] is not able to trans-
fer color from images of different resolution, the author proposes Bayesian texture
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classification utilizing texture prototypes which enables automatic colorization of
satellite images even without color reference images.

The idea of automatic transfer of selective colors from a reference image to a
grayscale one is presented by Xiang et al. in [37]. The expectation-maximization
(EM) algorithm was enhanced to model color distribution using the Gaussian mix-
ture model (GMM). The images are segmented into an optimal number of regions
before matching procedure. The authors also present an original metric of similarity
between image regions which combines colorfulness and structural similarity.

An algorithm utilized for cartoon movies colorization was presented by Sýkora et
al. in [33]. Their method is dedicated for cartoons where images contain two planar
layers, stable background and dynamic foreground, which are colorized indepen-
dently. While the reference frame is colorized manually by a human operator, the
next frames are first segmented by a robust outline detector and then, the segments
are compared and matched with the reference frames by so-called patch-based
structural similarity.

The article [41] presents another automatic colorization method. Contrary to
most of the methods, this one tries to use pattern continuity and spatial consistency
in grayscale image, instead of considering the luminance properties. The segmenta-
tion is initially performed and then, the Gabor wavelets are applied to find the vector
of image features. Finally, the colorization is performed by a modified classification
algorithm.

The paper [35] presents the next example of fully automatic colorization method
for infrared video sequences. The reference images are obtained from the flash-
assisted photos during the registration of the infrared video. The authors transfer
the colors by luminance matching in 3×3 local windows between infrared and the
reference image, and then employ the technique of searching for the so-called key
frame to find the moments when the scene changes significantly.

Several automatic colorization algorithms employing machine learning methods
are widely discussed in [1]. All presented algorithms require an initial learning stage
utilizing an auxiliary set of exemplary color source images. The authors make use
of state-of-the-art machine learning methods, mainly the support vector machine
(SVM). They try to predict the color exploiting the knowledge derived from various
sources of information included within the image.

The most popular colorization algorithms of grayscale images or movies involve
the semiautomatic colorization approach. Several such methods have already been
published. In [17], the minimization technique is applied for the purpose of col-
orization. Levin et al. assume that neighboring pixels with similar intensities should
also have similar colors. When inserting the scribbles, the algorithm uses standard
optimization methods to achieve the aforementioned assumption while preserv-
ing required colors within the scribbles. Such algorithm were also used for video
colorization [26], as well as for biomedical digital image visualization [32].

Sapiro, inspired by [17], in his article [31] proposes the use of the optimiza-
tion formula which leads to realistic colorization results. The optimal colorization
solution is obtained from the partial differential equation, which is derived from
the assumption, that the difference between luminance and chrominance gradients
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should be minimal. The advantage of the algorithm is its simplicity and efficiency,
as the differential equation is of Poisson type and can be solved efficiently by any
Poisson solver.

The article [8] presents a method which uses seed pixels propagation. The local
Markov property is utilized to properly transfer scribbled seed pixels. The colors are
propagated from a seed pixel to its neighbors by minimizing the color difference of
adjacent pixels. The use of the local Markov property for colorization may be also
found in another article by the same author [7].

In [38], Yatziv and Sapiro use the Dijkstra algorithm [3] to find the cost of the
shortest path between two image pixels. They calculate the cost by integrating the
squared difference of intensities between pixels on the path. The resulting chromi-
nance in a grayscale pixel is calculated as a weighted average of scribbled colors,
where the shortest path analysis provides the weights. The authors also suggest
reducing the number of colors during the final blending, hence their algorithm does
not require high-computational burden.

Another example of employing the Dijkstra algorithm is presented in article
series [11–13]. Kawulok and Smolka show that we can calculate the cost of a dig-
ital path by using different approaches. While for the plain parts of the image we
prefer to choose paths with the smallest intensity gradients, for the complex tex-
tures, we select a path with high-luminance variations. Either a user or the algorithm
may decide which one to apply. By proper selection of cost function, the authors
achieved high-quality colorization outcomes for images containing both the plain
and complex parts.

A somewhat similar approach was adopted for manga colorization. Yingge Qu
et al. in [25] presented a semiautomatic colorization which is based on pattern con-
tinuity. In manga drawing, hatching and screening techniques are widely used to
show different effects like structures, shading or reflectance, thus it is required that
the regions of the same textures should also have similar colors. The authors uti-
lize the Gabor wavelet transform to obtain the structure features. While most of the
methods are universal, the usefulness of this technique is mainly limited to a very
specific application.

The next derived approach is presented in article [14]. The color blending is
performed using the procedure of Random Walk with Restarts. A virtual particle
starts its walk from a scribbled pixel and the probability of reaching a given pixel is
calculated. As the obstacle in form of edges in the image is encountered, it stops the
particle and the chance of reaching further pixels is reduced. In this way, the authors
obtain an interesting measure of a distance between pixels in the image. Finally,
utilizing this kind of distance, the idea of color blending presented in [38] leads
to satisfactory results. The advantage of this method, in comparison with the classic
concept [38], is the very high sensitivity to boundaries between regions, even if there
are some small inlets, which result in color flooding in the original method [38]. It
is to be noticed that the random walks technique is also utilized by authors of [20].
The initial coarse color propagation and farther image segmentation for accurate
colorization are both performed employing the aforementioned algorithm.
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Lagodzinski and Smolka in [16] present the morphological distance transforma-
tion as a possible way to obtain the distance between a seed and any other image
pixel. The authors use the double-scan algorithm, which is able to obtain a very
good estimation of Euclidean distance between the image points. We may modify
the distance, so that it makes the combination of intensity differences and topo-
graphic distance. The final color of a pixel is also calculated as a weighted average
of all scribbled colors; thus, the larger the distance from a given scribble, the smaller
the influence of its color on the final result.

Zhang et al. [39] also present the distance transformations. They perform fuzzy
clustering of pixels, where they choose the initial centers of the clusters as scrib-
bled pixels. The fuzzy membership is assigned using the aforementioned distance
transformation approach.

In [10], a somewhat different design based on the image segmentation, is pre-
sented. The so-called “rainwater simulation technique” is a segmentation method
of properly clustering the parts of the image into regions with the same colors.
After initial over-segmentation, the authors continue merging the clusters, until the
number of clusters equals the number of indicated scribbles.

Luan et al. in [21] try to deal with complex natural images where both, smooth
regions and those with complicated textures, are present. They describe the coloriza-
tion system, where the user indicates exemplary regions, which should be colorized
with a given color. The algorithm not only floods the colors to neighboring pixels
of similar intensity but also finds remote pixels of similar textures. In the method,
authors incorporate two similarity measures based on the intensity continuity and
on the textural features.

The original concept of automatic scribble generation is presented in [4]. The
authors suggest to reduce operator interaction only to select proper colors for auto-
matically inserted, reliable, and precise scribbles. First, the algorithm performs
over-segmentation using graph-based image segmentation [5], and then the scrib-
bles are placed within the regions of especially high-information density. This
is achieved by defined spatial distribution entropy and is based on a number of
different intensity levels present in the given image patch.

Konushin and Vezhnevets in [15] present the idea of semiautomatic colorization
which is concentrated on the computational burden. For most of the algorithms,
colorization enhancement by an operator is a time-consuming procedure, since the
whole colorization has to be recomputed. In the proposed algorithm, authors utilize
the idea of coupled map lattices which evolutionary nature allows for fast recoloriza-
tion. Their algorithm can be exploited, e.g., for changing colors of some regions
within color images.

The authors of [18] suggest to use of graph topologies and edge weights to
obtain the gradients of intensities in grayscale images. In contrast to previous meth-
ods based, for example, on distance transformations, the proposed idea utilizes the
concept of an extended pixel neighborhood which may include more than 8 pixels
(9×9 pixels patches are considered in presented examples). This leads to a nonlocal
colorization design and improves the outcomes in some cases.
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Fig. 12.1 Schema of semiautomatic colorization steps

The use of an image matting procedure for complex images is adopted for col-
orization purpose by Chen et al. in [2]. The algorithm requires user interaction in
the form of an exemplary background and foreground pixels indication. By solving
maximum a posteriori problems, the rest of the pixels (unknown) are also classified
into either the background or the foreground. The concept of Welsh [36] is utilized
in the last part of this algorithm.

12.3 Basics of Semi-Automatic Grayscale Image Colorization

The framework for nearly all semiautomatic algorithms of image colorization is
usually similar. Figure 12.1 presents the schema of such algorithms. The procedures
include several actions performed by both a user and a computer system.

At the beginning, a user should introduce the color scribbles for the most crucial
parts of the image. This initial procedure may be performed with the use of the
paint-like interface, as in Fig. 12.2. In some cases, the standard color palettes may
be insufficient, thus we recommend retrieving colors from other images. It may be
especially useful when colorizing portraits, due to the unique color of human skin.
Some other options, like zooming, undo, or eraser, should be also considered when
developing colorization software.

Although the next part of the colorization differs from method to method, the
general idea remains the same. For each pixel not included in the inserted scrib-
bles, the algorithms seek the pseudo-distance between each of the given scribbles
or colors. Such distances represent the membership of the a pixel to the scribble,
as well as enable a further decision-making process while selecting proper colors
or their mixture. The distances are usually calculated by the luminance differences
encountered on the digital path between a scribble and a pixel. Sometimes, an addi-
tional penalty is added as the topographic distance increases. Subsections of this
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Fig. 12.2 Example of a colorization software layout. Grayscale image with indicated color
scribbles and a paint-like toolbox

chapter dedicated to individual algorithms provide further details of implementing
a distance map calculation.

The final selection of the color for a given pixel is performed using different
approaches. One of them is to calculate the weighted average of each indicated
color, where the distances are used as weights. When working with YCbCr color
space, we calculate the average of Cb and Cr channels independently. Additionally,
we may calculate the color as the mixture of only two or three closest colors to
reduce the computation time. Additionally, we can avoid the leakage of colors from
distant scribbles by modifying the weights, so the smallest distances are promoted.

We can analyze the outcomes of colorization to change the colors or the positions
of previously indicated scribbles. Here, the computation time is very important. If
the algorithm is computationally efficient, we can quickly apply the user’s” feed-
back. Moreover, it is possible to perform colorization and to present the results after
each scribble indication. In this real-time fashion, the colorization process is the
most efficient and user-friendly.

12.4 Distance Transformation Based Colorization

Distance transformation is one of the ways to measure the distance between a scrib-
ble and a pixel [28]. Although several methods based on this approach have already
been published, in this section we would like to concentrate on one of them [16].
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Fig. 12.3 Initial stage of exemplary distance transformation. a Scribble position within image
matrix. b Initial values of the array of distances
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Fig. 12.4 Local 2 × 3 window in double-scan algorithm. a Window for the first scan. b Window
for the second scan

The classic concept of such transformation relies on the so-called double-scan
algorithm, which provides a very good estimation of Euclidean distance. In the array
of distances, we may present the scribbles as zeros while other pixels are set to
infinity (see Fig. 12.3). It is a starting point for this transformation algorithm.

On such an initial array, a double-scan algorithm is performed [28]. It consists of
a few operations in the local sliding window. In the first scan, the window shifts from
left to right and top to bottom. In the second scan—from bottom right to bottom left,
toward the top. Figure 1.5 shows simple 2×3 local window utilized for the first and
the second scan.

In the simplest version of the algorithm, we perform the following operation of
minimum finding:

B ← min (Ai + 1, B), i = 1, 2, 3, 4. (12.1)

Figure 12.5 presents the results of double-scan operations, performed on the
exemplary scribble indicated in Fig. 12.3.
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Fig. 12.5 Results of distance transformation after first and second scan. a First scan results.
b Second scan results

The basic version of a double scan (see above) provides information about the
distance between the scribble and each of the image pixels. To adapt this algorithm
to colorization purposes, the authors [16] suggest to use the luminance difference
between the pixels in a local window. This proposition aims to enlarge the distance
when the intensity difference, encountered between subsequent pixels, is significant.
We may employ this concept by modifying Eq. 12.1 in the following manner:

B ← min (Ai + δ +Δi, B), Δi = |I (Ai)− I (B)|λ, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, (12.2)

where: I (Ai) and I (B) are the grayscale values at the corresponding pixels Ai and
B, whereas λ and δ are constant coefficients allowing to balance the metric and the
luminance distance.

Within the smooth areas of the image, the distance increases slowly and pro-
portionally to the Euclidean distance, while within the sharp edges, it rises very
quickly. Thus, only the areas of similar intensity are given high weights in the final
color blending part. An example of distance maps for two scribbles is depicted in
Fig. 12.6.

To obtain the color Cj of a pixel at position j , the authors of [16] inspired by the
chrominance blending concept [38], perform the weighted averaging that should be
calculated independently for both of the chrominance channels, as the luminance
should be preserved:

Cj =
∑N

i=1 Ci exp (−d(i, j )/σ )
∑N

i=1 exp (−d(i, j )/σ )
, (12.3)

where Ci is i-th seed color, N is the number of scribbles, d(i, j ) is the distance
between the i-th scribble and a pixel at j -th position on the image domain, σ is the
parameter of the color blending extent.
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Fig. 12.6 Exemplary distance maps for two colorized images (the darker the image pixels, the
greater the distance to the scribble). a Grayscale image. b Scribbles. c Distance map for the left
scribble. d Distance map for the right scribble

12.5 Chrominance Blending Colorization

In the article [38], we may find another way to obtain the distance map representing
the level of pixel membership to a given scribble. The authors suggest to use the
Dijkstra algorithm [3] to properly estimate the path cost between the pixel and the
scribble.

The original concept of the Dijkstra algorithm is applied to solve the shortest
path problem in the graph, where each connection between the nodes has an individ-
ual transition cost. We can effectively implement this classic algorithm for distance
map calculation. To do so, we treat each pixel in the image as a node. The cost of
movement from a pixel to its neighbor is proportional to the absolute value of the
difference between the luminance of the pixels. This way, each image pixel eventu-
ally has the value of the smallest cumulative luminance gradient encountered on the
path originating in the scribbled feature.
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Fig. 12.7 Subsequent stages of Dijkstra algorithm on digital image. a Initial image with given
intensities and transition costs. b Initialization of distance values, the yellow node is the seed
pixel. c–h The stages of shortest path calculation

The Dijkstra algorithm starts from the seed node and analyzes the neighbors.
Each neighboring pixel pair is linked by a corresponding path cost, which is pro-
portional to the intensity difference (Fig. 12.7a). Initially all the nodes, except for
the seed node, are given infinite distance (Fig. 12.7b). Then, the distance is calcu-
lated for all neighbors of the seed pixel; however, only the one with the shortest
distance is assigned. If there is more than one available link, the shortest distance
is always selected (e.g., center pixel in Fig. 12.7d). The procedure recurs as long as
any unassigned pixels are left.

In [38], to obtain modified weights, the authors propose to raise the distance
to a negative power, instead of calculating the exponents in weighted averaging.
The value of the power (b) indicates how smooth the color blending is in the final
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colorized image:

Cj =
∑N

i=1 Ci d(i, j )−b

∑N
i=1 d(i, j )−b

, (12.4)

where b is the blending level, (suggested range: 1 < b < 6).
Although the method is conceptually different from distance transformation, the

resulting distance maps are very similar (see e.g., 12.6). However, it is significantly
more complicated, especially when the distance has to be calculated from a multi-
pixel structure (scribble) because of the large number of neighboring pixels and
sorting operations.

12.6 Isoline Image Colorization

Another way to obtain distance maps from scribbled pixels is presented in [24].
The Isoline Colorization uses the concept of isolines in the geographical maps. The
interpretation of the intensity level is similar to the elevation or other property visu-
alized on the maps. While the isolines represent the locations of the same value, in
this colorization algorithm, the pixels have the values that correspond to the maxi-
mum intensity difference encountered on the digital path, starting from the scribble
and ending at a given pixel. We may visualize the concept of the isolines in distance
maps, as in Fig. 12.8.

The corresponding definition of distance calculated in Isoline Colorization is
given as:

d(i, j ) = min
Φ

(
max |Im − In|, m ∈ Mi, n ∈ Nj

)
, (12.5)

where d(i, j ) is the distance between i-th scribble and a pixel at position j , Φ is a set
of all digital paths between pixel j and i-th scribble, Im and In are pixel intensities
at respective positions m and n, Mi is a set of all pixels included in i-th scribble, Nj

is a set of all pixels on digital path linking pixels at positions m and j , (Nj ∈ Φ).
The following one-dimensional example helps to understand the idea of isoline

distance calculation. For a simple one-dimensional array, isoline distance is calcu-
lated for each cell, as presented in Fig 12.9. We need to note that although the last
pixel has the luminance of 9, and the intensity difference from the seed pixel with
intensity 10 is only 1, there is a larger intensity difference on the path (the pixel
number 6 has isoline distance of 3) and, of course, the distance cannot decrease.

The calculations for two-dimensional image array are much more complicated
due to plenty of possible paths between the pixels. To mitigate this, the authors
suggest an approach similar to the double-scan algorithm. The idea involves the
running square windows, identical to the ones depicted in Fig. 12.4. In contrast to
Distance Transformation-based Colorization, the algorithm additionally transfers
the intensity of the scribbled pixel. Thus in each step, while sliding the local window,
we get information about the intensity of the so-called seed pixel located at the
beginning of a current digital path. In this way, the authors of [24] achieve a very
good estimation of previously defined isoline distance (Eq. 12.5). The distances are
utilized in the final color blending as presented in Eq. 12.4.
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Fig. 12.8 Visualization of isoline concept for distance maps. a Original grayscale image.
b Indicated scribbles. c Isoline representation of distance map for the first scribble. d Isoline
representation of distance map for the second scribble
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Fig. 12.9 Isoline distance calculations. Scribbled seed value is filled with gray

12.7 Colorization Using Optimization

The methods described above include semiautomatic image colorization using dis-
tance maps for each scribble indicated by a user. There is another way to achieve
high-quality colorization results without the distance maps concept [17]. It is based
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on the optimization approach, assuming the constraints that the neighboring pixels
with similar luminance should have the same color. The authors work in YUV color
space and suggest the following formula for minimization:

J (U ) =
∑

j

⎛

⎝U (j )−
∑

k∈N (j )

w(j, k) · U (k))

⎞

⎠

2

, (12.6)

where U (j ) is the U chrominance component of a pixel at position j , N (j ) is the set
of pixels adjacent to the pixel at position j , w(j, k) is the measure of the intensity
similarity between pixels at respective position j and k and may be defined using
the Gaussian function:

w(j, k) = exp
(
− [

I (j )− I (k)
]2

/2η2
)

, (12.7)

where I (j ) and I (k) are the intensities of pixels at positions j and k, η is the coeffi-
cient responsible for the degree of color blending (the lower the value—the stronger
the color separation).

To obtain the second chrominance component, we have to follow the same min-
imization procedure for the V channel. We can use several methods to solve the
linear equation system, defined in Eq. 12.6. The authors [17] use the least squares
solver built in the MATLAB environment, as well as the multigrid solver.

As shown in [17], this concept can be also used for the colorization of simple
movies. It is performed by adding the pixels from the preceding and succeeding
frames to the neighborhood N (j ) of a current pixel. In such a case, the minimization
described above yields satisfying results, since the color of pixels in the movie does
not change rapidly between the two consecutive frames.

12.8 Examples of Semi-Automatic Image Colorization

Semiautomatic colorization has several important applications such as: old black
and white photography, biomedical imaging, night vision colorization, or astro-
nomical image colorization. Here, in Fig. 12.10 we present some sample results
obtained with the four aforementioned algorithms: Distance Transformation-based
Colorization [16], Chrominance Blending Colorization [38], Isoline-based Image
Colorization [24], and Colorization Using Optimization [17]. Although the meth-
ods differ one from the other, we have to note that all the algorithms provide very
realistic and high-quality color images.

Additionally, we may adapt the semiautomatic colorization to the image segmen-
tation purposes. If a human operator indicates the initial scribbles, it is possible to
flood the area of interest by pointing out some important features. It is important in
medical imaging, where we can highlight the given areas and calculate significant
coefficients such as the level of some pathological changes. As an example, we show
the colorization of two ultrasound images of joint inflammation. Figures 12.11a and
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a

b

c

d

e

Fig. 12.10 Exemplary results of semiautomatic image colorization. a Original grayscale images
with indicated scribbles. b Outcomes of distance transformation based colorization [16]. c Out-
comes of chrominance blending colorization [38]. d Outcomes of isoline based image colorization
[24]. e Outcomes of colorization using optimization [17]
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Fig. 12.11 Examples of utilization of Isoline Colorization algorithm [24] for highlighting joint
inflammation. a USG 1 with indicated region of interest. b USG 2 with indicated region of interest.
c Scribbles configuration for USG 1. d Scribbles configuration for USG 2. e Colorization of USG 1.
f Colorization of USG 2

b depict the areas delineated by the physician. The images below show the inserted
scribbles and the final colorization result. As can be observed, the highlighted areas
have similar shapes as the regions indicated by the expert.

12.9 Automatic Image Colorization Using Color Transfer

To achieve the desired results, the semiautomatic methods of colorization requires
the effort of the users. In contrast, the automatic approach does not need any hints
about the colors in any part of the image. However, it requires a color reference
image which should be, to some extent, similar to the target grayscale image.

The Color Transfer Colorization [36] is a typical representative of a fully auto-
matic colorization. It is based on the concept of color transfer between images
described in pioneer work [27]. The authors of [27] suggested to utilize lαβ decor-
related space [29]. They applied simple statistics transformations in each separate,
decorrelated color channel of the target image, so that the source and the target
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had a similar look. The method was extended further for the purpose of colorization
in [36]. In this work, the authors analyzed luminance similarities between the source
and the target grayscale image, and then they transferred chrominance values α and
β from selected regions of the source image.

The basics of the mentioned colorization concept [36] are, in general, much
simpler than those of the semiautomatic methods. To achieve better colorization
effects, the standard color space of analyzed images is converted into lαβ decorre-
lated space [29]. We may perform the corresponding conversion from RGB space
by the following matrix operations:

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣
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M

S
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⎥
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To convert the image back to RGB space, the following transformation has to be
applied: ⎡
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As the source and the target image may have different luminance ranges (e.g., the
histogram may be shifted or extended), the authors suggest that we initially remap
the target image luminance channel:

l′T =
σS

σT

(lT − μT )+ μS, (12.12)

where lT and l′T are the luminance of the target image pixel before and after the
remapping, μT and μS are the mean luminance of target (T) or source (S) image;
σT , σS are the standard deviations of respective images.

In the next step, the reference image is divided into 5×5 pixel parts, which consist
of various objects and textures. The selection of the parts is randomized and their
amount is much lower than the total number of such segments, thus it significantly
reduces the computational burden. The authors of [36] claim that about 200 random
samples are enough to cover most of the details within analyzed images. For each
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such sample, both the mean and the standard deviation of luminance are calculated.
Moreover, the color of the central pixel is stored, so that the 5×5 pixel part is saved
in a form of a three-component feature: color, the mean luminance, and the standard
deviation of luminance in a segment.

In the next part, before transferring the α and β color components, the algorithm
tries to match the samples from the target image with the ones from the source.
While the authors of original work [36] utilized the measure of similarity based on
the sum of luminance and standard deviation difference, more flexible formula may
be found in a subsequent article based on color transfer [40]:

D = k

∣
∣
∣
∣1−

μT

μS

∣
∣
∣
∣+

∣
∣
∣
∣1−

σT

σS

∣
∣
∣
∣ , (12.13)

where D is a measure of similarity between the parts of the images, k is the param-
eter responsible for balancing the impacts of luminance deviation σ , and the mean
value μ on the resulting measure of similarity.

Figure 12.12 presents several astronomical, biomedical, and multimedia exam-
ples of automatic colorization. We need to note that, although it does not require
human interaction, the automatic colorizing provides worse results than semi-
automatic colorizing. The parts of the colorized image containing undesirable color
usually cannot be corrected or enhanced manually. Hence, in [36], the authors
additionally propose color transfers between user-defined swatches. First, a human
operator indicates the areas, both in the reference and the target image, then the
pixel matching occurs only between the given swatches. With these additional
interactions, we may achieve some enhancement of final colorization outcomes.

The automatic colorization usually works better for images containing clearly
distinguishable features. Sometimes, like in the biomedical image in the middle of
Fig. 12.12, automatic colorization can be useful, because it would be extremely hard
to manually scribble all the objects. However, often it is difficult to find matching
reference color images, thus the applications of such a range of methods are usually
limited.

12.10 Colorization Quality Assessment

The evaluation of colorization results is important, especially when the coloriza-
tion algorithm can be controlled with some parameters. The quality measures in
such cases should indicate the range of values of the parameters which leads to
the optimal colorization performance. Hence, the role of proper colorization results
evaluation is an important step in the development of novel colorization algorithms.
Ideally, the measures should be consistent with human perception, which is very
sensitive to any kind of disturbances within the color image.

Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is one of the most popular quality measures
of comparing the enhanced images with their original version. We may implement
this fidelity measure to assess the quality of both the color and the grayscale images.
For the colorization purpose, the PSNR of color image is derived from mean square
error (MSE) as follows:
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Fig. 12.12 Colorized images obtained by automatic algorithm [36]. a Color source image. b Target
grayscale image. c Colorized image

MSE = 1

MNQ

Q∑

q=1

N∑

n=1

M∑

m=1

[
Oq (n,m)− Iq (n,m)

]2
, (12.14)

PSNR = 10 log10

(
2552

MSE

)

, (12.15)

where: Q is the number of color channels (3 for RGB space), M and N are the
image width and height, O is the original reference image and I is the analyzed
image, 8-bit color channel resolution is assumed.

This classic quality measure is extremely sensitive to the offsets in color or lumi-
nance channels. It is possible that, although the visual impression of the image does
not change, the PSNR value may be much lower, indicating the poor quality. To
compensate for such effects, we should consider initial remapping of luminance to
match the intensity range of the reference image, as in Eq. 12.12.

Normalized color difference (NCD) is another way to compare the images. This
metric is focused on the distances between the colors in a given color space. It is
especially useful when employing the CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space, since it considers
the color difference in a similar way the human does. Taking into account the CIE
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L∗a∗b∗ color space, we use the following equation for NCD calculation [22,23,30]:

NCD =
∑M

m=1
∑N

n=1

√∑Q
q=1

[
Oq (m, n)− Iq (m, n)

]2

∑M
m=1

∑N
n=1

√∑Q
q=1

[
Oq (m, n)

]2
, (12.16)

where q1 =L∗, q2 = a∗, q3 = b∗. We should note that the lower the NCD, the better
the image quality.

In [34], the authors present a conceptually different approach to image quality
assessment. The Structural Similarity index (SSIM) aims to compare the images as
if they were analyzed by a human observer. Instead of concentrating on the intensity
levels of each color channel, it analyzes the cross correlations between the pixel’
intensity. High resistance to any biasing or scaling of the luminance range is its
main advantage. We calculate the SSIM as follows:

SSIM =
M∑

m=1

N∑

n=1

[2μO (m, n)μI (m, n)+ c1] [2σOI (m, n)+ c2]
[
μO (m, n)2 + μI (m, n)2 + c1

] [
σO (m, n)2 + σI (m, n)2 + c2

] ,

(12.17)
where:

μO (m, n) = Z

w∑

k,l=−w

O(m+ k, n+ l), μI (m, n) = Z

w∑

k,l=−w

I (m+ k, n+ l),

(12.18)

σO (m, n) = Z

w∑

k,l=−w

(O(m+ k, n+ l)− μO (m, n))2 , (12.19)

σI (m, n) = Z

w∑

k,l=−w

(I (m+ k, n+ l)− μI (m, n))2 , (12.20)

σOI (m, n) = Z

w∑

k,l=−w

(I (m+ k, n+ l)− μI (m, n)) ·

· (O(m+ k, n+ l)− μO (m, n)) ,

(12.21)

Z = 1

(2w + 1)2
, (12.22)

where O(m, n) is the intensity of grayscale reference pixel at m, n position, I (m, n)
is the luminance of the pixel of target image, 2w + 1 is the size of the window in
which the calculation of statistical features is performed.

Since the SSIM is defined only for grayscale images, it can be adapted for color
image colorization. We may accomplish that by calculating the SSIM for every sin-
gle color channel independently, then by calculating the mean. When taking into
consideration decorrelated color spaces, where the channels are orthogonal, we may
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Fig. 12.13 Impact of color blending parameter on colorization outcomes. a Original color image.
b Scribbled grayscale image. c Colorized image, σ = 5. d Colorized image, σ = 50
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Fig. 12.14 Dependence of structural similarity index (SSIM), normalized color difference (NCD),
and peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) quality measures of colorization outcomes on blending
parameter σ

assess the quality with the root of the sum of squared SSIM results obtained for each
channel.

We present the analysis of the impact of blending parameter σ in distance trans-
formation on colorization fidelity, as an example of the aforementioned assessment
of colorization. The blending parameter σ in Eq. 12.3 is responsible for color mix-
ing at the boundary of the image regions. While this parameter increases, the border
between two or more colors blurs. In contrast, when the value of σ is small, the
edges are more steep. Figure 12.13 presents the results of colorization with different
values of blending parameter σ .

If a reference color image is available, it is possible to calculate the values of
quality measures as a function of the blending parameter. The corresponding results
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of the Distance Transformation-based Colorization and of the image presented pre-
viously are shown as quality dependencies in Fig 12.14. SSIM was calculated using
a 5× 5 local window and the results from the R, G, and B channels were averaged.
Such analysis can provide very useful information about the optimal parameter
selection for a range of images containing similar features and objects. Although the
quality measures represent various approaches to image assessment, they indicate
that the best σ parameter for a given image is σ = 13 ∼ 15.

It is also possible to compare subjectively the results of colorization provided by
different algorithms. As an example, we can examine the colorized images shown in
Fig. 12.15. The first example was utilized in previous tests; however, for the compar-
ison, it contains simpler scribbles composition. The second and the third example
is much more complicated and includes real objects. Moreover, in Table 12.1, we
summarize the corresponding results of each quality measure.

12.11 Summary

Colorization—the process of adding colors to grayscale images—is a significant
aspect of modern image processing. Since colorized images are more pleasing to the
human eye, the colorization algorithms may be widely applied in such disciplines as
medicine, astronomy, or education. However, science is not the only beneficiary—
general consumer electronics may also employ colorization in many multimedia
applications.

In this chapter, we presented a review of grayscale image colorization meth-
ods. An extended literature analysis has shown the variety of approaches leading
to high-quality colorization outcomes. We concentrated on semiautomatic algo-
rithms, as they seem to be more applicable. We presented four such state-of-the-art
methods. They apply the idea of user-indicated color scribbles within a grayscale
image. Additionally, we showed an exemplary automatic approach. It may be useful
for some specific images, where the number of required scribbles would be very
high. Finally, we provided a methodology of assessing colorization results, based
on several well-known quality measures.

Within the chapter, we also presented some exemplary colorization results. They
proved that the modern colorization algorithms are able to meet most of the user’s’
requirements. Although the methods presented in the chapter differ, all of them are
able to provide high-quality outcomes.

The development of colorization methods is important and remains an open issue.
Not only do the novel colorization methods aim to improve quality but their goal is
also to minimize the computational burden. Thus, the algorithms could be run in
real-time way. With the increasing power of modern computers, colorization tools
aim at allowing the user to observe results immediately, making colorization much
easier and more comfortable. The efficiency is also crucial, considering the increas-
ing resolution of images. Since the quality of colorization with modern methods
achieved a satisfactorily high level, in the future, the algorithms should definitely
concentrate on the aspects of computational efficiency.
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a

b

c

d

e

f

Fig. 12.15 A comparison of colorization quality achieved by different methods. a Original
color images. b Scribbled grayscale images. c Distance transformation based colorization [16].
d Chrominance blending colorization [38]. e Isoline image colorization [24]. f Colorization using
optimization [17]
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Table 12.1 Results of colorization quality in images shown in Fig. 12.15

Method Image 1 Image 2 Image 3

PSNR NCD SSIM PSNR NCD SSIM PSNR NCD SSIM

Distance transformation-
based colorization [16]

23.19 0.115 0.880 25.05 0.116 0.933 31.07 0.032 0.9781

Chrominance blending
colorization [38]

23.34 0.116 0.880 25.86 0.107 0.940 31.14 0.032 0.9787

Isoline image
colorization [24]

22.59 0.139 0.870 25.25 0.114 0.936 30.77 0.033 0.9779

Colorization using
optimization [17]

19.63 0.181 0.888 25.97 0.108 0.944 31.40 0.031 0.9802

PSNR peak signal to noise ratio, NCD normalized color difference, SSIM structural similarity index
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Chapter 13
Computationally Efficient Data and Application
Driven Color Transforms for the Compression
and Enhancement of Images and Video

Massimo Minervini, Cristian Rusu and Sotirios A. Tsaftaris

13.1 Introduction

The red-green-blue (RGB) color model is currently the standard for acquisition
and display of color digital images. However, this representation is not efficient
for coding, due to high correlation between color bands of natural images [51].

To reduce spectral redundancy, image and video compression algorithms oper-
ate on luminance/chrominance representations of the color information, achieved
through linear transformations of the RGB color space [47, 50]. Each color band
is coded independently, therein deploying a variety of techniques to address spa-
tial and, for video, also temporal correlation. A family of such color models is the
YCbCr, defined by the International Telecommunication Union [30] and adopted
by many coding standards [55]. However, due to high variability in source image
characteristics, a fixed transform may easily result in suboptimal performance, thus
motivating the adoption in some contexts of a data-dependent one.

Among the linear transformations, the energy compaction and decorrelation
properties of the Karhunen–Loève transform (KLT) [32] make it desirable for color
image compression [19, 37, 51, 52, 64]. The KLT has been adopted in many coding
schemes (e.g., for dimensionality reduction [1, 9]), and it was shown to be superior
to other approaches in a variety of contexts, both for color [8,23,35] and hyperspec-
tral [13] imagery, and has formed the basis for new fixed transforms [24, 36, 42].
However, the computational complexity of calculating the color covariance matrix
limits its applicability in real-time video enhancement applications (e.g., denoising
[67], contrast and color [20, 21] enhancement, color to gray scale conversion [11]),
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and sensing environments with low computational power (e.g., surveillance cameras
or visual sensor networks operating under low lighting conditions).

A variety of approaches have been proposed to circumvent this bottleneck.
Kountchev et al. rely on covariance matrix approximations [38], whereas [11]
uses numerical methods to estimate eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance
matrix. Subsampling strategies to limit complexity by reducing the amount of input
data are discussed in [14, 48]. Du et al. adopt a learning approach based on neu-
ral networks to estimate projection directions [14]. Porikli et al. [49] propose an
algorithm based on integral images for fast computation of the covariance matrix.
Others focus on schemes that favor parallel implementations [4, 66] of the KLT, or
implementations optimized for graphics processing units [4, 34, 41]. In this work,
we propose a new data-dependent color transform, the approximate KLT (aKLT),
rooted in the orthogonal Procrustes problem, that preserves energy compaction and
performs similar to the KLT, but is less computationally complex.

Although KLT and aKLT are designed to match the statistical properties of the
image data, they are agnostic to the semantics of the scene (e.g., distinction between
foreground and background regions). In present days, more often than not, image
data are analyzed by computer vision algorithms (e.g., surveillance applications
[33], industrial inspection [2], or medical image analysis [6]) and their transmis-
sion over channels necessitates their compression, to reduce bandwidth costs. It was
shown recently that considering the application and designing data codecs appro-
priately not to maximize fidelity type criteria (e.g., mean squared error [61]) or
psycho-visual criteria (e.g., structural similarity [62]), but considering how would an
analysis algorithm (e.g., a classifier) perform on compressed data, is beneficial from
a bit rate perspective [57]. This notion was explored in [12] and [57] with respect to
quantization, however, as of now the design of color transforms optimized particu-
larly for application accuracy has not been considered yet. In this work we consider
such application to be a classification task, motivated by its broad range of real-
world applications. Thus, we propose for the first time to obtain a color transform
using supervision (e.g., previously labeled image data), aiming at the preservation
of the image features relevant to the application. We formulate our methodology
as a supervised learning problem, envisioning two alternative approaches to find a
solution, relying either on the Foley–Sammon transform (FST) [17] or on metric
learning methods [39]. From an application-aware image compression perspec-
tive, it is desirable to achieve: (a) classification accuracy, pursued by enhancing
separability of the transformed data, and (b) compression performance, achieved
with decorrelation and energy compaction. These two requirements appear con-
flicting and designing a color transform that optimally accommodates both remains
an open challenge. Therefore, we propose to adopt an optimization approach to
obtain application-dependent color transforms that while aiming to retain energy
compaction properties, also try to maximize separability of the transformed data.

This chapter builds upon our previous work [46], where we first investigate our
proposed color transforms and present preliminary results. The rest of the chapter is
organized as follows. Sect. 13.2 details our methodology to learn color transforms
from the data. Sect. 13.3 demonstrates the proposed approaches on a variety of
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Fig. 13.1 Schematic of the typical encoding/decoding process of a color image

different image datasets, using the JPEG 2000 standard to compress test images.
Finally, Sect. 13.4 offers concluding remarks.

13.2 Methodology

We represent an RGB image as a 3 × n matrix X =
(

r, g, b
)T

, where r, g, and b
are the linearized color components, and n is the number of pixels. Prior to lossy
coding, X is projected into a new color space by T ∈ R

3×3. Each pixel value

xi =
(

ri, gi, bi

)T
in X is transformed by the linear relation yi = Txi . Upon recon-

struction, the color transform is inverted, obtaining the approximation x̃i = T−1̃yi

in the RGB domain. To ensure that the output range of yi is the same as xi (e.g.,
0–255, for 8-bit unsigned integer representation), we scale the directions (rows) of
T with respect to the �1 norm [36].

We operate in the general framework depicted in Fig. 13.1, in which color
transformation is decoupled from encoding/decoding operations. Therefore, any
compression scheme can be adopted (in the experiments we use the JPEG 2000
standard [56]) and the resulting bit stream will be standard compliant.

In the following, we address the problem of obtaining data-driven color space
transformations1, that change according to the image to be encoded or the appli-
cation the images will be used for. In Sect. 13.2.1, based on a heuristic, we derive
a new low-complexity transform (aKLT) that adapts to the content using statistical
information from the image being processed. In Sect. 13.2.2, we propose a novel
approach to obtain transforms that adapt according to the application (here a pixel-
level classifier for foreground–background segmentation), relying on supervised
learning methods and labeled training data. Finally, in Sect. 13.2.3, we combine
the unsupervised and the supervised transforms using an optimization approach.

1 Approaches to efficiently compute the color space conversion for a known transform are
discussed, for example, in [7, 65].
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13.2.1 The aKLT: A Low-Complexity Unsupervised
Data-Dependent Transform

The KLT produces an orthogonal transformation, K, obtained from the eigende-
composition of the color covariance matrix � = 1

n

∑n
i=1 (xi − µ)(xi − µ)T, where

µ = 1
n

∑n
i=1 xi is the mean color vector [51]. The eigenvectors of �, sorted in

decreasing order of magnitude of the corresponding eigenvalues, define the direc-
tions of K. The KLT achieves complete statistical decorrelation of the color signals
and energy compaction in the first channel, thus favoring efficient representation
and subsampling of the other two channels [40, 52].

However, estimation of � can be computationally demanding in memory
and computing power, particularly when images are large, and its application in
resource-constrained sensing devices can be problematic. Thus, we seek to find a
transform that is close to the KLT but less computationally complex to obtain.

Let X ∈ R
3×n be the matrix obtained by normalizing each column (pixel) of X

with respect to the �2 norm. We seek an orthogonal transform Ω ∈ R
3×3 that maps

X to a given reference matrix W ∈ R
3×n, and formulate it as:

minimize
Ω

‖W−ΩX‖F
subject to ΩTΩ = I ,

(13.1)

where ‖·‖F denotes the Frobenius norm, and I is the identity matrix. Let Z = WX
T

,
and Z = USVT be the singular value decomposition (SVD) of Z. The optimization
problem of Eq. (13.1), known as the orthogonal Procrustes problem, admits closed-
form solution UVT [54]. In order to concentrate energy in the first direction, we
impose structure to W:

W =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

1 . . . 1

0 . . . 0

0 . . . 0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠.

Notably, this leads to a simplified form of Z:

Z =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

∑n
i=1 ri

∑n
i=1 gi

∑n
i=1 bi

0 0 0

0 0 0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠,

with only a single direction, a1 = zT
1 /‖z1‖2, that corresponds to the principal direc-

tion, thus making the SVD computation unnecessary. We adopt the vector a1 as an
approximation of the principal direction of the KLT.

To obtain the full transform, we proceed by constructing the 3×3 matrix

A =
(

a1, a2, a3

)
, where a2 and a3 are initialized with random elements, e.g., uni-

formly distributed on the interval [0, 1] (the effect of randomness on performance is
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Table 13.1 Comparison of KLT approaches as a function of input size n, where n denotes the
number of image pixels

KLT, Power method [11],
ACKLT [38]

Penna et al. [48] IPCAa [14] Porikli et al. [49] aKLT

15n ρ15n 15n 15n 12n

a Complexity reported by the authors of [14] only takes into account multiplications
aKLT approximate Karhunen–Loève transform

explored in Sect. 13.3). Subsequently, we use QR factorization to decompose A into
the product A = QR, where Q ∈ R

3×3 has orthogonal columns and R ∈ R
3×3 is

upper triangular. The aKLT transformation matrix, K̃ = QT, shares relevant proper-
ties with the regular KLT: (a) orthogonality and (b) energy compaction capabilities.
Although there is no guarantee on sorting and relative amount of energy of second
and third channel, this is not of concern from a compression standpoint (e.g., chroma
subsampling strategies would downsample the lower-energy components using the
same scheme).

Complexity comparison between KLT approaches

The computation of the KLT requires 15n floating point operations in total, where
n is the number of pixels, and is dominated by computation of mean color vector
µ (3n operations) and covariance matrix � (due to symmetry, 12n operations are
necessary to compute its 6 distinct entries). Notice that while most authors center the
original data on the mean prior to calculating � (a step that would require additional
3n operations, since it is performed on all image pixels), the covariance matrix can
also be defined as � = 1

n

(∑n
i=1 xixT

i

) − µµT [3]. Thus, mean subtraction can be
performed on the small 3×3 autocorrelation matrix, with fixed computational cost
[16]. We also ignore cost of subsequent eigenvalue decomposition of � to obtain K,
since this step does not depend on n.

Approaches that speed up the eigendecomposition of � (e.g., power method [11],
or adaptive color Karhunen-Loève transform (ACKLT) [38]) provide negligible
benefit in this context (particularly as image resolution increases). As shown in
Table 13.1, the iterative principal component analysis (IPCA) [14], based on neural
networks, achieves an approximation of the principal direction using 15n multipli-
cations (additions are not reported by the authors), whereas [48] necessitates to keep
a fraction ρ = 0.8 of the data to match the aKLT. Porikli et al. [49] propose a method
based on integral images for fast construction of feature covariance matrices of all
possible rectangular regions in an image. However, when used in the full image, this
approach does not provide any benefit, computing the color covariance matrix using
also 15n operations.

On the other hand, our proposed aKLT estimates the statistical properties of the
source image and computes the color transform with lower computational complex-
ity. It requires 9n operations to normalize the input data, that is, 3n to square the
pixel values, 2n to add the components of each pixel, n to compute the square root
for each pixel, and 3n to divide each channel by the so-obtained �2 norm (notice that
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x1

x2

FST KLT

Fig. 13.2 The Karhunen–Loève transform (KLT) seeks directions of maximum variance in the
projected data. On the other hand, the Foley–Sammon transform (FST) as other discriminative
methods seeks directions that maximize class separability in a lower-dimensional subspace [59]

mean subtraction is not necessary for the aKLT). Furthermore, 3n operations are
required to calculate z1, and a small fixed cost (27 operations) for the QR decompo-
sition of A, resulting in 12n operations in total to obtain K̃, that is, 20 % reduction
in complexity compared to the regular KLT. Computational complexity of the aKLT
can be further reduced if combined with the subsampling strategies proposed in [48].

13.2.2 A Supervised Approach to an Application-Dependent
Color Transform Using Labeled Pixels

It is known that projecting to principal components is not always optimal from a
pattern recognition perspective: clusters of points belonging to semantically dif-
ferent objects in the scene may overlap now in the projected color space [59] (cf.
Fig. 13.2). Introducing distortions due to lossy compression may affect this sepa-
rability further. With an application-aware compression setting in mind, we seek to
identify a transform that maintains (a) class separation as well as (b) decorrelation
and energy compaction properties.

We assume that the computation of the supervised color transform will occur in
an offline fashion and we will use a training set (pixels partitioned in two classes),
thus it is supervised. Compression of newly acquired images at the sensor occurs as
before, with the transform now known. The calculation of a new transform is neces-
sary only if the scene conditions change (depending on the process being observed)
and if new training data are available.
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Let C1 and C2 be disjoint sets of pixel values (i.e., C1 ∩ C2 = ∅) representative
of distinct pattern classes (e.g., foreground and background). We seek an orthog-
onal transform D ∈ R

3×3 that projects data points belonging to distinct classes,
x1 ∈ C1 and x2 ∈ C2, in a domain where they are maximally separated according
to a measure of separability C:

maximize
D

C{Dx1, Dx2} (13.2a)

subject to DTD = I , (13.2b)

‖D�DT −Λ‖F ≤ ε , (13.2c)

where I is the identity matrix, � is the color covariance matrix, Λ is a diagonal
matrix whose elements are the eigenvalues of �, and ε ≥ 0. The objective function
of Eq. (13.2a) accounts for the class separation property of D, while the constraints
of Eq. (13.2b) and (13.2c) allow for decorrelation and energy compaction. The
parameter ε determines the trade-off between class separation on the one hand and
decorrelation and energy compaction on the other hand. Therefore, solving the com-
plete problem of Eq. (13.2) would lead to an orthogonal transform with the full set
of the desired properties. On the other hand, imposing the orthogonality constraint
(non-convex in nature) renders the optimization problem of Eq. (13.2) non-convex,
possibly admitting multiple local optima. Non-convex problems are generally dif-
ficult to solve (i.e., finding the global optimum), and require to resort to global
optimization methods, which are however computationally intensive. In the remain-
der of this section, we relax the problem by ignoring Eq. (13.2c), but we revisit the
complete problem in the next section.

In the following paragraphs, we discuss two supervised learning approaches to
obtain a color transform with class separation capabilities: (a) the Foley–Sammon
transform, based on the linear discriminant analysis, and (b) metric learning
approaches.

Foley–Sammon transform

An effective measure of class separability is the Fisher’s criterion [15,59], defined as
the difference between the means of the class data points, normalized by a measure
of the within-class dispersion. This notion is formally expressed in the form of the
generalized Rayleigh quotient:

J (d) = dTSbd

dTSwd
, (13.3)

where d ∈ R
3 and Sb, Sw ∈ R

3×3 are, respectively, between-class scatter matrix
and within-class scatter matrix:

Sb =
2∑

i=1

(mi − µ)(mi − µ)T ,

Sw =
2∑

i=1

∑

x∈Ci

(x−mi)(x−mi)
T ,
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where µ = ∑2
i=1 Pimi is the mean sample vector, and mi ∈ R

3 and Pi ∈ R are,
respectively, mean and a priori probability of class i.

A closed-form solution to finding orthogonal discriminant vectors that maxi-
mize the Fisher’s criterion, can be obtained adopting the Foley–Sammon transform
(FST) [17]. The first direction, d1, termed Fisher’s discriminant vector (or Fisher’s
linear discriminant [15]), corresponds to the projection direction that yields max-
imum between-class scatter and minimum within-class scatter, that is, d1 =
arg maxdJ (d), and is obtained as the eigenvector associated with the largest eigen-
value α1 satisfying Sbd1 = α1Swd1 [59]. The following directions to complete
the three-dimensional transform are found recursively, by maximizing the Fisher’s

criterion with an orthogonality constraint. If D =
(

d1, . . . , dr

)T
is the set of pre-

viously obtained directions, dr+1 corresponds to the eigenvector associated with
the largest eigenvalue αr+1 satisfying MSbdr+1 = αr+1Swdr+1, where M =
I − DT(DS−1

w DT)−1DS−1
w [31], and I is the identity matrix. For three-dimensional

RGB data, the final color transformation matrix is defined by D =
(

d1, d2, d3

)T
.

In this chapter we consider only a two-class classification problem (i.e., fore-
ground vs. background), however, the FST formulation can be easily generalized to
an arbitrary number of pattern classes [18]. According to the class distribution of
our test image datasets (cf. Sect. 13.3), we use the standard FST formulation to find
a linear separation between foreground and background. Kernel formulations of the
FST [68] could be adopted to accommodate nonlinearly separable classes.

Metric learning approaches

Metric learning methods (see [39] for a comprehensive survey) seek to estimate
from supervised information a Mahalanobis distance function over data points,
DA(xi , xj ) = (xi − xj )TA(xi − xj ), parametrized by a positive semidefinite matrix
A = LTL. Computing the distance in the input space is equivalent to applying a
linear transformation L of the input space, such that data points with small dis-
tance according to DA are close (in a Euclidean sense) in the projected space, that
is, the matrix L minimizes DA(xi , xj ) = ‖Lxi − Lxj‖2

2, which is another view of
the objective function in Eq. (13.2a). While the FST matrix D is orthogonal, the L
transformation matrix obtained by a metric learning approach is positive semidef-
inite, and in general not orthogonal. Observe that orthogonality is beneficial for
the numerical stability of the color transformation, that is, errors introduced by
compression and decompression operations are not magnified when forward and
reverse color space conversions are computed. Therefore, with respect to the frame-
work defined by Eq. (13.2), metric learning approaches optimize solely for class
separability.
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Recent metric learning methods include relevant component analysis (RCA) [5],
large margin nearest neighbors (LMNN) [63], and information theoretic metric
learning (ITML) [10], which can all be used to find L.

13.2.3 Combining Unsupervised and Supervised Approaches

Our approach for finding the supervised transform D in Sect. 13.2.2 relaxed the con-
straint of optimal decorrelation and energy compaction of Eq. (13.2), finding one
that only optimizes for separation. In the previous section we also obtained orthog-
onality when using the FST, however, this does not guarantee energy compaction,
which is achieved by the KLT (or can be approximated by the aKLT). Therefore, we
consider now a different approach, removing the orthogonality constraint to obtain
a convex relaxation of the problem of Eq. (13.2).

We seek to find a new transform D′ ∈ R
3×3 that is close to D whilst trying to

satisfy Eq. (13.2c), or equivalently, since we know that the KLT (or the aKLT) opti-
mizes Eq. (13.2c), we can pose the following unconstrained optimization problem:

minimize
D′

‖D′ − D‖F + λ‖D′ − K̃‖F , (13.4)

thus, finding a transform that is between D (application-aware, obtained offline
using labeled data) and the aKLT (obtained at the sensor and computed based on
the unseen image), where the trade-off is controlled by the value of the regulariza-
tion parameter λ (playing here a role similar to ε in Eq. (13.2)). In the same fashion,
the L transform obtained with metric learning methods could be used in Eq. (13.4)
instead of D. Although D and K̃ in Eq. (13.4) are orthogonal, in general D′ will not
be orthogonal. Approaches for finding the nearest orthonormal matrix to D′ can be
adopted, for example, relying on the polar decomposition [27], or the square root
matrix [28] of D′.

While this approach adapts the supervised transform to unseen data on the sensor
and is expected to gain decorrelating and compacting capabilities, from a computa-
tional perspective may be less attractive. In this setting, with the FST (or the RCA)
known, the encoder is required to compute the (a)KLT and then solve Eq. (13.4) to
obtain the final color transform.

The approaches presented in Sects. 13.2.1 and 13.2.2 admit closed-form solu-
tions, whereas D′ is found relying on iterative optimization procedures computing
the solution path along the λ parameter. On the other hand, Eq. (13.4) involves only
color transforms (i.e., small 3×3 matrices), rather than the original image pixels.
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Fig. 13.3 (Left) Example images of Arabidopsis plants from different experiments [53], and (right)
corresponding ground truth segmentations delineated manually

13.3 Results and Discussion

13.3.1 Experimental Settings

The proposed methodology is evaluated on color image data from a variety of appli-
cation domains. We demonstrate the unsupervised approach on standard test images,
including natural, aerial, and retinal [58] images (Fig. 13.4). We showcase the super-
vised transform using images of different size (up to 18 megapixel) downloaded
from the Internet2, including horses, balloons, and fish (Fig. 13.6). The approaches
are also evaluated on a dataset of 20 images (width × height: 3108×2324 pixels)
from a time-lapse sequence of Arabidopsis plant subjects (Fig. 13.3a), arising from
plant phenotyping experiments [53]. We use images from this application since they
are usually large and due to design requirements they may need to be communi-
cated via the Internet to centralized locations for processing [44]. Thus, any bit rate
savings possible are desirable.

We include in the comparison plain RGB (i.e., no color transform) and YCbCr
(ITU-R BT.601) [30]. KLT and aKLT are computed for each image. We also adopt
the RCA [5], a metric learning approach to find a supervised transform L that aims
to preserve variability in the data relevant to the classification task at hand. For
brevity and clarity of presentation we do not include other popular metric learn-
ing approaches, such as LMNN [63] and ITML [10], because they perform similar
to the RCA in our image compression context, while being more computationally

2 http://www.flickr.com/.
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Fig. 13.4 Reconstruction accuracy of standard test images, using fixed and data-dependent color
transforms (proposed transform is shown with solid red curve). a Jelly beans (width × height:
256×256 pixels). b Landscape of Bretagne (width × height: 2592×1944 pixels). c Aerial photo-
graph of Woodland Hills, Ca. (width × height: 512×512 pixels). d Human retina [58] (width ×
height: 565×584 pixels). For the aKLT, average results are shown, obtained using 100 different
initializations. (see Sect. 13.2.1)

demanding (they rely on iterative optimization procedures). The supervised trans-
forms (FST, RCA) are estimated on manually labeled training image data (excluded
from testing). On the plant dataset, the supervised transforms (D and L) are esti-
mated from the first image of the time-lapse sequence using pixel label information
obtained manually. The so-obtained D and L are then applied to all subsequent
images of the same sequence and also to a test image of Arabidopsis plants with
different scene conditions (Fig. 13.3c). While the other transforms included in the
comparison are either fixed (RGB, YCbCr) or present closed-form solutions (KLT,
aKLT, FST, RCA), to solve the optimization problem of Eq. (13.4) we use CVX3, a
package for specifying and solving convex programs [22].

3 http://cvxr.com/cvx.
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After color space transformation, the images are compressed at various bit rates
(between 0.0625 and 2 bpp) using the JJ2000 software implementation4, version
5.1, of the JPEG 2000 coding standard [56]. We implement the proposed methods
using Matlab R2011b, and conduct all experiments on a machine with Intel Core 2
Duo CPU E8200 2.66 GHz and 4 GB memory.

The approaches are evaluated according to: (a) reconstruction accuracy and (b)
application error. Reconstruction accuracy is measured using peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) in RGB image domain, either in the full image or in regions of interest
(e.g., foreground regions as in Fig. 13.3). To estimate application error, we adopt
the task of plant segmentation for plant phenotyping applications [44,45], therefore,
we first build a rudimentary classifier. Similar to the approach described in [45], we
train a Gaussian mixture model, M, on color features (a* and b* components of the
CIE L*a*b* color space [29]), using labeled foreground (plant) data from the first
uncompressed image of the time-lapse sequence (excluded from testing). At each
tested bit rate, we calculate the average application error:

EM =
∑n

i=1 (M(̃xi)−M(xi))2
∑n

i=1 (M(xi))2
, (13.5)

between the posterior probabilities estimated by M on the n original, xi , and recon-
structed, x̃i , image pixels. Application error is expressed in percentage, where best
possible value of EM is 0%.

13.3.2 Results

In this section, we present rate-distortion performance of the proposed approaches.
We first compare them in terms of overall reconstruction accuracy. Next, we
demonstrate the supervised approach in an application-aware context.

Reconstruction accuracy

On the benchmark images of Fig. 13.4, all of the decorrelating transforms pro-
vide considerable PSNR improvement with respect to the plain RGB color space,
with the data-dependent transforms (KLT, aKLT) outperforming the fixed YCbCr.
Notably, our proposed low-complexity aKLT, K̃, exhibits performance very close to
the regular KLT, or in some cases slightly superior (cf. red line in Figs. 13.4b and
13.4d, higher bit rates).

4 http://code.google.com/p/jj2000/.
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Table 13.2 Reconstruction accuracy comparison for the plant dataset [53]. (cf. Fig. 13.3a)

Average PSNR (dB)

Bit Rate (bpp) RGB YCbCr KLT aKLT FST RCA

0.0625 26.75 27.07 27.28 27.23 26.81 25.68

0.125 27.86 28.31 28.44 28.39 27.92 26.26

0.25 29.09 29.53 29.58 29.55 29.13 27.21

0.5 30.53 30.78 30.81 30.90 30.49 28.05

1.0 32.39 32.39 32.28 32.46 32.07 29.23

2.0 34.86 34.68 34.48 34.81 34.46 30.42

RGB red-green-blue, FST Foley-Sammon transform, RCA relevant component analysis, PSNR
peak signal-to-noise ratio, aKLT approximate Karhunen–Loève transform

Table 13.2 reports image fidelity results for the Arabidopsis plant dataset5. At
low bit rates (< 1 bpp), decorrelating transforms (YCbCr, KLT, aKLT) achieve bet-
ter performance than RGB (0.25 to 0.6 dB improvement in PSNR). Performance of
the aKLT is always superior to the YCbCr, and for bit rates greater than 0.5 bpp it
surpasses the KLT. As also found by others in some cases [43], at higher bit rates
the RGB representation may result in higher performance, due to noise amplification
effects of the other transformations and reduced quantization (see solid green line
in Fig. 13.4a, in the range of bit rates close to 2 bpp). The supervised FST, D, shows
PSNR performance comparable to RGB, with slight improvement only at low bit
rates. On the other hand, the supervised RCA, L, performs worse than baseline RGB,
probably due to the lack of orthogonality (Gershikov et al. [19] observe a depen-
dence of PSNR performance on the condition number of the color transformation
matrix).

Figure 13.5 offers a visual comparison between the components of the color
spaces. The RGB channels appear highly redundant (particularly the first two, i.e.,
red and green), total signal energy is spread across all channels, and the distributions
of intensity values span the entire 0–255 range. In the YCbCr, the distributions of
second and third channel cover a smaller range of values, however signal energy is
again dispersed over all three channels. On the other hand, KLT and aKLT present
highly similar output, with most of the signal energy (66–70 %) compacted in the
first channel, and narrow and peaked distributions in second and third channel, con-
taining a relatively low amount of information. On the other hand, the supervised
FST concentrates more energy (64 %) in the second channel, as the first one (i.e.,
projection on Fisher’s discriminant vector) is purposely designed to exhibit good
discrimination capabilities of the plant objects. Such features render the KLT, aKLT,

5 Observe that, in general, major bit rate savings are attained by compression schemes with the
combined use of several coding tools. Thus, seemingly small differences in PSNR observed here
(i.e., in the order of a fraction of dB) are accounted for by the fact that only the effect of color
transformation is tested.
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Fig. 13.5 Projection of the image of Fig 13.3a in a variety of color spaces. Next to each channel is
shown the corresponding histogram of intensity values, and in parentheses the percentage of signal
energy contained in that component

and FST ideal for the coding of color images, because the channels accounting for
less energy can be effectively subsampled.

Unsupervised transform

To assess the sensitivity of the aKLT to the random initialization of the vectors a2
and a3 in the matrix A (cf. Sect. 13.2.1), we compute 100 different realizations of K̃
for each of the test images in Fig. 13.4. As shown in Table 13.3, the aKLT behaves
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Table 13.3 Mean and standard deviation of reconstruction accuracy performance for the images
of Fig. 13.4, using the aKLT and 100 different initializations

Average PSNR (dB)

Bit Rate (bpp) Jelly Beans Bretagne Aerial Retina

0.0625 22.52± 0.08 35.32± 0.06 21.09± 0.03 33.82± 0.08

0.125 25.71± 0.06 36.85± 0.05 22.16± 0.07 36.10± 0.07

0.25 29.22± 0.11 38.33± 0.04 23.48± 0.09 38.39± 0.06

0.5 33.05± 0.06 39.98± 0.04 25.20± 0.10 40.40± 0.05

1.0 37.41± 0.04 42.25± 0.02 27.27± 0.12 42.43± 0.05

2.0 42.71± 0.06 45.20± 0.02 30.12± 0.17 44.92± 0.06

PSNR peak signal-to-noise ratio, aKLT approximate Karhunen–Loève transform

Table 13.4 Average interchannel linear correlation of the test images of Fig. 13.4. For the aKLT,
average results are shown, obtained using 100 different initializations (see Sect. 13.2.1)

Correlation

Transform ch. 1–2 ch. 1–3 ch. 2–3

RGB 0.84 0.71 0.91

YCbCr -0.39 0.11 -0.71

aKLT 0.04 0.09 0.11

KLT 0.00 0.00 0.00

RGB red-green-blue, aKLT approximate Karhunen–Loève transform

consistently, and variations in PSNR performance due to different initial values are
on average approximately only 0.2 %.

Furthermore, the aKLT exhibits good decorrelating capabilities. As shown in
Table 13.4, in the RGB domain, the channels of the test images of Figure 13.4
present on average strong linear correlation. Interchannel linear correlation is only
moderately reduced by the YCbCr, whereas the aKLT is able to achieve the almost
complete decorrelation obtained by the optimal KLT.

Supervised transforms and application-aware compression

Figure 13.6 provides several visual examples of the supervised transform on a vari-
ety of different images, showing its ability to identify the objects of interest in the
test images, even when major changes occur in the scene with respect to the training
data (e.g., compare background appearance of the images in Figs. 13.6u and 13.6v).
This approach is chiefly based on color information, therefore after learning the
transform D on the image of a black horse (Figs. 13.6a and 13.6g), only the black
stripes of the zebra in Fig. 13.6f result in a high response, whereas the white stripes
are regarded as background (cf. Fig. 13.6l). On the other hand, the transform D esti-
mated from training data in Figs. 13.6m and 13.6q, is able to selectively identify
only the red balloons in the image of Fig. 13.6p.
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Fig. 13.6 Demonstration of the supervised transform, using images of: a–f horses, m–p balloons,
and u–v fish. For each category, a single FST was obtained, using for training, respectively, images
in (a), (m), and (u), and corresponding ground truth segmentations (i.e. (g), (q), and (w), respec-
tively). Images in (h–l), (r–t), and (x) visualize the projections of the test images on the first
component of the FST

Figure 13.7 compares the approaches from an application standpoint. Color
transformation alone provides up to 1.26 dB improvement in PSNR of the fore-
ground (plant) regions relative to RGB, with the FST now obtaining competitive per-
formance. The supervised transforms do not show remarkable improvements with
respect to the other approaches, probably due to lacking decorrelation capabilities
for these images, causing losses in bit rate performance.
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Fig. 13.7 R-D performance using the proposed transforms (in solid curves) in comparison to oth-
ers (dashed curves) on the plant image data of Fig. 13.3 using application-aware metrics: a–b
reconstruction accuracy of the objects of interest, and c–d model error EM of Eq. (13.5). Results
in (a) and (c) are averaged over 19 test images

Supervised transform for ROI detection

The separation property of the supervised color transform can be further exploited
in applications in which the objects of interest can be discriminated by color fea-
tures (e.g., plant objects in our dataset can be separated from the background based
on color information). Therefore, we envision the use of the supervised color trans-
form to obtain from the transformed image a region of interest (ROI) estimate, that
can be used in an encoder with ROI coding capability (e.g., the JPEG 2000 stan-
dard [56]). With respect to other approaches obtaining the ROI information from
a detection module external to the encoder [44], we propose for the first time to
combine color transformation and ROI estimation in a single framework, identify-
ing potential ROI masks solely on the basis of the class separation capabilities of
the supervised transform, thus reducing computational overhead at the encoder.

When using the FST approach, the first channel of the FST domain, y
(1)
i = dT

1 xi ,
corresponds to the projection on Fisher’s discriminant vector (cf. Fig. 13.5, bot-
tom row). In an unseen image, to obtain an ROI estimate, �(D, θ∗) ∈ {0, 1}n, we
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decide the class of a pixel (foreground or background) based on a single threshold
θ∗ on the values of y

(1)
i . We estimate θ∗ from our training set, maximizing the dice

similarity coefficient (DSC):

θ∗ = arg max
θ

2 · |�GT ∩ �(D, θ)|
|�GT| + |�(D, θ)| , (13.6)

between the ground truth of pixels, �GT, and the classification, �(D, θ ), obtained
using D and threshold θ on the training data. Supervised transform D and threshold
θ∗ are generally assumed to be obtained offline, therefore we estimate θ∗ using a
parameter sweeping strategy. On the other hand, if an application requires that θ∗
be obtained at the sensor, statistical assumptions on the distribution of the data (e.g.,
Gaussian) would lead to closed-form solutions for finding the optimal θ∗ efficiently
[59]. When using the RCA approach, ROI estimation proceeds analogously.

When used in a spatial decorrelation context to estimate an ROI, combined with
the ROI coding feature of JPEG 2000, the FST + ROI approach obtains a major
improvement at all bit rates: 2–8.8 dB increase in foreground PSNR, and 13–77 %
reduction in application error (cf. black solid line in Figs. 13.7a and 13.7c). When
using the same FST on a test image of Arabidopsis plants acquired under signif-
icantly different scene conditions (Fig. 13.3c), the FST + ROI approach proves
robust, obtaining again best performance (cf. Figs. 13.7b and 13.7d). On the con-
trary, although the RCA approach is capable of detecting the regions of interest in
an image in both testing scenarios, when projecting the images in the so-obtained
color space, the new intensity values are altered in a way that the benefits of
the application-aware transform are diminished (or surpassed) by numerical errors
introduced by the combination of forward and reverse color transformation and
compression (cf. yellow dashed line in Fig. 13.7).

A visual comparison of reconstructed images after compression with JPEG 2000
and all color transforms adopted in this work is shown in Fig. 13.8. The RGB image
appears oversmoothed, whereas the decorrelating transforms (YCbCr, aKLT, and
KLT) exhibit higher image fidelity and appear increasingly richer in details (cf.
Figs. 13.8b, 13.8c, 13.8d, and 13.8e). The supervised FST alone already provides
good reconstruction accuracy, however, the FST + ROI outperforms all other meth-
ods (cf. Figs. 13.8g and 13.8h). The artifacts introduced by the RCA are evident in
Fig. 13.8i, and even when coupled with ROI coding the approach produces a noisy
image (Fig. 13.8j).

The results envision different use cases for the proposed approaches. The aKLT
is general purpose and can be efficiently calculated on a per image basis to tar-
get reconstruction accuracy. On the other hand, the supervised approach is best
suited for application-aware compression or enhancement scenarios, and since it
does require supervision (which can be costly to obtain at the sensor) is assumed to
be computed offline. The regularized versions of Eq. (13.4) are highly dependent on
the free parameter λ and their performance is found to lie within the bounds of the
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Fig. 13.8 a Detail of the image in Fig. 13.3a. b–e, g–j Reconstructed images after compression at
0.5 bpp using the JPEG 2000 standard and several color space transformations. Foreground PSNR
between (a) and each of the reconstructed versions, calculated for the plant region indicated in (f),
is also reported

other two. When varying the value of λ, the new transform D′ exhibits behavior very
close to either the supervised or the unsupervised transform, respectively. There-
fore, it is best to exploit the classification abilities of the supervised FST to focus
bits in appropriate places in the image, which is considerably less computationally
demanding.

13.4 Conclusions

We address the problem of designing image-adaptive color space transformations
for coding and enhancement applications. In recognition of the superior data-
dependent KLT with respect to fixed transforms such as the YCbCr (as also
confirmed by our experimental results), we derive a low-complexity approximation,
the aKLT, capable of comparable performance. Our proposed aKLT achieves lower
computational complexity than other KLT approaches in the literature, which is
expected to result in proportionally reduced computation time, when devising opti-
mized implementations. This will ease adoption on resource-constrained devices or
in time-critical applications.

We also consider an application-aware compression setting, in which prior
knowledge is available on the objects of interest in the scene. We formulate a novel
approach to design color transforms with class separation capabilities, using super-
vised learning methods. Inspired by the linear discriminant analysis, we measure
class separability using the Fisher’s discrimination criterion, and adopt the Foley–
Sammon transform to obtain an orthogonal application-aware color transform. We
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also adopt metric learning approaches, however they focus only on class separation
(renouncing also orthogonality) and are found to result in lower performance in a
compression context. The proposed unsupervised and supervised approaches, for
which closed-form solutions are presented, address different requirements, there-
fore we also consider optimization strategies to combine the two approaches. In the
experiments, we also showcase the use of the separation property of the supervised
transforms to detect regions of interest in an image, and inform the encoder where
to focus bit rate spatially.

In an enhancement context, the proposed supervised approach can be used to
enhance the contrast of objects of interest in the scene, also incorporating knowledge
of the application and the expert system, and facilitate human–computer interaction,
or for automatic content-aware cropping or resizing of large images for visualization
on small displays [60].

When coupled with quantizer design even greater bit rate savings are possible,
but that would in general violate standard compliance. Increased image resolu-
tion or video applications are expected to emphasize the benefits of the proposed
approaches. While we adopt the JPEG 2000 standard, our methodology is general
and can be adapted to other coding schemes. Reversible integer approximations of
the proposed transforms can also be obtained [25, 26], for lossless or progressive
lossy-to-lossless compression of color images.
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